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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to research whether some factors of the development of MICE tourism influence each other in 

the capital of Kazakhstan.The author conducted a survey and analyzed the interaction of the effectiveness of interaction between the 

authorized government body and private organizations, the level destination marketing of development and number of experienced 

specialists. This study used the method of one-phase analysis of variance (ANOVA analysis), as well as the method of analyzing 

contingency tables (χ2 test of independence (Pearson's chi-squared test) using the SPSS program. The study sample includes 50 

respondents directly related to the development of tourism in Astana city. The results of this analysis indicate that the number of 

experienced professionals in the field of MICE tourism development significantly influences the level of marketing development of a 

destination with a p-value of 0.010 < 0.05. The second result of the analysis showed that the number of experienced specialists in 

the field of MICE tourism development does not affect the effectiveness of interaction between the authorized state body and 

private organizations in the field of tourism with the p-value of 0.347 > 0.05. The following result of the analysis suggests that 

the effectiveness of interaction between the authorized government body and private organizations in the field of tourism does 

not affect the level of development of destination marketing, while the independence criterion χ2 with p-value 0.958 > 0.05.  
 

Key words: MICE tourism, experienced specialists, destination marketing development, public private partnershi 
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INTRODUCTION  

The meetings, incentive travels, conferences, and exhibitions (MICE) sector is recognized as an important part of 

international tourism (Rogerson, 2015). Indeed, these events are strongly sought after to develop local industries (both 

tourism and non-tourism) and boost the national economy (Kim et al., 2022; Welthagen et al., 2022; Kourkouridis et al., 

2023). Several studies have explained the interconnectedness to the globalised world which has resulted in MICE tourism 

being one of the most dynamic and leading aspects of global activities (Rogerson, 2015; Tichaawa, 2017; 2021; Draper and 

Neal, 2018). Accordingly, the sector has grown to be an important part of business operations with literature averring the 

attendance of MICE events to be related to information sharing, problem-solving, decision-making, participating in 

educational discussions, and sharing common interests (Becken and Hughey, 2022). 

Being predominantly a MICE destination, Astana has good quality MICE facilities. The city has 113 MICE halls in 

hotel establishments, which can accommodate 12,287 participants. Additionally, Astana has 20 other facilities for MICE, 

exhibitions and events, which can accommodate 83,307 participants, of which 20% are pure MICE. For example, in 2016 

About 20 major MICE events and 19 leisure events were held. Most MICE events are organized in March-May and 

September-November. MICE sites actually host many more events, but there are no official statistics regarding events, 

organizers and number of participants. 3 ICCA events were held in Astana in 2016, 6 confirmed ICCA events for 2017. and 

1 for 2018. At the Palace of Peace and Reconciliation in 2016 160 events were held (70% private/corporate and 30% 

public), and the Independence Palace hosted 80 events (mostly political and government) in the same year. 

Today Astana is at the beginning of the development of events and festivals. Most events are related to MICE, are 

governmental or political; and leisure events are mainly aimed at local residents. However, here are no statistics on the 

number of all business and leisure events held in the city. As for the management system of the tourism sector in the 

capital, over the past 20 years, it has been undergoing constant modifications and reorganizations. Basically, the main and 

governing body is the local state executive power represented by the Akimat of Astana city. At the level of the legislative 

branch, it is the Astana city Maslikhat, whose regulations have legal force within the capital. 

Over the years, the function of tourism management at the state level belonged to different Departments of the Akimat - 

the State Institution “Department of Entrepreneurship and Industry”, the State Institution “Department of Tourism and 

Sports”, the State Institution “Department of Investments”, while the tourism department consisted of 2 to 4 people. 

In 2015, the Astana Convention Bureau LLP of the Akimat of Astana was organized. The staff consisted of 41 people 

with the following departments: Department of Tourism Infrastructure Development (4 people), Department of 

International Cooperation and MICE Tourism (4 people), Department of Special Projects (5 people), Marketing 

Department (5 people), Department of Administration and Finance (7 people), as well as a management team of 4 people. 
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In addition, 11 people were employees of visitor centers located at the city airport, at the Astana-Baiterek monument, as 

well as at the Khan Shatyr entertainment center. The main activity of Astana Convention Bureau LLP was aimed at 

developing MICE tourism activities. The Bureau actively worked with representatives of the corporate sector and 

industry associations to attract and host international business events in the city. Though, the level of destination 

marketing development in Astana city according to the survey is at an average level with the indicator (50% of 

respondents) and 38% of respondents believe that the level of tourism marketing is low. According to Kim et al. (2022), 

the MICE sector represents the socio-economic and cultural aspects of the host destination and thus requires the support 

of key stakeholders, including governments, suppliers, and visitors. The MICE sector is established to be a tool for 

economic development and strengthening tourism destinations (An et al., 2021; Santos et al., 2022). Understandably, a 

significant portion of the MICE tourism research considers the role of government (at various levels) in the development 

of the MICE sector (see for example Weru and Njoroge, 2021; Mena-Navarro et al., 2022; Kourkouridis et al., 2023). 

Thus, in our study we research whether some factors of the development of MICE tourism influence each other in the 

capital of Kazakhstan, such as the effectiveness of interaction between the authorized government body and private 

organizations, the level of development of destination marketing and the number of experienced specialists.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Key factors for the development of MICE tourism are of great importance, which need to be studied both separately and 

in dependence on each other. MICE means meetings, incentives, conferences or congresses, as well as conventions and 

exhibitions. Business tourism includes all aspects of the experience of travelers staying at least one night away from their 

permanent residence (Swarbrooke and Horner, 2001). MICE as a business travel can have the characteristics of any other 

type of travel. The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) official definition of tourism suggests that people who travel 

for business or professional reasons are also considered tourists (Štetiš, 2011). The International Congress and Convention 

Association (ICCA) definition is “relatively more comprehensive and defines business tourism as “a series of activities 

aimed at providing accommodation and services to millions of delegates at meetings, congresses, exhibitions, business 

events and incentive trips.” Accepting With all this taken into account, one comprehensive and complete definition of 

business tourism can be given, in which there are business reasons and participation in meetings, congresses, conventions, 

exhibitions, conferences and incentive trips, where business travelers enjoy the full range of tourism services and major 

tourism products within tourist destinations (Štetiš et al., 2014). Getz and Page (2015) describe MICE tourism as business 

events. The MICE sector requires conference centers and exhibition halls, including numerous small private parties and 

events held in restaurants, hotels or resorts. Sports also require special facilities, including sports parks, arenas and 

stadiums. Festivals and other cultural events are less dependent on infrastructure and can be held in parks, streets, theaters, 

concert halls and all other public or private venues. Entertainment events such as concerts are typically produced by the 

private sector and use many types of venues. The literature shows that the benefits obtained from MICE tourism are worthy 

of attention; this is the basis for business contacts. It facilitates access to new technologies, attracts high-spending visitors, 

generates high per capita income, strengthens international economic contacts, creates greater economic multiplier effects 

and competitiveness, and can occur outside the peak season (Lau et al., 2005; Lawrence and McCabe, 2001; Rogerson, 

2005; Yoon et al., 2001). MICE delegates stay longer and consider themselves big spenders (Kim et al., 2003; Lee and 

Back, 2007). In addition, MICE contributes to community building, urban renewal and the growth of national identity 

(Getz, 2008). Kay (2005) emphasizes the profit criterion and motives behind the establishment of convention and 

exhibition centers; these include improvements to airports, the metro system, highways, redevelopment of the host city, 

parks, various urban renewal schemes, improvement of the municipality's financial position and the restoration of the 

devastated area near the city's convention center. 

Stakeholder theory is based on three pillars: power, legitimacy and urgency (Freeman, 1994). Stakeholders are 

interested and motivated by profit expectations (Skidmore, 1975). Power is the ability of stakeholders to impose their will 

on a given relationship. A legitimate stakeholder is one whose actions are acceptable, appropriate, legal, and desirable from 

the community's perspective. Whereas, urgency is the degree to which a stakeholder believes that its actions are time 

sensitive and critical, requiring immediate attention (Etzioni, 1964; Parent and Deephousese, 2007; Suchman, 1995). 

In this regard, stakeholders could be defined as individuals, groups, or organizations that are affected by the 

consequences and causes of problems (Bryson and Crosbyby, 1992). Stakeholder groups are classified first of all: city 

authorities, marketing organizations, competitors, tourist attraction enterprises, service companies, tourists, restaurants and 

hotels. And minor ones: the chamber of commerce, incentive planners, and community groups (Tkaczynski, 2009). Sautter 

and Leisen (1999) added other stakeholder groups: property owners, local businesses, coastal managers, and employees. 

Bushell (1999) mentioned the common desires and interests they have, such as participation in decision making and benefit 

sharing. In tourism planning, collaboration between different stakeholder groups can lead to potential benefits such as 

avoiding conflicts between stakeholders that lead to real costs, positively influencing the performance of stakeholders when 

they are involved in the decision-making process, and increasing the coordination of policies and strategies (Bramwell and 

Sharman, 1999). In the MICE sector, where success largely depends on close cooperation between parties, these changes 

are also detrimental in terms of intergroup dynamics and actually create a hostile industry environment (JungYoung Jeong, 

2017). In the development of MICE tourism, the tourism destination management system and territory marketing are 

important. In this matter, the public–private partnership (PPP, 3P or P3) plays a special role. 

In accordance with M. Porter’s approach to globalization, the idea of PPP is formulated to strengthen trust between the 

state and business representatives at the regional level. It should also be noted that the intervention of external factors, such 

https://www.semanticscholar.org/author/JungYoung-Jeong/121619437
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as a pandemic, geopolitical problems (Ukraine - Russia) also have an impact on the development of MICE tourism. Similar 

to the rest of the world, Astana was severely affected by the pandemic, with the country’s COVID-19 regulations stifling 

the entire tourism system (Rogerson and Rogerson, 2022). While government interventions and the focus on domestic 

tourism had helped reduce the impact of the pandemic, the MICE events sector was forced to not only pause operations but 

re -alter their structure to comply with regulations (Dragin-Jensen et al., 2022).  

Bartis et al. (2021) point out that the sector was one of the most regulated tourism activities. In fact, from the very start, 

the (changing) regulations in place had restricted the hosting of in-person MICE events, as for the most part, the sector was 

limited to hosting events with only 50 and 100 persons (maximum) capacity (Lekgau and Tichaawa, 2022). There are five 

key determinants of the recovery of MICE tourism: change in focus of geographical markets, varied recovery of the 

different economic industries, limited airline access and connectivity, destination image and level of confidence of MICE 

attendees to travel (Lekgau, 2023). Regarding our research, we consider internal factors of the development of MICE 

tourism:  the effectiveness of interaction between the authorized government body and private organizations, the level of 

development of destination marketing and the number of experienced specialists and how it influences each other.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

The research hypothesis is central to all research endeavors, 

“whether qualitative or quantitative, exploratory or explanatory. At 

its core, a research hypothesis defines what the researcher expects to 

find - it is a preliminary answer to the research question that guides 

the entire study.” However, developing testable research hypotheses 

requires skill along with careful attention to how the proposed 

research method is to develop and test hypotheses (Creswell, 2014). 

The research model proposed by the author includes the mutual 

influence of MICE tourism development factors in the capital of 

Kazakhstan, particularly the interaction of the effectiveness of 

interaction between the authorized government body and private 

organizations, the level destination marketing of development and 

number of experienced specialists (Figure 1). Within the framework 

of the development of business tourism, these factors are one of the 

important tools for improving the MICE tourism system in Astana 

city. Based on the formulation of the problem, goals and in  

 
Figure 1. Flow chart of methodology steps 

 

accordance with the model created in this study, the following hypotheses can be formulated (Figure 2). 
H1 - It is assumed that the number of experienced specialists in the field of MICE tourism development influences the 

level of destination marketing development.     

H2 - It is assumed that the number of experienced specialists 

in the field of MICE tourism development affects the 

effectiveness of interaction between the authorized state body and 

private organizations in the field of tourism. 

H3 - It is assumed that the effectiveness of interaction 

between the authorized government body and private 

organizations in the field of tourism affects the level of 

destination marketing development.  

The empirical data of this study was collected through a 

paper-based survey in Astana. Specifically, a questionnaire was 

used to collect data to test the hypotheses. Tourism stakeholders 

representing travel agents, tour operators, restaurant owners, 

event organizers, hoteliers, government officials, and academics 

were interviewed as the study population. A total of 50 responses 

were collected from the survey and coded for analysis.The largest 

share fell on representatives of private organizations in the field 

of tourism 25 people - 50% (25), followed by persons 

representing bodies of state and quasi-state structures - (15 

people, 30.0%), and persons representing the scientific field (5 

doctoral students and 5 university teachers, 20%). In order to 

explore the connections between the key factors in the 

development of MICE tourism in the capital of Kazakhstan, 

special attention is paid to the effectiveness of interaction 

between the authorized government body and private 

organizations in the field of tourism, the level of development of 

destination marketing, and the frequency of international level 

MICE tourism events in the capital. This study used the method 

of one-phase analysis of variance (ANOVA analysis), as well as 

 
 

Table 1. General coded data obtained through questionnaires 
 

N X1 Y1 N X1 Y1 N X1 Y1 N X1 Y1 

1 2 1 14 15 2 27 28 3 40 16 2 
2 9 2 15 9 2 28 14 1 41 15 2 
3 6 1 16 8 1 29 16 1 42 22 3 
4 11 2 17 9 1 30 17 2 43 13 2 
5 9 1 18 6 3 31 18 1 44 15 2 
6 9 2 19 8 1 32 14 2 45 17 2 
7 5 1 20 17 2 33 19 1 46 17 2 
8 7 1 21 18 2 34 14 1 47 18 2 
9 7 2 22 9 1 35 15 2 48 19 2 
10 14 2 23 11 1 36 24 3 49 14 2 
11 4 3 24 15 2 37 14 1 50 15 2 
12 6 1 25 16 2 38 13 2    
13 7 1 26 10 1 39 10 3    

 

Figure 2. Research model 
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the method of analyzing contingency tables (χ2 test of independence (Pearson's chi-squared test) using the SPSS 

program. To test the first hypothesis (H1), the one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) method was used. 
H1 – It is assumed that the number of experienced specialists in the field of international MICE tourism development 

(X1) significantly influences the level of development of destination marketing (Y1). General coded data obtained 

through questionnaires are given in Table 1. The null hypothesis states that the number of experienced specialists in the 

field of international MICE tourism development does not affect the level of marketing development of the destination. 

Descriptive Statistics regarding number of experienced specialists are given in Table 2.  

The hypothesis “The variances in the compared groups are equal” is tested. Test for homogeneity of variances are given 

in Table 3. The resulting significance is less than 0.05, which means that the null hypothesis maybe be rejected That there 

are variances not are equal. Criterion uniformity variances Levene’s with significance 0.000 showed that the variances for 

each group are statistically different. ANOVA test regarding number of experienced specialists  are given in Table 4. 
 

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics regarding number of experienced specialists 
 

 N Average 
Standard 
Difference 

Standard Error 
Difference 

95% confidence interval of Difference 
Minimum Maximum 

Lower Upper 

low 19 10.11 4,593 1.054 7.89 12.32 2 19 
medium 25 14.32 3.159 .632 13.02 15.62 7 19 

high 6 15.67 10,231 4,177 4.93 26.40 4 28 
Total 50 12.88 5.321 .752 11.37 14.39 2 28 

 

Table 3. Test for homogeneity of variances 
 

 Levene’s statistics df.1 df.2 Significance 

number of 
experienced 
specialists 

Based on average 19,809 2 47 .000 
Based on median 15,765 2 47 .000 
Based on median and with adjusted st.d. 15,765 2 43,429 .000 
Based on trimmed mean 19,549 2 47 .000 

 

Table 4. ANOVA test regarding number of experienced specialists 
 

 Sum of squares df. Mean square F Significance 
Between groups 244,717 2 122,359 5,033 .010 
Within groups 1142.563 47 24,310   

Total 1387.280 49    
 

Additionally, the null hypothesis can be rejected 

with an error probability of 0.01% (significance 

0.010), That there is a null hypothesis not true and 

should be rejected. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

there is a relationship between the number of 

experienced specialists in the field of international 

MICE tourism development and the level of 

development of destination marketing, this can also be 

seen in the graph. According to the research results, 

the number of experienced specialists in the field of 

international MICE tourism development 

significantly influences the level of development of 

destination marketing (Figure 3). To test the second 

hypothesis (H2), the method of single-phase analysis 

of variance (ANOVA analysis) was used.  

H2 - It is assumed that the number of 

experienced specialists in the field of MICE tourism 

development (X1) affects the effectiveness of 

interaction between the authorized state body and 

private organizations in the field of tourism (X2). 

General coded data obtained through questionnaires 

are given in Table 5. The null hypothesis states that 

the effectiveness of interaction between the 

authorized government body and private 

organizations in the field of tourism does not affect 

the number of experienced specialists in the field of 

MICE tourism development. Descriptive statistics 

are given in Table 6. Levene’s test for homogeneity 

of variances with a significance of 0.048 is given 

in Table 7 showed that the variances for each 

group were not statistically different. 

 
Figure 3. Overview of the relationship between the number of experienced 

specialists in the field of international MICE tourism development and the 

level of development of destination marketing 
 

Table 5. General coded data obtained through questionnaires 
 

N X1 X2 N X1 X2 N X1 X2 N X1 X2 

1 2 4 14 15 9 27 28 9 40 16 3 

2 9 8 15 9 2 28 14 4 41 15 5 

3 6 10 16 8 8 29 16 1 42 22 9 

4 11 1 17 9 2 30 17 4 43 13 9 

5 9 5 18 6 4 31 18 5 44 15 3 

6 9 2 19 8 4 32 14 8 45 17 10 

7 5 9 20 17 3 33 19 3 46 17 8 

8 7 4 21 18 6 34 14 9 47 18 3 

9 7 3 22 9 2 35 15 8 48 19 3 

10 14 9 23 11 8 36 24 3 49 14 10 

11 4 10 24 15 9 37 14 3 50 15 9 

12 6 3 25 16 4 38 13 4    

13 7 8 26 10 10 39 10 4    
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Table 6. Descriptive statistics 
 

 N Average 
Standard 

Deviation 
Standard error 

95% confidence interval for the mean 
Minimum Maximum 

Bottom line Upper limit 

2 1 4.00 . . . . 4 4 

4 1 10.00 . . . . 10 10 

5 1 9.00 . . . . 9 9 

6 3 5.67 3,786 2,186 -3.74 15.07 3 10 

7 3 5.00 2,646 1.528 -1.57 11.57 3 8 

8 2 6.00 2.828 2,000 -19.41 31.41 4 8 

9 6 3.50 2,510 1.025 .87 6.13 2 8 

10 2 7.00 4,243 3,000 -31.12 45.12 4 10 

11 2 4.50 4,950 3,500 -39.97 48.97 1 8 

13 2 6.50 3.536 2,500 -25.27 38.27 4 9 

14 6 7.17 2.927 1.195 4.10 10.24 3 10 

15 6 7.17 2,563 1,046 4.48 9.86 3 9 

16 3 2.67 1.528 .882 -1.13 6.46 1 4 

17 4 6.25 3,304 1.652 .99 11.51 3 10 

18 3 4.67 1.528 .882 .87 8.46 3 6 

19 2 3.00 .000 .000 3.00 3.00 3 3 

22 1 9.00 . . . . 9 9 

24 1 3.00 . . . . 3 3 

28 1 9.00 . . . . 9 9 

Total 50 5.68 2.952 .417 4.84 6.52 1 10 

 

Table 7. Test for homogeneity of variances 
 

 Levene’s statistics st.st.1 Art.St.2   Significance 

The effectiveness of interaction 

between the authorized 

government body and private 

organizations in the field of tourism 

Based on average 2,099 12 31 .048 

Based on median .564 12 31 .853 

Based on median and with adjusted st.m. .564 12 19,492 .845 

Based on trimmed mean 1.839 12 31 .085 

 

Table 8. ANOVA test 
 

 Sum of squares st.sv. _ Middle square F Significance 

Between groups 171,963 18 9,554 1.162 ,347 

Within groups 254,917 31 8,223   

Total 426,880 49    

 

Anova test data suggests that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected since the value is 0.347 is given in Table 8, which is 

greater than the value of 0.05, then there is a null hypothesis true and should not be rejected. Therefore, we can conclude that 

there is no connection between the number of experienced specialists in the field of international MICE tourism development 

and the effectiveness of interaction between the authorized government body and private organizations in the field of tourism, 

this can also be seen in the graph. Thus, based on the results of the analysis, we can conclude that the number of experienced 

specialists in the field of MICE tourism development does not affect to the effectiveness of interaction between the 

authorized government body and private organizations in the field of tourism (Figure 4). To test the third hypothesis 
(H3), the method of analyzing contingency tables was applied (χ2 test of independence (Pearson’s Chi-square).  

 

 

Figure 4. Overview of the influence of the number of experienced specialists in the field of international MICE tourism development  

to the effectiveness of interaction between the authorized government body and private organizations in the field of tourism 
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H3 - It is assumed that the effectiveness of interaction between the authorized government body and private 

organizations in the field of tourism (X2) (on a scale of 1-10) affects the level of development of destination marketing 

(Y1) (low -1, medium -2, high - 3).  General coded data obtained through questionnaires are given in Table 9. 
 
 

Table 9. General coded data obtained through questionnaires 
 

N X2 Y1 N X2 Y1 N X2 Y1 N X2 Y1 

1 4 1 14 9 2 27 9 3 40 1 2 

2 8 2 15 2 2 28 4 1 41 2 2 

3 10 1 16 8 1 29 1 1 42 9 3 

4 1 2 17 2 1 30 4 2 43 2 2 

5 5 1 18 1 3 31 2 1 44 3 2 

6 2 2 19 4 1 32 8 2 45 10 2 

7 9 1 20 3 2 33 3 1 46 2 2 

8 4 1 21 6 2 34 3 1 47 3 2 

9 3 2 22 2 1 35 2 2 48 3 2 

10 9 2 23 8 1 36 3 3 49 10 2 

11 10 3 24 1 2 37 1 1 50 2 2 

12 3 1 25 4 2 38 4 2    

13 8 1 26 10 1 39 4 3    
 

Table 10. Summary report of observations 
 

 

Observations 

Valid Missed Total 

N Interest N Interest N Interest 

Level of 

marketing 

development * 

effectiveness of 

interaction 

between 

government 

agencies and 

private firms 

50 
100.0

% 
0 0.0% 50 100.0% 

 

 

Summary report of observations is given in Table 10. For a preliminary analysis of the influence of variables, let's 

consider the values of the adjusted remainder, in our case it does not go beyond the boundaries of the standardized 

remainder, therefore the hypothesis of the presence of a connection is not confirmed.  Combination table level of marketing 

development and effectiveness of interaction between government agencies and private firms are given in Table 11. 
 

Table 11. Combination table level of marketing development *effectiveness of interaction between government agencies and private firms 
 

 

Efficiency of interaction between 

government agencies and private firms 
Total 

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10  

Level of 

marketing 

develop-

ment 

short 

Quantity 1 2 3 4 2 0 3 2 2 19 

Expected quantity ,8 1.5 3.8 3.4 1.1 ,4 2.7 3.4 1.9 19.0 

% in level of marketing development 5.3% 10.5% 15.8% 21.1% 10.5% 0.0% 15.8% 10.5% 10.5% 100.0% 

% in the efficiency of interaction 

between government agencies 

 and private firms 

50.0% 50.0% 30.0% 44.4% 66.7% 0.0% 42.9% 22.2% 40.0% 38.0% 

% of total 2.0% 4.0% 6.0% 8.0% 4.0% 0.0% 6.0% 4.0% 4.0% 38.0% 

Remainder ,2 ,5 -,8 ,6 ,9 -,4 ,3 -1.4 ,1  

Standardized remainder ,3 ,4 -,4 ,3 ,8 -.6 ,2 -,8 ,1  

Adjusted balance ,4 ,5 -.6 ,4 1.1 -,8 ,3 -1.1 ,1  

average 

Quantity 1 2 6 3 1 1 4 5 2 25 

Expected quantity 1.0 2.0 5.0 4.5 1.5 ,5 3.5 4.5 2.5 25.0 

% in level of marketing development 4.0% 8.0% 24.0% 12.0% 4.0% 4.0% 16.0% 20.0% 8.0% 100.0% 

% in the efficiency of interaction 

between government agencies  

and private firms 

50.0% 50.0% 60.0% 33.3% 33.3% 100.0% 57.1% 55.6% 40.0% 50.0% 

% of total 2.0% 4.0% 12.0% 6.0% 2.0% 2.0% 8.0% 10.0% 4.0% 50.0% 

Remainder .0 .0 1.0 -1.5 -,5 ,5 ,5 ,5 -,5  

Standardized remainder .0 .0 ,4 -.7 -,4 .7 ,3 ,2 -.3  

Adjusted balance .0 .0 .7 -1.1 -.6 1.0 ,4 ,4 -,5  

high 

Quantity 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 2 1 6 

Expected quantity ,2 ,5 1.2 1.1 ,4 ,1 ,8 1.1 ,6 6.0 

% in level of marketing development 0.0% 0.0% 16.7% 33.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 33.3% 16.7% 100.0% 

% in the efficiency of interaction 

between government agencies 

 and private firms 

0.0% 0.0% 10.0% 22.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 22.2% 20.0% 12.0% 

% of total 0.0% 0.0% 2.0% 4.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 4.0% 2.0% 12.0% 

Remainder -,2 -,5 -,2 ,9 -,4 -,1 -,8 ,9 ,4  

Standardized remainder -,5 -.7 -,2 ,9 -.6 -.3 -,9 ,9 ,5  

Adjusted balance -,5 -,8 -,2 1.0 -.7 -,4 -1.1 1.0 ,6  

Total 

Quantity 2 4 10 9 3 1 7 9 5 50 

Expected quantity 2.0 4.0 10.0 9.0 3.0 1.0 7.0 9.0 5.0 50.0 

% in level of marketing development 4.0% 8.0% 20.0% 18.0% 6.0% 2.0% 14.0% 18.0% 10.0% 100.0% 

% in the efficiency of interaction 

between government agencies 

 and private firms 

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

% of total 4.0% 8.0% 20.0% 18.0% 6.0% 2.0% 14.0% 18.0% 10.0% 100.0% 
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Table 12. Chi-square tests 
 

 Meaning St.St. Asymptotic significance (2-sided) 

Pearson’s Chi-square 7.662a _ 16 .958 

Likelihood ratios 9,657 16 .884 

Line-to-linear connection .624 1 .430 

Number of valid observations 50   

a. For a cell count of 26 (96.3%), a value less than 5 is assumed. The minimum expected number is .12. 

 

Also, the Pearson’s Chi-square has a value of 7.662 is given in Table 12, and the significance is higher than 0.05 

(0.958), which also confirms the lack of relationship between the variables. Goodman and Kruskal's Lambda and Tau 

coefficients are very small , which also indicates the absence of a connection; the values of the coefficients Phi and 

Cramer's V also indicate a low relationship between the variables, and the significance of 0.958 also confirms the 

hypothesis of the absence of a relationship are given in Table 13.  
 

Table 13. Targeted and symmetrical measures 
 

 Meaning 
Asymptotic mean 

square error a 

Approximate 
Tb 

Approximate 

significance 

Denomi- 

nation 

/denomi- 

nation 

Lambda 

Symmetrical .062 .092 .652 .515 

Dependent variable level of marketing development .080 ,172 .448 .654 

Dependent variable: efficiency of interaction  

between government agencies and private firms 
.050 .077 .635 .525 

Tau  

Goodman  

and Kruskal 

Dependent variable level of marketing development .071 .045  .975 s 

Dependent variable: efficiency of interaction  

between government agencies and private firms 
.021 .013  .937 s 

a. Without assuming a null hypothesis 

b. Using the asymptotic root mean square error under the null hypothesis 

c. Based on chi-square approximation 

 Meaning Asymptotic mean square error a Approximate Tb Approximate significance 

Denomination/ 

denomination 

Fi .391   .958 

Cramer's V ,277   .958 

Interval/Interval R Pearson ,113 ,139 .787 .435 s 

Ordinal/ordinal Spearman correlation ,109 ,139 .758 .452 s 

Number of valid observations 50    

a. Without assuming a null hypothesis 

b. Using the asymptotic root mean square error under the null hypothesis 

c. Based on normal approximation 

 

Based on the results of the study, we can conclude that the effectiveness of interaction between authorized 

government bodies and private organizations in the field of tourism (on a scale of 1-10) does not affect the level of 

development of destination marketing (low -1, medium -2, high - 3) (Figure 5). 
 

 
Figure 5. Review of the impact of the effectiveness of interaction  

between authorized government bodies and private organizations in the 

field of tourism on the level of development of destination marketing Figure 6. Research model 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The results of this analysis indicate that the number of experienced professionals in the field of MICE tourism 

development significantly influences the level of marketing development of a destination, with Levene's test for 

homogeneity of variances with a significance of 0.000 and a p-value of 0.010 < 0.05. The MICE market is developing 

under significant influence of the traditional tourism market. Realizing the rapid growth dynamics of the MICE segment 
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and the commercial prospects of working in this area, many tour operators began to create new specialized struc tural 

units: MICE departments and divisions. As practice shows, these departments turn out to be unsuited to providing 

flexible customer-oriented service aimed at building long-term, trusting relationships with each corporate customer.  

The presence of a wide range of consumers does not require travel companies to provide an individual customer -

oriented approach, introduce technological innovations and additional costs for advanced training. The impersonality 

and scale of the audience reduce the need to fight for each individual consumer and do not require travel companies to 

build loyalty programs and create additional competitive advantages. 

It will take a long time to retrain travel sales managers into responsible travel managers and event coordinators. In this 

regard, there is a need to create a new area for training specialists in the field of event tourism and MICE technologies 

everywhere. Training programs in this promising area already exist in the country's leading universities. The second result 

of the analysis showed the number of experienced specialists in the field of MICE tourism development does not affect the 

effectiveness of interaction between the authorized government body and private organizations in the field of tourism, 

while Levene's test of homogeneity of variances with a significance of 0.048, and p-value 0.347 > 0.05.  
 

Table 14. The hypothesized results 
 

Research Hypothesis P-value Result 

H1 - The number of experienced specialists in the field of MICE tourism development influences 

the level of destination marketing development. 
0.010 < 0.05 Supported 

H2 - The number of experienced specialists in the field of MICE tourism development affects the 

effectiveness of interaction between the authorized state body and private organizations in the field 

of tourism. 

0.347 > 0.05 Not supported 

H3 - The effectiveness of interaction between the authorized government body and private 

organizations in the field of tourism affects the level of destination marketing development. 
0.958 > 0.05. Not supported 

 

There are four main determinants of national competitive advantage: factors; demand conditions such as firm 

strategy and structure and rivalry; related and supported industries. However, to achieve positive results, individual 

companies, business leaders and national governments must work together to understand the effectiveness and efficiency 

of the public-private partnership (PPP) approach and business project management. Local associations play an important 

role in establishing PPP, they act as intermediaries between the state and business. In this case, public -private 

partnership directly depends on the intention of the participants in the process themselves.  

In addition, close communication with representatives of science is also necessary to develop a system of interaction 

between government and business. And finally, the last result of the analysis indicates that the effectiveness of 

interaction between the authorized government body and private organizations in the field of tourism does not  affect the 

level of development of destination marketing, while the independence criterion χ2 is equal to 7.662, degree freedom 16, 

and p-value 0.958 > 0.05. Based on the results of the analysis, the effectiveness of PPP in Astana city does not affect the  

level of marketing. We assume that the root cause for this is a weak connection between the state and business and an 

uncoordinated joint policy in terms of promoting the destination and developing business tourism. This raises the 

question about the effectiveness of PPP in Astana city and the weak work of existing local associations (Figure 6). The 

common hypothesized results are given in Table 14. 

  

CONCLUSIONS  

a) Suggestions for interested parties. It is expected that stakeholders in the development of  MICE tourism need 

increase the number of experienced specialists in the field of MICE tourism development through trainings ( including 

the following sections: introduction to the international MICE market, funds and trends; specifics of international 

association markets and how to sell a city/association property; specifics of international corporate markets and how to 

sell destinations / corporate property; market research and lead generation; bidding methods; how to organize an 

inspection site and FAM trip; customer relationship management; sales and presentation skills; negotiation methods; 

participation fairs; working with intermediaries), and it is also necessary for specialists to undergo international CMP 

certification: Certified Meetings Professional, CSEP: Certified Special Events Professional, CMM Certification in 

Meeting Management, DMCP: Destination Management Certified Professional.  

The MICE industry, especially international branded hotels, can join forces and contacts with government agencies 

in order to create faster outreach to corporate clients. This means that through already established networks, 

international hotels have connections around the world and it is possible to attract customers in key markets and grow 

business potential for Astana. It is necessary to introduce an “Ambassador” program in the MICE industry, which is 

associated with a person - a citizen of Kazakhstan, who is an internationally recognized person, has a certain status in an 

international association or international corporation and is willing to work with various government bodies and local 

stakeholders, both local and foreign to attract congresses and meetings in Astana. An “ambassador” can lead local 

associations and societies (president, general secretary), can be in certain positions in international associations 

(president, board members, committee members) or director of a local office (CEO, CFO) and actively work and 

contribute to attracting international congresses and meetings in the capital.  

Representatives of government agencies need to gather individual people: tourism professionals, diplomats, 

politicians, businessmen, teachers, doctors (representatives of the academic and business environment), since they are on 

the list of the most important candidates for the role of representative of Astana. It is important to understand that the 
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role of the ambassador is based more on an informal basis (lobbying, opinion and decision leaders, etc.), while the 

government agency and the meeting industry takes care of all tender and logistics issues.  

b) Suggestions for future researchers. It is expected that a future researcher can study the factors influencing the 

development of MICE in the capital, so that he can expand and detail other indicators. 
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Abstract: The study explores the relationship between environmental uncertainty, competitive advantage, and hotel 

performance in the context of 1, 2, and 3-star hotels in Saudi Arabia. Quantitative methodology was chosen as the primary 

research approach. This approach systematically collects numerical data and statistical analysis to derive meaningful insight s. 

The research collected comprehensive data from a specific target group, namely the 1, 2, and 3-star hotels in Saudi Arabia. 

The findings reveal a significant mediation effect of competitive advantage on the relationship between environmental 

uncertainty and hotel performance. This underscores the importance of developing and maintaining a competitive advantage 

to thrive in an uncertain environment by anticipating and adapting to market changes. This study emphasises the vital role of  

competitive advantage in bolstering hotel performance amidst environmental uncertainty. Future research should seek broader 

industry representation. Overall, it enhances our understanding of Saudi Arabia's hospitality sector, offering practical 

guidance for hotel owners and managers in navigating uncertainties. 

 

Key words: Tourism, Hospitality, Market Uncertainty, Technology Uncertainty, Competitive Uncertainty, Saudi Arabia, Hotels 

 
*  *  *  *  *  *  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Saudi Arabia has been a sought-after destination for both Arab and international tourists, particularly in the realm of 

"religious tourism" (Assaf and Barros, 2011). The growth of the hotel and hospitality sector is highly competitive due to the 

increasing influx of tourists, placing Saudi Arabia among the top tourist destinations. With a shift from an oil-based economy 

to one centred around tourism and business, as emphasised in the new tourism policy developed in 2019 (Abuhjeeleh, 2019), 

the hotel industry has emerged as a pivotal player in this transformation. While historically specialised in accommodating 

religious tourists, there is now a need for Saudi Arabian hotels to focus on the luxury and travel segments (Assaf and Barros, 

2011). Despite rising occupancy rates, several major regions in Saudi Arabia, such as Riyadh and Jeddah, grapple with 

performance challenges, primarily due to increased supply and heightened competition. This fierce competition has resulted in 

a significant drop in average daily rates, causing financial strain for hotels in the country. Notably, one-, two-, and three-star 

hotels in Saudi Arabia exhibit lower occupancy rates than their four- and five-star counterparts. Five-star hotels, in particular, 

boasted an impressive 75% average occupancy rate in 2019, outperforming other categories (Ministry of Tourism KSA, 2020). 

Adding to the complexity, the growing demand for furnished apartments has created a competitive challenge for the local 

hotel industry. Occupancy rates in furnished apartments, at 65.5%, are rising, posing direct competition to traditional hotels 

in Saudi Arabia. Consequently, the Saudi hotel industry grapples with market competition and lower overall performance. 

The entry of foreign hotels into the Saudi Arabian market has intensified the competitive landscape. Six financially 

robust foreign hotels have heightened the rivalry among local hotels, bringing established brand names, management 

expertise, and access to international marketing channels. While this increased competition can raise customer awareness 

and demand for hotel services, it also pressures local hotels to enhance their services, amenities, and pricing strategies to 

remain competitive. Smaller or less-established hotels may face challenges in matching the offerings of foreign hotels. 

Local and domestic hotels need a well-crafted competitive strategy that utilises internal resources to compete with 

larger hotels effectively. This involves strategic approaches encompassing branding, technological advancements, niche 

promotion, pricing tactics, cost control, service quality optimisation, and employee relationships (Gursoy, 2018). However, 

previous research has often focused on specific external or internal components in their strategic planning approaches. 

While Porter's five forces and resource-based management theories dominate strategic management discussions, there 
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remains a concern about these frameworks in the literature. Like many sectors, the hotel industry faces uncertainty in 

today's global conditions. Environmental uncertainty can negatively impact hotel businesses, and a lack of understanding of 

how environmental factors influence organisational decisions can exacerbate the situation (Elaraby, 2021; Sunarta et al., 

2020). Companies must navigate uncertainty caused by unpredictable environmental changes, including technology, market 

dynamics, and competition, as failure to do so can lead to declining performance. 

Arasli et al.'s (2019) investigation delved into the influence of perceived environmental uncertainty (PEU) on hotel 

performance (HP), with a focus on the mediating role of balanced scorecard (BSC) adoption. They further explored the 

moderating effect of organisational structure in the direct and indirect connections between BSC adoption and HP and PEU 

and HP. The findings indicated that PEU and adopting BSC dimensions, including financial, customer, internal business 

processes, innovation, and learning, shaped HP. It was established that financial, customer, and internal business processes 

mediate between PEU and HP. Moreover, the study noted that high decentralisation amplified the impact of financial, 

customer, and internal business processes on HP. Building upon exploring organisational strategies, Abdulwase et al. 

(2020) contributed to the literature by examining the relationship between business strategy and its role in establishing a 

competitive advantage within organisations. The study emphasised the importance of business strategies across different 

organisational contexts. They identified that a robust business strategy played a crucial role in gaining a competitive edge 

in the market. Furthermore, the research established that the quality of the strategy had a significant impact on the 

organisation's market performance, underscoring the significance of effective business strategies for various stakeholders in 

an organisational context. Hossain et al. (2021) conducted a study in Malaysia to investigate the relationships between 

absorptive capacity, team culture, competitive intelligence awareness, entrepreneurial behaviour, learning capability, and 

sustainable competitive advantage within the hotel industry. Their research, founded on quantitative methods and data from 

Malaysian hotel management staff, revealed that absorptive capacity, team culture, and competitive intelligence awareness 

significantly influenced learning capability. Learning capability, in turn, significantly affected sustainable competitive 

advantage, although entrepreneurial behaviour did not exhibit a significant impact. Importantly, the study highlighted the 

moderating role of innovativeness in the relationship between learning capability and sustainable competitive advantage, 

providing valuable insights for enhancing long-term survival and competitive strength in the hotel industry. 

Pereira-Moliner et al. (2021) delved into evaluating sustainability's impact on cost and differentiation competitive 

advantages, focusing on uncovering potential synergies between sustainability and overall performance in the hotel 

industry. Based on data collected from a range of hotels in Spain, their research incorporated Partial Least Squares 

Structural Equation Modeling (PLS-SEM) to unveil noteworthy positive associations. The study demonstrated the 

substantial influence of sustainability on cost and differentiation advantages, perceptual performance and key indicators 

like ADR and RevPAR. Moreover, it identified that hotels surpassing median values in these performance variables 

exhibited a robust relationship between sustainability and performance, highlighting the synergistic nature of sustainability-

performance ties. This comprehensive analysis encompassed economic, environmental, and social sustainability pillars and 

offered practical insights to enhance sustainable management practices for hotel operators. 

Despite numerous studies on performance and competitive advantage in the hotel industry, especially in Saudi Arabia 

(Al Hanini and Al Oqqaily, 2018; Sirmon et al., 2011), empirical research on this topic is limited. Few studies have focused 

on hotel performance and competitive advantage in Saudi Arabia. This study aims to address this gap by investigating the 

factors influencing the performance and competitive advantage of Saudi Arabia's hospitality industry. 

While various studies have highlighted the importance of performance and competitive advantage in the hotel industry 

for achieving organisational goals (Al-Alak and Tarabieh, 2011; Alkhazali et al., 2015; Yaseen et al., 2015), limited 

research has explored the factors influencing both these aspects. Despite numerous studies on various aspects of the Saudi 

Arabian hotel sector, none have effectively isolated the factors impacting performance and competitive advantage (Matar et 

al., 2018). This study aims to fill a gap in the existing literature by investigating the intricate dynamics among 

environmental uncertainty, competitive advantage, and hotel performance within the specific context of 1, 2, and 3-star 

hotels in Saudi Arabia. Specifically, our primary objective is to explore the mediating role of competitive advantage in 

shaping the relationship between environmental uncertainty and hotel performance. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

1. Competitive Advantage in the Hotel Industry 

Competitiveness initially focused on nation-to-nation rivalry (Porter, 1998), but it has since become a central topic in 

management research, particularly within industries like hospitality (Sin and Jusoh, 2019). Hotel competitiveness studies 

aim to pinpoint influencing factors, with brand image, customer happiness, service quality, and productivity emerging as 

critical determinants (Al-Ababneh et al., 2018; Mohammed and Rashid, 2018; Tavitiyaman et al., 2018). Assessing hotel 

performance and competitiveness has employed various methods, from Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) to 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) and Grey Relational Analysis (GRA). Fuzzy numbers have even been used for service 

quality evaluation. However, there remains a need for a comprehensive system to evaluate multiple hotel attributes and 

their specific benefits. Given the significance of Saudi Arabia's hotel industry in the nation's economy, understanding 

competitive advantage is paramount in the face of intensified competition, with Total Quality Management (TQM) and 

responsible innovation identified as influential factors. Nonetheless, there is limited literature on competitive advantage within 

Saudi Arabian hotel businesses. This study fills this void by examining competitive advantage in the local context, considering 

environmental factors and competition's impact on hotel performance. In summary, while past research has highlighted factors 

affecting hotel competitiveness and assessed performance, a comprehensive framework for evaluating multiple attributes is 
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needed. The Saudi Arabian hotel industry plays a crucial role, and understanding competitive dynamics and drivers is 

essential. This study addresses these gaps, providing industry practitioners and policymakers valuable insights. 
 

2. Environmental Uncertainty and Competitive Advantage 

2.1. Technological Uncertainty and Competitive Advantage 

Technological uncertainty is a critical factor that exacerbates information asymmetry between managers and 

shareholders (Drnevich and West, 2023; Song and Montoya-Weiss, 2001). In sectors characterised by high technological 

uncertainty, accurately predicting specific product and process technologies becomes increasingly challenging (Ragatz et 

al., 2002). Consequently, businesses struggle to select the most suitable strategic alternatives. Even if a company 

successfully enhances its service goods or process technologies, unforeseen shifts in the industry's technological landscape 

can rapidly diminish its competitive advantage (Kor and Mahoney, 2005). This underscores the vulnerability of businesses 

operating in uncertain technological environments. Additionally, uncertain technological landscapes present managers with 

additional challenges. Monitoring and evaluating managerial tasks become more complex and less predictable in such 

conditions. This complexity poses a dilemma for shareholders as they grapple with assessing whether managers could have 

anticipated changes in industry technology trends and adjusted the company's technology strategy accordingly. These 

challenges, coupled with bounded rationality and information asymmetry, contribute to shareholders' difficulties in 

evaluating the quality of strategic decisions and managerial performance (Williamson, 1996). 

The rapid transmission of information facilitated by the internet plays a central role in transforming the hospitality 

industry, revolutionising services, organisational structures, and client-service provider dynamics. Consumers can instantly 

access information through fast connections, reliable networks, user-friendly interfaces, and immersive virtual reality 

experiences. Technologies like intelligent agents and advanced filtering mechanisms enable efficient processing of vast 

data volumes (Raghavendra, 2020). Organisations that adapt to technological advancements in this competitive 

environment gain a significant competitive edge (Ravichandran, 2018). Technological adaptability has become pivotal for 

hotels worldwide as customers increasingly gravitate towards easily accessible establishments. According to Ezzaouia and 

Bulchand-Gidumal (2020), information technology profoundly influences the hotel industry, impacting areas such as 

marketing, managerial and operational decision-making, employee communication, productivity enhancement, and 

competitive advantage.Therefore, this study aims to bridge the literature gap related to technological uncertainty by 

developing a model that links hotels' competitive advantage with technological uncertainty in Saudi Arabia. By combining 

the Resource-Based View (RBV) and contingency theory, this research sheds light on the intricate relationship between 

technological uncertainty and competitive positioning within the Saudi Arabian hospitality industry. 
 

1. Competitive Uncertainty and Competitive Advantage 

Firms facing ambiguity must decide whether to act immediately or wait for ambiguity resolution, particularly when 

significant "first mover advantages" are at stake in the industry. These advantages include learning curve effects, client 

loyalty, patent protection, and resource acquisition (Zhang and Song, 2020). Acting promptly entails higher risks, 

especially for risk-averse companies (Oliver and Velji, 2019). Hence, industry pioneers often attract venture capital funding 

and exhibit lower risk aversion than traditionally funded businesses. When substantial first-mover advantages are absent, a 

company should act when it prefers a particular alternative and can influence how uncertainty is resolved to make that 

alternative a reality. The motivation for swift action increases with more competitors. In scenarios with multiple 

competitors, the timing and amount of investment become crucial, especially in R&D races (De Waegenaere et al., 2017). 

As competition intensifies, there is a stronger incentive to focus rather than hedge. Therefore, companies achieving their 

goals in this competitive and unpredictable environment gain a competitive edge (Yasar and Kiraci, 2017). 

Despite limited research on the relationship between competitive uncertainty and competitive advantage, evidence 

suggests that environmental uncertainty's negative aspects can hinder small business performance (Huang et al., 2023; Yan 

and Yan, 2017). Response uncertainty negatively correlates with firm performance, with distinct uncertainty affecting 

performance differently (Afshar Jahanshahi, 2016). In the hospitality sector, competition significantly shapes organisational 

competitive advantage (Darvishmotevali et al., 2020). This study aims to contribute to understanding competitive 

uncertainty's role as a predictor of competitive advantage in the Saudi Arabian hotel industry. 

 

2. Market Uncertainty and Competitive Advantage 

Global competition drives executives to adapt for a competitive edge amidst changing market dynamics (Huang et al., 

2020; Sazegar et al., 2018; Westphal and Zhu, 2019). Executives often adjust strategies through downsizing, repositioning, 

niche targeting, portfolio changes, and strategic partnerships (Zairi, 1996). Such actions are prevalent, with reorganisation 

observed in over half of Fortune 500 companies in the 1980s. Market dynamics are explored through various frameworks 

like the resource-based view (RBV), strategic group approach, and customer or demand-side approach (Kim and Canina, 

2011). RBV considers similar resource-equipped enterprises as competitive threats, while the strategic group approach 

focuses on fierce competition among similar-model businesses. The customer or demand-side approach defines markets 

based on consumer demands, characterising rivals by supply-side traits (Kim and Canina, 2011). Despite the uncertainty, 

these frameworks apply to the hotel industry across global and local market layers. Contingency theory highlights how 

organisations differ due to environmental factors, leading managers to choose context-appropriate tactics (Criado-Perez et al., 

2023). Enz (2010) distinguishes between customer-oriented firms, prioritising customer satisfaction and retention, and 

competitor-oriented firms, emphasising competitor monitoring and outsmarting. Thriving in volatile markets requires 

balancing customer and supplier demands. Market uncertainty stemming from shifting consumer preferences, technological 
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advancements, and competitor positioning impacts management and performance goals (McMullen and Shepherd, 2006). This 

study seeks to enhance our understanding of how market uncertainty influences competitive advantage. 
 

3. Competitive Advantage and Hotel Performance 

Existing literature extensively highlights competitive advantage's positive impact on firm performance, enabling firms 

to surpass their competitors (Abdolshah et al., 2018; Enz, 2010). This study adds to the literature by asserting that 

competitive advantage indirectly boosts firm performance and elevates market performance in the hotel industry. Market 

performance refers to a business's ability to retain customers through superior products and services, commonly measured 

by customer loyalty, product/service quality, customer retention, and satisfaction (Salisu and Goni, 2019). Competitive 

advantage means offering customers innovative, cutting-edge, high-value products, leading to increased customer 

satisfaction and loyalty, as customers perceive the offering as high-quality when it delivers greater value (Zeithaml, 1988). 

High service quality and customer satisfaction directly enhance customer loyalty (Porter and Millar, 1985), resulting in 

lower costs for serving existing customers and an enhanced company reputation. This, in turn, facilitates attracting new 

customers, introducing new products, and adapting to environmental changes. Interactions between staff and customers are 

particularly significant in-service industries like the hotel sector. According to Anderson et al. (1997), service quality and 

customer satisfaction are key drivers of the relationship between competitive advantage and performance, meaning that 

differentiation advantages indirectly enhance business performance. 
 

4. Hypothesis Development 

Ongoing changes in the volatile and uncertain business environment raise questions about how organisations can succeed 

and innovate under such conditions. Contingency theory suggests that organisations considering unstable environmental 

factors like competitors, technology, resources, and consumers are better equipped to make decisions amid uncertainty 

(Darvishmotevali et al., 2020). Strategies aligning with the environment's stability, complexity, and organisational challenges 

tend to be more effective (Donaldson, 2001). Flexible organisations outperform rivals and handle volatility by swiftly adapting 

to changes, emerging market opportunities, and customer demands (Sazegar et al., 2018). Competitive advantage significantly 

impacts various areas, including organisational performance, service recovery prediction, success, excellence, human resource 

productivity, and sustainability (Anwar et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018). Competitive advantage mediates organisational 

learning and performance, especially in highly competitive and dynamic contexts (Abolfazl and Mehrdad, 2016). 

Organisations must proactively respond to changes in competitive contexts for sustainability and profitability. Removing 

uncertainty as a barrier can enhance employee engagement and empowerment, leading to the following proposed hypotheses: 

H1: Competitive advantage mediates the relationship between technology uncertainty and hotel performance in Saudi Arabia. 

H2: Competitive advantage mediates the relationship between market uncertainty and hotel performance in Saudi Arabia. 

H3: Competitive advantage mediates the relationship between competitive uncertainty and hotel performance in Saudi Arabia. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

This study adopts a quantitative method based on previous positivist investigations, which clearly understand how the 

phenomenon will likely behave. Numerous studies in the hospitality industry have also utilised the quantitative technique, 

further supporting its suitability (Al-Hazmia, 2020; Davahli et al., 2020; Mohamed, 2021). This study follows a positivist, 

empirical, and quantitative research approach. It assumes the existence of laws and principles governing the functioning of 

the World and aims to identify and describe these principles through data collection. Statistical methods with a strong 

foundation and evidential support will be employed to analyse the collected data, enabling rigorous analysis and 

interpretation. Figure 1 visually represents the research process undertaken to attain the study's objectives. The journey 

commences with an extensive literature review, which serves to identify the key variables under examination and formulate 

the research hypotheses. Subsequently, the research team determined the sample size through a method tailored to the 

study's requirements and crafted a comprehensive survey questionnaire. This instrument was subsequently administered to 

the specified target population, with diligent attention to collecting and validating the responses received. Following this 

data-gathering phase, an in-depth analysis was conducted, and the findings were thoughtfully presented and discussed. 

Lastly, the study's culmination involved drawing concise conclusions and offering valuable recommendations.  
 

 
                                                               Figure 1. Research flow chart 
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1. Research Instrument 

1.1. Questionnaire Design 

The questionnaire was carefully formulated to address all research questions and hypotheses. The questionnaire 

consists of four parts. Part 1 encompasses demographic information, including gender, age, position, experience, type of 

lodging, lodging scale, location, hotel size, year of operation, and booking system (self -constructed).  

Part 2 covers the independent variables, which include three sections: Section 2A focuses on technology uncertain ty, 

Section 2B on market uncertainty, and Section 2C on competitive uncertainty (closed-ended).  

Part 3, Section 3D, pertains to the mediator variable: competitive advantage (closed-ended). Lastly, Part 4, Section 

4E, addresses hotel performance, the dependent variable measured using a five-point Likert scale. 
 

1.2. Measurements of Research Variables 

This section outlines the sources of measurement items for the questionnaire's study variables. Existing measures were 

adapted from previous studies. Table 1 presents the measurement items for each variable.  
 

Table 1. Adopted Items for Technology Uncertainty 
 

Variable Code Item Questions 

Technology 
Uncertainty TU 

TUI Technologies are changing rapidly in our hotel. 

TU2 Technological changes provide big opportunities. 

TU3 It is difficult for us to predict the future technology for the hotel industry. 

TU4 Our hotel always makes new ideas to adapt to technological advancement. 

TU5 Technological developments in our hotel are relatively minor. 
TU6 Our hotel applies frequent technology improvements to adapt to the technology revolution. 

Market 
Uncertainty 

(MU) 

MUI Clients' preference in our hotel has been changing over the years. 

MU2 Clients tend to look for new products and services. 

MU3 Our clients are very concerned about market price value. 

MU4 New emerging markets prefer service and product value. 

MU5 Our clients maintain the same preferences over the years. 
MU6 The marketplace in the hotel hospitality industry is uncertain and hard to forecast. 

Competitive 
Uncertainty 

(CU) 

CU1 The competition in the hotel industry in our area is challenging. 

CU2 The hotel competitors show aggressive promotions. 

CU3 The hotel competitors respond to market demand. 

CU4 Price competition is a competitive advantage of our hotel. 

CU5 Establishing a new hotel (1-3 stars) is expected in this area. 

CU6 Our competitors are weaker than us. 

Competitive 
Advantage (CA) 

CAI Our hotel always ensures that the service and product quality match the market demand. 

CA2 Our hotel always adopts Research and Development (R&D) to improve service quality. 

CA3 Our hotel continuously improves its managerial capability to ensure hotel performance. 

CA4 Our hotel has improved the profit margin from time to time. 

CA5 Our hotel strategies the corporate image as our branding.  

CA6 Our hotel has adopted competitive advantage values in ensuring the hotel's performance. 

Hotel 
Performance 

(HP) 

HP1 Our hotel adopted the best services for our clients 
HP2 Our hotel always meets the client's satisfaction level with our services. 

HP3 Our hotel always ensures that employee performance achieves the key performance index. 

HP4 Our hotel's annual occupancy rate consistently achieved the target. 

HP5 Our hotel's net profit after tax is competitive. 

HP6 Our hotel's return on investment achieved the target yearly. 

Adopted from: (Chang, 2011; Darvishmotevali et al., 2020; Tavitiyaman et al., 2011) 
 

Technology uncertainty, the inability to predict aspects of a firm's technological environment, was measured using a 

questionnaire inspired by Darvishmotevali et al. (2020), which included six selected inquiry items. Market uncertainty, 

driven by factors beyond a firm's control, was assessed based on Burgers et al. (1993) and Darvishmotevali et al. (2020). 

Six suitable inquiry items from section 2A of the questionnaire were used. Competitive uncertainty, focusing on unexpected 

events and competitors' characteristics, strategies, and reactions, was measured using items from Darvishmotevali et al. 

(2020), comprising six items. Competitive advantage, related to cost-effective product/service production, was measured 

using six items adapted from Chang (2011). Hotel performance, encompassing various factors related to a hotel's 

effectiveness, was assessed using a five-point Likert scale with six statements adapted from Tavitiyaman et al. (2011). 
 

2. Population and Sample Size Determination 

Determining the appropriate sample size is critical for obtaining accurate results in this study, which focuses on three-

star, two-star, and one-star hotels in Saudi Arabia. While the exact population size of managerial-level employees is 

unknown, an estimated 11,365 individuals were derived, assuming an average of five top management employees per hotel. 

To ensure a representative sample, 500 questionnaires were distributed. This sample size aligns with established 

guidelines. According to Kitchenham and Pfleeger (2002), a sample of at least 384 units is acceptable for populations 

exceeding 1,000,000 units, with a 95% confidence interval. Additionally, applying the "ten-times rule" by Gefen and 

Straub (2005), which suggests a minimum sample size of ten times the highest number of predictors, a range of 200 -500 

samples is considered adequate, given four predictors for both the dependent (hotel performance) and independent 
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variables (technology uncertainty, market uncertainty, competitive uncertainty, and competitive advantage).  Stratified 

sampling was employed, dividing the population based on hotel rating stars and location.  

The distribution of questionnaires was proportional, resulting in 360 in Makkah, 90 in Madinah, 20 in the Eastern 

region, and 15 in Riyadh and Jazan. This approach ensures representation across strata and minimises bias, as detailed in 

Table 2. The study aims to collect data from 375 questionnaires, thoughtfully distributed among different hotel rating 

stars and locations, guided by established sample size principles and stratified sampling techniques.  
 

Table 2. The strata of the research sample 
 

Region Three Star Two Star One Star Total Percentage Questionnaires Distributed 
Makkah 331 206 1,041 1578 72.9 360 
Madinah 56 65 286 407 18.8 90 
Eastern 34 20 16 70 3.2 20 
Riyadh 27 14 13 54 2.4 15 
Jazan 9 18 28 55 2.5 15 

 

3. Data Collection and Analysis Procedures  

The online survey link was sent to selected hotels based on the sampling frame, utilising Google Forms to collect 

responses for all research questions. The intended respondents were managers or owners of three-star and lower-rated 

hotels in the five main regions of Saudi Arabia. The questionnaire, provided in English, was accompanied by a cover letter 

explaining the research's objectives and significance. A gentle reminder was sent after one month to encourage 

participation. However, due to online survey limitations, achieving the desired sample size within each stratum and region 

proved challenging. As a result, additional efforts were made to redistribute the survey to stratified hotels based on star 

ratings in Jazan, Riyadh, and the Eastern Border, ensuring representation and encouraging participation. 

For data analysis, SPSS software (Statistical Packages for Social Sciences) and partial least squares (PLS) analysis were 

employed to align with the study's goals. SPSS facilitated demographic, descriptive, validity, reliability, and multiple 

regression analyses. PLS analysis, chosen for its versatility in handling various data types and accommodating reflective 

and formative constructs, provided insights into construct relationships and predictions. It also emphasised explaining 

variances, which are crucial for drawing meaningful conclusions. The study obtained a comprehensive understanding of the 

data through these analytical techniques, enabling the exploration of relationships and construct validation. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. The Data Screening Analysis 

Thorough preliminary data screening is crucial in quantitative surveys to ensure reliable and meaningful results, as 

neglecting this step can significantly impact the quality of analysis (Yuan et al., 2006). This study employed various data 

screening procedures, including handling missing data, identifying influential data points, and detecting high correlations among 

variables through multicollinearity testing. These rigorous measures improved data quality, resulting in accurate and trustworthy 

results. These steps were essential for maintaining the findings' integrity and ensuring the analysis output's reliability. 
 

1.1. Missing Value Analysis 

Missing data is a common research concern, and its impact varies depending on its extent. In this study, the missing 

data amounted to only 0.04%, considered non-significant and below the acceptable threshold of 5%. To address this, the 

researcher used the mean series method, recommended for random, non-systematic missing data (Tabachnick and Fidell, 

2007). Properly handling missing data ensures the validity and reliability of the analysis results. 
 

1.2. Outliers 

Outliers in statistics are data points significantly deviating from others, often due to measurement variability or 

experimental errors. In this study, case-wise diagnostics and separate linear regression analyses identified outliers for the 

four endogenous variables, using standardised residual values exceeding -3.3 or +3.3 as the criterion. None of the data 

points fell beyond this range, adhering to Pallant's (2013) recommendation to retain identified outliers as valid responses. 

Additionally, Cook's Distance assessed influential points, with a threshold of 1.0 indicating significance. No cases 

exceeded this threshold, ensuring no data points were excluded based on outliers. These outlier detection procedures 

maintain comprehensive analysis while preserving data integrity. 
 

2. Multivariate Assessment of Normality 

A multivariate assessment of skewness and kurtosis was conducted following Hair Jr et al.'s (2017) recommendations to 

assess data normality using the software available at https://webpower.psychstat.org/models/kurtosis/results. Results 

showed that the data did not follow a multivariate normal distribution, indicated by significant values for Mardia's 

multivariate skewness (β = 5.36, p<0.01) and Mardia's multivariate kurtosis (β = 47.45, p>0.01), as displayed in Table 3. 

Consequently, the study opted for SmartPLS, a nonparametric analysis software, due to the unique characteristics of the 

research data. Since the study focuses on a specific subset of three-star hotels and below in Saudi Arabia, the sample size is 

expected to be small, and variations in responses from hotel managers and owners could lead to non-normal data 

distribution. SmartPLS, as a nonparametric analysis software, is well-suited for such scenarios, providing reliable results 

and facilitating result interpretation with its user-friendly interface and graphical output, as employed by Ramayah et al. 

(2017). By using SmartPLS, the study addresses data non-normality and ensures the robustness of results. 
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Table 3. Multivariate Normality 
 

Sample size: 238; Number of variables: 5; Univariate Skewness and Kurtosis 

Variables Skewness SE-skew Z-skew Kurtosis SE-Kurt Z-Kurt 

C.A -1.131 0.158 -7.167 2.650 0.314 8.432 

CU -1.021 0.158 -6.468 1.832 0.314 5.828 

HP -0.002 0.158 -0.012 -0.240 0.314 -0.763 

MU -1.384 0.158 -8.773 3.623 0.314 11.527 

TU -0.933 0.158 -5.916 1.385 0.314 4.405 

Mardia's Multivariate Skewness and Kurtosis 

 b z p-value 

Skewness 5.361045 212.65479 0 

Kurtosis 47.451891 11.48008 0 

 

3. Goodness of Measurement 

In research, assessing measurement quality is essential. Construct validity ensures that the measurement aligns with the 

variables, while reliability assesses consistency. Methods like factor analysis and structural equation modelling gauge 

construct validity, while measures like Cronbach's alpha evaluate reliability.  

Evaluating construct validity and reliability is vital for measurement quality. High construct validity and reliability lead 

to consistent and accurate results, enhancing the study's validity and decision-making. Rigorous assessment ensures 

measurement model quality, fostering meaningful and trustworthy study conclusions. 
 

3.1. Construct Validity 

Evaluating measurement model reliability and validity is crucial for result accuracy. Construct validity, assessing 

compatibility between the instrument and variables, and reliability, measuring measurement consistency, are vital (Sekaran 

and Bougie, 2010). Construct validity often uses factor loadings, with values above 0.50 considered acceptable (Hair Jr et 

al., 2014). This study adopted a 0.50 cutoff (Chin, 1998) and removed items TU5, MU5, CU6, HP4, and HP5 due to low 

factor loadings. Cross-loadings in Table 4 depict item relationships with intended constructs. Bolded items in Table 8 have 

sufficient factor loadings. All "competitive advantage" items explained the variable well. "Competitive uncertainty" had one 

item below the cutoff. "Hotel performance" removed items 4 and 5. "Market uncertainty" removed item 5. "Technology 

uncertainty" removed item 5. This analysis assures construct validity, ensuring the model accurately measures variables. 
 

Table 4. Factor Loadings 
 

Constructs CA CU HP MU TU 

CA1 0.565 0.372 0.341 0.364 0.379 
CA2 0.666 0.474 0.166 0.392 0.322 
CA3 0.715 0.448 0.255 0.433 0.303 
CA4 0.674 0.433 0.239 0.349 0.311 
CA5 0.736 0.524 0.123 0.419 0.432 
CA6 0.703 0.366 0.27 0.463 0.322 
CU1 0.453 0.669 0.289 0.527 0.383 
CU2 0.45 0.737 0.142 0.367 0.278 
CU3 0.423 0.666 0.245 0.402 0.262 
CU4 0.431 0.627 0.152 0.34 0.292 
CU5 0.384 0.623 0.013 0.295 0.254 
HP1 0.205 0.181 0.62 0.277 0.219 
HP2 0.315 0.274 0.793 0.235 0.276 
HP3 0.184 0.057 0.633 0.216 0.28 
HP6 0.063 0.021 0.567 0.034 0.09 

MU1 0.462 0.454 0.285 0.731 0.443 
MU2 0.428 0.436 0.26 0.778 0.448 
MU3 0.428 0.424 0.27 0.732 0.446 
MU4 0.408 0.426 0.204 0.729 0.331 
MU6 0.37 0.308 0.127 0.541 0.225 
TU1 0.366 0.301 0.235 0.318 0.698 
TU2 0.369 0.289 0.42 0.362 0.772 
TU3 0.246 0.188 0.009 0.252 0.528 
TU4 0.365 0.334 0.263 0.409 0.691 
TU6 0.374 0.374 0.236 0.483 0.692 

 

3.2. Convergent Validity 

Convergent validity examines correlations within a single construct involving factor loading, average variance 

extracted (AVE), and composite reliability (CR) (Hair Jr et al., 2014). AVE, representing item variance, should be 0.5 or 

higher, met in this study. CR values, assessing internal consistency, exceeded the 0.70 threshold (Nunnally, 1978), 

ranging from 0.70 to 0.99. Table 5 summarises the convergent validity results, meeting all criteria. For "Competitive 

Advantage," Cronbach's alpha was 0.763, CR was 0.836, and AVE was 0.561. "Competitive Uncertainty" had alpha at 

0.784, CR at 0.899, and AVE exceeding the minimum cutoffs as shown in Figure 2. These results confirm construct 

reliability and convergent validity, assuring accurate measurements for further analysis.  
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Table 5. Convergent Validity  

CA: competitive advantage, CU: competitive uncertainty, HP: hotel performance, TU: technology uncertainty, MU: market uncertainty 
 

Variable Item Loadings Cronbach's Alpha CR AVE 

CA CA1 0.565 0.763 0.836 0.561 
 CA2 0.666    
 CA3 0.715    
 CA4 0.674    
 CA5 0.736    
 CA6 0.703    

CU CU1 0.669 0.784 0.899 0.543 
 CU2 0.737    
 CU3 0.666    
 CU4 0.627    
 CU5 0.623    

HP HP1 0.620 0.759 0.827 0.508 
 HP2 0.793    
 HP3 0.633    

 HP6 0.567    
MU MU1 0.731 0.744 0.831 0.500 

 MU2 0.778    
 MU3 0.732    
 MU4 0.729    
 MU6 0.541    

TU TU1 f 0.707 0.810 0.564 
 TU2 0.772    
 TU3 0.528    
 TU4 0.691    
 TU6 0.692    

 

  
                                 Figure 2. Convergent validity results                                              Figure 3. Fornell and Larcker Criterion 

 

3.3. Discriminant Validity 

Discriminant validity ensures distinct measures for different variables (O'Leary-Kelly and Vokurka, 1998). It assesses 

whether measurement items align with their intended constructs and should have square root AVE greater than inter-

variable correlations ((Gefen and Straub, 2005). Figure 3 shows that correlations among Competitive Advantage (CA), 

Competitive Uncertainty (CU), Hotel Performance (HP), Technology Uncertainty (TU), and Market Uncertainty (MU) are 

lower than their respective AVE values, affirming discriminant validity by demonstrating that items primarily load on their 

intended variables. Recent advances introduced the Heterotrait-Monotrait Ratio of Correlations (HTMT) as a reliable 

method for assessing discriminant validity (Henseler et al., 2015). Table 6 displays HTMT values below the threshold of 

0.90, reinforcing the discriminant validity between constructs. These results affirm that the measurement model effectively 

distinguishes between variables, bolstering the study's validity and reliability. 
 

Table 6. HTMT Criterion 
 

Variables CA CU HP MU TU 
CA      
CU 0.891     
HP 0.475 0.447    
MU 0.792 0.812 0.472   
TU 0.688 0.627 0.554 0.735  
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4. Structural Model 

To evaluate the structural model, Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modeling (PLS-SEM) was employed to 

assess the model's goodness of fit (Hair Jr et al., 2014). Validity was assessed through variance explained (R2) and path 

coefficients between constructs, as shown in Figure 4. A bootstrap analysis with 500 re-samplings, following Chin's 

recommendation (1998), was conducted to determine the significance of path coefficients. Mean values were calculated for 

each variable. To examine the mediating role of Competitive Advantage, this study used the approach developed by 

Preacher and Hayes (2008), which is suitable for PLS-SEM due to its distribution-agnostic nature. The significance of the 

indirect relationship between variables (a) and (b) was assessed to determine the mediating effect. It is worth noting that the 

mediating effect between independent and dependent variables does not necessarily have to be significant in the absence of 

the mediating variable. The significance of the paths was assessed using bootstrapping procedures. 
 

 
Figure 4. Structural model of the study 

 

Bootstrapping is a nonparametric resampling method widely recognised as robust and effective for testing mediating 

effects (Hayes, 2009; Zhao et al., 2010). The t-statistic value in bootstrapping was calculated using the provided formula. The 

Smart PLS software automatically calculated the t-value for indirect effects, eliminating the need for manual calculation. 
 

Table 7. Testing Hypothesis Result 
 

Hyp. Path Beta SD error T Value P Values 5.00% 95.00% Result 

H1 TU -> CA -> HP 0.065 0.028 2.314 0.011 0.022 0.118 Accepted 

H2 MU -> CA -> HP 0.086 0.037 2.335 0.011 0.029 0.145 Accepted 

H3 CU -> CA -> HP 0.142 0.032 4.402 0.000 0.095 0.202 Accepted 

 

The results in Table 7 indicate that H1, H2, and H3 were accepted, supporting the mediating role of competitive 

advantage in these relationships. In other words, competitive advantage significantly influenced these connections, and no 

hypothesis involving competitive advantage as a mediator was rejected. In summary, competitive advantage was found to 

play a significant role when serving as a mediator. The mediation relationships between technology uncertainty and hotel 

performance, competitive uncertainty and hotel performance, and market uncertainty and hotel performance were 

supported, with beta values of 0.065, 0.086, and 0.142, confirming H1, H2, and H3. 

These findings underscore the vital role of competitive advantage in Saudi Arabian hotel organisations and their overall 

performance. Competitive advantage affects service recovery prediction, organisational success, human resource 

productivity, and sustainability. In highly competitive and dynamic environments, where adaptation is crucial, Saudi 

Arabian hotel firms perceive changes as opportunities. This highlights the importance of actively responding to changes to 

achieve performance, sustainability, and success in uncertain and competitive settings. Organisations with competitive 

advantage can effectively navigate uncertainties, engage and empower employees, and maintain performance. These 

findings align with prior research, such as Abolfazl and Mehrdad (2016), which showed that competitive advantage 

significantly mediates the impact of organisational learning on organisational performance. 
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CONCLUSION 

This study examined the relationship between environmental uncertainty, competitive advantage, and hotel performance 

in 1st, second, and third-star hotels in Saudi Arabia, focusing on the mediating role of competitive advantage. Data was 

collected from five major regions in Saudi Arabia: Mecca, Medina, Eastern Border, Jazan, and Riyadh. The findings 

revealed that competitive advantage significantly mediates the relationship between environmental uncertainty and hotel 

performance. This suggests that hotel owners and managers must strive for and maintain a competitive advantage for hotels 

to thrive in an uncertain environment by anticipating and adapting to market changes and dynamics. 

The implications of this study are important for hotel owners and managers who can benefit from understanding the 

significance of competitive advantage. They should actively work towards developing and sustaining their competitive 

advantage by identifying their strengths and weaknesses and adjusting their operations and strategies accordingly. 

Additionally, they should stay proactive in monitoring and responding to changing market trends and customer preferences. 

In conclusion, this study provides valuable insights into the interplay of environmental uncertainty, competitive 

advantage, and hotel performance in Saudi Arabia. By recognising the role of competitive advantage, hotel owners can 

better prepare for and overcome the challenges posed by environmental uncertainty.  Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, 

data collection was challenging, and the study was conducted during a lockdown period. For future research, collecting 

data during normal times is recommended to capture a more accurate representation of the hotel industry.  

Moreover, the self-reported nature of the questionnaire introduces the possibility of bias, and it is suggested that 

future studies consider using multiple respondents to mitigate bias. Furthermore, as most participants were from Makkah 

and Madinah, the data may not fully represent the entire hotel industry in Saudi Arabia. Future studies should aim for a 

more balanced representation of respondents across all hotel categories to understand the industry comprehensively. 
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Abstract: This study evaluates the spatial equity of the educational service provided in the urban areas of Manizales and 

Villamaría based on the hypothesis that there is inequity in the provision of this service. Methodology involves GIS-based 

territorial accessibility analysis using average travel times from a network of transport infrastructures as well as the 

geographical location of all formal education establishments. This methodology is designed to be applied on different 

locations around the world. As the main results, the areas with mixed values concerning educational provision are in the 

lower strata, which directly correlates with low spatial educational equity rates. 
 

Key words: accessibility, education, equity, geo-statistics, public transport 

 
*  *  *  *  *  *  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Education is an essential component for all types of regions, influencing the progress and development of modern 

societies, essential for all inhabitants to a basic degree to live comfortably, advancing towards better economic and 

social standards. Global experience shows that there is a close correlation between the country's level of development 

and the strength of its education and scientific and technological research systems. According to studies by the 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), an additional year of schooling increases a 

country's gross domestic product per capita by 4-7% (OECD, 2010).  Education has come to be called a basic need by 

the United Nations (ONU, 2018), which gives it an important role, especially when talking about developing countries 

such as those in Latin America. Colombia is an unequal country (Sánchez, 2016), heavily damaged and fragmented by 

the violence of the 20th century, currently in a period of overall growth and development, facing significant challenges 

to reach all its regions with the need to close gaps (Sánchez, 2016), for which education plays a key role.  

Manizales, capital of Caldas department, located in the Colombian coffee region, with geographical coordinates 5° 03' 

58'' north latitude and 75° 29' 5'' west longitude (Figure 1), has an abrupt topography with an average elevation of 2150 

meters above sea level (m.a.s.l.), limiting the processes of urban expansion and intervention (Robledo, 1996). The 

population registered in the 2018 national census is 400,436 inhabitants (National Administrative Department of Statistics - 

DANE, 2019). The municipality has a total surface area of 57184 hectares, of which 3818.58 hectares correspond to its 

urban area (Alcaldía de Manizales, 2019); however, in this research, an area of 5429 hectares is used, considering sectors with 

transport and public services influence. The transport infrastructure network, the inventory of institutions, and in general, the 

whole analysis is extended to the neighboring municipality of Villamaría in its urban area to obtain more accurate results in 

terms of educational coverage. Villamaría is incorporated due to its conurbation with Manizales, sharing economic conditions 

and connectivity, acting as an additional neighborhood to the capital of the department. It is located on one side of the 

central mountain range at 5° 02' 44'' North latitude and 75° 30' 55'' West longitude, with a total area of 46100 hectares, of 

which only 438.3 belong to the grouping of its urban environment together with the expanding sector of La Florida 

(Alcaldía de Villamaría, 2018). The total population of the municipality is 62,831 inhabitants as of 2018 (DANE, 2019). 

Manizales and its metropolitan area have ranked first in Colombia in the provision of university education services. 

However, its performance at other educational levels (pre-school, kindergarten, primary, secondary and high school) has 

not been the best (Consejo Privado de Competitividad and Universidad del Rosario, 2020), ranking 18th among the capitals 
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of the 32 departments of the country, with special shortcomings in the area of educational coverage, in which it ranked 

22nd, 25th, 22nd and 15th, for pre-school, primary, secondary and high school education respectively among the 32 

departmental capitals. It is, therefore, necessary to strengthen the conditions of equity and access to this service, not only 

as a means of building capacities and social mobility but also as a source of economic development. The analysis 

includes 209 educational establishments, divided into 25 for higher education and 184 for basic education, of which 70 

provide early education services, 121 basic primary education, 84 basic secondary education, and 82 secondary 

education, many of which share several levels of education within the same infrastructure. In terms of higher education 

institutions, there are 13 of a technical-technological type and 12 professional ones, of which 4 correspond to faculties of 

the University of Caldas and 3 to the National University of Colombia, Manizales campus, leaving 8 universities altogether. 

Nowadays, spatial equity refers to the equality that different residents have in accessing a particular service regardless 

of their social class, income, or ethnicity (Rahman and Rigar Neema, 2015). Measurements mainly include analyses based 

on geographical accessibility, the Gini coefficient, the Lorentz curve method, the coefficient of variation, and the Teil index 

(Hu et al., 2019). In terms of accessibility, Hansen (1959) defines it as the potential of opportunities for interaction, the first 

definition of the term in the geographical context. The potential for opportunities to interact that a particular group of 

people have in a particular area is then taken as a basis, supported by the argument that accessibility is a measure of spatial 

distribution from a point, adjusted for the ability and desire to overcome spatial separation. The concept has also been 

defined as the ease of getting to some activity from a location by a particular mode of transport (Dalvi and Martin, 1976), 

and taken together with mobility as influencing an individual's ability to travel in everyday life (Morris et al., 1979).  

Years after Hansen defined it, some subdivisions of accessibility emerged, with Ingram making the first breakthroughs 

by defining relative accessibility as the distance or measure of interaction between two points and integral accessibility as the 

ease of access to a point from a set of nodes connected by a network (Ingram, 1971). Integral accessibility has gained 

considerable traction and different types of measures of accessibility have been proposed, such as gravity-based, cumulative 

opportunity-based, and topology- or distance-based measures (Handy and Niemeier, 1997; Pirie, 1979). 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Geographical location of the study area (Source: authors) 
 

Accessibility studies on the location and coverage of educational facilities have been carried out in different parts of 

the world, using a variety of methodologies to evaluate access to this service. For example, Ireland uses distance 

measures for its accessibility calculations (Walsh et al., 2015); Canada takes variables in addition to distance such as 

parental schooling and economic factors (Frenette, 2006); England uses the distance between home dwellings and 

universities (Gibbons and Vignoles, 2012); Portugal analyses the variables involved in decisions to study away from 

home (Sá et al., 2011). In addition, the Netherlands analyses the impact of geographical accessibility to higher education 

institutions and the influence of school background (Sá et al., 2006); Germany includes socio-economic variables 

(Spiess and Wrohlich, 2010); and Colombia conducts analyses of territorial accessibility to primary activity nodes 

(Escobar et al., 2016) and assessments of the spatial equity of educational service at the basic level (Avendaño, 2012).  

 In Manizales, the closest studies involve equity analyses of the university sector (Younes et al., 2016). Studies 

regarding the location of educational facilities and coverage have focused on single-level educational institutions, 

mostly on higher education. Additionally, few involve measures of spatial equity, highlighting the assessment of spatial 
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disparities in access to primary and secondary schools in China (Gao et al., 2016); however, they point, generally, to 

other objectives being met, using accessibility measured through distance as the assessment value. In recent years, 

research has been developed around the world related to spatial equity and education, taking as an example the analysis of 

spatial equity in electric vehicle charging services in China (Li et al., 2022), analysis of spatial equity and access to urban 

parks in Iran (Fasihi and Parizadi, 2020) and analysis of accessibility to health care centers in China by different 

researchers (Yang et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2023) as clear examples of spatial equity analysis. While focused on education, 

Pizzol (Pizzol et al., 2021) published an investigation of accessibility to schools in Sao Paulo including the quality factor. 

Studies involving the whole education service, spatial equity, and using travel time as the main variable in 

accessibility levels are so far non-existent. Therefore, this research aims to close the knowledge gap and proposes a 

methodology for calculating the Educational Equity Index (EEI), based on the analysis of social, economic, 

demographic, geographic, operational, spatial, and physical variables, by using measures of territorial accessibility and 

geostatistical models, through geographic information systems (GIS), assuming the existence of a strong inequity in 

educational service provision at all levels (initial, basic, middle and higher) in the study area, considering the geospatial  

configuration of the institutions and transport networks and the current conditions of the mentioned variables.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The methodological procedure used in this study is shown in Figure 2, following six broadly defined steps subdivided 

into tasks that are more specific. 

Phase 1 – Network update and validation: Investment in road infrastructure has been high over the past decades, 

changing travel conditions and making it necessary to update the digitized transport infrastructure network with the most 

recent works for a proper calculation of travel times and accessibility levels. New connections, turns, and reroutes are 

verified with online or field network viewers if necessary. The network for public and private transport is updated for the 

year 2021 based on an analysis network for public transport accessibility studies in the city, updated and optimized by 

Montoya (Montoya, 2019), based on the network previously built by the National University of Colombia, with speeds 

measured via GPS (Escobar and García, 2012; Younes et al., 2016) and excellent coverage of the study area.  The updating 

process was carried out in the ArcMap program, using its network-editing tool, where it is possible to create and modify 

arcs or lines, as well as to calculate the real length of the new elements. Figure 3 shows the network used for the particular 

transport study, which has a total of 10,133 nodes and 12,766 arcs assigned for the different existing roads. On the other 

hand, the same updates were made to the public transport scenario, making similar changes and additions, but always 

maintaining the original differentiation and configuration of the network, which contains 19,838 arches and 15,380 nodes. 

The higher number is due to the existence of a pedestrian network base very similar to that of private transport, with some 

additional pedestrian-only crossings such as bridges and stairs, superimposed by the network composed of public transport 

routes, connected to each other at the location of the stops. As a basic input for the process, it is necessary to have the travel 

times calculated within the digitized network; these times are obtained by considering the length of the arches and the 

average speed assigned. Through equation 1, the travel times for the arcs are calculated within the ArcMap field calculator 

tool. Where: TV = Travel Time; Li= Length of the arc in km; Vi= Speed assigned to the arc in km/h. 
 

  
 

             Figure 2. Research Methodology (Source: authors)                      Figure 3. Private transport network (Source: authors) 
 

𝑇𝑉 =
Li

Vi
∗ 60 (1) 

 

Phase 2 – Target population: The population under consideration corresponds to people of school age, defined in our 

case as those inhabitants under 30 years of age since the study includes institutions from the first to the last stage of 

education. The age distribution is obtained from official databases (DANE, 2019) and is shown in Figure 4 with a graphical 

partitioning of natural breaks so that similar values are better grouped together and differences between classes are maximized. 
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Phase 3 – Facilities location: This is an important aspect in the development of the research, as the results will vary 

depending on the spatial distribution of the institutions. The geographical location was checked for all educational 

establishments so that there were no overlaps with other properties, they did not occupy part of the public space, or they 

were not at their real address; this last check is done with the help of Google Street View or in situ if necessary. Once 

the database had been optimized, the institutions were geo-spatially located in a new layer of polygons within the 

ArcMap program, using the tool to create new Shape-type entities, separating them by the educational level at which 

they provide. Figure 5 shows the geographical distribution of educational institutions in the study area.  
 

  
 

              Figure 4. Student-aged population (Source: authors)                  Figure 5. Location of educational institutions (Source: authors) 
 

Phase 4 – Index calculation: First, external nodes to the network must be created, positioned at the location of the 

facilities to be analyzed, connecting to the nearest node of the network through a new arc with travel time equal to zero, so 

that it only generates a connection without increasing the distance or travel time. Then, travel time vectors are obtained 

under the different conditions of analysis, for which it is required to incorporate an additional computational tool -the 

TransCAD program- whose specific mathematical processing capacity for transport models is better optimized than 

ArcMap and does not require overly powerful hardware. Using the multiple paths extension of the TransCAD program, 

which involves the minimum paths algorithm born in 1959 (Dijkstra, 1959) and allows to obtain the travel times in matrix 

form between the desired points of the network, in our case from those created for the blocks, to the institutions initially 

and also between all the blocks.On the other hand, based on the general gravitational potential model, spatial equity models 

integrating different modes of transport have emerged (Chang and Liao, 2011), considering the mentioned results and the 

model developed on them by Hu to assess the spatial equity of elderly homes in Changchun (Hu et al., 2019), within which 

he incorporates the competition factor and the attractiveness factor of the assessed facilities. It is proposed to follow the line 

of development and use a similar equation, calculating the attractiveness factor based on the set of variables incorporated 

for educational establishments and the competition factor between blocks using travel times as the proximity value. The 

educational equity index is calculated from Equation 2, which condenses the procedure for obtaining the index as a ratio 

between the supply given by the educational establishments within the area of influence (20 minutes travel time) and the 

population competition (Equation 3) multiplied by the population-weighted average travel time for each mode of transport. 

𝐼𝐸𝑖 =
∑ Mj
m
j=1 ∗ 𝑆𝑗

𝑉𝑖 ∗ (a1i ∗ pi ∗ Ti(pub))
+

∑ Mj
m
j=1 ∗ 𝑆j

𝑉𝑖 ∗ (a2i ∗ pi ∗ Ti(priv))
 (2) 𝑉𝑖 = ∑

Pk

Dik
β

𝑛

𝑘=1

 (3) 

 

Where, IEi is the educational equity index of block i, Mj is the student capacity of educational institution j measured 

from registered enrolment. Sj is the attractiveness factor of each institution normalized by min-max normalization, which 

varies between 0 and 1, considering the academic level according to state tests, the number of educational levels served, the 

available area, and the monthly value of education; the latter aspect being evaluated inversely, i.e. the higher the cost, the 

lower the attractiveness. Institutions whose travel time exceeds the threshold range of 20 minutes automatically have an S j 

=0, as they are not within the direct area of influence. Vi corresponds to the block's competition coefficient, a1i and a2i are 

the percentages of the block's population that make their study trips by private and public transport mode respectively, 

according to the TAZ (Traffic Analysis Zone) to which it belongs, based on the division and trip percentages recorded in 

the Manizales Mobility Plan 2017. pi is the school-age population of block i and Ti(pri) and Ti(pub) are the average travel 

times to reach educational institutions by private and public transport mode, respectively. In equation 3, Pk is the population 

under 30 years of age in block k corresponding to all other blocks other than i within a range of 1 minute, Dik is the separation 

between blocks measured in travel times, and β is the friction coefficient, taken as 2 for survey trips (Hansen, 1959). The value 

of Vi is uniform for both transport modes since in this section the spatial proximity is the same regardless of the mode. 

The calculations of equations 2 and 3 are carried out through computational programming in Python, using the Pandas 

and Numpy libraries, which allow the handling of large databases and the performance of mathematical operations with 

them in a simple and fast way. The results are represented graphically in the ArcMap program, using the representation by 
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quantities grouped in groups of colors corresponding to the quantiles considered necessary. In addition, the minimum, 

maximum, average, and standard deviation values of the public and private components are obtained separately, as well as 

the values for the result, so that a comparison of results internal to the index is possible. An analysis is also made by socio-

economic stratum, finding the average value of the index for each stratum using Python. 

Finally, Moran's spatial autocorrelation index is calculated, which evaluates how a phenomenon varies across 

geographical space. If the analyzed aspect tends to be grouped in uniform areas, forming clusters, then there is a positive 

autocorrelation. Conversely, if the variable measures in nearby units are different, i.e., if the phenomenon tends to be 

dispersed, then the spatial autocorrelation is negative; when the phenomenon behaves randomly, and no defined or 

structured behavior is identified, there is no spatial autocorrelation. Once again using the ArcMap program, the Moran 

index is calculated with the results per block of the IE, using the Spatial Autocorrelation (Moran I) tool, with the layer and 

field corresponding to the calculated value of IE as inputs, in its two components and in a grouped form, with a spatial 

relationship of inverse distance squared and using a Euclidean distance of 200 meters to designate the neighbouring 

entities. This tool outputs the Moran index, the z-value, and the p-value. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The resulting value is made up of two parts, one corresponding to the section studied in public transport and the 

other in private transport, the sum of both of which makes up the final value. Bearing this in mind, the results are shown 

in three different ways, for each part and in aggregate, displayed in 10 quantiles so that the difference between values is 

visible. Polygons corresponding to zero index blocks are not shown on the maps, making the presentation cleaner. 

Figure 6 shows the spatial equity values for the public transport component, presenting a heterogeneous distribution on 

the map, but despite this, a concentration of the top quantiles along the main roads and in the city center, accompanied 

by some medium values next to the current overhead cable stations.The values in this section reach a limit of 737.39, 

with a mean of 2.14 and a standard deviation of 15, which indicates a very high concentration of very low values, less 

than 1, so it is necessary to show more than 2 decimal places, there are also singular points in high values. The Moran 

index in ArcMap resulted in 0.055, with a z-score of 7.31 and p-value = 0.00, indicating that the probability of the 

values being randomly distributed is very small, and the z-score being higher than 0 creates separate clusters of high and 

low values, i.e., the data are configured in a more spatially cohesive way than would be expected for a completely 

random distribution. The mean value of the equity index for stratum one is 0.94, for stratum two 0.80, for stratum three 

3.72, for stratum four 3.99, for stratum five 4.24, and for stratum six 5.03, indicating a clear inequity for the lowest strata.  
 

 
 

       Figure 6. Spatial equity in public transport (Source: authors)             Figure 7. Spatial equity in private transport (Source: authors) 
 

In the case of private transport, the results are shown in Figure 7, with a maximum value of 3162.21, a mean of 

26.30, and a standard deviation of 116.46, indicating a low clustering of values. Levels of spatial equity are much higher 

than in public transport due to the ease with which this mode of transport can access institutions within the time limit. 

Differences in concentration are observed concerning the public transport map, with the strongest shades being found in 

the center of the analyzed sector, close to the El Cable area, while high values increase in the city's outskirts, especially  

in the eastern area. Moran's I. results give a value of 0.124, slightly higher than for private transport, together with a z -

score of 13.88 and p-value of 0.00, which also represents a cluster-prone distribution. The mean values per stratum from 

one to six result in a mean of 21.09, 18.72, 40.03, 42.00, 24.98, and 45.69 respectively, indicating, once again, better 

conditions for the higher strata compared to the lower strata. The final result comprises the sum of opportunities offered 

by each mode of transport, integrating the variation of access based on the choice of transport mode declared in the 2017 

mobility master plan surveys, is presented in Figure 8, reaching values of 3181.30 at its upper limit, with a mean of 

28.44 and standard deviation of 121.86, equally high as in the two components that make up its value.  

Moran's index results in 0.122, together with a z-score of 13.58 and p-value of 0.00, having a distribution with very low 

randomness, with a trend to clustering as mentioned above. These results indicate from a statistical point of view that the 

values obtained for the Educational Equity Index are not the product of coincidence or chance, but they are distributed in a 
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concentrated sectorial manner within the geographical space. The maximum values are distributed in the area without a 

defined concentration but always surrounded by high and medium-high values, which can be seen in sectors with low 

student-age populations. For instance, in the historic center, where equity values are increased since the offer is the same 

for a few applicants, while blocks with a high concentration of young people have reduced values caused by a high level of 

competition. Areas located close to the main universities, such as Universidad Nacional or Universidad Autónoma, also 

stand out with medium-high concentrated values. The mean results per stratum are as follows: for stratum 1= 22.03; 

stratum 2= 19.53; stratum 3= 43.75; stratum 4= 46.00; stratum 5= 29.22 and stratum 6= 50.73, indicating that the highest 

stratum tends to obtain better results while the two lowest strata have the lowest values. 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Total equity index Source: authors 
 

CONCLUSION 

The proposed model for measuring spatial equity in education can assess the coverage characteristics for each block 

individually, considering the institutions covered at a given time, its own and the neighborhood's student -age population, 

and recognizing the modal distribution for the purpose of study in its analysis. This methodology can be applied in any 

city as long as the basic information is properly organized. The results of the index have a low impact on small 

institutions such as kindergartens, where only one level of education is provided to a few students with a minimal area 

compared to large university campuses. This shows that although there are good levels of integral accessibility to early 

childhood or basic education institutions, the overall levels are not very good. The spatial equity values show the 

sectored concentration of values, with a partially homogeneous distribution on the map, so that there is a distribution 

with a little random tendency of the result. The spatial equity index is influenced by the location of the institutions, the 

density of the student population, and the travel mode of preference, where strata one and two represent the lowest 

average values of the index, indicating shortcomings in the access of this service by having high concentrations of the 

student population in small areas whose main mode of transport corresponds to collective public transport, which is in 

unequal conditions compared to private transport in terms of the number of opportunities reached in a given time.  
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Abstract: The study aims to assess the effectiveness of pedagogical methods in tourism education within Kazakhstani secondary 

schools. Employing bibliographic, theoretical, modeling, and analysis methods, the research focuses on innovative teaching 

approaches. Qualitative research methods, including interviews with students and field trips to Almaty, were utilized. Priority 

methods, such as problem-based learning, Inquiry-based Learning, and group work, were identified. The effectiveness of these 

methods was specifically examined at Gymnasium-School No. 81 in Almaty through questionnaires and interviews conducted 

with 51 students and 162 city residents/tourists. The findings underscore the significance of developing innovative teaching 

methods aligned with students' preferences. The study emphasizes the importance of problem-based learning, Inquiry-based 

Learning, and group work in enhancing the quality of tourism education in Kazakhstani secondary schools 
 

Key words: Tourism education, pedagogical methods, general education schools, geography, Kazakhstan 
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INTRODUCTION 

The burgeoning tourism industry in Kazakhstan necessitates trained specialists to elevate services and contribute to 

sectoral growth. This article addresses the need for effective pedagogical methods in teaching tourism within secondary 

schools. A review of current pedagogical practices identifies challenges and opportunities in Kazakhstan's educational 

landscape. “To develop a comprehensive tourism policy and implement strategies, one must start from the very beginning 

of education, that is, from school” (Toleubayev and Sarsembayeva, 2018; Wendt, 2020). However, challenges persist, 

including infrastructure enhancement (Dmitriyev et al., 2021) and environmental considerations. Kazakhstan's tourism 

policy should prioritize niche segments, such as cultural, adventure, and eco-tourism, supporting small and medium-sized 

enterprises (Saparov et al., 2017; Mazhitova et al., 2018; Koshim et al., 2019; Wendt et al., 2021; Issakov et al., 2022; 

Dmitriyev et al., 2023; El Archi et al., 2023). To make sustainable tourism development more feasible, education is crucial. 

Education plays a pivotal role in promoting sustainable tourism development (Kim, 2013). Thus, effective pedagogical 

methods are crucial for both secondary schools and higher education institutions in Kazakhstan, addressing the industry's 

growth. The absence of a comprehensive educational approach in Kazakhstan is identified as a major challenge (Karimova 

et al., 2019), emphasizing the need for pedagogical methods accommodating both secondary and higher education. 

Additionally, problem-based learning enhances analytical and decision-making skills (Kanca et al., 2018; Yumatov 

et al, 2017; García-Rosell, 2014; Agbeh, 2015; Kivela and Kivela 2005). Geographical education's tourism and local 

lore activities play a crucial role in shaping the region's local image (Issakov et al., 2023).  

Espinoza-Figueroa et al.  (2021) study explores the perception of research-based learning (RBL) as an added value in 

tourism education using a qualitative approach with three focus groups of tourism students in southern Ecuador, 
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showing that the RBL approach can effectively link theory and practice through real-world case studies and territorial 

issues. To improve the quality and effectiveness of collaborative, interdisciplinary, and international learning in tourism, 

modern tourism education applies innovative technologies through the introduction of innovative technologies and the 

use of interactive technologies (Liburd and Hjalager, 2010).  

This study explores the potential of student-led initiatives to address infrastructure issues in tourist areas. Students 

visit local tourist sites and conduct surveys to identify problems and develop solutions. In response to evolving socio-

economic conditions, the education system faces the challenge of quickly optimizing the pedagogical process, 

particularly in organizing tourist and local history activities for the comprehensive development and social adaptation of 

students; however, the lack of professional preparation among school teachers and a dearth of literature on organizing 

and training for such activities present significant obstacles to addressing this pedagogical need. Drawing upon literature 

on sustainable tourism practices and student-led initiatives, the study aims to promote active student participation in 

sustainable tourism practices and infrastructure development (Demeuov et al., 2023; Issakov et al., 2023).  

In the domain of tourism education within Kazakhstan's general education schools, recent research within the last three 

years has significantly contributed to our understanding of effective pedagogical methods. Mak et al. (2017) have 

explored the impact of teamwork on students' practical knowledge and skills, emphasizing its relevance in the context of 

tourism education. Increasing the sustainability of educational institutions, developing cooperation with the tourism 

industry, and utilizing joint research projects are important directions for the development of the tourism-education 

cluster, aiming to ensure sustainability, trends in tourism, and emerging educational needs for mutual competitiveness 

and benefit (Makenov et al., 2023). This compilation of works provides a current and comprehensive overview of 

pedagogical methods in tourism education, offering valuable insights for educators and researchers alike.   

This study aims to assess the effectiveness of pedagogical methods in tourism education within Kazakhstani 

secondary schools, with a focus on innovative teaching approaches. Utilizing qualitative research methods, including 

interviews and field trips, priority methods such as problem-based learning, Inquiry-based Learning, and group work 

were identified. The study specifically examined the effectiveness of these methods at Gymnasium-School No. 81 in 

Almaty. The findings emphasize the importance of developing innovative teaching methods aligned with students' 

preferences, particularly highlighting the role of problem-based learning, Inquiry-based Learning, and group work in 

enhancing the quality of tourism education in Kazakhstani secondary schools. The research also explores the potential of 

student-led initiatives to address infrastructure challenges in tourist areas, promoting active student participation in 

sustainable tourism practices and infrastructure development. The literature review encompasses recent studies 

addressing the challenges and opportunities in Kazakhstan's tourism industry, underscoring the need for comprehensive 

educational approaches. The study contributes to the discourse on effective pedagogical methods in tourism education, 

with practical implications for both secondary and higher education institutions in Kazakhstan. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In recent years, the tourism industry has been rapidly growing in Kazakhstan, and with it, the need for qualified 

professionals who can contribute to its sustainable development. A crucial step towards achieving this is to provide quality 

education in tourism, starting with schools. Utilizing pedagogical methods in tourism education offers multifaceted 

benefits, enhancing students' knowledge of the tourism industry's economic potential (Dredge and Jamal, 2015), equipping 

them with essential skills for successful careers in tourism (Mungai et al., 2021), and instilling a sense of responsibility and 

sustainability (Martins and Guerra, 2022; Lim et al., 2023; Zhang and Gibson, 2021). In Kazakhstan's general education 

schools, pedagogical methods for tourism education are gaining prominence (Altynbassov et al., 2022;  Sergeyeva et al., 

2022). Incorporating practical training in the learning process: In addition to using pedagogical methods, incorporating 

practical training in the learning process is also essential in teaching tourism in schools. An innovative pedagogical 

approach in geography education, problem-based learning (PBL), has been successfully applied. Problem-based learning 

(PBL) in school-based STEM education is used to build teacher capacity and effectively integrate STEM subjects, 

highlighting key aspects such as knowledge flexibility, metacognitive reasoning, intrinsically motivated collaboration, and 

problems embedded in real and rich contexts (Smith et al., 2022) PBL enhances critical thinking, problem-solving, 

teamwork skills, and boosts student motivation and engagement. The methodology employed in this study is designed to 

systematically address the research objectives, ensuring a comprehensive investigation into the pedagogical methods used in 

tourism education within general education schools in Kazakhstan. The following section outlines the step-by-step approach 

taken to collect, analyze, and interpret the data, providing transparency and reproducibility to our research process. 

Research Design: To ascertain the effectiveness of pedagogical methods in enhancing students' understanding of the 

tourism industry, a structured research design was implemented. This design incorporates both qualitative and quantitative 

methods to capture a holistic view of the educational interventions and their impact. Participants: The study involved 51 9th-

11th grade students of School-Gymnasium No. 81 and 162 respondents who participated in interviews and questionnaires.   

Data Collection: Data collection was multidimensional and included questionnaires, interviews, and observations. The 

questionnaire survey of tourists/residents was conducted to find out their opinions about tourist spots and suggestions for 

improving tourist spots in the experiment area, while in-depth interviews provided qualitative information. In addition, data 

analysis was conducted by students in addition to observations of quantitative data in the classroom and practice. 

Data Analysis: Quantitative data was subjected to statistical analysis using descriptive statistics, inferential statistics, and 

correlation analysis, which allowed for the identification of apparent tourism problems and problem-solving. Qualitative data 

was subjected to thematic analysis, allowing for a more nuanced analysis of participants' experiences and perceptions. 
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Ethical Considerations: Ethical guidelines were strictly adhered to throughout the research process. Informed consent 

was obtained from all participants, and measures were implemented to ensure confidentiality and anonymity. 

A flowchart illustrating the sequential steps involved in conducting the research methodology is presented in Figure 1. 
 

 

 
Figure 1. Flowchart of the methodology steps (Source: authors) 

 

In Kazakhstan, using pedagogical methods 

to teach geography with a focus on tourism 

knowledge can lead to improved student 

engagement and a better understanding of the 

country's diverse geography.  

As geography and tourism knowledge are 

closely linked, it is the teaching of Geography 

at school that plays a crucial role in fostering 

students' interest in tourism and local history.  

To improve the learning process and 

effectively engage students, geography teachers 

are constantly looking for innovative methods. 

The most effective pedagogical methods used 

in tourism education are presented in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2. Theoretical and methodological basis of the research (Source: authors) 

 

This comprehensive methodology aimed to provide a robust foundation for investigating the impact of pedagogical 

methods on tourism education in Kazakhstan's general education schools. The subsequent sections will present and discuss 

the findings derived from this rigorous research process. Tourism education has gained significant importance in recent 

years due to the growth of the tourism industry and the need for skilled professionals in the field. Several studies have 

highlighted the benefits of using pedagogical methods in teaching tourism to enhance student’s learning experiences. 

The works of Kazakh authors and foreign literature discussed in this Scopus-indexed article are a variety of teaching 

methods for geography teachers aimed at awakening students' interest in tourism and local history. From interactive 

geotours to project-based learning, from geographic storytelling to gamification and international research results, these 

approaches foster a dynamic learning environment that fosters a deep understanding of Kazakhstan's rich cultural heritage 

and tourist attractions. By implementing these innovative methods, geography teachers can inspire a new generation of 

students to explore their surroundings and actively participate in preserving their country's history and promoting its 

tourism potential. In conclusion, using pedagogical methods and incorporating practical training in the learning process is 

essential for teaching tourism in schools. These approaches not only improve students' knowledge and skills but also help 

to promote the sustainable development of the tourism industry in Kazakhstan. Geography and tourism are inherently 

linked, as tourism is both a product and a generator of geographic knowledge. Thus, incorporating tourism knowledge into 

geography education can enhance students' understanding and engagement with the subject matter. This literature review 
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aims to explore the benefits of using pedagogical methods in teaching geography using tourism knowledge.  Overall, using 

pedagogical methods to teach geography with a focus on tourism knowledge in Kazakhstan has the potential to enhance 

student learning and engagement, and prepare them for careers in the tourism industry. The following pedagogical teaching 

methods were used in the research work: Problem-based Learning involves the students identifying a real-world problem or 

issue related to tourism education in Kazakhstan and working together to find a solution, and Inquiry-based learning 

(IBL)involves the students posing questions and seeking answers through research and investigation. The students could 

use their survey and research findings to develop questions related to tourism education in Kazakhstan and use these 

questions to guide further research and analysis. These pedagogical methods will help students engage with the topic of 

tourism education in Kazakhstan, develop critical thinking skills, and apply their knowledge in real-world settings. 

After analyzing the work of scientists on tourism education, we chose two methods and used them to deepen tourist 

knowledge when studying the geography of students. The first was to introduce students to the geographical culture and to 

visually see the “Geographical picture of the world” by traveling to tourist places. The second was to identify current 

tourist problems utilizing questionnaires, questions, and answers from tourists, and citizens with whom schoolchildren met 

in tourist places. As a result, the geographical and tourist thinking of students matured and they were able to identify tourist 

and geographical problems and offer their solutions (hypotheses). In response to the challenges of economic globalization 

and increased competition, this study advocates the key role of domestic tourism development in improving the 

competitiveness of the state, stressing the need to make appropriate adjustments in the training of qualified personnel, as 

evidenced by a sociological survey among tourism companies in Almaty (Kalenova et al., 2022). To train qualified personnel, 

it is necessary to start introducing tourism knowledge and tourism critical thinking into general education schools. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The scientific experiment was attended by students from the 9th to 

11th grades of School Gymnasium No. 81 in Almaty. In total, 51 

students took part in the excursion lesson, and received questionnaires 

from tourists and vacationers of the city, who met in tourist places, to 

determine the problems of tourism in Kazakhstan. The purpose of these 

excursions was for students to independently identify problems and 

suggest ways to solve them. For this, several research methods in 

geography and pedagogy were used. These are the descriptive 

method, questioning method, question and answer method, and the 

method of exploring effective and ineffective aspects to propose a 

solution to the problem. The general data of the participants is 

demonstrated in Table 1 and Figures 3-4. The average age of 51 students 

is 14-16 years old, girls 16, boys 25. 17 (33.4%) 9th graders, 12 (23.5%) 

10th graders, and 22 (43.1%) 11th graders participated in classes. 

In Kazakhstan, according to the updated educational program on 

geography in grade 9, section 3: Physical geography, four zones and 

natural territories, natural heritage of    Kazakhstan, the significance of 

natural burials (specially protected territories), physical and 

geographical, and large areas of knowledge tourism. This also covers 

allocated as very few hours were allocated, schoolchildren visited 

tourist places, were able to see with their own eyes and determine the 

quality and problems of tourist places. In this regard, for the perception 

of tourism knowledge in geography, pupils benefited from the teaching 

technology showing not only photos and videos about tourism but also 

viewing tourist places and open interviews with tourists. This  

Table 1. The study participants 
 

№ Grade Quantity % 
Gender 

Age 
male female 

1 9 17 33.4 7 10 14-15 

2 10 12 23.5 5 7 15-16 

3 11 22 43.1 14 8 15-16 

General 51 100 26 25 14-16 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Quantity of participants 
 

 
 

Figure 4. The study participants 
 

kind of activitie allows students to see a problem and 

propose a solution To facilitate this methods were used 

together for a pedagogical experiment in the classroom, a 

pedagogical experiment in the together: Experiential learning 

and Problem-based learning. The students visited two 

tourist places in the suburbs of Almaty, where they 

interviewed people and answered questions. They needed 

to find out what contributes to the development of these 

tourist places and what problems they have. The selected 

tourist places were the mountain resort “Oi-Karagai” and 

the Medeu Ice Rink. Oi-karagai is a 40-minute drive from 

Almaty and offers outdoor recreation, skiing, and horseback 

riding at the racetrack.The Medeu Ice Rink, located in the 

beautiful city of Almaty, Kazakhstan, is one of the most 

popular and picturesque ice rinks in the world. Built in 1972, 

the Medeu Ice Rink is situated at an altitude of 1,691 meters 
 

 

Figure 5. Age and quantity of survey participants (Source: authors) 
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above sea level in the mountains of the Trans-Ili Alatau, providing breathtaking views for visitors. It is a major tourist 
attraction in Almaty and has hosted numerous international ice skating competitions, including the 2011 Asian Winter 
Games. The rink is open year-round, but it is especially popular during the winter months when the temperature drops and 
snow covers the surrounding mountains. Upon arriving at the tourist destination, the participants of the scientific 

experiment, which are students from grades 9-11, took interviews and administered questionnaires to tourists and citizens. 
According to this research, 162 people completed the questionnaire, which consisted of 10 questions. The survey was 
conducted by people of varying ages, ranging from an 11-year-old child to a 35-year-old average person to a 74-year-old 
elderly pensioner, thus allowing, the worldviews of literally three generations will be visible. The highest number of 
respondents according to age, as shown in Figure 5, was 21-25 years (40) 24.63 percent, 26-30 years (31); 19.1 percent and the 
minimum number of 65-74 years (4) 2.4 percent. The answers to 1-4 questions are illustrated shown in  Figures 6, 8 and 9. 
 

 
 
 

Figure 6. Assessment of tourist infrastructure by Almaty tourists (Source: authors) 
 

 
 

Figure 7. The advantages and disadvantages of domestic tourism (Source: authors) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Questions No. 5-6 
 

In response to the question of whether there are any problems with the use of public transport, and if so, what, the 
answers were that the number of buses arriving at this place is small; when the bus arrives, people can run and squeeze 
each other without queuing; and the bus stop is not fenced. A study published in the Journal of Destination Marketing and 
Management suggested that to increase tourism in Almaty, it is important to focus on creating unique experiences that 
showcase the city's cultural heritage and natural attractions, developing new tourism products that highlight local food, 
crafts, and traditions, as well as promoting outdoor activities like hiking and skiing (Mansurov et al., 2020). In the context 

of modern tourism, this study explores the branding of tourism clusters, focusing on the Almaty Mountain Cluster in 
Kazakhstan, emphasizing the importance of integration, cooperation, and competition for sustainable development and 
outlining key strategies for territory branding in the tourism industry (Zharkenova et al., 2023). These two methods were 
used together for a pedagogical experiment in the classroom:project-based learning: and inquiry-based learning (IBL). To 
date, tourism around the world is not in the best condition, because the whole world is now experiencing a post-coronavirus 
situation and now, as it is more than ever, clear how important inbound tourism is for any of the country. Students, based 

on the answers to their questionnaires, identified the advantages and disadvantages of domestic tourism in Figure 7. 
The next questions were: Question No. 5: “What kind of tourism do you prefer?", with the options of “Outbound”, 

“Domestic”, and “I find it difficult to answer”. Question No. 6: “Do you think is Kazakhstan attractive as a tourism and 
recreation destination?”, with the options of “Yes”, “No” and “Possible”. Based on the answers, it is clear that people are faced 
with such problems as the lack of basic infrastructure, such as tourist accommodation facilities (motels, hotels, etc.), tourist 
transport facilities, catering facilities, and well-maintained places of first use. According to statistics, these amenities are 

available only closer to cities, and foreigners come to Kazakhstan mainly to enjoy nature or sacred places, which are mainly 
located in the steppes, mountains, and far from civilization. In places located in the steppes or mountains, of course, there is also 
some infrastructure, but today it no longer meets normal standards, mainly due to the lack of basic sanitary and safety standards. 
To the question “What kind of tourism do you prefer?” 63% of the participants answered that they would prefer outbound 
tourism, 23% domestic tourism and the remaining 14% found it difficult to choose an answer. From the answers, it can be 
judged that After all, many Kazakhstanis or tourists prefer outbound tourism. However, respondents (56%) answered the 

following question that they consider Kazakhstan an attractive tourist destination, 36% of respondents believed “no”, and the 
remaining 8% answered, “possible”. To the question “What do you think should be done to make inbound tourism in 
Kazakhstan relevant as outbound tourism?” the following results were obtained from the respondents: 34 respondents – “Solve 
infrastructure problems”, 25 chose the answer that it is necessary to solve such problems as that it is necessary to build tourist 
complexes, 13 respondents – “To create ethnographic complexes where residents”, 26 respondents believe that it is necessary to 
prepare high-quality guides, another 28 people chose the answer “To attract financial in the form of grants or investment”. 
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Inquiry-based learning can be 

implemented in a geography class in 

Kazakhstan by having students 

develop their research questions about 

a particular tourism-related topic, 

such as the impact of tourism on a 

local community or the factors 

influencing tourist behavior in a 

certain region. In addition, another 

research paper by Tian et al. (2022) 

"Undergraduate Research and 

Inquiry-Based Learning in Geogra-

phical Information Science: A Case 

Study from China" examines the 

implementation of inquiry-based 

learning (IBL) and Undergraduate 

Research     Experience    (URE)    in 

 
 

Figure 9. Question No 7. Inbound tourism of Kazakhstan 

Geographical Information Science (GIS) in China, presents two pathways of student development and practical experiences of 

course design, IBL tool building, and student mentoring, which contributes to improving the quality of higher education and 

developing competitive universities in China. One example of project-based learning in the context of tourism education could 

be having students plan and design a sustainable eco-tourism project for a local community in Kazakhstan.  

 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, this paper highlights the need for continuous improvement in pedagogical methods used in teaching 

tourism in secondary schools and higher educational institutions in Kazakhstan. The implementation of innovative teaching 

methods and the development of standardized curricula will help to prepare students for the challenges and opportunities of 

the dynamic tourism industry. This paper aims to provide a foundation for future research and policy development in this 

area.The use of pedagogical methods in teaching tourism in higher education has numerous advantages, including 

developing critical thinking and problem-solving skills, enhancing students' motivation and engagement, and providing 

practical skills and knowledge that are applicable in real-world situations. Therefore, incorporating pedagogical approaches 

in tourism courses should be encouraged to ensure the sustainability of the tourism industry.Incorporating pedagogical 

methods that incorporate tourism knowledge into geography education has been found to enhance students' 

understanding, engagement, and motivation in the learning process. Problem-based learning, experiential learning, 

work-integrated learning, and creativity have all been identified as effective pedagogical methods in tourism education. 

These methods have been found to enhance students' skills, knowledge, and employability in the tourism industry.  
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Abstract: Despite many studies exploring the factors that influence the use of technology in tourism,  research focusing on the 

moderating effect of age on the use of digital marketing tools and platforms for domestic leisure travel purposes remains 

elusive. Using dimensions from the Technology Acceptance Model and motivation as an additional construct, this study 

examined the moderating effects of age on digital marketing tools and platform adoption. A sample of 401 domestic tourists 

and a self-administered questionnaire were used for data collection. Regression analysis was used to analyze the relationships 

between the proposed variables and the moderating effect of age on these relationships. The findings revealed that perceived 

usefulness and motivation significantly influenced the use of digital marketing tools and platforms, and the effect of 

motivation was more significant. Tourists’ age played a notable role in contributing to the strength of the relationships. 

Tourism marketers, managers, business owners, and web developers can use these results as tools to make more effective 

marketing decisions to promote leisure travel. 

 

Key words: Moderating effect, motivation, perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, Technology Acceptance Model 

 
*  *  *  *  *  *  

 

INTRODUCTION              

In recent years, tourism has made tremendous advancements in technology adoption for marketing. Digital technologies 

have transformed the way people communicate and are kept informed. They have opened avenues for audiovisual media 

and resulted in a shift in the way content is disseminated on digital platforms (websites, blogs, online sharing platforms and 

social networking sites such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and TikTok) (Zeng et al., 2023). People of all ages are 

reaping the benefits of the technology boom (Buhalis and Karatay, 2022; Monaco, 2018; Zhang et al., 2023). This research 

identifies tourists as individuals who utilise digital marketing tools and platforms for their benefit in their travel decisions. 

Tourists are increasingly pressured to use digital marketing tools and platforms for fear of missing out (FOMO). At the 

same time, destination marketers embrace digital technologies to avoid falling behind in the ongoing digital transformation. 

Dinhopl and Gretzel (2016) posit that today’s travellers are hybrid tourists who use different technologies to obtain the 

necessary information. This provides unprecedented opportunities for tourism marketing (Buhalis et al., 2023). 

New technologies have caused users to change their travel behaviour and habits, with others investing more time 

connected to the Internet (Yousaf and Xiucheng, 2018). Any business that wishes to succeed and survive must understand 

the factors that influence customer behaviour (Etale and Uranta, 2022). Understanding factors influencing consumer travel 

behaviour helps marketers understand customer preferences (Chamboko-Mpotaringa and Tichaawa, 2021). Times have 

radically changed to the extent that within two decades, some media have become antiquated and obsolete because of 

changes in consumer preferences. Upon entering the marketing field, digital technologies triggered unprecedented changes 

in tourism marketing, shaping a highly dynamic environment that facilitates the networked connectivity of people, 

processes, data, and things. As digital technologies proliferate, tourism marketers have become increasingly reliant on 

digital marketing as consumers increasingly turn to digital platforms to research and make travel bookings online. Digital 

marketing empowers destination branding, positioning, awareness, and marketing. In addition, digital marketing tools and 

platforms provide opportunities to support tourists’ travel decisions in travel planning and booking, during a trip and after  a 

trip to gain maximum enjoyment from their travel experiences (Gajdošík, 2022), thereby effectively transforming consumer 

behaviour (Rauschnabel et al., 2022). The efficacy of digital marketing strategies cannot be argued. 

As a result of the advent of digital technologies, the tourism market has become much more competitive and 

technology-based. Tourists no longer conform to the rules of tourism destinations. As expected, many tourism destinations 

have had to transform their marketing and redesign the best marketing and operational practices available to benefit from 
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the technological paradigm shifts experienced (Buhalis, 2020). A digital presence neither brings nor guarantees visibility 

and accessibility to tourism destinations. Tourism marketers can fulfil tourists’ preferences and meet expectations by 

adopting a well-articulated and systematic approach to using technology and providing personalised services to tourists. 

Practitioners often encounter challenges when launching marketing campaigns using digital channels to maximise 

effectiveness. Therefore, it is essential for tourism marketers to comprehend the influential factors and effects of age when 

utilising digital marketing tools and platforms to achieve success in tourism marketing (Balouchi et al., 2017). 

The potential benefits of using digital technologies have engendered significant debates within the tourism marketing-

focused discourse. Most research consisted of fervent discussions concerning how stakeholders can use digital platforms to 

market tourism destinations (Dwivedi et al., 2022; Lamberton and Stephen, 2016; Talwar et al., 2022; Tsourgiannis and 

Valsamidis, 2019). Furthermore, some research has concluded that as much as tourists utilise digital platforms, tourists are 

different (González-Reverté and Liviano-Solís, 2020). To highlight this phenomenon, some studies focused on the younger 

generation (Acheampong and Siiba, 2020; Matikiti-Manyevere and Hattingh, 2020) while others concentrated on the older 

generation (Zhang et al., 2023; Zhou et al., 2014). Previous studies have not paid attention to the moderating effect of age 

on factors that influence the use of tourism digital marketing tools and platforms. The factors that enable the actual use of 

digital platforms need to be explored, amplified, and tackled to maximise adoption (Mametja et al., 2023). Thus, the need 

for empirical research on the factors that influence the use of digital marketing tools and platforms should not be 

overlooked. Furthermore, with technology accessible and used by different ages, it is crucial to understand the moderating 

effect of age in digital marketing tools and platforms. As such, the study proposes the following research question:  What is 

the moderating effect of age on the relationship between perceived usefulness (PU), perceived ease of use (PEOU), 

motivation (M), and tourists’ actual use of digital marketing tools and platforms for tourism? 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Theoretical background 

Several information systems (IS) models related to the adoption of new technology have been put forward by different 

scholars (Davis, 1989; DeLone and McLean, 2003; Mason, 1978; Taylor and Todd, 1995; Venkatesh et al., 2003, 2012; 

Wixom and Todd, 2005). However, several studies on technology adoption have focused on understanding the variables 

affecting technology acceptability (Isaac et al., 2019). One widely accepted and used model which has gained popularity 

because of its simplicity and adaptability is the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Al-Qaysi et al., 2020), which Davis 

(1989) developed. TAM allows easy transfer and application to different contexts (Chocarro et al., 2023). The TAM has 

gained popularity as a grounding theory since one can explain and predict the acceptance of technology among potential 

users based on causal relationships (Chocarro et al., 2023). The TAM uses a user-centric approach as it emphasises the 

perception of users. The TAM reflects that the actual use of new technology is determined by a user’s perceived benefits 

obtained from using the new technology, as well as its perceived ease of use (Chamboko-Mpotaringa and Tichaawa, 2023). 

Various scholars have successfully adopted the TAM to study technology acceptance and usage in different contexts, such 

as in education (Chocarro et al., 2023), banking (Purohit and Arora, 2023), metaverse (Almarzouqi et al., 2022) and tourism 

(Alma Çallı et al., 2023; Liu and Zheng, 2023). However, the model faced criticism because of its limitations, such as the 

factors in TAM alone being insufficient to predict user acceptance (Wong et al., 2022). The factors in the TAM do not 

characterise much detail about technology use and acceptance (Lin and Yu, 2023). Since the TAM accounts for slightly more 

than 40% of the variance, the contribution of other variables requires examination (Legris et al., 2003). To overcome that, 

additional variables such as perceived enjoyment, perceived risk, and perceived social capital (Singh and Srivastava, 2019), 

trust (Liu and Zheng, 2023), experience (Huang et al., 2019), engagement, immersion, and perceived utility (Sepasgozar, 

2022) have been added in extant studies. This study proposes adding M to the TAM constructs as an important variable in the 

adoption of digital marketing for tourism use. Motives are general tendencies that affect people’s behaviours taken to satisfy a 

need or desire (Miranda et al., 2023). Motivations for using digital marketing tools and platforms for travel purposes are varied 

and can include a source of information, social interaction, convenience, feedback, and ease to use (Dyk et al., 2020; Lou and 

Xie, 2021). The comprehension of tourists’ intentions and expectations concerning system utilisation is paramount, and 

motivation plays a crucial role for marketers in acquiring this comprehension (Hew et al., 2023; Lowry et al., 2015). 

 

Hypothesis and research model 

In this study, tourists are considered as users of digital marketing tools and platforms in their travel decisions. When 

tourists are exposed to new technology, many factors influence their acceptance decision (Chamboko-Mpotaringa and 

Tichaawa, 2023). This paper adopts the TAM to measure tourists’ use of digital marketing tools and platforms in travel 

decisions. The TAM rests on the notion that tourists’ behavioural intention to use digital marketing tools and platforms is 

determined by two central beliefs: PU and PEOU. PU refers to the degree to which a person believes using a particular 

technology would enhance performance. PEOU refers to the degree to which a person believes using a particular system 

would be free from effort (Davis, 1989). In the case of digital marketing tools and platforms, PU entails the benefits 

derived from using digital marketing tools and platforms, and PEOU refers to the ease with which tourists can use digital 

marketing tools and platforms. Marketers can promote digital marketing tools and platforms if the tourists believe they can 

benefit from using the digital platforms and they are easy to use. Two hypotheses would be tested based on the traditional 

TAM constructs: PU and PEOU according to similar research (Singh and Srivastava, 2019) using TAM constructs in the 

context of tourism. Many previous studies have identified a positive relationship between PU, PEOU, and actual use of 

technology (Renny et al., 2013; Tavitiyaman et al., 2022). However, a considerable body of research found contradicting 
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results regarding the predictive role of PU and PEOU. For example, Deng and Yu (2023) could not confirm the influence of 

PU. Similarly, Musina and Gao (2016) could not establish a relationship between ease of use and the use of new 

technology. Confronted with such inconsistencies in the existing literature, the study tests the following hypotheses: 

H1: PU positively influences the use of digital marketing tools and platforms for tourism. 

H2: PEOU positively influences the actual use of digital marketing tools and platforms. 

Motivations for using digital marketing tools and platforms for travel purposes are varied and can include a source of 

information, social interaction, convenience, feedback, and ease to use (Dyk et al., 2020; Lou and Xie, 2021). Several 

authors have reported a positive relationship between motivation and user intention (Ali et al., 2022; Hew et al., 2023). 

Venkatesh et al. (2012) maintain that motivation is a powerful predictor of technology adoption and usage behaviour. 

However, literature is scant in tourism studies that exclusively examined the influence of motivation in assessing the actual 

usage behaviour of technology in digital marketing tools and platforms, which led to testing the following hypothesis: 

H3: M positively influences the use of digital marketing tools and platforms for tourism. 
 

The moderating effect of age 

Age is a crucial marketing phenomenon in tourism as it affects tourists’ consumption patterns of tourism products 

(Wong et al., 2022). In marketing, it is common practice to categorise target markets into consumer segments. This is often 

done using the term “generation,” which refers to age, birth year, location, or significant life events (Dida et al., 2021; 

Jonck et al., 2017). People born in the same generation often exhibit similar behavioral patterns due to shared experiences 

that shape their childhood. Their preferences change as they progress through different life stages, such as childhood, 

adolescence, or becoming senior citizens (George, 2019). The use of new technology differs from one age group to another 

(Zhuang et al., 2021). People’s technological preferences in their teens may differ from those in their seventies (Zhang et 

al., 2023). Therefore, marketers often use age as a means of segmenting markets (Funk, 2008). 

In technology adoption and acceptance age is an important demographic variable that has moderating and direct 

effects on technology adoption and acceptance (Anwar et al., 2021; Hua et al., 2021). Earlier studies have been 

undertaken to understand the impact of age on technology use in tourism (Chen et a l., 2023; Hua et al., 2021; Setiawan 

et al., 2018). The studies show an age gap between young people, who embrace existing mobile applications, and those 

who follow new mobile phone features. Chen et al. (2023) found significant effects of age on Chinese handwriting 

performance on touch screens through fingers and stylus. Older adults use limited phone functions, with the camera 

being popular for viewing photos. According to Setiawan et al. (2018), millennials value family and leisure and use 

smartphones for communication and problem-solving. They spend their free time on social media and are interested in 

its audio and visual aspects. Thus, the current study attempts to understand the moderating effect of age on the study’s 

variables, and the following hypothesis were developed: 

H4a: Age moderates the relationship between PU and tourists’ use of digital marketing tools and platforms. 

H4b: Age moderates the relationship between PEOU and tourists’ use of digital marketing tools and platforms. 

H4c: Age moderates the relationship between M and tourists’ use of digital marketing tools and platforms. 

Based on the literature, the authors propose a model (Figure 1) which shows the relationship between the constructs, the 

type of relationships, and the moderating effect of age. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Proposed model 
 

METHODOLOGY 

In the positivist paradigm, this study examines the antecedents of digital marketing tools and platforms’ actual usage 

for tourism purposes through quantitative research design. The sample population for  the study was domestic tourists 

travelling to the Free State province in South Africa, either as day visitors or overnight visitors. The selection criteria t o 

be included in the study is that tourists must be familiar with and should have used digital marketing tools and platforms 

in their travel decisions. Non-probability, convenience sampling techniques were used to select the sample from the 

sampling frame. The respondents were approached face-to-face and asked to complete a self-administered questionnaire 

survey focused on digital marketing tools and platforms. The survey consisted of 24 items and was divided into four 

themes: digital marketing tools and platforms usage, M, PU and PEOU.  

The questionnaire was based on previous studies (Breda et al., 2019; Davis, 1989; Dyk et al., 2020; González-

Reverté and Liviano-Solís, 2020; Jeng et al., 2017; Singh and Srivastava, 2019; Venkatesh et al., 2012) but was 
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modified to better suit the objectives of this study and improve the generalisation of the findings. The variables of the 

research and indicators are shown in Table 1. The study utilised a five-point Likert scale to evaluate the questionnaire 

items. The scale ranged from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5).  SPSS software version 27 was utilised to 

capture and analyse the data, conducting descriptive and inferential statistics. Descriptive analysis summarised the 

variables, and regression analyses were performed to test the study’s hypotheses.  
 

Table 1. Study variables 
 

Variables Indicators 

Perceived usefulness (PU) 
useful on trips, enhances the quality of trips, enables convenient trips, allows for instant feedback, 

gives ideas about possible next trips  

Perceived ease of use (PEOU) part of lifestyle, user-friendly, familiarity, content is readily and easily available, flexibility  

Motivation (M) 
benefits derived, easy-to-use, high-quality information, the quality of the digital marketing platforms 

concerned, and high-quality service received when using digital marketing tools. 

Use of/Intent blogs, consumer review sites, online sharing economy platforms, social network sites, travel applications 

 

RESULTS 

Sample description 

The respondents’ demographic statistics are presented in Table 2. As presented in Table 2, 55.3% of the respondents 

were females, while 44.7% were male. Respondents aged 18 to 30 years constituted 35.9%, those aged 31 to 40 constituted 

32.7%, and those above 40 years of age constituted 31.4% of the sample. The income bracket of respondents revealed that 

23.3% of the respondents earned R1000 or below, 15.3% earned between R1001-R5000, 10.7% earned between R5001-

R10000, and 13.7% earned between R10001-R15000. Most of the participants (24.1%) earned more than R20000. 
 

Table 2. Demographic statistics for 401 respondents 
 

Criterion Factor Frequency Percentage 

Sex 
Female 222 55.3% 

Male 179 44.7% 

Age 

18-30 144 35.9% 

31-40 131 32.7% 

41-50 67 16.7% 

51-60 31 7.7% 

≥61 28 7% 

Income 

≤R1000 85 23.3% 

R1001-R5000 56 15.3% 

R5001-10000 39 10.7% 

R10001-R15000 50 13.7 

R15001-R20000 47 12.9 

≥R20001 88 24.1% 
 

Table 3. Cronbach’s Alpha reliability results 
 

Construct No of items Cronbach’s Alpha 

Use/Intent 9 0.846 

Motivation (M) 5 0.929 

Perceived usefulness (PU) 5 0.932 

Perceived ease of use (PEOU) 5 0.949 

 
Table 4. Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test of sampling 

adequacy and Bartlett’s test of sphericity 
 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy 0.948 

Bartlett’s test of sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 7560.696 

df 276 

Sig 0.000 
 

 

Reliability of constructs 

The Cronbach’s Alpha test was used to evaluate the reliability of the study constructs. Findings showed that all the 

construct variables were reliable, with an Alpha coefficient above 0.8 (Table 3). A cut-off value of 0.7 or higher implies 

increased reliability when evaluating composite reliability coefficients for internal consistency reliability (Hair et al., 2019). 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test of sampling adequacy and Bartlett’s test of sphericity were performed to validate 

the sample size. The KMO value for the scale items was 0.948, surpassing the recommended value of 0.6, meaning an 

acceptable value as seen in Table 4. Kaiser (1974) suggested that values between 0.8 and 0.9 are meritorious, while Hair et 

al. (2006) suggested accepting values between 0.7 and 0.8 as good. Bartlett’s test of sphericity results (Table 4) was 

significant (Chi-Square = 7560.696; p < 0.000), substantiating that the sample size was adequate. 

Regression analyses were performed to test the statistical significance of the variables. Collinearity statistics 

(tolerance and Variance Inflation Factor (VIF)) were used to test multicollinearity. As shown in Table 5, the study findings 

revealed that tolerance values ranged from 0.261 to 0.322, and VIF values ranged from 3.107 to 3.831. These findings 

suggested that multicollinearity issues were not of concern. Tolerance values of less than 0.7 and VIF values of less than 10 

are acceptable (Balachandran and Tan, 2015; Şengel et al., 2022). Table 5 shows that all four constructs are positively 

correlated with each other. The correlation coefficients (0.585, 0.499, and 0.590) indicate positive linear relationships. 
 

Table 5. Multicollinearity test and correlation analysis 
 

Independent variable 
Direction of 

path 
Dependant variable Correlations 

Collinearity statistics 

Tolerance VIF 

Perceived usefulness (PU)  Digital marketing tools and platforms used 0.585 0.261 3.831 

Perceived ease of use (PEOU)  Digital marketing tools and platforms used 0.499 0.291 3.432 

Motivation (M)  Digital marketing tools and platforms used 0.590 0.322 3.107 

 

The study proposed a positive significant relationship between the independent variables, PU, PEOU, M, and the 

dependent variable, tourists’ use of digital marketing tools and platforms. Study findings are shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Results of hypothesis testing(M: motivation; PE-perceived usefulness; PEOU-perceived ease of use) 
 

Dependent variable: Digital marketing tools and platforms used 

Goodness of fit: R=0.618,          R2=0.382,          Adjusted R2=0.377,          Standard error of estimate= 0.719 

Analysis of variance Df Sum of squares Mean square 

Regression 3 125.922 41.974 

Residual 395 203.916 0.516 

F-static=81.306    

Significant F=<0.001    

Hypothesis 

and relationship 
Path 

Standardised 

coefficient Beta (β) 

Standard error 

(SE) 
t-Value p-value 

Hypothesis 

supported 

H1 (+) PU                 Use 0.344 0.066 4.445 0.000 Yes 

H2 (+) PEOU            Use 0.065 0.059 0.886 0.376 No 

H3 (+) M                   Use 0.364 0.061 5.217 0.000 Yes 

 

Table 6 shows that 38% (R2=0.38) of the variance in tourists’ use of digital marketing tools and platforms for 

tourism purposes can be explained by tourists’ perceptions of the usefulness, ease of use, and motivation to use digital 

marketing tools and platforms. Table 6 also shows that the model is statistically significant (p<0.001). H 1 proposed that 

PU positively influences the use of digital marketing tools and platforms for tourism.  

The results in Table 6 support the hypothesis (β=0.344, SE=0.066, t=4.445, p=0.000). H 2 proposed that PEOU 

positively influences the actual use of digital marketing tools and platforms for tourism purposes. As the findings show 

Table 7 (β=0.065, SE=0.059, t=0.886, p=0.376), PEOU is not significantly related to the actual use of digital marketing 

tools and platforms for tourism purposes. Therefore, H2 is not supported. H3 proposed that motivation positively 

influences the use of digital marketing tools and platforms for tourism. Findings (β=0.364, SE=0.061, t=5.217, p=0.000) 

indicate a statistically significant relationship. Therefore, H3 is supported. Motivation surfaces as the most significant 

influence (β=0.368) on the actual use of digital marketing tools and platforms. 

The study examined how age affects the relationship between PU, PEOU, M, and tourists’ use of digital marketing tools 

and platforms. A moderator variable alters the connection between two other variables (Albaom et al., 2022). For instance, 

in this study, age is a moderator. If the relationship between PU, PEOU, M, and tourists’ use of digital marketing tools 

and platforms were moderated by age, they would have an impact on the strength or direction of the relationshi p. The 

outcomes of the hypothesised relationship for testing the moderating effect of age are summarised in Table 7.  
 

Table 7. Results for hypothesis testing (moderation effect) 

(INT-Interactive item; M- motivation; PE-perceived usefulness; PEOU-perceived ease of use) 
 

Dependent variable: Digital marketing tools and platforms used 

Goodness of fit: R=0.624,        R2=0.389,        Adjusted R2=0.383,        Standard error of estimate= 0.715 

Analysis of variance Df Sum of squares Mean square 

Regression 4 128.323 32.081 

Residual 394 329.837 0.511 

F-static=62.724    

Significant F=<0.001    

Hypothesis and 

relationship 
Path 

Standardised 

coefficient Beta (β) 

Standard 

error (SE) 
t-value 

p-

value 

Hypothesis 

supported 

 INT   …….   Use 0.085 0.035 2.167 0.031 Yes 

H4a (+) 
Moderating effect 

PU             Use 
0.350 0.071 4.540 0.000 Yes 

H4b (+) 
Moderating effect 

PEOU          Use 
0.072 0.066 0.992 0.322 No 

H4c (+) 
Moderating effect 

M              Use 
0.368 0.063 5.302 0.000 Yes 

 

The model uses the predictor variables PU, PEOU, and M, the hypothesised moderator (age), and their interaction to 

predict the result. Table 7 reveals that considering the moderation effect, the model explains that 39% (R 2=0.39) of the 

variance in tourists’ use of digital marketing tools and platforms for tourism purposes can be explained by tourists’ 

motivation, perceptions of the usefulness and ease of use of digital marketing tools and platforms. The model is 

statistically significant (p<0.001). The path coefficient of the interactive item of PU, PEOU and M is (β=0.085, 

SE=0.035, t=2.167, p=0.031), implying that the moderating role of age is statistically significant.  

H4a proposed that age moderates the relationship between PU and tourists’ use of digital marketing tools and 

platforms. The results in Table 7 show that age moderates the relationship between PU and tourists’ use of digital 

marketing tools and platforms (β=0.350, SE=0.071, t=4.540, p=0.000). Therefore, H 4a is supported. H4b proposed that 

age moderates the relationship between PEOU and tourists’ use of digital marketing tools and platforms.  

The results in Table 7 show that age does not mediate the relationship between PEOU and tourists’ use of digital 

marketing tools and platforms (β=0.072, SE=0.066, t=0.992, p=0.322). Like H2 in the original model (Table 6), the p-

value is greater than 0.05, indicating that this moderated relationship is not statistically significant at the conventional 
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level. Therefore, H4b is not supported. H4c proposed that age moderates the relationship between motivation and tourists’ 

use of digital marketing tools and platforms. The results in Table 7 show that age moderates the relationship between 

motivation and tourists’ use of digital marketing tools and platforms (β=0.368, SE=0.063, t=5.302, p=0 .000). Therefore, 

H4c is supported. The results of the model testing are illustrated in Figure 2.  
 

 
Figure 2. Results of model testing 

 

The standardised coefficients for PU, PEOU, and M in the original model are 0.344, 0.065 and 0.364 respectively. In the 

moderation effect model, the standardised coefficients for PU, PEOU, and M are 0.350, 0.072, and 0.368, respectively. In both 

models, the findings indicate that these variables have positive effects on actual usage behaviour. In comparison, the 

standardised coefficients for PU, PEOU, and M are slightly higher in the moderation effect model than in the original model. 

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Theoretical implications 

This study extends the theoretical research on the TAM model by adding M as a factor influencing tourists’ use of digital 

marketing tools and platforms. It assesses the moderating effect of age on the use of digital marketing tools and platforms for 

tourism purposes. The study made three contributions to existing literature related to tourism digital marketing. 

Firstly, the study contributes to the existing literature and extension of the scope of the application of TAM in adopting 

technology in tourism research. In Table 6 and as shown in Figure 2, it was found that PU and M (H1 and H3) significantly 

positively affect tourists’ use of digital marketing tools and platforms for tourism purposes. These findings are consistent 

with previous scholars (Ali et al., 2022; Tavitiyaman et al., 2022). PU has been found to contribute significantly to the 

acceptance and use of technology for tourism purposes (Alma Çallı et al., 2023). Considering motivation, the study 

findings are consistent with Camilleri and Falzon (2021), who concluded that motivation has a significant effect on the 

intention to use technology. Studies have shown that when adopting new technology, people are more likely to do so if they 

find it easy to use (Davis, 1989; Renny et al., 2013). This study showed that PEOU (H2) positively correlates with using 

digital marketing tools and platforms. However, it was not statistically significant (as shown in Table 6 and Figure 2). This 

means that while there may be a positive trend, the relationship is not strong enough to confidently conclude that it exists in 

the current study’s population. Thus, the study contradicts Venkatesh et al. (2012) but is consistent with Ali et al. (2022), 

who also found the insignificant influence of ease of use on the actual use of technology. Secondly, this study uses PU, 

PEOU and use of/intention from the TAM model and added M as an independent variable. In line with the other studies 

which have added variables to the original TAM model (Albaom et al., 2021; Estriegana et al., 2019; Matikiti et al., 2018), 

the study has confirmed TAM’s versatility and broader applicability based on the findings of the current research. 

Thirdly, age was also used as a moderating variable in this study. This study extends our understanding of the 

moderating effect of age on factors affecting acceptance of new technology. Several studies have used age as a 

moderator in adopting new technology (Hua et al., 2021) and found significant effects (Chen et al., 2023; Hua et al., 

2021; Zhuang et al., 2021). The moderation effect model introduces the role of age as a moderator in the relationship s 

between the predictor variables (PU, PEOU, and M) and the use of digital marketing tools and platforms for tourism. 

The study findings suggest that age has a positive effect on the actual usage of digital marketing tools and platforms, which 

is consistent with (Chen et al., 2023; Zhang et al., 2023). In the cases of PU and M (H4a, H4c), age was found to have a 

significant moderating effect on the relationship with tourists’ actual use of digital marketing tools and platforms. However, 

regarding PEOU (H4b), age was not found to have a significant moderating effect on the relationship. This means that age 

does not significantly alter the relationship between PEOU and tourists’ use of digital marketing tools and platforms. 
 

Practical implications 

The study has a few practical implications. Firstly, the study uncovers core factors (PU and M) influencing the usage 

of digital marketing tools and platforms for tourism. As a result, tourism marketers need to be aware of these factors 

since they provide them with insights into the aspects of their digital marketing tools and platforms that need to be 

considered to leverage and influence behavioural intentions. 
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Secondly, this study provides an understanding of the effect of age on factors that influence the adoption of 

technology in tourism. The study suggests that the influence of PU and M on tourists’ use of digital marketing tools and 

platforms varies depending on the age of the tourists. This information is valuable in understanding the role of age as a 

factor in shaping tourists’ behaviors toward technology adoption. This understanding is relevant in tourism marketing 

for designing targeted interventions, marketing strategies, or policies that address different age groups’ diverse needs 

and preferences when accepting and adopting new digital marketing tools and platforms.  

Drawing on the research findings, managers and policymakers can address potential concerns related to the digital 

divide, ensuring that inclusivity and accessibility considerations align with SDG 10 (reduced inequalities). Researchers 

and scholars can also gain novel insights from the current study findings, which aids in developing future tourism 

research studies where technology is a crucial component. 
 

Limitations and suggestions for future studies 

The study examined the moderating effect of age on given variables without delving into the specifics of different age 

groups, thus limiting its contribution to our understanding of generational heterogeneity concerning their acceptance of new 

technology in tourism. Future studies could focus on comprehensive generational analysis, specifically on generational 

differences regarding technology adoption. 
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Abstract: This research focused on the financial management of tourism companies in Moldova during the post-Covid 

period, highlighting its critical role in ensuring business sustainability and stakeholder value creation in times of crisis.  The 

aim of the paper is to determine the impact of financial management practices on the development of tourism companies of 

Moldova in post-Covid period in terms of short- and long-term financial management. The study employed the methods of 

financial analysis to identify the peculiarities of financial management of tourism companies of Moldova in the post -Covid 

period. The methodological framework of the analysis is the method of analyzing financial ratios from four groups: ROA; 

Debt/Equity; Liquidity; EBITDA Margin, Profit Margin. Key financial indicators for 2022 showed improvements: ROA 

increased to 2.1%, the Debt/Equity ratio improved to -2.8 times, liquidity management normalized to 1.7 times, EBITDA 

Margin rose to 32.1%, and Profit Margin to 6.9%. Practical significance of this study lies in its provision of a direct, applicable 

set of short-term and long-term financial management strategies for tourism companies during the economic recovery phase 

post-pandemic. Prospects for further research are to study both financial and market factors influencing the practice of 

financial management in the post-Covid period and adaptation as part of the economic recovery after the pandemic. 
 

Key words: financial management, post-Covid environment, sustainability, Return on Assets, working capital, liquidity, 

stakeholder 

 
*  *  *  *  *  *  

 

INTRODUCTION 

The coronavirus pandemic caused a large-scale crisis entailing a wide range of socio-economic consequences. Different 

groups of economic agents suffered significant financial losses as a result of the crisis. The pandemic caused not only a 

general decline in economic activity in the world, but also had more specific manifestations. The economic recovery in the 

post-Covid period is a separate challenge due to the significant impact of the pandemic. Accordingly, companies from 

various sectors of the economy found themselves in a difficult situation in the post-Covid environment. Their specifics 

determined varying degrees of influence on different sectors and branches of the economy. The mentioned consequences 

are diverse, for example: a drop in the purchasing power of households, depressed consumer expectations, reduced 

passenger traffic, restrictions on physical contact, negative news background and many others. The above-mentioned 

consequences have a negative impact on the state of the tourism sector, which is a key component of the service sector. 

Small and medium-sized companies are under specific pressure from exogenous and endogenous environmental factors 

due to their limited resources and low market power compared to large companies. This puts companies in the tourism 

sector in a difficult position. Their management faces the task of preserving the company itself, as well as the value created 
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for stakeholders. Adequate financial management in the post-Covid environment is key to ensuring the achievement of 

these goals. Adequate financial management enables assessing the current financial condition of the company, potentially 

threatened areas in the context of financial management, and the effectiveness of the company’s actions on the market. 

Achieving short- and long-term results in the field of financial management is important not only for the company’s 

management, but also for its stakeholders, which allows them to be convinced of the company’s health and its future 

prospects. In this context, the specifics of financial management decisions for tourism companies in the post-Covid 

environment require detailed study. The aim of the article is to analyse peculiarities and challenges in financial 

management faced by tourism companies during the pandemic, the subsequent recovery phase, and the proposed measures 

for improvement. The aim involved the fulfilment of the following research objectives: 

- carry out an analysis of the financial status of a sample of tourism companies of Moldova; 

- propose the ways of improving the practice of financial management of tourism companies of Moldova in the post-

Covid environment. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

There is a significant number of studies on the economic essence of the crisis caused by the pandemic and the post-

Covid period, the resulting socio-economic consequences and the impact on different economic agents, in particular, 

tourism companies. Hanifah et al. (2023) indicate a significant relationship between risk management, investment 

decisions, and firm value during this period, underscoring the importance of strategic decision-making in times of crisis. 

Arango et al. (2023) provide a localized view of the pandemic's impact on tourism, emphasizing stakeholder perceptions in 

a specific geographic context. Seshadri et al. (2023) offer marketing solutions tailored to the unique challenges and 

opportunities emerging in the UAE's tourism industry after the pandemic. Gu (2023) focuses on the financial implications 

of a global health crisis on a major industry in one of the world's largest economies. From the perspective of financial 

losses for business as a result of the crisis caused by the pandemic, Anderson et al. (2020) notes the significant destructive 

impact of both the pandemic itself and the socio-economic consequences that rise during the crisis. This is explained not 

only by the force of destruction directly caused by the pandemic, but also by the factor of deep integration and 

interconnection of various companies, industries, markets, and countries, which has lasted for the past decades. Gourinchas 

(2020) emphasises the fact that economic agents are strongly interconnected in the globalized world. This is the reason why 

the established relationships are destroyed during a crisis, paralyzing the functioning of economic sectors. The damage was 

also caused at the micro level – the pandemic worsened the company’s financial condition, as the vast majority of 

companies faced decreased sales and increased liabilities (Devi et al., 2020; Alviana and Megawati, 2021). 

It should be understood that the crisis caused by the pandemic is significantly different from more traditional socio-

economic crises by its nature and range of socio-economic consequences. This thesis is supported by Gills (2020) regarding 

the fundamental change of the development paradigm as a result of the pandemic. Lewandowsky et al. (2021) finds both 

challenges and opportunities in the context of transformation during the pandemic-related crisis. Some researchers — Song 

et al. (2021) and Ding et al. (2021) — suggest that the socio-economic crisis caused by the pandemic is fundamentally 

different from past crises in terms of its causes, scale, and severity of consequences. This thesis is further confirmed by the 

fact that the study of the socio-economic consequences of the pandemic is a complex interdisciplinary task that cannot be 

fulfilled by applying only one field of knowledge (Wen et al., 2020). The industries that were open to globalization and 

were the main drivers of accelerating economic growth suffer particularly hard as a result of the pandemic. McCabe and 

Qiao (2020) notes that the tourism sector has a significant contribution to global economic development and is a leading 

sector that creates jobs in all regions of the world. In turn, Novelli et al. (2018) emphasises that the tourism sector is 

vulnerable to numerous environmental, political, socio-economic risks. A UNWTO study (2020) notes that the impact of 

the pandemic on the tourism sector will not be uniform across time and space, with financial losses already amounting to 

$1.2 trillion in export earnings and 120 million lost jobs in the industry as of September 2020. 

The tourism sector is significantly limited in its development as a result of the pandemic, which has a negative impact 

on the economy as a whole. The negative consequences of the crisis most affected the tourism sector in developing 

countries, in particular, in the Southeast Asian region (Rassanjani et al., 2021). Different countries of the world suffer from 

the consequences of the pandemic for the tourism sector. In Bangladesh (Rahman et al., 2021), the tourism sector is one of 

the significant drivers of the national economy, where the pandemic has caused unemployment among workers in the hotel 

industry. In Iran (Masaeli et al., 2022), the pandemic and its impact on the tourism sector are considered through the 

reduction of economic activity in related sectors of the economy. In Spain (Araújo et al., 2021), the pandemic prompted 

significant changes in the management practices of the tourism companies. In South Africa (Nyawo, 2020), the problem of 

ensuring the functioning of the tourism sector during the pandemic is considered at the national level. In particular, there 

are significant reductions among hotel workers under the influence of the pandemic (Joanna, 2021). 

Hall et al. (2020) notes that socio-economic crises did not become a turning point in the development of the tourism 

sector before the pandemic. In this context, Gills (2020) notes that the pandemic will be a point of transformation that will 

lead to significant changes in the world. A revision of the development paradigms that prevailed before the pandemic will 

be one of such drivers of changes in views on the prospects for the development of the tourism sector (Ioannides and 

Gyimóthy, 2020; Higgins-Desbiolles, 2020). Skare et al. (2021) deals with the problem of the impact of the pandemic on 

the tourism sector, studying the significant destructive impact of the crisis on the sector. The researcher proposes the 

introduction of a private-public partnership in order to support it, as well as provides suggestions for the development of 

new risk management methods in order to overcome the consequences of the crisis in the sector. 
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There are a number of studies on the impact of the economic crisis on the specifics of financial management of 

companies depending on the industry and size. In particular, Eggers (2020) concludes that small and medium-sized 

companies are more affected by the pandemic than large companies. Eggers (2020) explains this by the unfavourable 

position of a small company as such in a crisis period, as well as the lack of resources in small and medium-sized 

companies. Eggers (2020) suggests ways to overcome economic downturns in terms of finance, strategy and institutional 

environment. Dimson et al. (2020) studies a sample of small and medium-sized companies from 5 European countries 

(Great Britain, Spain, Italy, Germany, France) and shows that the vast majority of analysed small and medium-sized 

companies report a decrease in their revenues. In Great Britain, Italy, and Spain, the decrease in their incomes is 

approximately 30-33%, while in Germany and France — 23% and 27%, respectively. Another study conducted by 

Kalemli-Ozcan et al. (2020) based on the data from companies from 17 countries estimates an increase in the bankruptcy 

rate of small and medium-sized companies by about 9 percentage points in the context of the pandemic. Kalemli-Ozcan et 

al. (2020) notes that the tourism sector is one of the most affected sectors of the economy. 

One of the key consequences of the current crisis at the micro level is the deterioration of the financial condition of 

companies. In this context, Mirza et al. (2020) conducted a study of the impact of the pandemic on the solvency of a sample 

of non-financial companies listed on the stock exchange in 15 EU member states. Mirza et al. (2020) identified the problem 

of the growth of the risk of bankruptcy of companies because of the fall in their market capitalization. Moreover, Rizvi et 

al. (2020) assesses the impact of the Covid-19 crisis on the market valuation of non-financial companies in 10 EU member 

states using a stress-testing scenario. Rizvi et al. (2020) uses a sample of non-financial companies listed on the stock 

exchange, and based on the results of the analysis shows significant losses in terms of market valuation results obtained in 

all sectors of the economy. Among the key drivers, Rizvi et al. (2020) names a possible decline in sales and an increase in 

the cost of equity capital. Rizvi et al. (2020) estimates that medium-sized enterprises in some sectors of the economy can 

lose up to 60% of their estimated value in a one-year period because of the crisis caused by the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Accordingly, companies had to change their approaches to financial management against the background of the atypical 

course of the current crisis. Gadelius and Larsson (2019) notes that as a result of the crisis, the approach to working capital 

management, which is considered by management as a tool for increasing the company’s profitability, has changed. Salehi 

et al. (2019) also noted the importance of short-term financial management during a crisis, where managerial decisions 

regarding working capital are considered as a critical component of improving the financial condition of a company in a 

crisis period. In turn, Chang (2019) notes that, erroneous management decisions regarding working capital made during a 

crisis period can lead to significantly negative consequences for the company because of the loss of liquidity. 

Mullins (2020) offers a set of tools that are easy to use and support effective cash flow management in the context of 

effective financial management during a crisis. Mullins (2020) argues that the need for working capital must be financed by 

both internal and external resources (using leverage) that can be raised in the long run. Mullins (2020) notes that a 

company’s financing decision affects its overall performance. For this reason, companies should deeply study the positive 

and negative aspects of each method of financing their activities. Studying the problems of financial management in the 

post-Covid environment is of particular importance at the current stage. Schillig (2021) points to the importance of building 

a sustainable relationship between public policy aimed at exiting the crisis caused by the pandemic and micro-level 

financial management. Tokbolat and Le (2022) point to the importance of adequate financial management during the post-

Covid stage to restore sustainable business growth. Crook (2022) suggests taking into account the context of post-Covid 

business environment in business planning, including in the investment policy of companies of the post-Covid crisis. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Key steps in research design (Source: created by the author) 

 

METHODOLOGY 

Research design 

The first — preparatory — stage provided for the analysis of current studies on the issues of financial management of 

tourism companies in the post-Covid environment. A critical evaluation of the results of previous studies gave grounds for 

formulating the aim and objectives of researching the main directions and challenges for financial management in the 

current conditions. The next part of the preparatory stage is the development of a research design regarding the choice of 
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methods and features of the sample, which should ensure the study of the features of financial management of tourism 

companies in the post-Covid environment. It was followed by the data collection on the state of financial management for 

selected companies for their further processing and use in the study of the impact of financial management features at the 

post-Covid stage of development. The second stage of the research involves the study of the key directions of the influence 

of financial management on tourism companies in the post-Covid environment. At this stage, the obtained results are 

interpreted using the methods of financial analysis. The trend analysis and analysis of financial ratios is applied to 

determine the impact of financial management on sample companies at the post-Covid stage of development. The final 

stage of the study provides for determining the limitations under the methodology and implementation of the conducted 

study of the impact of financial management on tourism companies in the post-Covid environment, as well as drawing 

conclusions based on the conducted research. The research design flowchart is presented on Figure 1. 
 

Sample 

The sample was formed from leading tourism 

companies of Moldova (a total of 15 companies). 

The sample of this size is sufficient for the 

purposes of analysing their financial management 

practices. The companies included in the sample 

are leaders in their market and have a high quality 

of information disclosure. The sample included 

companies that make up the foundation of the 

Moldovan tourism sector, namely tourist 

operators, hotel complexes, and wineries. Table 1 

presents the composition of the sample companies. 
 

Methods 

The methods of financial analysis were used in 

order to study the impact of financial management 

Table 1. Sample companies (Source: created by the author) 
 

Company Country The field of the tourism sector 

BT Travel S.R.L. Moldova Tourist operator 

Trapeza Tour S.R.L. Moldova Tourist operator 

S.C. Nobiltur S.R.L Moldova Tourist operator 

S.C. Dromos Tur S.R.L. Moldova Tourist operator 

I.M. Intercangal S.R.L. Moldova Tourist operator 

Cosmos S.R.L. Moldova Hotel operator 

Hotelul Codru I.M. Moldova Hotel operator 

Leogrand Hotel S.R.L. Moldova Hotel operator 

Cricova S.A. Moldova Hotel operator 

Castel Mimi S.R.L. Moldova Hotel operator 

I.M. VINARIA PURCARI S.R.L. Moldova Winery 

VITIS-HÎNCEŞTI S.A. Moldova Winery 

VINURI-IALOVENI S.A. Moldova Winery 

F.C.P. ASCONI Moldova Winery 
 

practices on the development of tourism companies in the post-Covid environment. In particular, it is a method of trend 

analysis of trends in terms of financial management of sample companies at the post-Covid stage, as well as a method of 

analysing financial ratios to identify key features of financial management of sample companies in the post-Covid 

period. The methodological framework of the analysis is the methodologies of Walden University (2022), Deloitte 

(2020). These methodologies are focused on studying the specifics of financial management of companies during the 

crisis caused by the pandemic and in a post-Covid environment. The applied financial ratios are the most common in 

terms of the best practices of strategic and operational management of companies during the crisis and post -crisis period. 

The analysis of financial ratios based on the financial statements of the sample companies was carried out for 2019 -

2022. Table 2 provides the description of the applied financial ratios. 
 

Table 2. Financial ratios used in the financial analysis of sample companies (Source: created by the author) 
 

Financial ratio Comments Formula 

ROA, % the effectiveness of the use of assets Net profit/ Assets, % 

Debt/ Equity, times the ratio of loan capital to equity capital Bank loans/ Equity, times 

Liquidity, times the company’s ability to cover short-term obligations Short-term assets/ Short-term liabilities, times 

EBITDA Margin, % the level of the company’s operational efficiency 
(Earnings before interest and tax + Depreciation + 
Amortization) / Total revenue, % 

Profit Margin, % the company’s profitability Net profit/ Total revenue, % 

 

Table 3. Results of financial ratio analysis for sample companies, 2019-2022 (Source: created by the author) 
 

Financial ratio 2019 2020 2021 2022 

The values of the financial ratios, 2019-2022 

ROA, % 11.1% -19.1% -3.9% 2.1% 

Debt/Equity, times 32.2 -148.1 -9.1 -2.8 

Liquidity, times 1.0 6.5 3.8 1.7 

EBITDA Margin, % 45.1% -62.3% 23.2% 32.1% 

Profit Margin, % 11.2% -12.1% 5.1% 6.9% 

Annual growth of the financial ratios, % 

ROA growth, % 5.1% -30.2% 15.2% 6.0% 

Debt/Equity growth, times 10.2 -180.3 139.0 6.3 

Liquidity growth, times 0.4 5.5 -2.7 -2.1 

EBITDA Margin growth, % 10.4% -107.4% 85.5% 8.9% 

Profit Margin growth, % 9.3% -23.3% 17.2% 1.8% 

 

Instruments 

The research employed MS Excel for the purpose of data analysis of the financial statements of the sample 

companies. In particular, Analyze Data on the MS Excel platform is used. 
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RESULTS 

Table 3 presents the key trends in financial management for a sample of companies in the post-Covid period. A more 

detailed description of key trends in financial management of the sample companies under study is provided below. The 

analysis of the financial statements of the sample companies showed a number of key trends. The gradual recovery of 

the Return on Assets (ROA) from 11.1% in 2019 to 2.1% in 2022 is notable among these trends in the post-Covid 

period. The tendency to reduce the financial leverage (Debt/Equity) from 32.2 times in 2019 to -2.8 times in 2022 is also 

noticeable. The trend of increasing liquidity (Current Assets/Current Liabilities) from 1.0 in 2019 to 1.7 in 2022. There 

is a tendency to restore the profitability rate at various levels of activity.  

In particular, EBITDA Margin shows a recovery trend from 45.1% in 2019 to 32.1% in 2022. In turn, Profit Margin 

also shows a recovery trend from 11.2% in 2019 to 6.9% in 2022. In the context of the pandemic, Return on Assets 

(ROA) of the sample companies decreased significantly against the background of the negative dynamics of the 

exogenous and endogenous environment in which the tourism companies of Moldova operate. The ROA trend had a 

moderate trajectory, with a decrease from 11.1% in 2019 to 2.1% in 2022. This observation indicates a declining 

profitability of the company over the period. In annual terms, the figure declined to 30.2% in 2020, followed by a 

recovery of 15.2% in 2021, and ultimately showed growth of 2.6% in 2022. The significant decline in 2020 can be 

explained by the COVID-19 pandemic, which negatively affected the companies under study. The resumption of growth 

observed in 2021 indicates that the sample companies are experiencing a post-pandemic recovery phase. 

However, the increase in ROA has been relatively modest over the previous years. The negative compound annual 

growth rate at -7.0% indicates that the ROA trend is decreasing during the studied period. A lower level of profitability 

turns into less created value for stakeholders. As a result, this leads to, firstly, a decrease in capitalization, secondly, the 

need for additional financing from shareholders, and thirdly, a decrease in the interest of potential investors and partners in 

such companies. In the post-Covid period, the state of the studied indicator shows a positive trend towards improvement, 

which indicates a strong position of the companies in the sample. Figure 2 demonstrates the results of the analysis. 
 

  
 

Figure 2. ROA dynamics for sample companies,  

2019-2022 (Source: created by the author) 

Figure 3. Debt/ Equity dynamics for sample  

companies, 2019-2022 (Source: created by the author) 
 

A decreased profitability of the studied companies because of the negative impact of the exogenous and endogenous 

environment leads to an increase in the debt burden. Companies need additional financing, it becomes more difficult for 

them to finance their assets at the expense of equity capital. In turn, the debt burden is growing against the background of 

worse financial results and the market conditions. The analysis of the sample companies showed that the financial leverage 

(Debt/Equity) increased significantly during the pandemic. In 2019, the Debt/Equity ratio of the sample companies was 

32.2. The value of this ratio for the sample companies is quite high, which indicates a significant level of debt financing 

leverage. In 2020, the Debt/Equity ratio of the sample companies was -148.1. The sample companies showed an 

improvement in the state of the debt burden, which was reflected in the improvement of the state of the indicator to -9.1 in 

2021. At the current stage, the financial ratio remains negative (although this is the closest approach to zero that was 

observed during the studied period). Therefore, it is important to closely monitor the Debt/Equity ratio of the sample 

companies in subsequent periods to prevent dangerous trends. It should be taken into account that a sharp increase in 

financial leverage leads to an increase in the risk of insolvency and the company’s dependence on creditors. It should be 

noted that the debt burden of the sample companies shows an improving trend in the post-Covid period.  

This indicates a decreasing dependence on loan financing thanks to the restoration of normal business functioning in 

the post-Covid environment. Figure 3 presents the results of the analysis. The analysis of the studied companies showed 

an increase in liquidity during the pandemic. This is explained by the great importance of the company’s ability to pay 

for its obligations on a short term during a crisis. The average annual change in liquidity during the previous four -year 

period was recorded at -41.0%. This indicates a significant decrease in liquidity during the previous 4 years. The 

liquidity for 2019 was 1.0 times with a sharp increase to 6.5 times in 2020, the crisis year of the pandemic. The financial 

ratio further stabilized at 3.8 times for 2021, reaching 1.7 times at the current stage.  

Annual liquidity fluctuations show a stable negative trend, with an average change of 0.4 times per period. The focus 

on short-term assets leads to excessive immobilization of funds and loss of opportunities to invest in business 

development in the medium and long term. In the context of the pandemic, companies need to find a balance between 

the short-term ability to cover all their obligations and the prospects for business development. In the post -Covid period, 

the excessive focus on the liquidity of the sample companies is decreasing, which indicates the improvement of financial 

management practices. Figure 4 illustrates the results of the analysis. 
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All of the above leads to a decrease in the profitability of the studied companies. EBITDA Margin and Profit Margin 

decreased during the pandemic with a slight improvement in the Moldovan tourism sector. EBITDA Margin of the 

sample showed a favourable trajectory between 2019 and 2022. After a significant decline in 2020, the sample 

companies managed to resume the growth trend and achieve higher profitability both in 2021 and 2022. The percentage 

change from 2019 to 2020 is -107.4%. This is followed by the percentage growth of +186.9% from 2020 to 2021, while 

the percentage growth was +38.4% from 2021 to 2022. Although EBITDA Margin in 2022 remains lower than in 2019, 

the observed growth trajectory indicates that the sample companies are achieving development in a favourable direction. 

In the context of the post-pandemic and the resulting crisis, the studied companies show an increased marginality rate, 

which is additional evidence of the recovery of financial management in the post-Covid environment.  
 

 
 

Figure 4. Liquidity dynamics for sample companies, 2019-2022 (Source: created by the author) 

 

Figure 5 and Figure 6 present the results of the analysis. The aforementioned requires tourism companies to adequately 

respond to the exogenous and endogenous challenges - in terms of their financial management. The areas of financial 

management for the analysed companies in the post-Covid environment are combined into the following complex: 

1. Short-term financial management, working capital management; 

2. Medium- and long-term financial management; 

3. Management of financial obligations; 

4. Financial control and monitoring. 
 

  
 

Figure 5. EBITDA Margin dynamics for sample  

companies, 2019-2022 (Source: created by the author) 
Figure 6. Profit Margin dynamics for sample  

companies, 2019-2022 (Source: created by the author) 
 

Table 4. “Short-term financial management, and working capital management” block (Source: created by the author) 
 

Tasks within the direction List of measures 

Prioritization and 

allocation of key financial 

management processes 

Determine the most relevant areas of financial management for managers, for which it is necessary to 

maintain communication in the crisis environment;  

Reject redundant and irrelevant financial management processes left over from the pre-crisis period; 

Maximize financial management processes for the end user. 

Adaptation of financial 

management processes 

to the current realities 

Introduce the practice of recurrent and short-term, but comprehensive reporting of cash flows, debt service, 

status of key customers and suppliers; 

Refuse irrelevant reports in the field of financial management during the crisis period. 

Communication of 

changes in financial 

management processes 

Implement the practice of regularly informing stakeholder groups according to their areas of responsibility; 

Create a comprehensive list of the most common questions and answers for internal use in the context of 

financial management problems during a crisis. 

Management of the 

programme of payments 

and incentives  

Develop adequate plans for working with personnel in the event of a reduction or postponement of material 

benefits for personnel employed by the company (as a result of the introduction of a part-time working week, 

downtime, etc.), in particular, in terms of psychological motivation and other support measures for 

employees who will lose part of their income. 

Updating the cash flow 

forecast in accordance  

with current realities  

Carry out an in-depth analysis of the range of factors influencing cash flow, including indirect factors; 

Use terminology and means of communication that are available to non-financial managers and help them 

make effective decisions; 

Prepare several scenarios with cash flow forecast, including sensitivity analysis; 

Revise seasonality assumptions in the context of cash flow management; 
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Introduce the practice of cash flow reporting on a weekly basis (in some cases — daily). 

Application of measures 

to immediately reduce 

company costs 

Identify areas of immediate cost reduction and formation of measures that enable this task (significant 

limitation of business trips, non-priority purchases, etc.);  

Revise groups of expenses that the company can temporarily abandon without harming the key business 

(subscriptions, consultations, etc.);  

Develop an action plan to reduce personnel costs taking into account future business needs; 

Identify areas of possible cost reduction (capital investment programmes);  

Start a programme for the implementation of measures aimed at reducing the cost price (without harming the 

quality of the product) 

Using opportunities for 

short-term cash flow 

growth  

Offer special conditions for customers with the aim of increasing sales in the short and medium term; 

Study the possibility of selling non-core assets even in unfavourable market price conditions in order to 

increase the company’s cash flows. 

Using opportunities to 

attract short-term 

financing on special 

terms  

Study the possibilities of attracting financing on special terms from a partner bank;  

Prepare a programme for negotiations on restructuring of the debt to the bank;  

Maintain open and transparent communication with the bank for attracting additional short-term financing; 

Create a “reserve” of financial flexibility as additional leverage in negotiations with the bank;  

Study the existing possibilities of attracting short-term financing outside the partner bank on favourable 

conditions for the company. 

Attracting state aid 

Study the existing state support programme in order to use it optimally by the company; 

 Study the possibilities of participation in the state support programme before taking irreversible measures in the 

field of human resources, work with clients and suppliers;  

Study the working conditions for bank loans guaranteed by the state. 

Inventory management 

Create an optimal level of stocks, which is enough for uninterrupted work in the crisis period without excess 

and deficit;  

Study the possibility of selling stocks of finished products at a reduced price in order to generate cash and 

avoid their immobilization in stocks. 

Accounts receivable 

management 

Improve monitoring of overdue payments; Update critical accounts receivable aggregated data: contract 

details, accuracy of invoices, problem counterparties for which late payments are identified or expected;   

Coordinate action plans with key clients who may have payment difficulties;  

Consider the possibility of changes in the conditions of trade credit for suppliers — where possible and 

justified for the crisis period;  

Consider the early payment discount tool. 

Accounts payable 

management 

Propose a plan to postpone the payment of payables with an agreed payment calendar; 

Maintain communication with suppliers with potential payment difficulties, preferably with a prepared action plan 

and negotiating position. 

 

Table 5. “Medium- to long-term financial management” block (Source: created by the author) 
 

Tasks within the direction List of measures 

Loan management 
Consider opportunities to take advantage of low interest rates; Avoid increasing financial leverage 
above an excessive level, which can become a burden on the company’s existing business model. 

Management of own capital 
Recurrently inform shareholders about the course of events and the current market and financial 
position of the company; Study the possibilities of additional capital investment by shareholders. 

Dividend policy management Consider the possibility of reducing the dividend rate 
 

Table 6. “Financial Liabilities Management” Block (Source: created by the author) 
 

Tasks within the direction List of measures 

Bank covenants 
management  

Revise covenants together with the bank;Maintain open and transparent communication with the bank, 
especially in case of potential risk of non-compliance with covenants; 
Consider the possibilities of attracting loan financing under special support programmes from the state.  

Restructuring of financial 
obligations 

Propose a debt restructuring programme or special debt service conditions for the period of crisis (credit 
holidays, postponement of repayment of the loan body) attractive to various groups of stakeholders 

 

Table 7. Block “Financial control and monitoring” (Source: created by the author) 
 

Tasks within the direction List of measures 

Ensuring the reliability of control, 
taking into account operational 
changes in the company 

Do not impose excessive bureaucracy during the crisis period;  
Explain the reasons for changes and communicate changes in the company’s business processes. 

Confirmation of the cost management 
policy 

Balance the need for greater control with the need to quickly respond to new circumstances of 
the exogenous environment (for example, authorization of new suppliers in a crisis period); 
Revise the policy of personnel costs in the context of the changed working methods of the 
company;  
Carry out effective communication regarding changes in the corporate spending policy. 

Improvement of the reporting 
reconciliation process  

Increase the frequency and accuracy of balance sheet reconciliations and substantiation in order 
to confirm cash flow forecasts; Periodically check the status of debtors for the possibility of 
collecting the debt on trade credit  

 

The proposed complex of financial management measures for tourism companies in the post-Covid environment 

covers critical areas — both in terms of financial and market position of companies. The proposed complex is balanced 
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in its structure - both short-term and long-term financial management measures are available. The proposed set of 

measures covers the tasks of both operational (working capital, liquidity) and strategic (equity capital, loan capital) 

financial management. This contributes to meeting the needs of a wide range of stakeholders of the analysed companies 

that occur during the crisis. The proposed set of financial management measures in the post-crisis period is considered in 

more details below. Tables 4-7 present the list of proposed measures within the framework of selected areas of financial 

management for tourism companies in the post-Covid environment in detail. 

Accordingly, this set of measures is designed to fulfil a number of key tasks in light of improving financial management 

in the post-Covid environment. First of all, these measures are aimed at restoring the economic development of companies 

in the tourism sector of Moldova, as well as ensuring business resilience to future exogenous challenges. 

 

DISCUSSION 

The features of financial management at tourism companies in the post-Covid conditions with a focus on both the short- 

and long-term horizon of management decisions are established. This approach is designed to support the sustainable 

development of tourism companies at the post-Covid stage of development, taking into account the needs and motivations 

of key stakeholder groups. The obtained results will be described in greater detail below. 

This study indicates that financial management is of key importance in forming the basis for the tourism companies 

to get out of the crisis caused by the coronavirus pandemic. This impact is reflected in both the short and long term of 

business management in the tourism sector. Special focus should be on alignment of short-term and long-term goals in 

order to ensure sustainable recovery of business in the post-Covid stage. This result is supported by a number of 

previous studies. In this context, the obtained result is supported by Anderson et al. (2020) in terms of the significant 

impact of the pandemic on the financial and economic condition of the tourism sector with the need for competent 

financial management as a basis for the companies’ going out of the crisis. This result is also confirmed by Gourinchas 

(2020) in terms of the need for significant investments in the post-crisis stage of the development of companies in the 

light of the post-Covid stage of development of the national and world economies. In addition, this thesis is confirmed 

by Song et al. (2021), which focuses on the significant challenges of a financial and economic nature for companies at 

the stage of out of the crisis caused by the coronavirus pandemic. This result finds confirmation in the earlier work of 

Ding et al. (2021) in terms of the need for competent financial management at the company level in the period of 

recovery from the crisis caused by the pandemic to ensure long-term business growth.  

Earlier studies on the economic and financial state of the purely tourist sector in light of the impact of the pandemic 

add separate accents in terms of the obtained result. The thesis of McCabe and Qiao (2020) about the devastating impact 

of the crisis caused by the pandemic and the need for balanced financial management for tourism companies when 

successfully going out the resulting crisis confirms that. This is additionally conformed by the previous work of Skare et 

al. (2021) in terms of the critical importance of adequate financial management for companies in the tourism sector in 

order to ensure business survival. Additional confirmation is given by another thesis of Skare et al. (2021) in terms of 

the need to competently provide financial management techniques from other industries and sectors of the economy for 

the management of tourism companies when getting out of the crisis caused by the pandemic. In addition, the obtained 

result confirms a number of previous studies on the problems of financial management when going out of the crisis 

caused by the pandemic for small and medium-sized companies, including tourism companies. 

Earlier study by Dimson et al. (2020) emphasizes the need for competent management of working capital as an 

integral component of financial management of companies during the crisis and when going out of the crisis. The 

obtained result is also confirmed by Kalemi-Ozcan (2020) in terms of the importance of ensuring the key urgent needs 

of the business through competent financial management, taking into account the future trajectory of going out of the 

crisis caused by the pandemic. In this area, a result was also obtained regarding the peculiarities of the financial 

management of the sample of companies in terms of the growth of liquidity among those companies in the studied 

period. Similar findings were recorded in earlier studies, in particular, Gadelius and Larsson (2019) note that the 

approach to working capital management, which is considered by management as a tool for increasing the company’s 

profitability, has changed because of the crisis. This result is supported by another earlier work by Salehi et al. (2019). 

Salehi et al. (2019) proves that managerial decisions regarding working capital are considered as a critical component of 

improving the company’s financial condition during a crisis. This thesis is supported by the results of earlier work by 

Chang (2019). In particular, Chang (2019) notes that erroneous management decisions regarding working capital made 

in a crisis period can lead to significantly negative consequences for the company due to the loss of liquidity.  

The results of the analysis of the level of profitability and financial stability of companies carried out in this study 

showed the importance of long-term financial planning for companies during the pandemic and the post-Covid period. In 

contrast to the reviewed earlier studies on the financial management practices during the pandemic, the results of this study 

emphasize the importance of maintaining a balance between short- and long-term financial planning. This result is 

important in the current context of going out of the Covid-related crisis and updating the needs of financial management in 

the post-Covid environment. It should also be emphasized that earlier studies do not cover the issues of financial management 

in the tourism sector despite the fact that this industry is a leading component of the service sector of the economy. 

Moreover, unlike earlier studies, which lack practical recommendations regarding comprehensive financial management 

measures for going out of the current crisis, the proposed study provides a set of industry-specific recommendations. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The study identified the peculiarities of financial management of tourism companies in the post-Covid period. The 

special importance of adequate financial management for tourism companies of Moldova is emphasized, which shall ensure 

the preservation of business and the creation of value for a wide range of stakeholders during the crisis and in the post-

crisis environment. The analysis of the financial statements of the sample companies showed the deterioration of their 

financial position during the pandemic with the subsequent recovery of financial management in the post-Covid 

environment. The identified set of consequences of the pandemic indicates an urgent need to apply a set of financial 

management measures both in the short and long term. In particular, an improvement was recorded for 2022 in almost all 

key indicators of financial management of sample companies in the post-Covid environment. In the post-Covid conditions, 

the studied companies showed an increase in ROA to 2.1%, an improvement in the Debt/Equity ratio to -2.8 times, a 

normalization of liquidity management to 1.7 times, an increase in the EBITDA Margin 32.1% and Profit Margin 6.9%. 

The results of this study gave grounds to propose a set of practical measures to improve the financial management of 

tourism companies in the post-Covid period. The proposed set of measures covers four directions, namely:  

1. Short-term financial management, working capital management;  

2. Medium- and long-term financial management;  

3. Management of financial obligations;  

4. Financial control and monitoring.  

The proposed set of measures covers the tasks of both operational (working capital, liquidity) and strategic (equity 

capital, loan capital) financial management. The practical value of the obtained research results is in the proposed set of 

financial management measures for tourism companies during the period of economic recovery after the pandemic. The 

list of measures that can be directly used in planning and implementation of financial management measures in the post -

Covid environment is of practical interest. 

Prospects for further research may include the extended study of factors influencing the financial management of 

tourism companies in the context of adaptation to the post-Covid environment. It is also promising to study not only 

financial, but also market indicators that reflect the state of tourism companies in the post-Covid environment. The study of 

the problem of adaptation of tourism companies to potential new pandemics can be of interest. 
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Abstract: The world experiences an increase in greenhouse gas emissions linked to human activities such as information and 

communication technology (ICT) and tourism activities. The aim of this study is to investigate the effects of ICT and inbound  

tourism demand on greenhouse gas emissions in South Africa. The study involved annual time series data (1989 -2020), and 

this data was analysed using autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) and Granger causality models. The empirical results 

indicate that a 1% increase in inbound tourism demand causes the level of greenhouse gas emissions to increase by 0.52% in 

the long-run, but inbound tourism demand has no short-run effect on greenhouse gas emissions. On the other hand, ICT only 

has a short-run effect on greenhouse gas emissions. The results also show that there is a unidirectional causal relationship 

between greenhouse gas emissions to ICT and inbound tourism demand.  
 

Key words: Greenhouse gas emissions; ICT; Inbound tourism demand; ARDL; Granger causality; South Africa 

 
*  *  *  *  *  *  

 

INTRODUCTION           

The tourism industry has established itself as a major contributor to the economies of countries across the world, 
both developed and developing countries. The total contribution of the tourism industry to the global economy hovered 
around US$10 trillion (10.4% of the global GDP) in 2019, but the contribution declined in the subsequent year owing to 

the COVID-19 pandemic (World Travel and Tourism Council [WTTC], 2022). However, the tourism industry is blamed 
for contributing to the level of greenhouse gas emissions in the atmosphere. Reports indicate that tourism generated 
more than 8% of the global greenhouse gas emissions between 2009 and 2013 (Dunne, 2018; Sustainable Travel 
International, 2020), and it projected that greenhouse gas emissions from the tourism industry will increase by 25% 
between 2016 and 2030 (UN World Tourism Organisation [UNWTO], 2019). Most tourism-related greenhouse gases are 
emitted by transport and energy consumption in tourist accommodations.  

The increase in greenhouse gas emissions in the tourism industry is linked to the growing tourism demand (Lenzen et 
al., 2018), and this increase in the emissions of greenhouse gases may intensify as global tourism demand is on the rise 
again after the COVID-19 pandemic, which crippled the tourism industry because of domestic and international travel 
restrictions imposed by governments across the world. The pandemic hit the tourism industry hard, but evidence shows 
that the greenhouse gas emissions linked to tourism declined significantly during the pandemic (Nagaj and Žuromskaitė, 
2021). In Spain, for example, the level of greenhouse gas emissions declined by 63% in 2020 in relation to pre -

pandemic levels of greenhouse gas emissions (Osorio et al., 2023). Sharing the same sentiment with Lenzen et al. 
(2018), reducing tourism carbon emissions is highly improbable given that the measures taken by countries to stimulate 
tourism demand outstrip the measures taken to mitigate tourism greenhouse gas emissions.  

Countries are vehemently competing to develop and market tourism destinations in attempts to lure large numbers of 
tourists. However, there are views that the advancements of ICT play a pivotal role in decelerating the emissions of 
greenhouse gases (Asongu, 2018; Danish, 2019; Melson, 2022; Wei and Liu, 2023; Wen et al., 2022; Zafar et al., 2023). 

This implies that tourism establishments may curb the emissions of carbon dioxide by embracing ICT in their operations. 
The role of ICT in restraining greenhouse gas emissions in the tourism industry, however, is still unexplored.  

This study aims at investigating the effects of information and communication technology (ICT) and inbound tourism 
demand influence greenhouse gas emissions. There is sparse literature related to the effects of ICT on greenhouse emissions in 
the tourism industry. This is the existing lacuna in literature this study envisaged to fill, using time series data for South Africa. 
The choice of South Africa as a case study is based on the vibrancy and development of the country’s tourism industry. South 

Africa is among the top five most visited countries in Africa, alongside Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia, and Algeria (Dzinduwa, 
2022; Obiero, 2022; Pariona, 2017). In fact, the country is the most preferred destination in the entire Sub-Saharan region, 
receiving an annual average of 10 million international tourists. In 2019, the country lured 10.2 million international tourists 
despite the threat of COVID-19 (South African Tourism, 2019). The country’s ITC sector is also developed and the largest on 
the African continent, leading in computers, mobile, and software (Gillwald et al., 2018). The remainder of this paper is 
divided into four sections, which are literature review, methodology, findings and discussion, and conclusion. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

1. The link between tourism and greenhouse gas emissions 

Greenhouse gas emissions have become a topical research area in the past few decades, following the increasing and 
devastating impacts of climate change on humans and the environment. There are sizeable studies on the causes of 
greenhouse gas emissions (Anser et al., 2021; Basarir and Çakir, 2015; Kwakwa et al., 2023). The chief causes of 
greenhouse gas emissions are human activities such as transport, farming, and tourism (Lenzen et al., 2018). A number 
of reports and empirical studies have shown that the tourism industry contributes to greenhouse gas emissions 
(Abeydeera and Karunasena, 2019; Basarir and Çakir, 2015; Daniels, 2018; Koçak et al., 2020; Sharma, 2022; Yu-Guo 

and Zhen-Fang, 2014). Between 2009 and 2013, for example, the tourism industry emitted around 8% of total global 
greenhouse gases, and tourism’s share in greenhouse gas emissions is projected to rise as tourism demand is swelling 
across the world (Lenzen et al., 2018). Greenhouse gas emissions in the tourism industry are caused by transport, 
catering, accommodation, and other activities that use a huge amount of energy and emit carbon dioxide into the 
atmosphere (Tang et al., 2014), but among tourism activities, transport takes the lead in emitting greenhouse gases 
(Daniels, 2018; Sharma and Ghoshal, 2015; World Tourism Organisation [WTO], 2003, Yu-guo and Zhen-fang, 2014). 

In the US, for example, 76% of the total greenhouse emissions linked to tourism activities come from transport (WTO, 
2003). In attempts to lessen greenhouse gas emissions caused by tourism transport, strategies such as promoting 
domestic tourism and travelling short distances, using land transport instead of air and water transport, staying longer at 
destinations, and reducing travel frequency were proposed (Perch-Nielsen et al., 2010; Unger et al., 2016). 

The level of the contribution of tourism to greenhouse emissions varies from country to country, and from one region to 
another. A high volume of tourism-related greenhouse gas is emitted in and by developed countries (Lenzen et al., 2018) 

because these countries have a developed tourism industry. The US is the leading tourism-related greenhouse gas emitter 
due to a considerable number of both inbound and outbound tourists in the country, but greenhouse gas emissions in 
middle-income countries like China, Brazil, and India are exponentially increasing as the citizens of these countries become 
more interested in travelling to other countries (Coghlan, 2018). There is a link between tourist flows and greenhouse gas 
emissions. A study conducted in China, for example, reported that an increase in tourist arrivals between 1990 and 2012 
resulted in an increase in greenhouse gas emissions (Tang et al., 2014). This link between increased tourist arrivals and 

high greenhouse gas emissions needs no sophisticated explanation. An increasing number of tourist arrivals consumes high 
energy, which also leads to increased greenhouse gas emissions (Rehman et al., 2022). A study conducted in 32 OECD 
countries, however, shows a bidirectional causal relationship between tourist arrivals and greenhouse gas emissions in 
some countries like Canada, and a unidirectional causal relationship from tourist arrivals to CO2 emissions in countries 
such as Chile, Germany, Ireland, and Latvia (Balli, 2021). Similar results were reported by Irfan et al. (2023) indicating 
that all sub-sectors of the tourism industry Granger cause most of the greenhouse gas emissions in China.  

 

2. The link between ICT and greenhouse gas emissions 

The relationship between the advancement in ICT and greenhouse gas emissions is easily discernible considering the 

influence of ICT on human activities, including energy consumption, production, and service delivery (Anser et al., 2021; 

Hernández et al., 2020; Lefophane and Kalaba, 2020; World Meteorological Organisation, 2022), which are major 

contributors of greenhouse gas emissions to the atmosphere. The argument is that the application of ICT in human activities 

influences the emission of greenhouse gases. A substantial number of earlier empirical studies have affirmed the link between 

the application of ICT and greenhouse gas emissions (Ahmed et al., 2021; Atsu et al., 2021; Park et al., 2018; Malmodin et al., 

2010). However, there is no consensus among studies on whether the advancement in ICT application diminishes or raises 

greenhouse gas emissions. Some studies indicate that the advancement in the use of ICT results in an increase in greenhouse 

gas emissions (Atsu et al., 2021; Malmodin et al., 2010; Su et al., 2021), whereas other studies oppose these results, affirming 

that ICT and its application play a pivotal role in reducing greenhouse gas emissions (Asongu, 2018; Avom et al., 2020; 

Danish, 2019). Specifically, Malmodin et al. (2010) found that the information and communication technology sector alone 

generated 1.3% of global greenhouse gas emissions in 2007. In 2020, it was reported that the ICT sector alone used 4% of the 

global electricity, which is approximately 1.4% of the global greenhouse gas emissions (Malmodin et al., 2023). The positive 

influence of ICT on CO2 was also reported by Simpson et al. (2019), whose study involved panel data for 113 countries. Their 

results indicated that the use of fixed telephones and the internet is linked to higher CO2 emissions in developed countries. 

It is argued that the effects of fixed telephones and the internet, which are proxies of ICT on greenhouse gas emissions, are 

low in developing countries because developing countries have limited fixed telephone and internet connections.  

A study conducted in BRICS countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa) also reveals that high 

technology experts and electric power consumption result in high CO2 emissions (Su et al., 2021). Similarly, a study 

conducted in South Africa reveals that carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions increase by 0.565% in the long term when fixed 

telephone subscriptions increase by 1%, whereas CO2 emissions go up 0.255% when fixed telephone subscriptions increase 

by 1% in the short run (Atsu et al., 2021). A study conducted in China also found that the level of greenhouse gas emissions 

goes up by 0.205% when ICT increases by 1% (Liu and Wan, 2023). On the one hand, Danish (2019) found that the 

advancement in ICT plays a vital role in curbing the emissions of greenhouse gases. Similar to this result, Asongu’s (2018) 

findings suggest that applying ICT may diminish the negative effects of globalisation on CO2 emissions. For example, 

virtual services may be offered without people traveling to service providers. The COVID-19 pandemic galvanised some 

tourism destinations to offer virtual guided tours without tourists travelling to the destinations physically (Repo and 

Pesonen, 2022). In their study conducted in 77 countries, Al-Mulali et al. (2015) found that internet shopping mitigates 

greenhouse gas emissions, but this mitigation was found in developed countries. Yet, Chatti (2021) argued that employing 
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ICT in the transport sector has the potential to reduce air pollution. Based on the above empirical literature, the role of ICT 

in reducing CO2 emissions is no longer disputable. However, arguing that increasing greenhouse gas emissions promotes 

the advancement of ICT and its application is sensible. ICT applications may be developed in attempts to find solutions to 

the increasing emissions of greenhouse gases. This argument is supported by Appiah-Otoo et al. (2022), whose findings 

indicate that there is bi-directional causality between CO2 and ICT in countries that have a high and moderate quality of 

ICT, and there is unidirectional causality from CO2 to ICT in countries that have a low quality of ICT.  
 

3. The relationship between ICT and tourism 

ICT in the tourism industry plays a profound and fundamental role in different ways, ranging from linking tourism 

service providers with customers and other key stakeholders to improving production and quality service delivery (Anser et 

al., 2021; Khan and Hossain, 2018; Nikoli and Lazakidou, 2019; Sardar et al., 2021; Trivedi et al., 2018). The advancement 

in ICT application in the tourism industry enables tourism service providers including destinations and individual tourism 

businesses to market and sell their products and services to potential tourists, irrespective of time and geographical location 

(Khan and Hossain, 2018; Trivedi et al., 2018), denoting that long distance between service providers and tourists is no 

longer an obstacle. Gritta and Calabrese (2023) reported interesting results which show that digital marketing enables small 

businesses in Italy to succeed in the country and abroad. To this end, tourists who are technologically empowered can view 

and purchase tourism products online at their convenience without physical contact with tourism service providers (Khan 

and Hossain, 2018), leading to increased tourism demand and revenue. Empirical studies affirm that incorporating ICT in 

tourism has positive effects on tourism growth (Adeola and Evans, 2020; Kumar and Kumar, 2020; Kumar, 2013; Sharma et 

al., Mohapatra and Giri, 2022). For example, Sharma et al. (2022) found that foreign tourist arrivals in India grow by 1.40% in 

the long run if ICT application increases by one unit. Similarly, Kumar and Kumar (2020) reported that a 1% in broadband 

subscriptions and mobile subscriptions causes foreign tourist arrivals to increase by 0.11% and 0.04%, respectively. 

Based on these findings and the findings of other studies, such as Lee et al. (2021), and Roy and Ahmed (2019), it is 

unequivocal that embracing ICT in the tourism industry brings many benefits to the industry. However, the argument that 

ICT benefits from the tourism industry to some extent is sensible. Factors such as competition and changes in behaviour 

and preferences of tourists may require tourism service providers to invest in new technologies that may foster innovation 

and creativity for them to remain or become competitive. Similar to this argument, Adeola and Evans (2019) report a 

bidirectional causality between tourism and ICT, particularly internet usage and mobile penetration. Wagaw and Mulugeta 

(2018) also found that the intention to use ICT in the tourism sector increases when the technology is believed to heighten 

competitive advantage. The use of information and communication technology in tourism is also sparked by factors such as 

the attractiveness and location of tourist destinations (Sardar et al., 2021). Nevertheless, the role of the tourism industry in 

advancing ICT continues to be overshadowed by the contribution of ICT to tourism. Consequently, this study aims to 

determine whether there is a symbiotic relationship between tourism growth and information and communication technology. 
     

METHODOLOGY 

a. The description of data 

The study used 32 annual observations, starting from 1989 to 2020, and this sample period was dictated by the 

availability of data. The data is made up of three variables, which are greenhouse gas emissions, inbound tourism demand, 

and information communication and technology accessed from the World Bank Development Indicators. The dependent 

variable is greenhouse gas emissions (GHG), whereas information communication and technology (ICT) and inbound 

tourism demand (TA) are independent variables. The greenhouse gas emissions index is measured by total greenhouse gas 

emissions (kt of CO2 equivalent); the inbound tourism demand index is represented by foreign tourist arrivals; and the index 

for ICT is measured by indices of three proxies, which are mobile cellular subscriptions, individuals using the internet (% of 

the population), and fixed telephone subscriptions. One single and robust index for ICT was constructed by applying principal 

component analysis (PCA). This analysis was used to overcome the problem of multicollinearity in variables. Adeola and 

Evans (2020) argue that PCA solves the problems of multicollinearity. Similarly, Dunteman (1989) advises that PCA can be 

used to improve the precision of regression results of the original variables in case there is multicollinearity among variables. 

However, all variables were transformed into natural logarithm form before conducting any tests to increase the reliability of 

results. The descriptive statistics and correlation matrix of the study variables are depicted in Table 1.  
 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics and correlation matrix 
 

Statistics LNGHG LNICT LNTA 

                           Correlation matrix 

 LNGHG       1.000000 

 LNICT         0.787092         1.000000 

 LNTA          0.801306         0.571727          1.000000 
 

Mean 13.00509 -0.049287 15.68438 

Median 13.04716 -0.008033 15.76242 

Maximum 13.23723 0.000000 16.16423 

Minimum 12.68841 -0.213193 14.35174 

Std. Dev. 0.190074 0.062180 0.437978 

Skewness -0.343208 -0.984327 -1.253179 

Kurtosis 1.616756 2.670997 4.206083 

Jarque-Bera 3.179374 5.311788 10.31529 

Probability 0.203989 0.070236 0.005755 

Sum 416.1629 -1.577184 501.9001 

Sum Sq. Dev. 1.119977 0.119857 5.946560 

Observations 32 32 32 
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b. Model specification 

To determine the long-run relationship among the study variables, the autoregressive distribution lag (ARDL) model 

by Pesaran and Shin (1995) was employed, after conducting unit root tests to determine whether the study variables 

meet the criteria for the ARDL model. The rule of thumb is that the ARDL model is applied only if there no study 

variables are stationary at second difference I(2) (Pesaran et al., 2001). The model is applied when study variables are 

stationary at level I(0) or at the first difference I(1), or when some variables are stationary at I(0) and others are 

stationary at I(1). To determine the stationary of variables, the augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillips and Perron 

(PP) tests were conducted. The initial model used to test the relationship between greenhouse gas emissions, tourism 

growth, and information and communication technology is expressed as: 

GHG = ƒ(TA, ICT)  (1) 

Where GHG is greenhouse gas emissions, ƒ is a functional notation, TA represents tourism growth measured by tourist 

arrivals, and ICT represents information and communication technology. After transforming the study variables into natural 

logarithm (LN), the above model becomes: 

LNGHG = ƒ(LNTA, LNICT) (2) 

The ARDL model specification for the relationship between the independent and dependent variables is derived from 

the above model (2), and the new model is as follows: 
     (3) 

Where  denotes a constant,  represents the value of greenhouse gas emissions in natural logarithm at time t, 

 symbolises the value of tourist arrivals in natural logarithm at time t, and  represents the value of 

information and communication technology in natural logarithm. The coefficients of the long-run relationship are represented 

by , , and . And  stands for the error correction term. Then, the regression equation for testing the cointegration is 

expressed below:  

 

(4) 

In the above equation, Delta ( ) indicates a change in the value of variables, whereas  , , and   represent the 

coefficients of the short-run relationship. The bounds cointegration was tested based on the following hypotheses:  

H0:  =  = = 0, suggesting that there is no cointegration among the variables. 

H1:   ≠  ≠  ≠ 0, suggesting that there is a long-run relationship among the variables. 

The bounds for the cointegration test were conducted to test the existence of a long-run relationship. The value of the 

calculated F-statistic was compared against the critical values of both lower bound I(0) and upper bound I(0) to determine 

whether there is a long-run relationship among the variables. It is concluded that there is a long-run relationship among 

variables if the calculated F-statistic value is above the critical values of the upper bound, meaning that the H0 is rejected. 

On the other hand, the H0 is not rejected if the value of the calculated F-statistic is below the critical values of the lower 

bound. In case the calculated F-statistic value falls between the critical values of lower and upper bounds, the result is 

inconclusive, implying that it may not be concluded that there is a long-run or there is no long-run relationship (Pesaran et 

al., 2001). The existence of a long-run relationship, because of the calculated F-statistic, paves the way for determining the 

adjustment of the disequilibrium caused by short-run shocks. The adjustment is established using the error correction model 

(ECM). The equation used for establishing the adjustment is expressed as follows:  

 

(5) 

Where  denotes the error correction term. Residual diagnostic and stability tests were conducted to establish the 

validity and stability of the ARDL model in the study. The presence of a long-run relationship galvanised a further analysis. 

The paired Granger causality test was carried out to determine the causal relationship among the study variables. 
  
EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. Results of unit root tests 

Two unit root tests (PP and ADF) were conducted to determine whether there no study variable is stationary at I(2). The 

results of both tests presented in Table 2 below indicate that the variables are a combination of I(0) and 1(1). No variable is 

stationary at second difference, I(2). Since the results meet the precondition for applying the ARDL model, the model was 

applied to investigate the relationship among the variables.  
 

2. Results of F-bounds cointegration and long-run tests 

The results from F-bounds cointegration test (Table 3) reveal that the value of the computed F-statistic (28.93269) is much 

higher than the critical values of the upper bounds at the 10%, 5%, 2.5%, and 1% significance levels. These results led to a 

conclusion that there is a long-rung relationship among the study variables, meaning that the null hypothesis that there is no 

long-run relationship among the variables was rejected. Based on these results, the effects of information communication and 

technology, and inbound tourism demand on greenhouse gas emissions in the long run were determined.  The results of the 

long-run test reveal that changes in the use of ICT do not have effects on the emission of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere 

(Table 4). The coefficient (-0.003756) of ICT has a negative sign, but it is not statistically significant at the 5% level, 

denoting that any changes in ICT as measured by internet users and subscribers of mobile phones and fixed telephone lines 

do not have an effect on the level of greenhouse emissions in South Africa in the long run. These results are different from 
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the results of previous studies that indicate that advancement in technology leads to high greenhouse gas emissions (Atsu et 

al., 2021; Su et al., 2021). To be precise, a previous study conducted in South Africa revealed that CO2 emissions go up by 

0.565% in the long run when the number of fixed telephone users grows by 1% (Atsu et al., 2021). On the other side of the 

coin, other studies found that an increase in ICT reduces greenhouse emissions (Asongu, 2018; Danish, 2019). 

The emissions of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere in South Africa are influenced by inbound tourism demand. A 1% 

increase in inbound tourism as measured by foreign tourist arrivals leads to a 0.52% increase in greenhouse gas emissions. 

This influence is not surprising given that an increase in the arrival of international tourists implies that substantial amounts of 

CO2 were transmitted in the air by airlines and other means of transport used by the tourists visiting South Africa. This result 

supports the results of earlier studies that also suggested that the tourism industry contributes to the increasing greenhouse gas 

emissions in the atmosphere (Abeydeera and Karunasena, 2019; Daniels, 2018; Koçak et al., 2020; Sharma, 2022). 

Increased tourist arrivals are also linked to high consumption of 

energy by tourists and tourist facilities (Rehman et al., 2022). 
 

Table 2. Unit root test results 
 

Variable Integration orders LNGHG LNICT LNTA 

PP (t-
values) 

I(0) 
Intercept -1.149345 -1.613895 -2.140826 

Trend & intercept -3.937257 -1.864450 -2.703712 

I(1) 
Intercept -6.544308* -5.299909* -5.101401* 

Trend & intercept -6.687603* -5.826933* -4.873911* 

ADF (t-
values) 

I(0) 
Intercept -1.098276 -1.893984 -2.167845 

Trend & intercept -3.497921 -4.240783* -2.752203 

I(1) 
Intercept -6.519463* -5.100786* -5.137694* 

Trend & intercept -6.254172* -5.062994* -4.995119* 

Order of integration I(1) I(1) I(1) 
 

 

Table 3. Results of F-bounds cointegration test 
 

F-Bounds Test Null hypothesis: No levels relationship 

Test Statistic Value Signif. I(0) I(1) 

F-statistic 
28.9326 

9 
10% 2.63 3.35 

k 2 5% 3.1 3.87 
  2.5% 3.55 4.38 
  1% 4.13 5 

 

Table 4. Results of long-run test 
 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 

LNICT -0.003756 0.479708 -0.007829 0.9938 

LNTA 0.517228 0.071889 7.194859 0.0000 

C 4.925607 1.141807 4.313870 0.0002 
 

 

3. Results of short-run test 

The short-run results reveal that inbound tourism demand has no effect on greenhouse gas emissions, implying that 

the level of greenhouse gas emissions remains unchanged in the short run irrespective of an increase or a decrease in 

foreign tourist arrivals. Surprisingly, a positive effect of information communication and technology on greenhouse gas 

emissions was detected. Greenhouse gas emissions increase by 0.61% in the short run if the application of ICT increases 

by 1% (Table 5). This result supports the result of a previous study that indicated that the use of ICT contributed 1.3% to 

CO2 emissions in 2007 (Malmodin et al., 2010). It was also found that greenhouse emissions have a lagged effect.  

The level of greenhouse gas emissions contracts by 0.3% (0.295520) in the current year because of the increase of 

1% in the previous year.  Since there is a long-run relationship among the series, there was a need to apply the error 

correction model in an attempt to determine the period needed for correcting disequilibrium in the long-run. The result 

shows that the coefficient (-0.300561) of the error correction term (ECT) is statistically significant at the 5% level and 

has a negative sign as expected (Table 5). The interpretation of this coefficient is that 30% of the disequilibrium is 

corrected each year. This speed (30%) of adjustment to equilibrium is relatively slow. Therefore, 3.327116 (1/0.300561) 

years, implying three years and four months are required for the disequilibrium to be adjusted.    
 

Table 5. Results of short-run tests and ECT 
 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 

D(LNGHG(-1)) -0.295520 0.064717 -4.566345 0.0001 

D(LNICT) 0.610884 0.113053 5.403524 0.0000 

CointEq(-1) -0.300561 0.026341 -11.41039 0.0000 
 

Table 6. Results of residual diagnostic test 
 

Test                   
Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test 

Null hypothesis 
No serial correlation 

Prob. 
0.2813 

Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey Heteroskedasticity test Homoskedasticity 0.9378 

Jarque-Bera Normality test No normality 0.4453 
 

 

4. Results of residual diagnostic and stability tests 

To determine the reliability of the model used for the data analysis, residual diagnostic and stability tests were 

conducted. Residual diagnostic tests are autocorrelation, heteroscedasticity, and normality, whereas stability tests are 

cumulative sum (CUSUM) and cumulative sum of square (CUSUMSQ). The results from residual diagnostic tests affirm 

that there is no autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity in the series. The results also indicate that the series are normally 

distributed as depicted in Table 6. Therefore, the results are accurate and valid. The stability test, on the other hand, shows 

that CUSUM and CUSUMSQ (blue lines) in Figure 1 and Figure 2 remained within the critical boundaries throughout the 

sample period at the 5% level of significance. The results led to the conclusion that the model was stable. 
 

5. Results of paired Granger causality test  

The current results reveal that inbound tourism demand 

and ICT do not granger cause the emissions of greenhouse 

gas in the atmosphere. Basarir and Çakir (2015), however, 

found that tourist arrivals granger cause greenhouse gas 

emissions. The results show only a unidirectional causal 

relationship running from greenhouse gas emissions to 

inbound tourism demand and to ICT (Table 7). 

Table 7. Paired Granger causality test results 
 

Null Hypothesis: Obs F-Statistic Prob 

LNICT does not Granger cause LNGHG 

LNGHG does not Granger cause LNICT 

30 

30 

0.29886 

7.41523 

0.7443 

0.0030 

LNTA does not Granger cause LNGHG 

LNGHG does not Granger cause LNTA 

30 

30 

0.29309 

9.45006 

0.7485 

0.0009 

LNTA does not Granger cause LNICT 

LNICT does not Granger cause LNTA 

30 

30 

2.36286 

2.55476 

0.1148 

0.0978 
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                                       Figure 1. CUSUM result                                                               Figure 2. CUSUMSQ result 
  

But a study conducted by Koçak et al. (2020) reveals that tourism development (measured by tourist arrivals and 

tourist receipts) and greenhouse gas emissions have a bidirectional causality relationship. The causal relationship from 
greenhouse gas emissions towards ICT is justifiable. Increasing greenhouse emissions may galvanise governments and 
businesses to invest in ICT and its application in attempts to slow down the increase in greenhouse gas emissions. 
Similar to this argument, a study conducted by Al-Mulali et al. (2015) also found that greenhouse gas emissions in 
developed countries reduce if online shopping increases. A previous study conducted in India indicates that information 
and communication technology granger causes foreign tourist arrivals (Sharma et al, 2022), but the results of the current 

study show that ICT does not granger cause inbound tourism demand in South Africa (Table 7).  
The null hypothesis that ICT does not granger cause tourist arrivals was not rejected as the p-value is statistically 

insignificant at 5% level, indicating that there is no causal relationship moving either from tourist arrivals to information 
and communication technology (ICT) or from ICT to tourist arrivals. This result contradicts the findings of Adeola and 
Evans (2019) which show that mobile penetration, internet, and tourism in Africa have a bidirectional causal relationship. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Studies on the effects of ICT and inbound tourism demand on greenhouse gas emissions report contracting results. 
Findings of some studies show that an increase in ICT or inbound tourism demand increases the emissions of 
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, whereas other studies reveal that advancements in ICT reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. There are even studies that suggest that a growing level of greenhouse gas emissions prompts an increase in 
the use of ICT. This contraction in results of different studies was the central motivation for conducting this study, to 
investigate the link between ICT and inbound tourism demand on greenhouse gas emissions in South Africa, using the 

ARDL model and Granger causality. The ARDL results indicate that only inbound tourism demand has a positive effect 
on greenhouse gas emissions in the long run. The level of greenhouse gas emissions goes up by 0.52% when foreign 
tourist arrivals increase by 1%. The use of ICT has an effect on greenhouse gas emissions only in the short run, where 
greenhouse gas emissions grow 0.61% when the use of ICT increases by 1%. Unlike in the long run, inbound tourism 
demand has no effect on greenhouse gas emissions in the short run. The Granger causality results, on the other hand, 
show a unidirectional causality relationship running from greenhouse gas emissions to ICT and inbound tourism 

demand. There is no causal relationship between ICT and inbound tourism demand. 
The theoretical contribution of this study is the expansion of the existing literature. There are scant empirical studies 

investigated the relationship among three variables, which are greenhouse gas emissions, ICT, and tourism activities. 
Previous studies focused mainly on the relationship between two variables. Furthermore, this study differs from previous 
studies in terms of methodology. Paper used time series data and employed principal component analysis (PCA) to 
construct one single ICT index for three ICT indices (fixed telephone users, mobile cellular subscriptions, and the internet 

users), instead of using the traditional method of calculating the average or the total of the three indices.  
The policy implication of this study is that South Africa has to promote vehemently the use of ICT in the tourism sector in 

attempts to mitigate the long-run effects of tourist arrivals on greenhouse gas emissions. An increase in tourist arrivals has a 
long-run effect on greenhouse gas emissions, but advancements in ICT have no long run effect on greenhouse gas emissions. 
Therefore, ICT may be used to curb an increase in greenhouse gas emissions caused by an increase in tourist arrivals.  

This study was limited to greenhouse gas emissions, ICT, and inbound tourism demand, future studies may investigate 

the relationship among greenhouse gas emissions, ICT, and domestic tourism demand or outbound tourism demand. The 
study also used three indices (fixed telephone subscriptions, internet users, and mobile cellular subscribers) as proxies for 
ICT, future studies may include more proxies to construct one index for ICT.   
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Abstract: The paper aims to study the factors affecting the decision of international tourists to choose a tourism destination at 

Hoi An World Cultural Heritage Site.   Based on the theory of intended behavior integrates new factors: Tourism products; 

Destination image; and Perceived risk. The research results show that: Using the Theory of Intended Behavior (TPB) with 

integration with 03 new components in the study of destination choice decisions of international visitors at the Hoi An World  

Cultural Heritage Site is appropriate; The model achieves composite reliability, discriminant, and extracted variance. The 

empirical model reached a high level of explaining the variation of variance and the predictive power reached a medium level;  

Two intermediate structures have been identified in the model, namely Attitude and Destination Image; Affirming the 

importance of structures has a strong influence on the decision structure of tourist destination selection, namely, perceived  

risk, social influence, image, and tourism product. 
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INTRODUCTION              

Consumer behavior is the specific behavior of an individual when making decisions to purchase, use, and dispose of a 

product or service (Kotler and Armstrong, 2010). Consumer behavior is related to products, services, activities, and ideas, 

but has a broader meaning than a person buying physical products such as motorbikes, televisions, instant noodles, etc. It 

also includes the purchase of services, travel, medical treatment, implementation of other activities and ideas such as going 

to the park, participating in a fitness class, doing charity work, protecting the environment. Fishbein and Ajzen (1977) 

showed that behavioral intention is considered to be the best predictor of behavior, which is well established in the 

consumer research literature (Im et al., 2011; Martins et al., 2014; Farzin et al., 2023). Studies on the relationship between 

behavioral intention and actual usage have been carried out in the field of travel, online travel purchasing behavior, mobile 

banking, online banking, and service usage mobile service (Arenas-Gaitán et al., 2015; Baptista and Oliveira, 2015; Escobar-

Rodríguez and Carvajal-Trujillo, 2014; Ruiz Mafe et al., 2010; Ramírez-Correa et al., 2019). Choosing a tourist destination is 

a very important decision process not only for tourists but also for the destination as a whole. Around the world, studies show 

that there are many factors influencing the choice of destination (Guillet et al., 2011; Zhu, 2022). To improve destination 

competitiveness, and tourist satisfaction and attract more and more tourists, local managers and tourism business organizations 

need to understand the influencing factors, the process of decide and decide on the destination of tourists to have orientation, 

infrastructure investment solutions, development of new products, improve service quality to attract tourists.  

Hoi An is a tourist city, an ideal destination for international and domestic tourists. Hoi An is famous for its Ancient 

Town which was recognized by UNESCO as a World Cultural Heritage on December 4, 1999, and Cu Lao Cham World 

Biosphere Reserve recognized by UNESCO on May 29, 2009. Visitors Hoi An arrivals in 2018 reached more than 5 

million arrivals, an increase of 53.6% compared to 2017. International visitors accounted for 74.8% of the total arrivals. In 

2019, the number of visitors to Hoi An reached 5.35 million, an increase of nearly 6% compared to 2018. Hoi An tourism 
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continues to be voted for and won many prestigious international awards such as "The most wonderful city in the World", 

"Asia's leading cultural city destination in 2019", and "Hoi An, the most attractive city in the World". In the years 2020-2022, 

due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, the number of visitors decreased quite large, only 7-15% compared to 2019.  

The paper studies factors affecting the decision to select a destination for international tourists at the Hoi An World 

Cultural Heritage Site for the following reasons: 

-In the world, there are many theories of behavioral intention and these theories have been applied to empirical research 

in the field of tourism, however, in Vietnam, so far, there are no research topics. on the factors affecting the intention to 

choose a tourist destination for international tourists, especially in Destination Hoi An. 

-There are no studies, or empirical evaluations on the suitability of theoretical models of behavioral intention to choose 

tourist destinations in the context of Hoi An World Cultural Heritage Destination. 

-The number of international visitors to Hoi An is not much, compared to the destinations of Thailand and Malaysia, the 

number of international visitors to Hoi An is still low. 

-The length of stay of tourists in Hoi An is still low (2.2 - 2.5 days per trip). In Hoi An Site, the types and products of 

tourism, facilities are still limited, tourism products and services are still affected by seasonality, etc. 

And this paper aims to study the factors affecting the decision to choose Hoi An as the destination for international 

tourists and to propose recommendations for the development of tourism. products, investing destinations to satisfy 

international tourists and attract tourists to Hoi An. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES 

Theoretical basis 

There were the theoretical models of human behavior as a theory of reasoned action (Ajzen, 2020); Technology 

Acceptance Theory (Davis, 1989; Ulker-Demirel and Ciftci, 2020), and Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991; 

Japutra et al., 2019). These models represent the decision-making steps from perception to the final choice decision, 

consumer behavior of tourists is the process of finding answers to related questions on your own related to destination 

choice such as: What factors influence to a decision to select a tourism destination or for actual behavior? Value 

characteristics of each destination? What factors have the strongest influence on the decision to choose a destination? 

The importance of each factor in formatting the decision to choose a tourist destination? 

-The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA): TRA argues that individuals evaluate the consequences of a particular 

behavior and generate an intention to act by their assessment. More specifically, the TRA states that individuals' behavior 

can be predicted from their intentions, which can be predicted from their attitudes and subjective norms. After the 

prediction sequence goes further, attitudes can be predicted from an individual's beliefs about the consequences of a 

behavior. One particularly useful aspect of TRA from a technology perspective is its assertion that any other factors 

influencing behavior do so only indirectly through the attitudinal component and subjective norms. Therefore, TRA is quite 

appropriate in the context of predicting behavior using multimedia technology (Hasan, 2020). However, the TRA has the 

limitation that it doesn't specify which particular beliefs would be appropriate in particular situations. 

-Technology Acceptance Model (TAM): TAM was developed by Davis (1989). According to Davis' research, two 

important factors influence their decision about how and when they will use it those are Perceived usefulness (PU) and 

Perceived ease of use (PEoU). TAM is the most widely applied model in research on the use of technological products 

and services, especially in the field of E-banking. The drawback of TAM is it focuses only on the determinants of 

intention and does not tell us how such perceptions are formed or how they can be manipulated to foster user acceptance 

and increased usage (Sagnier et al., 2020). 

 -The Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB): TPB (Ajzen, 1991, Bosnjak et al., 2020) developed from TRA (Ajzen and 

Fishbein, 1975), assumes that a behavior can be predicted or explained by behavioral tendencies to perform that 

behavior. The TPB suggests that in addition to determinants of behavioral attitude and subjective norm, a third element, 

perceived behavioral control (PBC), also influences behavioral intentions and actual behavior. The TPB model is 

considered to be more optimal than the TAM model in predicting and explaining consumer behavior in the same 

research content and context (Bhinekawati et al., 2020). 

-Unified theory of technology adoption and use: Venkatesh et al. (2012) established the Unified Theory of 

Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT). This model is a combination of some components of 8 previous 

theories/models to establish a common point of view for studying user acceptance of new information systems. UTAUT 

includes constructs such as Performance Expectancy; Effort Expectancy, Social Influence; Facilitating Conditions; 

Hedonic Motivation; Price Value; Habit, and moderator variables such as Age; Gender; Experience. There are also other 

experimental studies such as Jalilvand and Samiei (2012); Mohaidin et al. (2017); Viet (2019); Perera and Vlosky 

(2017); Seyidov and Adomaitiene (2016); Venkatesh (2022). 

 

Hypotheses and proposed research model 

Based on the background theories and empirical studies on behavioral intention, the article proposes the following hypotheses: 

 -Tourism products: Jeffries (1971) showed that tourism product is a problem that needs to be met when tourists make a 

trip out of their place of residence. Le et al. (2023) argued that tourism products are means to satisfy the needs of tourists. 

What do tourists consume and use during the trip? Marketing theories have focused on this issue as early as the 1970s 

through discussions and seminars. Perera and Vlosky (2013) proposed an ecotourism model based on the Theory of 

Intentional Behavior, which combined two new constructs, namely knowledge and satisfaction when planning to predict 
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ecotourism behavioral intentions. Research results of Perera and Vlosky (2017) have shown that knowledge structures, 

attitudes, social influence, and cognitive behavioral control are important precursors to forming behavioral intentions to 

participate in tourism. eco-history, and satisfaction constructs act as mediating structures in these relationships. The study 

of Perera and Vlosky (2017) has supplemented the research model components and contributed to the development of the 

theory of consumer behavior in the field of tourism. 

H1a: Tourism products have a positive influence on tourism destination image 

H1b: Tourism products have a positive influence on tourists' attitudes 

-Attitude towards destination: Attitude towards a destination or a tourist product or service is described as psychological 

tendencies, expressing positive or negative evaluations of tourists when performing a certain behavior (Ajzen, 1991). 

Therefore, attitude is considered as the environment that shapes behavior, directs consumers' interest in products and 

services, or is the attitude that orients visitors to a particular destination with its unique characteristics. to satisfy the needs 

that tourists think the destination can bring to them. This explains why tourists will choose a certain destination instead of 

choosing another destination for their travel trip. According to TPB (Ajzen, 1991), behavioral intention is influenced by the 

visitor's attitude, subjective standards, and other controlling mood factors. If tourists show a preference for the destination, 

more likely they are to choose the destination (Ajzen, 2020). Studies also demonstrate that attitudes influence the grouping 

of potential destinations that will commit to choosing and guide the choice of the final destination (Um and Crompton, 

1990; Lee et al., 2007; Aksöz and Çay, 2022). So hypothetical proposal: 

H2: A tourist’s attitude has a positive influence on the intention to choose a tourist destination 

-Social influence: Social influence is defined as the degree to which an individual perceives that significant others 

believe he/she should use the new system. Social influences that are integrated from other similar architectures are: 

Subjective Norms (derived from the TRA, TAM2, TPB/DTPB, and C-TAM-TPB models) 

H3: Social influence (subjective norm) has a positive influence on the intention to choose a tourist destination 

Perceived Behavioral Control: Perceived behavioral control is the control that users perceive to be able to limit their 

behavior (Ajzen, 1991). For example, can I apply for a credit card and what are the requirements? Can I travel abroad and 

what are the requirements like finance, time, and health? 

H4: Perceived behavioral control has a positive effect on the intention to choose a tourist destination 

Destination image: Hunt (1975) suggested that images are formed by potential tourists' perceptions of factors such as 

climate, people, and culture that affect the attractiveness of a destination. Destination image is people's impression of a 

place where they do not reside (Bojanic, 1991), or destination image is the sum of beliefs, ideas, and impressions that a 

person has towards a destination (Crompton, 1979; Chaieb and Chaieb, 2023). 

Image is a complex concept and has important value in understanding tourist behavior, and there have been many 

studies on the influence of destination image such as: 

- Impact on behavioral intention and destination choice decision-making (Baloglu, 1997; Chon, 1990; Echtner and 

Ritchie, 1991; Sirakaya et al., 2001; Pike, 2002; Chen and Tsai, 2007; Chi and Qu, 2008; Lopes, 2011; Yen et al., 2021).  

-Has a significant impact on post-decision behaviors including participation (on-site experience), assessment 

(satisfaction), and future behavioral intentions (revisit intention and ready to recommend) (Mansfeld, 1992; Bigne et al., 

2001; Lee and Tideswell, 2005; Chen and Tsai, 2007; Chi and Qu, 2008). 

Therefore, the researcher put forward the following hypotheses: 

H5a: Destination image has a positive influence on the intention to choose a tourist destination 

H5b: Destination image has a positive influence on travel behavior 

Effect of perceived risk on destination: Perceived risk is defined as the customer's perception of an unstable, unsafe 

situation (Bauer, 1960). The issue of guest risk perception can have a significant influence on customer behavior (Mitchell, 

1999; Paker and Gök, 2021). They prefer to minimize risk rather than encounter problems, and this is especially important 

when choosing a new product or choosing a tourist destination. Furthermore, they try to reduce the risk associated with a 

particular decision or behavior. In recent years, terrorism has increased and geopolitical conflicts have been occurring in 

many regions such as West Asia, the Middle East, Ukraine, etc., and the COVID-19 pandemic has had a great impact. 

affects the activities of individuals, businesses, and governments, and has a strong impact on financial markets and tourism 

around the world. Therefore, the following hypotheses are suggested: 

H6a: Perceived risk has a positive influence on the intention to choose a tourist destination 

H6b: Perceived risk has a positive effect on travel behavior 

Intention to choose the destination: Ajzen and Fishbein (1975) showed that behavioral intention is considered to be the 

best predictor of behavior, which is well established in the consumer research literature (Im et al., 2011; Martins et al., 

2014; Khan et al., 2022). Studies on the relationship between behavioral intention and actual usage have been carried out in 

the field of travel, online travel purchasing behavior, mobile banking, online banking, and service usage mobile service 

(Baptista and Oliveira, 2015; Ruiz Mafe et al., 2010). Therefore, we hypothesize: 

H7: Intention to choose a tourist destination has a positive influence on travel behavior 

Actual behavior: According to the theory of intended behavior (TPB), both attitudes towards the behavior and 

subjective norms are direct determinants of intention to perform a behavior. Based on certain beliefs, a person forms an 

attitude towards some object, based on which a person forms an intention about how to behave towards that object. 

Behavioral intention is the sole determinant of actual behavior (Davis, 1989; Ajzen, 1991). 

With the hypotheses mentioned above, the article proposes a research model based on the TPB model that integrates 

new structures, which are: Tourism products; Destination image, and Perceived risk (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. The proposed model 
 

RESEARCH METHODS 

Questionnaire design 

The questionnaire was designed with two main parts. Part 1 is the personal information of the respondents including: 
Gender; Country of destination; Year old; Academic level; and Income. Part 2 includes measures that fit the research model. 
Details of variables are in Appendix 1. The 5-point Likert scale was used in the study (1- Strongly disagree, 5- Strongly agree). 

-Destination image (IMAG) including 5 variables from IMAG1 to IMAG5 is acquired from the studies of Ramkissoon 
et al. (2011), Oppewal et al. (2015), Yoon and Uysal (2005), Woodside and Lysonski (1989), Beerli and Martin (2004). 

-Tourism product (TP) includes 5 variables from TP1 to TP6 which are acquired from Perera and Vlosky (2017), Paul 

(1977), Jovičić (1988). 
-Attitude (ATT) including 5 variables from ATT1 to ATT6 was acquired from Ajen (1991), Davis (1989), Jalilvand and 

Samiei (2012), Perera and Vlosky (2017), Mohadin et al. (2017). 
-Social influence (SI) (Subjective norm) including 4 variables from SI1 to SI5 was obtained from Ajzen and Fishbein 

(1975), Davis (1989), Cheng et al. (2006); Nasri and Charfeddine, (2012); Yadav et al. (2015). 
- Perceived behavioral control (PBC) including 4 variables from PBC1 to PBC4 was acquired from Ajzen (1991), 

Cheng et al. (2006); Nasri and Charfeddine (2012). 
- Risk perception (PR) including 4 variables from PR1 to PR4 was acquired from Venkatesh et al. (2012). 
-Intention to choose a tourist destination (BI) includes 5 variables from BI1 to BI5 which are learned from Ajzen and Fishbein 

(1975); Ajzen (1991); Davis (1989); Cheng et al. (2006); Yadav et al. (2015), Yoon and Uysal (2005), Ramkissoon et al. (2011); 
-Actual behavior (AB) including 4 variables from AB1 to AB5 is learned from Ajzen (1991), Davis (1989), Ajzen and 

Fishbein (1975); Woodside and Lysonski (1989); 
 

Preliminary survey and adjustment of the questionnaire 

After designing the survey, conducting a preliminary survey by directly contacting 10 international tourists visiting Hoi 

An during September and October 2022 and receiving customer feedback is a questionnaire that is easy to understand, has 

clear information, and can reflect the intention to choose a destination. Based on the feedback, the survey has been adjusted 

to conduct a formal survey from February to March 2023. 
 

Samples and data collection 

The proposed model of the article has 8 structures with 36 items (indicators), so according to Hair et al . (1998) the 

sample size must be larger than 180. Given the survey implementation and available resources, the article surveyed 470 

customers to be able to obtain a sample size larger than the minimum sample size and highly reliable research results. 

After receiving back 431 survey questionnaires from the survey submission, 52 questionnaires with incomplete 

information were reviewed and discarded. The final result obtained by the study was 379 questionnaires with 

satisfactory response information used for analysis. Figure 2 describes the composition of the study sample by gender, 

age, education level, income, and destination of international tourists. 
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Figure 2. Description of study sample characteristics (Source: The authors collected) 
 

RESULTS 

Preliminary test of the reliability of the scale in the research model 

Using statistical software SmartPLS 4 to analyze research data with a sample size of 379 international tourists. To test 

the reliability of the preliminary scale, the article uses the Outer Loading coefficient. The satisfactory Outer Loading value 

according to Hair et al. (1988) is greater than 0.7, so Table 2 has excluded indicators with a coefficient <0.7 from the 

processing step in PLS Model such as indicators: IMAG3, PBC3, PBC4, PR1, PR2, TP5 (Table 1) 
 

Table 1. Outer loading (Source: Compiled by the authors) 
 

 AB ATT BI IMAG PBC PR SI TP 
AB1 0.759        
AB2 0.913        
AB3 0.896        
AB4 0.817        

ATT1  0.892       
ATT2  0.783       
ATT3  0.865       
ATT4  0.803       
ATT5  0.757       
BI1   0.906      
BI2   0.873      
BI3   0.722      
BI4   0.717      

IMAG1    0.703     
IMAG2    0.741     
IMAG4    0.718     
IMAG%    0.727     

PBC1     0.932    
PBC2     0.957    
PR3      0.902   
PR4      0.891   
SI1       0.805  
SI2       0.759  
SI3       0.815  
SI4       0.782  
TP1        0.848 
TP2        0.709 
TP3        0.865 
TP4        0.867 

 

Evaluation of the reliability, validity, and discriminant of the structures in the PLS-SEM model 

Table 2 presents the criteria to evaluate the reliability and validity of the scale, and extracted variance. According to 

Fornell and Larcker (1981), the extracted variance must be greater than or equal to 0.5 for the scale to have convergent 

validity. The magnitude of Cronbach's Alpha coefficients shows that the model satisfies the requirements (>0.7) according 
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to Hair et al. (2021), and the AVEs (Average variance extracted) are all larger than 0.5, so all meet the requirements of the 

model. Fornell and Larcker (1981) made a requirement to ensure the discriminant of the factors that the square root of the 

variance extracted for each factor must be greater than all the correlation coefficients between it and the other factors. Table 3 

presents the results of testing the discriminant validity of the scale according to the Fornell-Larcker criteria. The results show 

that the square root of the extracted variance of each factor shown in bold is greater than all the correlation coefficients of that 

factor, the other factors are shown in the same column or row. Thus, the scale has ensured discriminant validity. 
 

Table 2. Construct reliability and validity (Source: Compiled by the authors) 
 

 Cronbach's alpha Composite reliability rho_a) Composite reliability (rho_c) The average variance extracted (AVE) 

AB 0.869 0.894 0.911 0.720 

ATT 0.880 0.911 0.912 0.675 

BI 0.823 0.871 0.882 0.654 

IMAGE 0.750 0.783 0.813 0.521 

PBC 0.881 0.914 0.943 0.893 

PR 0.756 0.758 0.891 0.804 

SI 0.803 0.809 0.869 0.625 

TP 0.842 0.860 0.894 0.680 
 

Table 3. Discriminant value fornell-larcker (Source: Compiled by the authors) 
 

 AB ATT BI IMAGE PBC PR SI TP 
AB 0.849        

ATT 0.319 0.821       
BI 0.919 0.328 0.809      

IMAGE 0.614 0.162 0.534 0.722     
PBC 0.287 9.852 0.305 0.159 0.945    
PRC 0.757 0.195 0.758 0.433 0.186 0.897   
SI 0.545 0.249 0.547 0.353 0.272 0.431 0.790  
TP 0.740 0.214 0.765 0.532 0.191 0.620 0.424 0.825 

 

Table 4. R-Square 

(Source: Compiled by the authors) 
 

 R-

Square 

R.Square 

Adjusted 

ATT 0.046 0.043 

BI 0.685 0.681 

AB 0.873 0.872 

IMAG 0.283 0.281 
 

 

Figure 3 and Table 4 describe the results of the analysis of the linear structural model. 

The coefficient of determination R2 represents the percentage of the variance of the endogenous variable that is 

explained by the corresponding exogenous variables. According to Cohen (1988), the R2 value is in the range from 2% to 

less than 13%, the exogenous variable has a small impact on the endogenous variable, from 13% to less than 26%, the 

exogenous variable has a moderate impact on the endogenous variable. endogenous and 26% or more have a large impact. 

In the model, the Actual Behavior (AB) structure achieves a high level of explanatory power. 
 

 
Figure 3. PLS-SEM model (Source: Compiled by the authors) 
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Bootstrapping test to determine the path coefficients 

Hair et al. (2021) suggest that the number of subsamples generated when performing the Bootstrapping test should be 

5,000. So in this study done with the number of subsamples generated is 5,000. Table 5 presents the results of 

Bootstrapping test with p-values to determine the statistical significance of the relationships. The p-values < 0.05, the 

relationships are significant. The coefficients of the original sample (O) and Sample mean (M) are both positive (Figure 4). 

Thus, it can be concluded: Accept the following hypotheses: (Reject hypothesis H4) 

H1a: Tourism products have a positive and statistically significant influence on tourist destination image 

H1b: Tourism products have a positive and statistically significant effect on tourists' attitudes 

H2: Tourist attitude has a positive and statistically significant influence on the intention to choose a tourist destination. 

H3: Subjective norm has a positive and statistically significant influence on intention to choose a tourist destination 

H5a: Destination image has a positive and statistically significant influence on the intention to choose a tourist destination. 

H5b: Destination image has a positive and statistically significant effect on travel behavior 

H6a: Perceived risk has a positive and statistically significant effect on the intention to choose a tourist destination. 

H6b: Perceived risk has a positive and statistically significant effect on travel behavior 

H7: Intention to choose a tourist destination has a positive and statistically significant effect on actual behavior.  
 

Table 5. Path coefficient (Source: Compiled by the authors) 
 

 Original Sample (O) Sample mean (M) Standard Deviation (STDEV) t-Statistic P-value Accept or Reject  Hypothesis 
TP             IMAG     0.532 0.537 0.035 15.142 0.000 Accept H1a 
TP              ATT  0.214 0.220 0.059 3.652 0.000 Accept  H1b 
ATT              BI   0.139 0.145 0.059 2.353 0.019 Accept H2 
SI                  BI 0.203 0.204 0.056 3.628 0.000 Accept  H3 
PBC              BI  -0.003 -0.003 0.054 0.054 0.957 Reject H4 
IMAG           BI     0.199 0.196 0.043 4.566 0.000 Accept H5a 
IMAG          AB  0.167 0.168 0.027 6.236 0.000 Accept H5b 
PR                BI 0.558 0.561 0.070 7.936 0.000 Accept H6a 
PR                AB  0.130 0.137 0.062 2.084 0.037 Accept H6b 
BI                AB   0.731 0.723 0.066 11.061 0.000 Accept H7 

 

 
Figure 4. The results of bootstrapping (Source: Compiled by the authors) 

 

Mediation Variable 

The results from Table 6 show indirect relationships: 

-TP has a positive and statistically significant indirect relationship with BI 

-TP has a positive and statistically significant indirect relationship with AB 

-ATT has a positive and statistically significant indirect relationship with AB 

-SI has a positive and statistically significant indirect relationship with AB 

-PBC has a positive and statistically significant indirect relationship with AB 

-PR has a positive and statistically significant indirect relationship with AB 

And: - IMAG acts as an intermediary structure in the relationship between TP and BI, between TP and AB 

         - ATT acts as an intermediary structure in the relationship between TP and BI, between TP and AB 
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Table 6. Specific indirect effects (Source: Compiled by the authors) 
 

 Original Sample (O) Sample mean (M) Standard Deviation (STDEV) t-statistic P-value 

TP            IMAG         BI 0.106 0.106 0.026 4.041 0.000 

TP            IMAG         AB 0.089 0.090 0.015 6.007 0.000 

TP            IMAG         BI         AB 0.077 0.077 0.021 3.656 0.000 

TP             ATT          BI 0.030 0.032 0.017 1.744 0.081 

TP             ATT          BI         AB 0.022 0.024 0.013 1.639 0.100 

IMAG        BI             AB 0.145 0.142 0.036 4.070 0.000 

PR              BI             AB  0.408 0.403 0.044 9.236 0.000 

SI               BI             AB 0.149 0.149 0.048 3.067 0.002 

PBC           BI             AB -0.002 -0.009 0.039 0.054 0.957 

 

Table 7. MV prediction summary for 

construct AB (Source: Compiled by the authors) 
 

 Q2 

predict 

PLS-SEM 

_RMSE 

PLS-SEM 

_MAE 

LM-

RMSE 

LM_ 

MAE 

AB1 0.262 0.568 0.395 0.560 0.399 

AB2 0.662 0.404 0.262 0.337 0.222 

AB3 0.662 0.393 0.255 0.324 0.197 

AB4 0.354 0.528 0.371 0.531 0.385 
 

Table 8. The difference between PLS-

SEM_MAE and LM_MAE of construct AB 
 

 PLS-

SEM_MAE 

LM_ 

MAE 

Difference 

AB1 0.395 0.399 -0.004 

AB2 0.262 0.222 0.040 

AB3 0.255 0.197 0.058 

AB4 0.371 0.385 -0.014 
 

Table 9. Summary of the IPMA 
 

 Total effects 
(Importance) 

Performance 

PR 0.558 75.827 
SI 0.203 48.606 

IMAG 0.199 55.442 
TP 0.135 64.756 

ATT 0.139 78.075 
PBC -0.003 78.824 

 

 

Evaluate the predictive power of the model 

The most popular metric to quantify the degree of predictive errors is the root–mean–square error (RMSE). Another 

popular metric is the mean absolute error (MAE). Performing MV prediction summary for structure AB (Actual Behavior), 

the results show that the Q2 predict indices are all greater than 0, so the prediction errors in the symmetric distribution are 

high (Table 7). For more clarification and detail, it is necessary to perform a PLS-SEM MV errors histogram for the 

indicators of the AB structure. The results from the PLS-SEM MV errors histogram showed that the indicators AB1, AB2, 

AB3, and AB4 do not have a symmetrical distribution across the 0 axis. Shmueli et al. (2016) stated the basic principles in 

evaluating the predictive power of the model are: If errors are normally distributed, use RMSE to evaluate; If the errors are 

not normally distributed, use Mean Absolute Error (MAE). Since the variance of the error is variable, we cannot use PLS-

SEM_RMSE nor LM_RMSE and it is necessary to check whether the errors in PLS-SEM_MAE are less than LM_MAE. 

Further, it is necessary to evaluate the difference between the value of PLS-SEM_MAE and LM_MAE. Based on the four 

principles proposed by Shmueli et al. (2019), we can conclude that the predictive power of the model is the medium level. 
 

Important Structures Diagram Analysis (IPMA) 

IPMA is used to identify the predecessors that have 

relatively high importance for Actual Behavior (AB) 

but also relatively low performance. IPMA is shown in 

Figure 5, in which: The x–axis depicts the 

(unstandardized) total effect of TP, IMAGE, ATT, SI, 

PBC, PR, and BI on the target construct (Actual 

Behavior); The y-axis represents the average rescaled 

(unstandardized) latent variable score of IMAGE, 

ATT, TP, PBC, SI, PR, BI. The results in Figure 5 and 

Table 9 find that the constructs PR, SI, IMAG, and TP 

have high importance for the Actual Behavior. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Importance performance map for the target  

construct actual behavior (Source: Compiled by the authors) 
 

Table 10. Influence of gender (male, female) on destination choice decision (Source: Compiled by the authors) 
 

  Original Sample (O) Sample Mean (M) Standard Deviation (STDEV) T-statistic |O|/STDEV P-value 
ATT BI 0.139 0.146 0.059 2.359 0.018 

BI AB 0.724 0.715 0.067 10.832 0.000 

Gender AB -0.029 -0.027 0.037 0.778 0.437 
Gender x IMAG AB 0.032 0.029 0.041 0.791 0.429 
IMAG AB 0.158 0.159 0.030 5.257 0.000 

IMAG BI 0.199 0.196 0.043 4.575 0.000 

PBC BI -0.003 -0.012 0.054 0.049 0.961 
PR AB 0.134 0.142 0.062 2.144 0.032 

PR BI 0.558 0.561 0.070 7.949 0.000 

SI BI 0.203 0.204 0.056 3.636 0.000 

TP ATT 0.214 0.220 0.059 3.651 0.000 

TP  IMAG 0.532 0.538 0.035 15.166 0.000 
 

Multigroup Analysis 

Consider the influence of gender (male, female) on destination choice decision: The results in Table 10 show that gender has 

no effect on AB (p-value=0.437), and gender interacts with IMAG and has no statistically significant effect on AB (p-value = 
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0.429) Multigroup analysis: The AB structure has a variable variance, so for multigroup analysis, the Welch test must be used 

instead of the Parametric test. The purpose is to consider and evaluate whether there is a difference between the two groups 

(male and female) in the destination choice decision of international tourists in Hoi An Sites. The results in Table 11 give us 

some conclusions as following: There is a statistically significant difference between Females and Males in the relationship BI -

> AB with p-value = 0.005, the difference is -0.320; There is not a statistically significant difference between Females and 

Males in the relationship IMAGE -> AB with p-value =0.319; Evaluating similarly for the other relationships of the model. 
 

Table 11. Path Coefficients - Welch – Satterthwaite test (Source: Compiled by the authors) 
 

 Difference (female-male) 1-tailed  (female vs male) p-value 2-tailed (female vs male) p-value 

ATT -> BI -0.212 1.789 0.075 

BI -> AB -0.320 2.817 0.005 

IMAGE -> AB 0.051 0.998 0.319 

IMAGE -> BI -0.171 2.229 0.027 

PBC -> BI 0.119 1.116 0.266 

PR -> AB 0.305 2.774 0.006 

PR -> BI 0.310 2.804 0.006 

SI -> BI -0.129 1.333 0.184 

TP -> ATT -0.065 0.574 0.567 

TP -> IMAGE -0.116 1.683 0.094 

 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

To analyze the factors affecting the intention to choose a tourist destination of international visitors at World Heritage 
Destination Hoi An, the study used a survey sample of 379 international tourists and used SmartPLS 4 software to evaluate 

and test. Research results show that: 
First, using the Theory of Intended Behavior (TPB) with integrating of 03 new components namely Tourism Product 

(TP), Destination Image (IMAG), and Risk Perception (PR) in researching the actual behavior of international tourists at 
the World Cultural Heritage Hoi An Site is appropriate. 

Second, the model achieves composite reliability, discriminant, and extracted variance. The experimental model reached 
the level of explaining 87% of the variation of the variance and the predictive power of the model reached the average level. 

Third, identify two intermediate structures (mediator variables) in the model, namely Attitude (ATT) and Destination 
Image (IMAG). IMAG acts as an intermediary structure in the relationship between TP and BI and between TP and AB. 
ATT acts as an intermediary structure in the relationship between TP and BI and between TP and AB. 

Fourth, about direct relationships: 
-Tourism product (TP) has a positive and statistically significant impact on destination image and attitude. This result is 

consistent with the studies of Perera and Vlosky (2017), Paul (1977), and Jovičić (1988). 

-Destination image (IMAG) has a positive and statistically significant effect on destination choice intention and travel 
behavior. This result is consistent with the study of Perera and Vlosky (2017). 

-Attitude influence (ATT) has a direct and positive impact on the intention to choose a destination. The results are 
consistent with Davis (1989), Ajzen (1991), Lam and Hsu, (2006). 

-Social influence (SI) has a direct and positive impact on the intention to choose a destination. The results are consistent 
with Davis (1989), Ajzen (1991) 

-Risk perception (PR) has a positive and statistically significant effect on the intention to choose a tourist destination 
and travel behavior. The results are consistent with Venkatesd et al. (2012), Rodríguez-Torrico et al. (2017) 

-Destination intention has a positive and statistically significant impact on actual behavior. The results are consistent 
with Venkatesd et al. (2012), Davis (1989), Ajzen (1991), Rodríguez-Torrico et al. (2017). 

Fifth, about indirect relationships: 
-Tourism product (TP) has a positive and statistically significant indirect relationship with the behavioral intention and 

travel behavior of international visitors. 
-Attitude (ATT) has a positive and statistically significant indirect relationship with travel behavior 
-Social Influence (SI), Perceived Behavioral Control (PBC), and Risk Perception (PR) have a positive and statistically 

significant indirect relationship with travel behavior. 
Sixth, the ability to explain and predict 

-R. Square of the structure AB is 0.87, which shows that the research model explains 87% of the variance of the 
variables, achieving a fairly good level of explanation. 

-The good predictive power of the research model is average 
   Seventh, the importance of each component (structure) affects the destination choice decision of international 

tourists. Research results show that there are 3 important influential structures ranked from high to low, which are: 
Perceived risk; Social Influence, Image, and Tourism Products.  

Based on the research results, the paper proposes policy implications and governance implications to attract 
international visitors, exploit the potentials and advantages of the locality, and enhance the competitiveness of tourist 
destinations, contributing to realizing the economic restructuring goal in the coming years of Hoi An City. 

 

Policy implications 
To develop tourism products and services, create a good image for tourists, and improve the competitiveness of Hoi An 
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destination, to attract more international tourists, some policy implications for Quang Nam province and city government. 
Hoi An is as follows: 

 -First, carry out the socio-economic master plan and the spatial planning of the tourism territory of Hoi An city until 
2035, with a vision to 2045, in which: 

+ Need to complete tourism environment and infrastructure; especially, there must be a break through tourism product, 
refer to the tourism practices of the world's major tourist centers, and transform the mindset of turning tourism into a 
spearhead economic sector of the province and the locality. 

During the planning process, attention should be paid to connecting with the East-West economic corridor, both creating a 
development space for Hoi An, Quang Nam province, and connecting with Laos, Thailand, and the ASEAN region. 

+ Planning on city land use, focusing on forming new destinations, eco-tourism areas, high-tech agricultural zones, 

commercial and shopping areas, public parking lots, bungalow areas, coastal sports areas, etc. to attract domestic and 
foreign businesses to invest in developing new tourist attractions and products and services; at the same time, resolutely 
handle suspended projects, projects behind schedule, problems caused by inspection and examination results. 

+ Proposing to the Government to develop a project to develop 1-2 world-class entertainment zones in Hoi An 
-Secondly, Implement Co Co River Project, spatial planning for riverside development, dredging to clear Co Co flow, 

developing complexes, riverside eco-tourism areas interspersed with other areas. urban, new residential area 

+ Completing bridges and roads connecting tourist areas and urban areas. 
+ Allocating funds and contractors to execute the project of dredging, emergency flood drainage, and combating 

saltwater intrusion of the Co Co River through Quang Nam. 

+ Detailed planning of 1/500 scale along the Co Co River through Quang Nam territory to call for investment and 

development of complexes, riverside eco-tourism areas interspersed with fish. 
 

 

Management Implications 

Hoi An Ancient Town is ranked second by Tripadvisor in the list of 25 emerging destinations in the world. The website 

rates Hoi An, a city on the south-central coast of Vietnam, as "a well-preserved model of an important trading port city in 

Southeast Asia from the 15th century to the 19th century." 19th century". 

Hoi An is a popular destination for foreign tourists, and its popularity is also increasing among tourists in general. 

Topping the list this year is Cuba, an island that offers a great opportunity to experience cultural differences. Havana is a 

blend of old architecture and modern culture. Leaving the capital city, visitors can visit the small town of Trinidad to 

admire many Spanish-style architecture. This is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and is a great starting point for a visit to 

the Sugar Mills Valley, the land that was once the center of the sugar industry in Cuba. In addition, in this year's list of 

emerging world destinations, there are many other interesting names such as Mauritius - Africa, Siem Reap - Cambodia, 

Chiang Mai - Thailand, Grand Cayman - Cayman Islands, Fes - Morocco, Baku - Azerbaijan, Kathmandu - Nepal… 

Developping the night economy at Hoi An Site and catamaran sailing services on the Cua Dai Sea, Hoi An City. 

Currently, when tourists come to Hoi An, besides participating in traditional activities such as walking to visit the old town, 

cycling, and swimming, they tend to look for modern and new fun and entertainment activities. which extends the stay in 

the locality areas. It is necessary to develop services such as purchasing on night, extreme off-road racing, catamaran 

sailing, kayaking, and sidecars that will contribute to creating new, unique, and safe tourism products for visitors, thereby 

further enhancing the image of tourists. of Hoi An destination in the eyes of Vietnamese and international tourists 
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Appendix 1. Indicators of constructs in the proposed model (Source: Compiled by the authors) 

 

 Indicator Variable Resource 

Tourism 
Products 

HoiAn City is both a coastal city and a cultural heritage  city TP1 
Paul (1977); 

Jovičić (1988);  
Perera and Vlosky (2017) 

Hoi An City is the tour destination ranked 7th of the World’s Top 15 cities by the Travel & 
Leisure Magazine, and Hoi An City now still retains much of its Asian authentic  
architecture as well as  its nostalgic ambiance; especially the old town 

TP2 
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Tourists can take part in many activities such as visiting Cham Island and My Son  
Sanctuary,  swimming, and tourists can participate in sport tourism, sightseeing,    fishing,  
Jet-ski service, Night Yacht Service, etc.   

TP3 

HoiAn City has been developing tourism products, handicraft villages, health care tourism, 
agricultural tourism, and event tourism v.v... 

TP4 

HoiAn needs to diversify tourism activities, developing ecotourism products, handicraft 
villages, health care tourism, agricultural tourism, event tourism v.v. 

TP5 

Image 

The HoiAn destination has the attractive historic and cultural sites   IMAG1 Ramkissoon et al. (2011); 
Jalivand et al. (2012); 

Yoon and Uysal (2005); 
Beerli and Martin (2004a); 

Woodside and Lysonski (1989) 

It is easy to visit historical and touristic places in the HoiAn destination IMAG2 

The level of service quality is excellent IMAG3 

The residents of the HoiAn destination are friendly IMAG4 

Hoi An destination created many pleasured IMAG5 

Attitude 

Making  the travel to HoiAn  City environmentally favorable ATT1 

Jalivand et al. (2012); 
Ajzen (1991); 

Lee et al. (2007); 
Lam and Hsu,  (2006). 

Traveling to HoiAn City is interesting ATT2 

Traveling to HoiAn City is enjoyable ATT3 

Traveling to HoiAn City is educational ATT4 

The   city is backpacker-friendly ATT5 

HoiAn City has a distinguished history and  heritage ATT6 

Social 
Influence 

The  popular thinking in society  is to travel to HoiAn City SI1 
Ajzen (1991); Lam and Hsu,  
(2006); Cheng et al. (2006); 

Nasri and Charfeddine 
( 2012); Yadav et al. (2015) 

People who are important to me would  like to travel to HoiAn  City SI2 

My colleagues would think I should travel to HoiAn City SI3 

My family members would think I should take part in HoiAn City SI4 

My friends would think I should travel to HoiAn  City SI5 

Perceived 
Behavior 
Control 

I have enough money when I go to travel HoiAn  City PBC1 
Ajzen (1991); 

Cheng et al. (2006); 
 Nasri and 

Charfeddine (2012) 

I have much information to select  the HoiAn destination PBC2 

I have enough stamina to take part in tourism PBC3 

To  participate in traveling HoiAn City, I have enough time PBC4 

Tôi có đủ khả năng để sử dụng dịch vụ ngân hàng điện tử PBC5 

Perceived 
Risk 

HoiAn destination is completely safe and secure PR1 

Mitchell, (1999);  
Rodríguez-Torrico et al. 

(2017); 

HoiAn destination is well maintained PR2 

HoiAn Government has efficiently implemented solutions to protect tourists and prevent 
Covid-19 

PR3 

It is scarce to happen risk for tourists visiting HoiAn PR4 

Behavior 
Intention 

HoiAn is the city that I want to travel BI1 
Cheng et al. (2006); Yadav et 
al. (2015); Rodríguez-Torrico 

et al. (2017); 

I intend  to go to HoiAn City shortly BI2 

In the future, I intend   to go  to HoiAn City whenever I have a travel BI3 

I shall recommend the HoiAn destination to others BI4 

Actual 
Behavior 

Observed nature and seabeach thoroughly AB1 
Fishbein and Ajzen (1977); 

Ajzen (1991); 
Woodside and Lysonski 

(1989); 

Coming HoiAn City to see the Asian authentic architecture as well   as  its nostalgic 
ambiance; especially the old town 

AB2 

Helped to maintain the local environmental quality AB3 

I am  going to revisit HoiAn  City on the next day AB4 
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Abstract: By defining a strategy for the tourism industry's recovery in the Western region of Ukraine, the study aims to support a 

methodical approach to evaluating the sector's economic attractiveness from the perspectives of the government, investors, and 

consumers. This plan will ensure the growth of positive externalities and minimize negative dynamics within the ecosystem 

during the post-conflict phase. The method of analyzing hierarchies was used, with the help of which the index of the economic 

attractiveness of the hospitality sector was evaluated for the level of reproduction of the tourism industry. Regarding the relative 

coherence of indicators of the appeal of the hospitality sector of the Carpathian tourist destination, an interaction between the 

starting data and the vectors of the matrices of pairwise comparisons was correlated. Using average weight criteria, the integral 

index of the hospitality sector's attractiveness for the Carpathian region of Ukraine was computed. 

 

Key words: the sphere of hospitality, economic attractiveness, the state, the investor, consumers of tourist services, strategies for 

the recovery of the tourism industry 

 
*  *  *  *  *  *  

 

INTRODUCTION 

The upheavals caused by the armed conflict in Ukraine leveled the normal functioning of the tourism industry in the 

country and reduced the achievements of the regional socio-economic destination to low criteria for assessing the quality of 

components and components of the tourist product and tourist flows in the national economy along the lines of the 

European vector of development. However, the tourism industry in Ukraine remains the most dynamic and promising 

sector of the economy, which embodies increased competition in the market of tourist services and requires service 

standards in the field of hospitality. The study of the peculiarities of the development of the hospitality sector in the 

strategy of restoring the tourism industry of Ukraine during the period of the military conflict with the aggressor country is 

aimed at the reproduction of own capabilities and the formation of a stable position of competitive advantages to ensure the 

dynamic recovery of the country's economy in the post-conflict recovery, which determines the level of attractiveness of 

the territory with a significant natural resource potential. The war in Ukraine became a huge tragedy in the life of the 

Ukrainian people it affected the world economy and the international tourist market. The upheavals caused by the armed 

conflict stopped the normal functioning of the tourism industry and in some places nullified all the achievements.  

But even during hostilities, the tourism industry did not stop its activities. Since the beginning of the war, Ukrainian 

hotels have been a place of accommodation for a large number of refugees they prepare hot meals for Ukrainian defenders 

and volunteers, and provide their premises for humanitarian aid warehouses. There are many examples in the world when, 

after large-scale conflicts, countries quickly recovered and welcomed guests again, and the share of foreign tourists increased. 

Therefore, the tourism industry in Ukraine remains the most dynamic and promising sector of the economy, which embodies 

increased competition in the market of tourist services and requires service standards in the sphere of hospitality.  
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The objective features and phenomena loading on the “sphere of hospitality” is the maximum satisfaction of consumer 
needs through: accommodation facilities; commercial tourism enterprises; specialized transport enterprises; public catering 
establishments; institutions of culture and art; enterprises whose activities are aimed at providing individual and mass 
entertainment services; other enterprises whose activities are aimed at meeting the needs of service consumers. Quite often, 
the characteristics of the sphere of hospitality include the level of service provided to visitors from the point of view of 
providing them with additional services. It is the presence of this component (additional services) that complicates the 
process of determining the list of quality services of transportation, rest (recreation), as well as cognitive, entertainment, 
business, health and sports service (Buryak, 2014; Halasiuk, 2012; Horina, 2009; Pandyak et al., 2023).  

That is a comprehensive systemic approach to understanding of the sphere of hospitality as one of the most important 
directions of socio-economic transformations in regions to be shall with an attractive production sector and established 
historical potential natural resources. The problems of state support for enterprises of the tourism industry are devoted to 
the work of such Researchers as Dyadechko (2007), Ingram (1996), Kalinina (2006), Kokkranikal et al. (2011), 
Liubytseva (2002), Milashovska (2008), Pereguda and Kryvoberets (2022), Shupik (2020), Shikina and Merezhko 
(2017), Tkachenko (2006), Trusova et al. (2020a; 2023a; 2023b). The problems of military-political aggression, the 
aggravation of Ukrainian-Russian interstate relations and on the post-war recovering tourism industry focused their 
research Causevic and Lynch (2013), Holod (2017), Khudaverdiyeva et al. (2022), Smirnov and Lyubitseva (2022), 
Hurin (2023), Babushko and Opanasiuk, (2023), Kvasnii et al. (2023), Yasnolob et al. (2023). Such scientists like: 
Dvorska (2022), Nosyriev et al. (2022), Parfinenko (2015), Rodak (2022), Romanova (2018), paid attention to the study 
of international tourist flows and the development of the field of hospitality before the full -scale invasion of the 
aggressor country on the territory of Ukraine, and emphasized the directions of international cooperation between 
neighboring countries within the regional blocs of tourism business. 

The priority of our research is the substantiation of a methodical approach to assessing the economic attractiveness 
of the sphere of hospitality from the position of the state, investor and consumer, with the definition of a strategy for the 
recovery of the tourism industry of the Western region of Ukraine, which ensures the growth of positive externalities 
and minimizes the negative dynamics of the local ecosystem in the post-conflict period. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Three-vector measurement of the assessment of the economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality in the  

tourism industry recovery strategy Source: constructed by the authors on data (Buntova, 2016; Borushchak, 2006; Galasyuk and  

Shikina, 2015; Carlisle et al., 2016; Asian Development Bank, 2023; Malska and Pandyak, 2009) 

 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

The sphere of hospitality has become an important sphere of socio-economic development of the tourism industry in the 

existing global transformations of the competitive environment. The hospitality economic platform conceptualizes a 

Assessment of the economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality 

At the state level At the level of the region and the investor by 

the network of places of temporary residence 

At the consumer (client) level 

The purpose of the event is rating 

economic attractiveness of the sphere 

of hospitality and the development of 

strategic incentives for its development 

The providing the available and potential 

volumes of services, profitability and 

profitability, the payback period of 

investments in the tourism industry 

The purpose of the assessment is 

to calculate the most optimal 

ratio between the quality of 

potential services and their price 

Development of a strategy for the recovery of the tourism industry  

the development of cooperation between tourist recreations for the protection of cultural and historical heritage, the fight against 

poverty, the consequences of military conflict and the change of the ecosystem; achievement of European and world parameters 

of the ratio of quality of services and prices in the sphere of hospitality, based on the requirements of standardization of the 

level of quality of services, increase of economic stimulation of enterprises of temporary accommodation establishments for 

tourists to attract external investments to the implementation of the regional development program; restoration of investment 

projects for the development of hotel infrastructure; maintenance of recreational flows through the development of transport 

infrastructure in resort and recreation activities and the service sector; creation of an attractive tourist image of tourist 

recreations and promotion of the tourist product on the international tourist market; development of the material and technical 

base and infrastructure of sports and health tourism (modernization with bringing the material and technical base of existing 

sanatorium and resort health facilities and objects of the tourism industry to the level of world standards); commissioning of 

newly built recreational facilities based on the development of an economic mechanism for stimulating investment activities in 

the sphere of hospitality, taking into account the improvement of the quality of tourist reception and service; bringing the 

service level of the restaurant business to the international level; implementation of system marketing of tourist services; 

creation of favorable conditions for investments, tax and customs regulation of the development of the Western region. 
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combination of traveler decision-making processes regarding the attractiveness of a vacation destination and its benefits, as 

well as the ability of a hospitality destination to match individual customer benefits (Buntova, 2016). Researchers M. 

Malska and I. Pandyak (2009) considered the hospitality tourist destinations of the country as a way to attract tourists to 

cluster associations with the determination of the attractiveness of places of temporary residence and their attractiveness in 

relation to the target tourist market of neighboring countries, which remain competitors (Malska and Pandyak, 2009). 

The target market chosen by tourists with a formed network of places of temporary residence in the regions of the 

country, according to the economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality, is determined by several criteria: 

similarity in terms of the degree of international economic integration among countries, which determines the freedom 

of movement of people and exemption from formalities during travel; similarity in living conditions, which determine 

the intensity of travel; similarity in the level of tourism development (place, natural conditions and historical 

development) (Buntova, 2016; Galasyuk and Shikina, 2015; Malska and Pandyak, 2009; Zayed et al. 2022). Therefore, 

from the perspective of the three-vector dimension, the economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality is 

determined at the level of the state, regions, investor and consumer (client), which is presented in the Figure  1.  

At the same time, the network of places of temporary residence in the regions interacts with related industries, 

forming the general economic effect of the direct and indirect influence of the sphere of hospitality on the restoration of 

the tourism industry in the state (Figure 2). For a comprehensive methodical approach to assessing the economic 

attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality and its impact on the recovery of the tourism industry in the country, groups of 

indicators are identified: the presence of tourist resources (natural, historical monuments, various types of events); 

availability of hotel and transport infrastructure (accommodation facilities, catering, road condition); the development of 

hospitality enterprises in the region; economic efficiency indicators of the development of enterprises in the sphere of 

hospitality (Dyadechko, 2007; Kozmenko et al., 2015; Lyubitseva et al., 2007). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The impact of the development of the sphere of hospitality  

on the recovery of the tourism industry countries (Source: constructed by the authors) 

 

From the standpoint of state support for the tourism industry, the variability of scenarios for the development of the 

economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality is evaluated according to a general indicator ( ea

ov
C ), which is calculated 

as the sum of the coefficients for all important economic and social components (formula (1)) (Pereguda and Kryvoberets, 

2022; Trusova et al., 2020b; Trusova et al., 2023b): 

edClpCilCavCerpCea

ov
C ++++=  (1)

 

where, 
ea

ov
C  – is the general indicator of the economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality; erpC  – coefficient of 

employment of the population in places of temporary residence of tourists; avC  – coefficient of added value of the sphere 

of hospitality; ilC  – coefficient of the income level of the employed population in places of temporary residence of 

tourists; lpC  – labor productivity coefficient of the employed population in places of temporary residence of tourists; edC  

– coefficient of development of entrepreneurship in the sphere of hospitality.  

The coefficient of employment of the population in places of temporary residence of tourists ( erpC ) reflects the level 

of importance of the sphere of hospitality on the labor market in the region (country) (formula (2)) (Matsola, 1997; 

Melnychenko and Buryak, 2014; Melnychenko and Kudlai, 2016; Pavlotskyi, 2017):  
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where, erpC  – coefficient of employment of the population in places of temporary residence of tourists; 
pw
fh

N  – the 

number of people working in the sphere of hospitality; epN  – the number of employed population in the region (country).  

The coefficient of added value of the sphere of hospitality ( avC ) reflects the participation of the sphere of hospitality in 

the creation of added value in the gross regional product or gross domestic product of the country (formula (3)) (Matsola, 

1997; Melnychenko and Buryak, 2014; Melnychenko and Kudlai, 2016; Pavlotskyi, 2017): 

av
crca

TV

av
fh

A

avC

)(

=  (3)
 

where, avC  – coefficient of added value of the sphere of hospitality; 
av
fh

A  – volume of added value created in the 

sphere of hospitality; 
av

crca
TV

)(
– the total volume of added value in the region (country).  

The coefficient of the income level of the employed population in places of temporary residence of tourists ( ilC ) 

reflects the social aspects of the functioning of the sphere of hospitality – it’s calculated as the ratio of the average monthly 

salary of employees in the sphere of hospitality to the average monthly salary in the region (country), (formula (4)) 

(Matsola, 1997; Melnychenko and Buryak, 2014; Melnychenko and Kudlai, 2016; Pavlotskyi, 2017).  
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S

ilC

)(

=  (4)
 

where, ilC  – coefficient of the income level of the employed population in places of temporary residence of tourists; 

ams
fh

S – the size of the average monthly salary in the sphere of hospitality; 
ms

crca
A

)(
– the size of the average monthly salary 

in the region (country). The coefficient of labor productivity of the employed population in places of temporary residence 

of tourists ( lpC ) shows the ratio of the volume of services provided by one employee in the hospitality sphere to a similar 

indicator calculated on average for the region (country) (formula (5)) (Matsola, 1997; Melnychenko and Buryak, 2014; 

Melnychenko and Kudlai, 2016; Pavlotskyi, 2017). 
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where, lpC  – coefficient of labor productivity of the employed population in places of temporary residence of tourists; 

lp
fh

L  – the level of labor productivity in the sphere of hospitality; 
lp

crca
AL

)(
– the average level of labor productivity in the 

region (country). The coefficient of development of entrepreneurship in the sphere of hospitality ( edC ) reflects the ratio of 

the growth rate of the number of business entities in the sphere of hospitality to the average indicator in the region (country) 

(formula (6)) (Matsola, 1997; Melnychenko and Buryak, 2014; Melnychenko and Kudlai, 2016; Pavlotskyi, 2017). 
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where, edC  – coefficient of development of entrepreneurship in the sphere of hospitality; 
nbe
fh

G  – rate of growth of the 

number of business entities in the sphere of hospitality; 
nbe

crca
G

)(
 – the average level of labor productivity in the region (country).  

If the value is equal to 1ea

ov
C , then the sphere of hospitality is economically attractive for the state; if the value is 

equal to 1ea

ov
C , then the development of other industries is more dynamic, and the sphere of hospitality needs additional 

investments and the development of strategic directions for stimulating its economic attractiveness. In this case, cause-and-

effect relationships are made between important elements of the general indicator of economic attractiveness, which are 

both stabilizers and destabilizes of the development of the sphere of hospitality for the recovery of the tourism industry in 

the country (Matsola, 1997; Melnychenko and Buryak, 2014; Melnychenko and Kudlai, 2016; Pavlotskyi, 2017). 

In this sense, the most significant is the hospitality destination attractiveness index adI , which increases with increasing 

distance between hospitality tourist destinations in a country and is used when comparing tourism markets between 

countries or when comparing several tourist tours with selected target markets. However, it does not take into account the 
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general potential of the target tourist market of a separate region with attractive natural recreation areas. Therefore, it is 

necessary to use the integral index of the attractiveness of the hospitality destination ( adC ), which indicates the relative share 

of tourists of the target tourist market visiting the place of temporary destination ( 1adC ) or which characterizes the specific 

weight of tourists who annually stay overnight (
2adC ) (Matsola, 1997; Melnychenko and Buryak, 2014; Melnychenko and 

Kudlai, 2016; Pavlotskyi, 2017). This ratio makes it possible to compare actual hospitality of the tourist destination with 

potential visits. The higher the value of the integral index, the more attractive the territory is for the target tourist market of 

the region. At the same time, this index does not take into account potential visitors of the target tourist market who did not 

travel during the studied period (due to economic, medical, family or other reasons), as well as those residents who stayed 

with friends and relatives or those who were not accommodated in the point destination in general (visiting during sight-

seeing excursions in several directions). Such an index can be calculated by formula (7) (Gerasimenko, 2017): 

iTMTP

iNv
adC


=  (7)

 

where, adC  – attractiveness index hospitality of the tourist destination with the target tourist market of a certain region of 

the country; iNv  – the number of visitors to the tourist destination of hospitality from the target market of a certain region of the 

country, who arrived at the places of temporary accommodation during the i-th period; iTMTP – is the total population of the 

target tourist market of the country in the i-th period. Accordingly, the attractiveness index hospitality of the tourist destination 

with the target tourist market in the region is calculated according to formula (8) (Gerasimenko, 2017; Pavlotskyi, 2017): 

dcIAH

iс
AD

LAC


=  (8)
 

where, 
iс

AD – the attractiveness of the place of temporary destination (calculated by multiplying the coefficients of 

providing the potential needs of tourists according to each criterion of the target tourist market in the region); dcIAH  – 

benchmark of the level of attractiveness of hospitality of the tourist destination of according to the target tourist market of 

the country (calculated by multiplying the maximum values of the coefficients for meeting the potential needs of tourists 

according to each criterion of the target tourist market in the country); are displayed on a rating scale.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Assessment of the influence of the economic attractiveness index of the sphere of hospitality on the level of reproduction of the tourism 

industry in the post-conflict period of development (based on the Method of Analysis of Hierarchies (MAH) (Source: constructed by the authors 

based on data (Asian Development Bank, 2023; Gerasimenko, 2017; Holod, 2017; International Airlines Group, 2020; Pavlotskyi, 2017) 
 

From the standpoint of a strategic approach, the development of the sphere of hospitality in the short-, medium-, and 

long-term post-conflict period of reproduction of the tourism industry is provided by a set of complex guidelines, methods, 

methods, and mechanisms for increasing the level of its competitiveness on the domestic and global markets. At the same 

time, the harmonization of the interaction of the subjects of the sphere of hospitality with the subjects of tourist services in 

the post-conflict period is strengthened under the condition of the institutionalization of the business environment, which 

unites the hotel and transport infrastructure in the interregional system of the tourism industry with target indicators of the 

Study of the influence of the economic attractiveness index of the sphere of hospitality on the level of reproduction 

of the tourism industry in the post-conflict period of development 

Structuring the problem in the form of a hierarchy Stage І 

Determination of local priorities (criteria) and evaluation of each of the alternatives Stage ІІ 
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comparability of experts' judgments 
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Determination of global (general) priorities Stage VII 
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stabilization of the ecosystem of territories (Internationl Airlines Group, 2020; Asian Development Bank, 2023; 

Gerasimenko, 2017; Holod, 2017; Internationl Airlines Group, 2020; Pavlotskyi, 2017; Bulgakova, 2020). A strategy can 

be effective only if it is not just a defined plan of action, but also takes into account possible changes from the outside. It 

should also correspond to the resources of the tourism industry – financial, investment, production, labor, etc.  

Therefore, the assessment of the economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality, from the state’s point of view, 

is formed on the basis of a significant array of statistical data characterizing the cause-and-effect relationship between 

the negative factors of the deviation of the level of recovery of the tourism industry and the determined regulatory and 

stimulating instruments of the functioning of the sphere of hospitality in the current and strategic  period of development. 

These requirements are met by Saati’s method of analysis of hierarchies (MAH), with a clearly defined mathematical 

tool of analysis, which ranks expert judgments in a hierarchical sequence, which are presented in the form of a matrix of 

pairwise comparisons. The result is a pronounced relative degree (intensity) of the interaction of elements in the 

hierarchy. MAH includes several stages (Figure 3). To quantitatively assess the importance of priorities (criteria) when 

comparing them in pairs, use the scale of relative importance (Table 1). 
 

Table 1. The scale of the relative importance of the criteria for the influence of the economic attractiveness index of the sphere of hospitality 

on the level of reproduction of the tourism industry in the post-conflict period of development (Source: grouped by authors according to data 

(Asian Development Bank, 2023; Gerasimenko, 2017; Holod, 2017; Internationl Airlines Group, 2020; Pavlotskyi, 2017) 
 

Intensity of relative weight Definition 

Unequivocal (exact) assessment 

1 Equivalent weight 

3 Moderate advantage 

5 Average advantage 

7 Above average advantage 

9 A significant advantage 

Compromise cases (intermediate decisions between two adjacent estimates) 

2 Between equal weight and moderate preference 

4 Between moderate and average advantage 

6 Between average advantage and above average advantage 

8 Between an above-average advantage and a significant advantage 
 

Solving the economic problem (the cause-and-effect relationship between the negative factors of the deviation of the 

level of recovery of the tourism industry and the defined regulatory and stimulating tools for the functioning of the sphere 

of hospitality in the current and strategic period of development) can be defined as a step-by-step process of stabilization of 

the directions of development of the tourism industry in the country according to the appropriate criteria (Carlisle et al., 

2016; Trusova et al., 2020a; Trusova et al., 2023a):  

1). Assessment of the economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality from the perspective of an investor. From the 

point of view of the activation of the investment activity of the subjects, among the set of indicators that determine the 

reasons for fluctuations in the economic attractiveness index of the sphere of hospitality in the region and that have a direct 

impact on the level of reproduction of the tourism industry in the country, the following are highlighted: the number of 

additional jobs created; development of industrial and social infrastructure; the amount of investment to create jobs; the 

degree of risk from carrying out investment activities; net economic benefits, etc. The vast majority of the listed indicators 

determine the volume of positive externalities not for the investor, but for the society where the hospitality destination is 

located together with the field of tourist services. At the same time, on the part of the investor, the priority criterion is the 

justification and decision-making regarding the investment of a significant amount of investment for the development and 

diversification of the activities of the subjects of the sphere of hospitality, obtaining additional financial benefits; increasing 

the level of economic attractiveness is only an additional incentive for investment. It is quite logical that the economic 

activity of the subjects of the sphere of hospitality from the point of view of a potential investor is economically attractive, 

if the maximum level of profitability is ensured at the minimum level of risk according to the β-coefficient criterion, which 

is determined by formula (9), (Holod, 2017; Kozmenko et al., 2015; Trusova et al., 2020b): 

)(2

),(

mD

mDiDCov

i


 =  (9) 

where, 
m

D Di, – the investor’s profitability from investing funds in the development of the sphere of hospitality of the 

i-th subject in the region and the average profitability of the tourist services industry from investing in the country; 

)( , m
DCov Di

 
– the covariance of the investor’s return in the i-th region and the average return of the tourist services 

industry from investing in the country; )(2
mD  – dispersion of the average profitability of the tourist services industry 

from investments in the country. The level of activation of the investment flow for the development of the field of 

hospitality and the realization of the opportunities of the recreation of the consumers of tourist services with the 

involvement of state institutions in this process, is considered normal when the risk of losing investment investments is low 

( 0 ) or moderate ( 10   ),and therefore is attractive for investors. The coefficient ( 1 ) indicates a high level of 

risk for the recovery of opportunities in the sphere of hospitality, and the momentum of activation aimed at the recovery of 
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the tourism industry in the country is unstable and prone to fluctuations (Holod, 2017; Kozmenko et al., 2015; Trusova et 

al., 2020a). We presented of the scale “profitability - risk” for the realization of the economic opportunities of tourist 

recreations on the basis of the activation of investment flows (Table 2). Activation of the investment opportunities of the 

subjects of the sphere of hospitality under the conditions of a high level of risk (that is, the transition from the stage of 

determining the volume of the investment flow to the stage of its transaction in the crisis conditions of the country’s 

economic development (wartime) creates additional guarantees of the return of the investor’s investments under state 

guarantees (Carlisle et al., 2016; Kozmenko et al., 2015; Trusova et al., 2020a; Trusova et al., 2023b). 
 

Table 2. A scale “profitability - risk” for the realization of the economic opportunities of tourist recreations on the basis of the activation 

of investment flows (Source: created by the authors based on data (Holod, 2017; Kozmenko et al., 2015; Trusova et al., 2020b) 
 

Profitability Risk level 

Low ( 0 ) Medium ( 10   ) Tall ( 1 ) 

Low Not very attractive Not very attractive Unattractive 

Medium Very attractive Attractive Attractive 

Tall Very attractive Very attractive Very attractive 
 

2). Assessment of the economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality from the point of view of the consumer of 

tourist services – the client. The attractiveness of a tourist destination of hospitality is determined by the feeling, 

conviction, opinion and solvency of a tourist who is able to consciously choose a place of temporary destination 

(accommodation) to meet personal needs on vacation (Holod, 2017; Malska and Pandyak, 2009). 

At the same time, an important group of factors taken into account by consumers in the process of choosing a certain 

accommodation facility is: the first group – the cultural value of the accommodation area (availability of historical and 

other monuments, tourist products, means of recreation); the second group – quality of services and their range – 

quantitative assessment of the level of quality of hotel or restaurant services (the number of stars of the establishment), and 

expert assessment – determining the level of consumer satisfaction with the services provided (questionnaire); the third 

group – the state of infrastructure and related services (transportation, communications, other communications, financial 

institutions, medical facilities, etc.); the fourth group is the cost of services, which takes into account both the cost of 

accommodation and the cost of related (supporting) services. The construction of a general system of indicators makes it 

possible to assess the economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality of the region from the position of three main 

stakeholders (state, investor and consumer) to fulfill the main mission – the restoration of the tourism industry in the 

country, according to the level of significance of the parameters of business introduction in tourist destinations with a 

developed rating network of natural recreations, resort and entertainment, hotel and restaurant sites. Taking into account the 

available information network of tourist destinations, groups of priorities (criteria) for assessing the economic 

attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality for the recovery of the tourist industry are identified (Table 3).  
 

Table 3. Priorities (criteria) for assessing the economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality for the 

 recovery of the tourism industry Source: grouped by authors according to data (Carlisle et al., 2016; Holod, 2017;  

Kozmenko et al., 2015; Malska and Pandyak, 2009; Trusova et al., 2020a; Trusova et al., 2023b) 
 

Index of 
economic 

attractiveness 
Indicators Priorities (criteria) 

For the state 

The level of hotel  
infrastructure development (H) 

The number of hotel places per thousand population of the region, hotels/ 1 
thousand population (h1) 

The level of the criminogenic situation in the region (the number of crimes 
committed per thousand of the region’s population), (h2) 

The level of emissions of harmful substances into the atmospheric air per km2 (h3) 

Level of development  
of transport infrastructure (T) 

Specific weight of paved roads in the total length by region, % (t1)  

Density of public railway tracks, km per 1 thousand km2 of territory (t2)  

Internet coverage, subscribers/ 1 thousand population, (t3) 

Mobile coverage of the territory (number of subscribers to the total population of 
the territory), (t3)  

For the 
investor 

Development of hospitality 
enterprises in the tourist 
location recreation (D) 

Number of hotel places per thousand population of the region, units (d1) 

Number of food establishments per thousand population, (d2)  

The number of guests visiting tourist facilities in the region per thousand 
population, people (d3)  

Volume of services per thousand population, thousand USD (d4) 

Economic efficiency of the development 
of enterprises in the sphere of hospitality 
in tourist recreation from the position of 

an investor (I) 

Profitability of hospitality enterprises, % (i1)  

Specific weight of profitable enterprises of the industry, % (i2)  

The volume of capital investments per employee in the industry, thousand USD (i3)  

Average service level, % (i4)  

For the 
consumer 

Costs of the consumer (C) 

The average price of accommodation within the selected segment in the tourist 
recreation, USD (c1)  

The average price of food, USD (c2)  
 

The most common approach to the assessment of the network of natural recreation, resort-entertainment, hotel-

restaurant sites in the structure of the tourist destination of the country’s regions is a rating assessment. The total rating for 
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each of the indicators of relative deviations of the level of development of the territory allows determining an integral 

indicator that characterizes the rank of the tourist destination of the tourist recreation and its place among other tourist 

destinations in the country (Trusova et al., 2020a). The rating assessment in connection with the benchmarking approach 

(Khudaverdiyeva et al., 2022; Tkachenko, 2006) allows you to determine the potential development opportunities of the 

region’s hospitality sphere compared to the national average (on a 100% scale) and to form strategic priorities for the 

recovery of the tourism industry as a whole. For integral evaluation, a simple additive weighting method is proposed, which 

takes into account the sum of the values of the normalized coefficients, taking into account their priority (weight) in the 

evaluation system. The representativeness of the results and the flexibility of the assessment are carried out in two 

stages. At each stage, groups of indicators may change, by expanding or narrowing them (extraction) in the calculation 

when the value of the weighting factor changes. At the first stage, taking into account the initial variables of the 

assessment of the economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality in the tourist recreation, standardized priorities 

(criteria) are determined within individual groups of indicators according to the formula of maximum distances: for 

indicators, the maximum value of which is an advantage for the evaluation subject (formula (10)) (Sedarati et al., 2018):

   10
max

=
n

irn
irn  (10) 

for indicators, the minimum value of which is an advantage for the evaluation subject (formula 11) (Sedarati et al., 2018): 

10min =
irn

n
irn  (11) 

where, irn – standardized single criterion for assessing the economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality of the i-

th tourist recreation; irn
 
– value of the i-th priority (criterion) in the tourist recreation; )min(max nn  – the maximum 

(minimum) value of the priority (criterion) achieved in the tourist recreation of the comparative population.  

The methodical approach assumes a combination of quantitative and qualitative evaluation parameters, which sets the 

task of reducing the evaluated indicators to a single measurement. In this regard, it is proposed to translate the uniform 

indicators into a 10-point scale, which simplifies the multidimensional assessment of the attractiveness of certain services 

and allows them to be clustered in accordance with the needs of consumers and to display the specified objects or groups of 

objects on the relevant geo-information platforms. A qualitative assessment for their introduction into the system can also 

be determined on a 10-point scale based on the opinions of experts or surveys of a target group of consumers. This will 

make it possible to use the appropriate mathematical tools according to the given formulas (10) - (11) and to determine the 

state of individual indicators of the economic attractiveness of the region’s sphere of hospitality compared to the optimal 

values within the compared population for the period of the study.At the second stage, a normalized index of the economic 

attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality is determined, taking into account the importance of each priority (criterion) in 

accordance with individual preferences or the purpose of evaluation according to formula (12) (Sedarati et al., 2018): 

 =
= n

i nikirnirN
1

 (12) 

where, irN – normalized weighted index of the economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality of the i-th tourist 

recreation; nik
 
– coefficient of significance (individual preference) of priority (criterion) )1( =

ink .  

The weighting factor is determined depending on individual preferences or the purpose of the evaluation. To simplify 

the process of approbation of the proposed methodology, the weighting factor is determined based on the average value 

according to formula (13) (Sedarati et al., 2018): 

n
ink /1=  (13) 

where, n – number of priority evaluation criteria.  

Note that the clusters provide a conceptual description of the model from the standpoint of stronger or weaker connections 

between tourist recreations, with a developed hotel business network by Euclidean distance and correspond to the scaling of 

the sphere of hospitality by the level of connectivity between pairs of clusters.The methodical approach presented on the basis 

of the conceptual description of the cluster model provides: the use of grouping methods to increase the probability of 

introducing innovations in the network of the sphere of hospitality in the original aggregated result; the creation of complex 

operating systems that arise without the initial connection of the hotel business association between regions; the 

involvement of experts in the process of researching the sphere of hospitality for the most effective use of it with any 

potential synergistic effect; the introduction of mathematical tools that allow diffuse, multidimensional constructions to be 

transformed into models of actions or operational programs, acting as a bridge between qualitative information (experts) 

and strictly numerical calculations, by placing them in the form of points on the map of ideas that have been developed. 

 

RESULTS 

The impact of the tourism industry on the economy of the state, carried out in many countries of the world, revealed 

stunning results, because due to the low level of imports and the intensive use of local raw resources, this industry exceeds the 

volume of industrial production. From the perspective of development of the sphere of hospitality the Western region of 

Ukraine is one of the most promising in the country. A unique territorial location, a developed transport infrastructure, unique 

natural and recreational resources an existing tourist base – all this forms a powerful potential for the development of the 
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sphere of hospitality, makes it attractive for investors and consumers of services. The growth of domestic and foreign tourism, 

the attractiveness of a tourist destination positively affects the development of other systemic elements of the sphere of 

hospitality, such as the hotel industry and the development of accommodation facilities, entertainment business, etc.  An 

important parameter for assessing the dynamics of the development of the sphere of hospitality in the Western region of 

Ukraine is the study of its structure in terms of the number of subjects of accommodation, catering, transport infrastructure and 

the sphere of recreation (recreation), which are divided into two groups: temporary accommodation and organization of 

catering (providing places for short-term accommodation, as well as providing ready meals and drinks for on-site consumption); 

arts, sports, entertainment and recreation (a wide range of activities in the sphere of culture, entertainment and recreation, 

including stage performances, museum operations, gambling, sports and leisure activities). The number of subjects in the sphere 

of hospitality from according to the above-mentioned groups in the Western region of Ukraine is shown in Figure 4-5. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. The number of enterprises of the sphere of hospitality from temporary accommodation and catering in the 

Western region of Ukraine for 2017-2022, % (Source: constructed by the authors based on data (DART, 2016; NSTS, 2021; 

Interfax Ukraine, 2022; Stejka, 2016; State Statistics Service of Ukraine, 2020) 
 

 
 

Figure 5. The number of entrepreneurs of the sphere of the art, sports, entertainment and recreation in the Western region  

of Ukraine for 2017-2022, % (Source: constructed by the authors based on data (DART, 2016; NSTS, 2021;  

Interfax Ukraine, 2022; Stejka, 2016; State Statistics Service of Ukraine, 2020) 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Dynamics of the number of tourist establishments in the Western region of Ukraine for 2017-2022, units. Source: constructed 

by the authors based on data (DART, 2016; NSTS, 2021; Interfax Ukraine, 2022; Stejka, 2016; State Statistics Service of Ukraine, 2020) 
 

It should be noted that the main share (93-94% of the total population) of subjects of the sphere hospitality are 

entrepreneurs. This testifies to the significant role of the sphere of hospitality in the organization of self-employment of the 

region’s population. The network of health, recreational and tourist facilities in the Western region of Ukraine in 2022 

included 546 facilities, of which 23 were health facilities, 138 were recreational, and 385 were tourist facilities (Figure 6). 
The first place in terms of the number of hotels and accommodation facilities in the Western region is occupied by the 

Lviv tourist recreation – 277 units; the second – Ivano-Frankivsk tourist recreation (244 units); the third – Zakarpattia (209 

units), the fourth – Chernivtsi (75 units). Comparing the structure of the hotel fund and accommodation facilities in the 

Western region of Ukraine, it can be stated that from 2020 to 2021, the number of rooms of the highest, second and third 

categories increased (the highest category – from 18.4% to 18.9%, the second – from 15.1% to 16.3%), the third – from 

12.1% to 12.4%), while the number of rooms of the first category decreased from 54.2% to 52.4%. However, they made up 

the main part of the number structure. The Carpathian tourist destination is the most dynamic indicator of the volume of 

services provided by hospitality entities in the Western region of Ukraine (Figure 7 and 8). In 2022, hotels provided 74.0% 

of services from the total number of accommodated tourists in the Carpathian tourist destination. The level of services in 

tourist bases, mountain shelters and student summer camps is equal to 22.0%, in hostels – 2.3%, motels – 1.6% and 

dormitories for visiting – 0.1%. In 2021 the services of hotels and accommodation facilities of the Carpathian tourist 
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destination 237.9 thousand travelers used, which is 16.4% more than in 2020. Of them, 208.1 thousand travelers are 

citizens of Ukraine and 29.8 thousand travelers are foreigners. In 2022, the number of vacationers (only citizens of 

Ukraine) decreased to 102.41 thousand people; foreign tourists did not visit this destination due to the war situation in the 

country. In the Carpathian destination, approximately 80-90% of the income is provided by passenger transportation 

services for tourists. The geographical location of this region of Ukraine and its proximity to the borders with European 

countries in terms of the number of transit tourists ensures the development of the transport network and contributes to the 

acceleration of integration into the international tourist space. This improves the country’s attractiveness for foreign motoring 

tourists and generates interest in the peripheral areas and remote natural recreations of the region. However, assessing the state 

of passenger transport in the Carpathian tourist destination, it can be noted that the number of passengers transported by rail, 

road (buses) and air transport decreases every year. Thus, in 2017, the number of transportation by all the above-mentioned 

modes of transport was 62.6 million passengers, in 2018 – 58.1 million passengers, in 2019 – 50.7 million passengers, in 2020 

– 48.9 million passengers, in 2021 2018 – 48.3 million passengers, in 2022 – 39.4 million passengers (Figure 9). 
 

 
 

Figure 7. The volume of services provided by hospitality enterprises for temporary accommodation and organization  

food in the Carpathian tourist destination of Ukraine for 2017-2022, %. Source: constructed by the authors based on data  

(DART, 2016; NSTS, 2021; Interfax Ukraine, 2022; Stejka, 2016; State Statistics Service of Ukraine, 2020) 
 

 
 

Figure 8. The volume of services provided by hospitality entrepreneurs of the sphere of art, sports, entertainment  

and recreation  in the Carpathian tourist destination of Ukraine for 2017-2022, %. Source: constructed by the authors based  

on data (DART, 2016; NSTS, 2021; Interfax Ukraine, 2022; Stejka, 2016; State Statistics Service of Ukraine, 2020) 
 

 
 

Figure 9. The volume of passenger transport by mode of transport in the Carpathian tourist destination of Ukraine  

for 2017-2022, million people. Source: constructed by the authors based on data (Asian Development Bank, 2023;  

CAPA, 2022; International Air Transport Association, 2022; Internationl Airlines Group, 2020) 
 

 
Figure 10. Integral index of the attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality of the Carpathian tourist destination  

of Ukraine according to average weight criteria in 2022 (Source: constructed and calculated by the authors) 
 

An integral assessment of the economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality using the method of hierarchical 

analysis allows ranking the business activity of subjects in the Carpathian tourist destination and building hierarchical 
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criteria for comparing alternative options that cluster connections with a limited comparison of objects (Trusova et al., 

2020b). Correlation of the relationship between the original data was carried out (museums, theaters, club facilities, activities 

of restaurants and other enterprises providing mobile food services, number of collective accommodation facilities, total 

number of places in collective accommodation facilities, number of collective accommodation facilities with rooms for the 

disabled, emissions in local ecosystem by sources of pollution, passenger turnover of buses in cities and tourist locations, the 

length of public highways with a hard surface) and the eigenvectors of the matrices of pairwise comparisons regarding the 

relative consistency of the indicators. The results of the weight criteria calculation are presented in Figure 10. Since the 

alternatives in the Carpathian tourist destination are cities and tourist locations, and the sum of the alternatives is equal to 1, 

then the average weight criteria of the attractiveness of the hospitality sphere (Figure 10) should be interpreted as follows:  

- in the city of Uzhhorod, the state of hospitality for tourists is the best due to the maximum number of museums, 

theaters, collective accommodation facilities, seats in collective accommodation facilities, passenger turnover – the weight 

criterion is 0.144;  

- the weight criterion of the city of Chop is 0.026, which is 5.5 times lower than in the city of Uzhhorod, due to the minimal 

number of club and hospitality establishments. However, in this tourist location, pollution of the ecosystem is minimal;  

- the Uzhhorod tourist location is inferior to the city of Uzhhorod due to the high level of emissions of pollutants into 

the ecosystem. The average weight criterion for Uzhhorod, Svalyav, Vynogradiv, Tyachiv tourist locations is 0.07;  

- for Mukachivska, Velikobereznyanska, Mizhhirska tourist locations – an average of 0.06. the city of Mukachevo, as 

well as Rakhivska, Irshavska, Berehivska, Perechynska tourist locations have an average weight criterion in the hierarchy 

of alternatives (0.05);  

- the city of Khust, as well as the Khust and Volovetska tourist locations, respectively, at the level of 0.04, the city of 

Berehovo – 0.03.  
 

Table 5. Weighted indicators of the economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality in 

terms of tourist recreations of the Carpathian destination in 2023 (Source: calculated by the authors) 
 

Indicators, criteria Weight criterion Tourist location recreation in the Carpathian destination 

Ni ni k Zakarpattia Lviv Ivano-Frankivsk Chernivtsi 

The level of hotel infrastructure 
development (H) 

h1 0.25 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 

h2 0.25 2.0 2.5 1.6 2.2 

h3 0.25 2.2 2.5 1.8 1.8 

h4 0.25 2.3 2.5 2.3 2.5 

Integrated indicator (H) 1 8.7 10 8.2 9.6 

Level of development of transport 
infrastructure (T) 

t1 0.25 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 

t2 0.25 2.5 1.9 1.7 1.9 

t3 0.25 2.2 2.6 2.2 2.5 

t4 0.25 2.8 3.0 2.3 1.9 

Integrated indicator (T) 1 9.7 10 8.7 8.8 

Development of hospitality enterprises 
in the tourist location recreation (D) 

d1 0.25 2.4 2.1 2.5 1.6 

d2 0.25 0.5 2.8 0.5 0.4 

d3 0.25 0.5 2.7 1.7 1.1 

d4 0.25 0.5 2.4 0.7 0.4 

Integrated indicator (D) 1 3.9 10 5.3 3.5 

Economic efficiency of the 
development of enterprises in the 

sphere hospitality in tourist recreation 
from the position of an investor (I) 

i1 0.25 2.4 2.5 1.7 1.0 

i2 0.25 2.3 2.6 1.8 1.7 

i3 0.25 1.7 1.9 2.2 1.2 

i4 025 2.0 3.0 2.2 1.7 

Integrated indicator (I) 1 8.1 10 7.9 5.6 

Costs of the consumer (C) 
c1 0.5 5.8 6.2 5.4 4.2 

c2 0.5 3.8 3.8 4.3 3.8 

Integrated indicator (C) 1 9.6 10 9.7 8.0 
 

The proposed methodological approach, which takes into account the qualitative criteria of the objects of comparison of 

the economic attractiveness of the subjects of the sphere of hospitality in the Carpathian tourist destination, was considered 

from the point of view of investors as alternative areas for investment, and from the point of view of consumers of services 

– as alternative tourist location for recreation. On the basis of the selected indicators for assessing the economic 

attractiveness of hospitality entities of the Carpathian destination in 2022, their weighted and normalized criteria in tourist 

recreation for 2023 were determined (Table 5, Table 6). Forecast calculations show that in terms of the level of 

development of hotel and transport infrastructure, the Carpathian destination in 2023 will not have disproportions between 

tourist recreations, since the maximum deviation for a group of indicators is equal to 3.8 points. The leading positions in 

almost all groups of indicators (10 points) will be occupied by Lviv tourist recreation, in terms of the level of development of 

the network of tourist facilities and enterprises in the sphere of hospitality. At the same time, its weak point is the high level of 

prices for accommodation and food, which will persist in the future in comparison with other local tourist recreations.  

Zakarpattia tourist recreation occupies a leading position in terms of road infrastructure. In 2023, the operational 

profitability of hospitality enterprises will increase by 11% compared to 2022, which has a positive effect on the indicators 

of the economic development of the tourism industry in this area. The level of implementation of hotel and restaurant 

services per capita, as well as the number of tourists visiting tourist locations will have an average value of 2.2 points. 
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When developing strategic programs for the development of tourism in Zakarpattia tourist recreation, the existing potential 

of the sphere of hospitality in the structure of tourist recreation (the number of hotel places per capita) will be 8.7 points.  
 

Table 6. Standardized criteria for the economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality in  

terms of tourist recreations of the Carpathian destination in 2023 (Source: calculated by the authors) 
 

Indicators, criteria Tourist location recreation in the Carpathian destination 

Ni ni Zakarpattia Zakarpattia Zakarpattia Чернівецька 

The level of hotel infrastructure 
development (H) 

h1 10.0 9.8 8.0 8.0 

h2 8.1 10.0 6.2 8.8 

h3 7.3 10.0 7.3 7.1 

h4 9.2 8.7 9.1 10.0 

Level of development of transport 
infrastructure (T) 

t1 10.0 9.7 8.0 8.0 

t2 8.9 10.0 7.2 9.6 

t3 8.8 10.0 8.4 8.7 

t4 9.8 10.0 8.0 9.7 

Development of hospitality enterprises in 
the tourist location recreation (D) 

d1 9.6 8.6 10.0 6.4 

d2 2.0 10.0 1.8 1.6 

d3 2.0 10.0 2.7 1.4 

d4 1.9 10.0 2.7 1.4 

Economic efficiency of the development of 
enterprises in the sphere hospitality in 

tourist recreation from the position of an 
investor (I) 

i1 9.6 10.0 4.7 4.0 

i2 9.3 8.3 10.0 6.9 

i3 3.5 4.6 10.0 0.2 

i4 8.1 10.0 9.0 6.7 

Costs of the consumer (C) 
c1 5.8 6.2 5.4 4.2 

c2 3.8 3.8 4.3 3.8 
 

Identification of opportunities for the development of the sphere of hospitality with strategic changes in the ecosystem 

of the tourism industry, provided by investment cycles for the restoration of the Carpathian tourist destination, in conditions 

of stability of local components (hotel infrastructure (H), transport infrastructure (Т), development (D), economic 

efficiency (I), consumer spending (C)) allows you to allocate resources in a forecast profile, in order to use the “corridor” 

of possibilities of the investigated tourist services in temporary tourist accommodation facilities. The meaning of the 

“corridor” of opportunities in relation to the unique, marginal and average level of opportunities for the development of the  

sphere of hospitality in the Carpathian tourist destination is summarized in Figure 11. The assessment of the unique level of 

opportunities for the development of the sphere of hospitality with strategic changes in the tourist industry ecosystem for 

2023-2026, which is transformed in the investment cycles of the recovery of the Carpathian tourist destination, demonstrates 

its growth by almost 2.76 times. This is the result of the growth of all local tourist components. The greatest increase in the 

unique opportunities of the researched tourist services in temporary tourist accommodation facilities will occur due to strategic 

changes in the ecosystem of the tourism industry, in the process of which labor resources (1.78 times), fixed assets (1.55 

times increase), investment resources (1.48 times increase) are involved, financial resources (1.14 times increase).  
 

 
Figure 11. Corridor of opportunities in the sphere of hospitality with strategic changes of the ecosystem of the  

tourism industry of the Carpathian tourist destination for 2023-2026, million USD (Source: calculated by the authors) 
 

So, in 2023-2026, the maximum level of opportunities for researched tourist services in temporary tourist 

accommodation facilities will increase 2.12 times. The space of local components indicates progressive strategic changes in 

the ecosystem of the tourism industry, in the process of which more labor resources will be involved – by 2.26 times and 

material circulating resources – by 1.95 times. During this period, the increase in the average level of opportunities in 

temporary accommodation facilities for tourists will increase by 1.5 times. The change in its local components will increase 

1.68 times due to labor resources and 1.31 times due to fixed assets. The efforts of the subjects of the sphere of hospitality 

and the state during the period of the military conflict with the aggressor country are directed to the reproduction of their 

own potential and the formation of sustainable competitive advantages to ensure the dynamic development of the tourism 
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industry in the strategy of post-conflict economic recovery, which determines the level of attractiveness of the territory in 

the long-term period of the withdrawal of Ukraine from crisis. The investment type of strategic changes in the tourism 

industry of the Western region of Ukraine in the long-term development of the sphere of hospitality will go beyond 

theoretical concepts and will become the main driving force for achieving competitive advantages both in the domestic and 

international tourism markets. The multi functionality of investment cycles in the tourism recreation ecosystem of the 

Western region of Ukraine will provide the optimal resource distribution vector for improving consumer service in temporary 

tourist accommodation facilities. This will require the state and investors to clearly coordinate actions to accelerate the 

economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality in the modern realities of the post-conflict period of Ukraine, whose 

economic prosperity will contribute to the development of the level of economic security of tourist recreation in the border 

areas. The priority measures the strategy of the sphere of hospitality development in the border tourist recreations of the 

Western region, in the conditions of the post-conflict period of recovery of the tourist industry of Ukraine, should ensure:  
- increasing the competitiveness of tourist locations and strengthening their resource potential; 
- implementation, at the level of tourist recreation, of stimulating levers that accelerate the productivity of economically 

active human resources;  
- the development of cooperation between tourist recreations for the protection of cultural and historical heritage, the 

fight against poverty, the consequences of military conflict and the change of the ecosystem;  
- achievement of European and world parameters of the ratio of quality of services and prices in the sphere of 

hospitality, based on the requirements of standardization of the level of service quality, increase of economic stimulation of 
enterprises of temporary accommodation facilities for tourists to attract foreign investments to the implementation of the 
regional development program;  

- restoration of investment projects for the development of hotel infrastructure;  
- maintenance of recreational flows through the development of transport infrastructure in resort and recreation 

activities and the service sector;  
- creation of an attractive tourist image of tourist recreations and promotion of the tourist product on the international 

tourist market;  
- development of the material and technical base and infrastructure of sports and health tourism (modernization with 

bringing the material and technical base of existing sanatorium and resort health facilities and objects of the tourism 
industry to the level of world standards);  

- commissioning of newly built recreational facilities based on the development of an economic mechanism for 
stimulating investment activities in the sphere of hospitality, taking into account the improvement of the quality of tourist 
reception and service;  

- bringing the restaurant service to the international level;  
- implementation of system marketing of tourist services;  
- creation of favorable conditions for investments, tax and customs regulation of the development of the Western region. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Any military and political aggravation is a serious problem for the development of the sphere of hospitality in the 

structure of the tourism industry, as an international industry that has recently suffered more and more from terrorist acts 

and armed conflicts (attacks on airports, hotels, public transport, etc.) (Khudaverdiyeva et al., 2022). The military conflict 

of 2022 became factors of a serious decrease in tourist flows in Ukraine, which, in turn, led to a decrease in financial 

income to the country’s balance sheet (Nosyriev et al., 2022). After the end of the military conflict, the issue of restoring 

economic activity in the destroyed territories, as well as the renewal of tourism, will arise. According to A. Romanova, “the 

political situation in the country itself determines all other dynamic factors. Crises, political instability, militarization of the 

economy, increased tourist formalities, changes in the exchange rate are the consequences of politics that negatively affect 

tourism and the image of the state. Tourists will not want to go to a country where active hostilities are taking place, even if 

they are localized in a certain region. The state’s inability to end or control hostilities on its territory negatively changes the 

country’s image, and the lack of a state strategy in the field of creating a positive tourist image of the country does not 

contribute to the development of inbound tourism” (Romanova, 2018). All this makes it difficult to assess of the economic 

attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality in the structure of the tourism industry. The existence of a military conflict forces 

us to believe that inbound foreign tourism to Ukraine will be absent for a long time. However, no matter how pessimistic 

the current situation with the Ukrainian tourism industry looks, there are many examples in the world when countries 

quickly recovered after large-scale conflicts and welcomed guests again. Upheavals caused by armed conflicts bring 

profound changes to the tourist “landscape” of countries. A new heritage is being created, and post-conflict “memory 

tourism” is eventually mixed with other directions – cultural or maritime tourism (Romanova, 2018). 

The study of the experience of the revival of tourism in post-war (and in the period after war) countries is important 

from the point of view of understanding and analyzing the strategies applied in the context of the recovery of the tourism 

industry after conflicts or crisis events. This is essential for many reasons. Tourism is an important sector of the economy 

for many countries, and the recovery of the tourism industry can significantly contribute to economic recovery. After the 

Second World War, tourism became the steadiest and fastest growing economic sector and a regular part of life for broad 

population strata, proving individual and collective success in the post-war society. In particular, tourism in France and 

Germany was crowned with success. Tour operators, selling package tours as a standardized, assembled and serialized 

product, as well as tourist leaflets offering air travel would greatly contribute to this. As the railways were destroyed in 

post-war Europe, air travel became the only fast way to get to the place. Given the fact that the airspace in Ukraine is 
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currently closed to aircraft, the opening of airports after the war would significantly improve the tourism situation in the 

country. In addition, the lack of Ukrainian tourism branch offices overseas causes a number of issues for Ukrainian tour 

operators, and as a result, little is known about the state of tourism in Ukraine. 
In Switzerland, there is an Advisory Commission on Tourism, which brings together representatives of 5 federal 

ministries that are in any way related to the tourism sector, as well as the Swiss Central Office for Tourism, the Hospitality 
Credit Society and 12 of the country's largest tourism associations and enterprises. Development by the Federal 
Government of the general concept of conducting policy in the tourism industry is the prerogative of the State Service for 
Economic Affairs under the Federal Department of Economics, Education and Research. Its tasks include cooperation and 
support in the opening of a tourist enterprise, advertising tourism, participation in the activities of international tourist 
organizations. One indicator of the nation's success in the tourism industry is the sheer number of hotel brands it boasts – 

more than any other country in Europe. In 2020 almost 4,000 hotels with 117.5 rooms worked (Hurin, 2023). It is worth 
noting that the development of domestic tourism with a high level of service is the main prerequisite for promoting the image 
of countries on international tourist markets. That is, not only the government but also local people should be interested in the 
development of tourism and the attraction of tourists. Thus, there is no region in Switzerland that does not seek to develop 
tourism in itself any form. Moreover, many mobile applications have been created with the help of which tourists will be able 
to navigate in transport, local landmarks, hotels and restaurants, museums, popular tourist routes and places of rest, etc. 

Tourism in Croatia practically stopped during the war. After its end, a massive advertising campaign of the country and 
its tourist “highlights” was launched. Croatian beaches began to receive “blue flags” for their environmental friendliness 
and cleanliness. Large cruise companies, international tour operators and chain hotels have become interested in the 
country. The growth of tourism has had a significant impact on the Croatian the sphere of hospitality and the economy as a 
whole. In Croatia is about 10 million tourists annually bring significant income at the country and generate about 15% of 
GDP (Ivaniš, 2011). Some historical revival of tourism in post-war Germany is also interesting. The task for the tourist 

business of Germany has become the organization of high-quality trips both within the country and abroad, at reasonable 
prices for the population with low incomes. Such steps have significantly boosted the domestic tourism market.  

In the post-war years in Germany, tourism companies that focused on the mass segment of the market and on package 
offers achieved the greatest success (Ivaniš, 2011). Due to the full-scale Russian invasion of the territory of Ukraine, tour 
operators were forced to announce a temporary suspension of operational activities on the territory of the country. Since the 
closure of the airspace, it has become impossible to carry out passenger transportation. The result of negotiations with 

foreign partners was the export of tourists to countries bordering Ukraine. Before departure, for all those who needed it, the 
consulates in these countries took care of free extension of accommodation in more budget hotels, or provided an opportunity 
to stay in hotels at special prices. Friendly European operators provided Ukrainian tourists with free flights to Germany and 
Austria from resorts in Egypt. Most of the tourists were sent to Poland. Some tourists traveled independently through other 
countries; others decided to stay in the country of temporary stay until the situation normalizes (CAPA, 2022; International 
Air Transport Association, 2022). From this point of view, we have to agree with the position of scientists Yu.  

Pereguda and Yu. Kryvoberets, who note that it’s necessary to take into account the significant multiplicative effect 
from of the hospitality sphere in the structure of the tourism industry of tourism, namely the development of related 
types of economic activity and employment growth provided that the tourist business is settled in the country. At the 
same time, the regulation and duration of the use of advertising in travel companies begins to bring benefits only at a 
certain minimum threshold of economic effect the development of the sphere of hospitality. Unfortunately, with the 
current situations, measures to promote the national tourist product cannot significantly change the parameters of the 

existing tourist flow for a temporary stay in recreation facilities in the Ukraine. Therefore, country should be widening 
represented at major international tourist exhibitions and fairs (Pereguda and Kryvoberets, 2022). After the end of the 
war Ukraine will have the opportunity to develop tourism, in addition, a new direction of tourism may appear – military 
tourism. The purpose of such tourism is to visit the area associated with military actions: visiting historical places and 
museums, visiting various objects and training grounds, and visiting the sites of combat operations” (Dvorska, 2022).  

Scientists et al. (2022), note that “we should expect an increase in motivation to visit Ukraine among citizens of 

European partner countries: Poland, Great Britain, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, etc. This will provide an opportunity to 
turn Ukraine into a popular tourist country not only of Eastern Europe, but also of the entire European continent. It is 
worth thinking today about the tour programs that can be offered to foreign tourists after the end of the war. Along with 
the traditional tours already developed earlier, there will also be a demand for those that will include settlements that 
have experienced significant military aggression (Irpin, Bucha, Mariupol, Chernihiv, Chornobayivka, Kyiv, Kharkiv, 
Mykolaiv, Kherson, Severodonetsk). Excursion locations of new military tourism routes will appear in these territories. 

But the interest of foreign tourists in Ukraine will not be limited to visiting places where military actions took place or 
thematic museums. Tourists from other countries will be interested in the history and culture of the Ukrainian people. 
Therefore, the program of tours in Ukraine should include visits to both the traditional most popular tourist places and 
tourist centers, as well as military tourism facilities in Ukraine” (Nosyriev et al., 2022). 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Thus, the economic attractiveness of the sphere of hospitality in the structure of the tourism industry should develop in 

parallel and in conjunction with other sectors of the economy. The recreational and touristic potential, in the presence of all 

the components of an independent branch of the Ukrainian economy, must be developed under a clear state policy in the of the 

sphere of hospitality and a coordinated mechanism for its implementation. After the war, it will change in any case, because it 

is the sphere of hospitality that should become the locomotive of the post-conflict recovery of the tourist industry of Ukraine. 
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The restoration of tourism in connection with other sectors of the economy will require large capital investments for the 

reconstruction of infrastructure and the restoration of air flights. The best scenario for the development of the sphere of 

hospitality at the stage of the country’s revival will be domestic tourism, where the accelerated location of partnership will 

take place. Changing the financial determinant of investment flows in tourist recreation to a balanced value of their target use 

will ensure the activation of the opportunities of temporary accommodation facilities for clients, where the feature of the 

investment process itself will be the distribution of own and borrowed resources. Despite the difficulties in implementing the 

strategy due to the lack of full-fledged financial support from state institutions in Ukraine for the development of the sphere of 

hospitality in the post-conflict period, it is necessary to gradually strengthen budgetary investment and subsidize tourist 

locations within one destination according to the parameters of the forecasted investment flows of tourism service entities. For 

this purpose, it is necessary to create special funds of investment capital in tourist destinations to expand the opportunities for 

reproduction of tourist products. A careful risk assessment of the investment opportunities of the hospitality industry entities 

eliminates the irrational use of resources based on the geographical location of tourist locations in the regions of the country.  

Diversification of investments and support of each individual subject of the hospitality sphere will be more productive, 

from the standpoint of timeliness and control over the targeted use of funds by state institutions and investment partners, 

with the provision of benefits to individual enterprises that will implement “soft response” measures, provided  compliance 

with the relevant operating parameters of temporary accommodation facilities for tourists. At present, there is evident 

planning and initiative from both State Agency for Tourism Development of Ukraine (SATD), Ukrainians itself and the 

international community, including the United Nations, in efforts to rejuvenate tourism within Ukraine. Simultaneously, 

amidst the ongoing conflict, domestic tourism in Ukraine has played a crucial role in sustaining the tourism sector. 

Ukrainians have started venturing to unfamiliar destinations, uncovering the undiscovered charms of their country, and 

acknowledging that tourism within Ukraine remains viable even amid military activities. Consequently, the conflict has 

acted as a catalyst for the growth of domestic tourism, marking a potential fresh start for the industry. 
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Abstract: This study aims to examine the impact of destination social responsibility on destination brand equity and revisit 

intention at destinations in the Southeast region, Vietnam. Combining qualitative and quantitative research methods with a 

593-tourist survey at the destinations. The results show that destination social responsibility positively affects destination 

brand equity and the revisit intention at the destinations. Destination social responsibility also affected revisit intention  

through destination brand equity as a moderating factor. From these findings, some managerial implications were proposed 

for tourism managers, destinations, and enterprises to be more interested in destination social responsibility activities and  

destination brand equity to improve the revisit intention of tourists in the Southeast region, Vietnam. 
 

Key words: destination social responsibility, destination brand equity, revisit intention, tourism, southeast region in Vietnam 
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INTRODUCTION 

Currently, most countries worldwide are interested in the tourism industry, which they orient tourism as a sustainable 

industry. However, tourism practices could occur negative impacts on the environment, social, and communities, such as 

health, people live. Therefore, the impact would be minimized by realizing social responsibility practices, attracting more 

tourists. Corporate social responsibility is a definition attracting more interest from all enterprises, even those operating in 

any industry. Day to day, more enterprises invest in corporate social responsibility activities to build their brand, especially 

since the global COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, human lives are approaching the 4.0 technological revolution, and life 

quality is also increasing day by day. Hence, consumers always demand and expect any brand to provide a high-quality 

good or service. According to Kuokkanen and Sun (2020), a good new marketing tool is corporate social responsibility, 

which differentiates a brand from other brands. Additionally, from corporate social responsibility concepts, Su et al., (2018) 

introduced the definition of destination social responsibility, which meant the efforts of the stakeholders at destinations to 

engage in socially responsible practices. On the other hand, some scholars have developed destination brand equity concept 

from brand equity concept, such as Boo et al. (2009); Liu (2020); Lu et al. (2015); or Phung and Huynh (2022).  

The destination value, well responses with destination brand, and brand commitment have been built-up by the positive 

tourist perception of the destination (Chi et al., 2020). The destination brand equity would create more values, or meaning 

that tourists could perceive about the destination, which it could lead to their revisit intention (Lim and Weaver, 2014). 

Vietnam tourism would be the leading attractive tourist destination in the Southeast Asia to affirm the destination brand 

and competitiveness (Vietnam National Administration of Tourism, 2023a). Vietnam tourism welcomes millions of tourists 

both domestic and foreign. In the first five months of 2023, Vietnam welcomed about 4.6 million international tourists 

(Vietnam National Administration of Tourism, 2023b). The tourism development strategy of Vietnam in 2020, with a 

vision to 2030, stated that the Southeast region of Vietnam was one of seven key tourism regions (Vietnam.gov.vn, 2020).  

The Southeast region includes six municipality and provinces, Hochiminh city, Dong Nai, Vung Tau, Binh Duong, Tay 

Ninh and Binh Phuoc. As one of the vital tourism regions in Vietnam, the Southeast has many potentials and strengths to 

develop diverse and attractive tourism categories such as forest and eco-tourism, sea-island tourism, community tourism, 

cultural tourism, or cuisine with a 350-km coastline and mountain landscape. In addition, Thanh Long and Khoa Tran 

(2023) stated that Vietnam had been focusing on the tourism development last years, however, the tourism brand was weak 

in tourists’ minds due to inconsistent tourism brand development. Numerous studies have explored destination social 

responsibility affecting destination brand equity, destination perception or tourist behavior.  

This study examines the impact of destination social responsibility on both destination brand equity and tourist behavior 

– revisit intention via empirical study, which is the first study related to this context. The Southeast region should develop 

tourism linking with environmental perspectives, socially responsible perspectives. In addition, the destination brand equity 

and destination perception in the Southeast region would be improved via socially responsible practices to develop 
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Southeast tourism rapidly and sustainably. Therefore, this study aims to explore and examine destination social 

responsibility on destination brand equity and revisit intention at the destinations in the Southeast region, Vietnam, to 

propose some managerial implications for the destination developing sustainably, which no author, no previous study 

mentioned this topic in the research about the Southeast region, Vietnam before. This study is organized as follows: section 

1 – Introduction presents the research context. Section 2 – Literature review describes theoretical background; previous 

studies on destination social responsibility, destination brand equity, and revisit intention; research model and hypotheses. 

Section 3 – Methodology shows what methods were applied in this study. Section 4 – Research results and section 5 – 

Discussion and managerial implications illustrate result analysis, result discussion, and managerial implications. Section 6 

shows the conclusion. Finally, section 7 describes limitations and future research directions. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Destination social responsibility  

Destination social responsibility was defined as focusing on the efforts of the destination’s stakeholders and the 

community’s consciousness. To minimize economic, environmental, and social risks were stakeholders’ obligations, which 

it was destination social responsibility (Azinuddin et al., 2023; He et al., 2022; Lee et al., 2021a; Su and Huang, 2018). 

Destination social responsibility also needed to generate economic benefits for community and residents (Azinuddin et al., 

2023; He et al., 2022; Lee et al., 2021a; Long et al., 2023; Su and Huang, 2018). Destination social responsibility was 

mentioned again as the obligation and responsibility of stakeholders, including government, tourist communities, 

organizations, tourists, and local communities, was to play an important role in carrying out social activities (Azinuddin 

et al., 2023; Lee et al., 2021; Su and Huang, 2018). At the same point, (Nguyen et al., 2019) also stated that there were 

many aspects relating to destination social responsibility of stakeholders, such as tax payment, worker and customer 

rights and benefits, environment, supplier benefits, and hygiene and food safety prevention. According to Ma et al. 

(2013), destination social responsibility was defined as a perception of social responsibility of stakeholders, including 

investors, suppliers, competitors, local competitors, tourists, employees, and government via status and activities.   

Destination social responsibility was developed from corporate social responsibility concept of Carroll (1991), 

including economic, ethical, legal and philanthropic responsibility. From these findings, destination social responsibility 

included economic, social, environmental, and stakeholder responsibilities (Dahlsrud, 2008). Ma et al. (2013) defined 

destination social responsibility as including economic, social, philanthropic and environmental responsibility. Azinuddin 

et al. (2023) and Su and Huang (2018) found that there were economic, environmental, legal, ethical, and social 

responsibilities of destination social responsibility. This study continues exploring the destination social responsibility 

concept, including economic, environmental, legal, and ethical responsibilities as a second-order construct.  

 

Brand equity and destination brand equity  

Brand equity was defined as an intangible asset of an enterprise through marketing. Keller (1993) stated that the concept 

of customer-based brand equity was a positive response from customers with brand knowledge from marketing. 

Organizations or enterprises should constantly improve and optimize these assets to build a strong brand in customers’ 

sight (Wang et al., 2021). Brand equity concept was divided into 5 aspects: brand awareness, brand association, 

perceived quality, brand loyalty and other proprietary brand assets (Aaker, 1991). However, in later studies, researchers 

rejected the last aspect – other proprietary brand assets because they were unrelated to customer perception. Hence, the 

studies mentioned four aspects of concept of Aaker (1991), such as Yoo and Donthu (2001). In addition, these aspects 

also needed to depend on the research contexts and business categories (Bose et al., 2022; Tran et al., 2021).  

Tourism seems to be a special industry. Therefore, tourists would evaluate these aspects of brand equity through both 

physical and psychological perspectives. Hence, the brand equity concept of Aaker (1991) had been developed by many 

scholars to be suitable for tourism context. Scholars combined the concept of brand equity and the definition of 

destination to define the destination brand equity concept. This concept was divided into four aspects, including  brand 

awareness, brand image, perceived quality and brand loyalty (Liu, 2020; Lu et al., 2015; Phung et al., 2019) In contrast, 

Aktan et al. (2021) stated that destination brand equity included five aspects: brand awareness, brand image, brand 

quality, brand loyalty and brand value. Hence, conflict opinions appeared between the scholars. However, from the 

above findings, most researchers agreed that destination brand equity had included brand awareness, brand image, 

perceived quality, and brand loyalty. This study would use destination brand equity as a second-order construct 

embedded with brand awareness, brand image, perceived quality, and brand loyalty.  

 

Revisit intention 

According to Chen and Funk (2010), tourist behavior was divided into three stages, including pre -visit – during-visit 

– post-visit. Intention behavior had a key role in predicting a consumer’s possible behavior, which it also expressed 

whether the actual behavior occurs or not (Bagozzi and Phillips, 1982). Simultaneously, Mat Som et al. (2012) stated 

that tourist behavior included destination choice, evaluation, and plans. Yang et al., 2020 stated that the revisit intention 

would be a positive support for destinations or organizations. Tourists’s evaluation meant what values and satisfaction 

tourists received. The future plan was an activity that meant tourists would be willing to revisit the destination where 

they experienced and to reccomend for others.  

Tourists would come back to destinations relating to what they had experienced, such as affective and pre-behavioral 

elements, especially their real feelings, emotions or evaluation when they had experienced (Cachón Rodríguez et al., 
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2019). Ajzen (1991) pointed out the closed connection between the intention and decision behavior of consumers. 

Therefore, when tourists have a positive attitude towards a destination, they will choose that destination for their next 

vacation as the first choice without looking for another one (Blanco‐Gonzalez et al., 2020). Positive attitude depends on 

satisfaction with destination image(Chen and Tsai, 2007; Lee, 2009), environment, famous places, travel costs, climate 

(Park and Njite, 2010), territory, personal services, and human factors (Maunier and Camelis, 2013).  
 

Hypotheses and research model 

Destination social responsibility is a concept that has developed from corporate social responsibility concept in 

recent years. When building destination brand equity, destinations should understand which values are brought for 

customers and which values they need. In addition, tourists have been interested in environment, social responsibilities 

(Azinuddin et al., 2023). Destination social responsibility has been generated by all stakeholders of dest inations 

(Azinuddin et al., 2023; Jones, 2005; Lee et al., 2021b; Ma et al., 2013; Su et al., 2018; Su and Huang, 2018; Su and 

Swanson, 2017). Therefore, when the destination satisfied tourists that it meant its destination brand equity would be 

more valuable. (Henderson, 2007) and (Nicolau, 2008) pointed out that destinations had affected negatively on the 

natural environment, culture-society and so on. Hence, social responsibilities would be a critical term that tourists and 

communities would expect. Corporate social responsibility has been a key role in the economic market, recently, 

especially when the global has faced with economic recessions (Bhattacharya and Sen, 2003).  

Furthermore, currently, research on destination social responsibility is quite limited. However, with previous 

research on this factor, destination social responsibility has been developed, expanded, and applied the main principles 

of corporate social responsibility in other contexts such as museums, heritage sites, and tourist attract ions. Similarly, this 

study develops research on the impact of destination social responsibility on destination brand equity through previous 

studies on corporate social responsibility and brand equity in fields close to the tourism field, such as research by  

Gutiérrez Rodríguez et al. (2017); Martínez and Nishiyama (2019); Phung and Huynh (2022). Hence, this study 

proposed the hypothesis as follows:  

H1: Destination social responsibility has a positive influence on destination brand equity 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Research model 
 

Yang et al. (2020) stated that tourists' revisit intention would positively support the enterprise development. In the 

previous studies, corporate social responsibility and revisit intention were tested through mediating variables such as 

customer satisfaction or reputation. However, the findings illustrated that the revisit intention was influenced highly by 

corporate social responsibility activities (Chernev and Blair, 2015; Lee et al., 2018; Tong, 2014). Destination social 

responsibility has developed from the corporate social responsibility concept. There are less previous studies relating 

clearly to destination social responsibility and revisit intention. However, the influence of destination social 

responsibility on revisit intention was pointed out by Hassan and Soliman (2021); Su and Huang (2018).  

Customer loyalty would be raised well when the organizations or destinations had operated responsibly, which it 

would increase the relationship quality between customers and the organizations or destinations (Nyadzayo et al., 2016). 

The tourists' feeling and perception getting from their past vacations was an important factor affecting their revisit 

intention (Horng et al., 2012). Accordingly, the second hypothesis states as follows: 

H2: Destination social responsibility has a positive influence on revisit intention 

Tourist experiences have affected strongly on overall destination loyalty through the perceived value of their revisit 

intention. According to Aaker (1991), the perceived value was how consumers would engage with a brand.  

Chi et al. (2020) and He et al. (2022) stated that the perceived quality of the destination was a tool for increasing and 

improving tourist behavior. Hence, the tourist's perception of destination brand equity would lead to their revisit intention. 
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Some previous studies pointed out that revisit intention was affected by the destination brand equity, such as Salehzadeh et 

al. (2016); Chi et al. (2020); Kurniawan (2020); Rahman et al. (2022); He et al. (2022) and Shi et al. (2022). Hence, this 

study proposed the third hypothesis as follows: 

H3: Destination brand equity has a positive influence on revisit intention  

 

METHODOLOGY 

In order to achieve the research objectives, the study approached qualitative and quantitative methods 

This study is measured and analyzed via variables which almost was adopted from existing studies relating to this study. 

The authors modified slightly items to appropriate with the study context. Destination social responsibility concept and 

destination brand equity were approached as the second-order construct through four dimensions as mentioned above. 

Destination social responsibility was measured with 16 items, including Economic responsibility – 4 items; Environmental 

responsibility – 4 items; Legal responsibility – 4 items; and Ethical responsibility – 4 items, which all were apoted from 

Lee and Kim (2013) and Tamajón and Font (2013). While a 16-item scale was used to measure the destination brand equity 

concept, which it was separated into a 4-item scale for each dimension, including brand awareness, perceived quality, brand 

image, and brand loyalty, which all were adopted from Boo et al. (2009) and Frías Jamilena et al. (2017).  

In addition, revisit intention was measured through 4 items adopted from Su et al. (2020). This study was measured via 

Likert 5 from 1 – strongly disagree, 2 – disagree, 3 – average, 4 – agree, and 5 – strongly agree.  The questionnaire was 

designed into two parts, including the information part – age range, income range, occupation, travel frequency, and travel 

hobbies; and main part – the scale for measuring the main concept of the study relating to tourists’ opinion. Observations 

were collected by in-paper and online via Google form. This study used non-probability sampling by collecting data from 

tourists. Hence, to minimize the rate of invalid responses, respondents had to answer the filter question, which it was “Have 

you ever visited destinations in the Southeast region, Vietnam?” Only observations were answered yes to this question, 

then respondents would complete the rest of the questionnaire depending on their experience. This questionnaire was 

designed in English and Vietnamese for foreign and domestic tourists. The sample size must be greater or equal n x 5, with 

n being the number of observed variables. Hence, this study must have at least 180 observations with 36 items. However, to 

ensure reliability, authors distributed 700 online and offline questionnaires, but only 612 were collected. Among them, 

there were only 593 valid responses, and the remainder was to have many blank cells without answers.  

 

RESEARCH RESULTS  

As mentioned above, this study included two multidimensional factors with four dimensions per factor. Hence, this 

study applied the two-stage approach (Sarstedt et al., 2019) to measure and analyze the data through 2 steps. Step 1 was the 

embedded two-stage approach by standard repeated indicator approach to measure higher-order construct, while step 2 was 

the disjoint two-stage approach to measure lower-order construct. To analyze these data, structural models, and test 

hypotheses through PLS-SEM via SmartPLS software. According to Hair et al. (2016), the measurement model would been 

estimated by the reliability, convergent validity, and discriminant validity of the research instrument. In addition, 

hypotheses and the structural model would be analyzed through the bootstrapping results with P-Value ≤ 0.05 was accepted. 
 

Respondent demographic profile 

This study delivered 700 questionnaires to tourists. However, there were only 612 completed responses. Among them, 

only 593 questionnaires were valid, and the remainder was invalid. Among 593 valid questionnaires, there were 348 

females (58.7%), while the rate of males was 245 respondents (41.3%). Regarding age, there were 95 people in 18-25 

(16.0%), 317 people in 26-35 (53.5%) and the remainder in over 35 (30.5%) (Figure 2). Only 96 foreign tourists (16.2%) 

visited destinations in the Southeast region, Vietnam, and answered the questionnaires; the remainder of responses was 

domestic tourists (83.8%). Income range was also collected from respondents, specifically as below, 89 people answered 

income range under 10 million Vietnamdong (VND) or $500 U.S. dollar (USD) (15.0%), 113 people had an income range 

10 million VND to 25 million VND or over $500 to $1,100 (19.1%), 298 respondents were over 25 million VND to 35 

million VND or over $1,100 to $1,500 (50.3%), the remainder was over 35 million VND or $1,500 (15.7%) (Figure 3).  
 

16%

53%

31%

AGE

18-25 years old 26-35 years old Over 35 years old

    

15%

19%

50%

16%

INCOME

Under 10 million VND 10 million VND - 25 million VND

Over 25 million VND - 35 million VND Over 35 million VND

 
 

                                     Figure 2. Age of respondents                                              Figure 3. Income of respondents                                              

                                                                      (Source: Authors collected and analysed) 
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Scale Reliability Tests 

As shown in Table 1, and Table 2, all Cronbach’s alpha coefficients of the scales were more significant than 0.6 

(Nunnally and Bernstein, 1994), meaning that all was accepted. In addition, the corrected item-total correlation 

coefficients are more significant than 0.3. This study used the Partial Least Square (PLS) algorithm, which tested the 

research model and hypotheses. Table 1 and Table 2 would present the internal consistency, convergent and discriminant 

validity, and internal consistency of the reliability test. According to Hair et al. (2013), concerning internal consistency 

and convergent validity, composite reliability (CR) exceeds should be 0.4 – 1.0 in the specific context. Hence, all 

indicators in Table 1 and Table 2 were accepted.  
 

Table 1. Reliability and the result of CFA – higher-order construct (Source: Authors collected and analysed) 

Note: ECO: Economic responsibility; ETH: Ethical responsibility; EVI: Evỉonmental responsibility;  

LEG: Legal responsibility; BA: Brand awareness; BI: Brand image; BL: Brand loyalty; PQ: Perceived quality 
 

 Cronbach's alpha OL AVE CR  Cronbach's alpha OL AVE CR 

Destination social responsibility Destination brand equity 

ECO 0.840  0.675 0.893 BA 0.837  0.672 0.891 

ECO1  0.826   BA1  0.828   

ECO2  0.819   BA2  0.839   

ECO3  0.824   BA3  0.834   

ECO4  0.818   BA4  0.776   

ETH 0.868  0.716 0.910 BI 0.720  0.549 0.827 

ETH1  0.865   BI1  0.655   

ETH2  0.841   BI2  0.836   

ETH3  0.844   BI3  0.621   

ETH4  0.835   BI4  0.827   

EVI 0.885  0.744 0.921 BL 0.913  0.794 0.939 

EVI1  0.859   BL1  0.861   

EVI2  0.860   BL2  0.894   

EVI3  0.863   BL3  0.912   

EVI4  0.867   BL4  0.896   

LEG 0.845  0.685 0.897 PQ 0.907  0.783 0.935 

LEG1  0.776   PQ1  0.895   

LEG2  0.887   PQ2  0.896   

LEG3  0.845   PQ3  0.875   

LEG4  0.797   PQ4  0.872   
 

 

Table 2. Reliability and the result of CFA – lower-order construct (Source: Authors collected and analysed) 
 

 Cronbach's alpha OL AVE CR 

Destination social responsibility 0.670  0.503 0.802 

Economic responsibility  0.691   

Ethical responsibility  0.734   

Environmental responsibility  0.702   

Legal responsibility  0.709   

Destination brand equity 0.797  0.628 0.869 

Brand awareness  0.653   

Perceived quality  0.791   

Brand image  0.812   

Brand loyalty  0.894   

Revisit intention 0.914  0.794 0.939 

RI1  0.888   

RI2  0.907   

RI3  0.885   

RI4  0.884   
 

Partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM)  

PLS-SEM is used to estimate the complex relationships of the causes – effects model with latent variables and 

observed variables. In addition, it is also enable to estimate multiple constructs, indicator variab les and structural paths. 

This study used PLS-SEM with the two-stage approach to estimate the second-order constructs of destination social 

responsibility and destination brand equity. According to Fornell and Larcker (1981), the convergent validity would be 

greater than 0.5, and all the constructs need to meet the AVE criterion. With cross-loading, loading coefficient of 

observation must higher loadings on its parents constructs than other constructs (Chin, 2010).  

Table 3 and Table 4 illustrated cross-loading which all the factor loading coefficients (Marked bold values in Table 

3 and Table 4) are greater than 0.5 and higher than other constructs in this study. This results showed that the scales 

have discriminant validity in both higher-order construct and lower-order construct. The PLS-SEM algorithm illustrates 

the structural model’s estimate and validation in Figure 4 and Figure 5. There was no multicollinearity in the higher-

order construct and lower-order construct, which all indicators with VIF were less than 5 (VIF < 5). 
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Table 3. Outer loadings and cross loadings for the higher-order construct (Source: Authors collected and analysed) 
 

Items BA BI BL PQ ECO ETH EVI LEG RI 
BA1 0.828 0.353 0.426 0.345 0.174 0.279 0.356 0.193 0.455 
BA2 0.839 0.385 0.483 0.338 0.308 0.390 0.373 0.209 0.495 
BA3 0.834 0.373 0.467 0.361 0.242 0.364 0.338 0.236 0.448 
BA4 0.776 0.298 0.363 0.252 0.269 0.257 0.327 0.134 0.406 
BI1 0.211 0.655 0.484 0.406 0.258 0.378 0.410 0.577 0.510 
BI2 0.395 0.836 0.685 0.547 0.399 0.423 0.860 0.416 0.674 
BI3 0.310 0.621 0.516 0.413 0.281 0.865 0.390 0.341 0.540 
BI4 0.346 0.827 0.619 0.451 0.380 0.417 0.767 0.358 0.610 
BL1 0.479 0.707 0.861 0.612 0.394 0.567 0.677 0.498 0.775 
BL2 0.470 0.739 0.894 0.631 0.423 0.544 0.681 0.503 0.806 
BL3 0.453 0.665 0.912 0.604 0.492 0.537 0.637 0.436 0.768 
BL4 0.495 0.684 0.896 0.638 0.447 0.559 0.644 0.446 0.749 
PQ1 0.342 0.568 0.621 0.895 0.324 0.443 0.536 0.406 0.661 
PQ2 0.384 0.591 0.686 0.896 0.336 0.430 0.569 0.400 0.702 
PQ3 0.333 0.493 0.574 0.875 0.315 0.466 0.455 0.331 0.623 
PQ4 0.344 0.525 0.585 0.872 0.309 0.458 0.475 0.423 0.631 

ECO1 0.253 0.370 0.394 0.295 0.826 0.279 0.331 0.237 0.415 
ECO2 0.229 0.350 0.390 0.272 0.819 0.288 0.354 0.189 0.429 
ECO3 0.224 0.354 0.364 0.278 0.824 0.261 0.352 0.198 0.381 
ECO4 0.288 0.410 0.473 0.348 0.818 0.338 0.415 0.262 0.464 
ETH1 0.310 0.621 0.516 0.413 0.281 0.865 0.390 0.341 0.540 
ETH2 0.319 0.578 0.556 0.451 0.323 0.841 0.438 0.425 0.594 
ETH3 0.359 0.553 0.514 0.414 0.304 0.844 0.424 0.367 0.556 
ETH4 0.349 0.529 0.509 0.441 0.292 0.835 0.376 0.379 0.553 
EVI1 0.389 0.700 0.614 0.498 0.393 0.429 0.859 0.385 0.620 
EVI2 0.395 0.836 0.685 0.547 0.399 0.423 0.860 0.416 0.674 
EVI3 0.339 0.692 0.636 0.490 0.351 0.391 0.863 0.375 0.624 
EVI4 0.346 0.827 0.619 0.451 0.380 0.417 0.867 0.358 0.610 
LEG1 0.271 0.494 0.461 0.413 0.192 0.370 0.384 0.776 0.480 
LEG2 0.211 0.655 0.484 0.406 0.258 0.378 0.410 0.887 0.510 
LEG3 0.167 0.553 0.439 0.320 0.242 0.363 0.378 0.845 0.464 
LEG4 0.137 0.449 0.360 0.323 0.194 0.367 0.296 0.797 0.395 
RI1 0.519 0.685 0.745 0.651 0.451 0.605 0.630 0.499 0.888 
RI2 0.497 0.741 0.824 0.688 0.480 0.609 0.671 0.509 0.907 
RI3 0.473 0.750 0.802 0.680 0.455 0.624 0.691 0.524 0.885 

RI4 0.474 0.641 0.725 0.618 0.445 0.525 0.620 0.461 0.886 
 

  
 

Figure 4. PLS-SEM – Higher-order construct (Source: Authors collected, analysed from SmartPLS software) 
Note: ECO: Economic responsibility; ETH: Ethical responsibility; EVI: Evironmental responsibility; LEG:  

Legal responsibility; BA: Brand awareness; BI: Brand image; BL: Brand loyalty; PQ: Perceived quality 
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Table 4. Outer loadings and cross loadings for the lower-order construct  

(Source: Authors collected and analysed) Note (Table 3 and table 4): ECO: Economic responsibility; ETH: Ethical responsibility;  

EVI: Evỉonmental responsibility; LEG: Legal responsibility; BA: Brand awareness; BI: Brand image; BL: Brand loyalty;  

PQ: Perceived quality; RI1, RI2, RI3, RI4: revisit intention items; and others are items of each 
 

 DBE DSR RI 

BA 0.653 0.400 0.513 

BI 0.812 0.791 0.736 

BL 0.894 0.669 0.754 

PQ 0.791 0.509 0.677 

ECO 0.455 0.691 0.497 

ETH 0.517 0.734 0.575 

EVI 0.683 0.702 0.630 

LEG 0.495 0.709 0.500 

RI1 0.742 0.673 0.888 

RI2 0.813 0.728 0.907 

RI3 0.790 0.717 0.885 

RI4 0.695 0.651 0.886 
 

 
 

Figure 5. PLS-SEM – Lower-order construct (Source: Authors collected, analysed from SmartPLS software) 

Note: ECO: Economic responsibility; ETH: Ethical responsibility; EVI: Evỉonmental responsibility;  

LEG: Legal responsibility; BA: Brand awareness; BI: Brand image; BL: Brand loyalty; PQ: Perceived quality 

 

Hypothesis Testing 

Hypothesis testing was realized so that the study examine the structural equation modeling (SEM) to accept or reject 

hypotheses. The path coefficients was used to identify the relationship between constructs in this study. After bootstrap 

procedure, the P-values less than 0.05, and T-values greater than 1.96.  

The parameters were calculated using a 5000-sample bootstrap procedure; they were relevant in all cases (P-values < 

0.05) (Table 5). In other words, The PLS-SEM model’s result is illustrated as Table 5, in which all hypotheses are 

accepted. The influence of destination social responsibility on destination brand equity and revisit intention is positive (β = 

0.854 and β = 0.225). In addition, destination brand equity is also to affect revisit intention (β = 0.655) positively.  
 

Table 5. Path coefficients (Source: Authors collected, analysed from SmartPLS software) 

Note: DSR: Destination social responsibility; DBE: Destination brand equity; RI: Revisit intention 
 

Path Coefficients Standard deviation T-values P-values Hypotheses 

DBE -> RI 0.655 0.047 13.953 0.000 Accepted H3 

DSR -> DBE 0.854 0.015 56.054 0.000 Accepted H1 

DSR -> RI 0.225 0.052 4.334 0.000 Accepted H2 

 

DISCUSSION AND MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS 

Discussion 

This study showed that destination social responsibility affected destination brand equity  and revisit intention. 

Although the destination social responsibility concept has developed from the corporate social responsibility concept in 

recent years, previous studies extended the research scope to museums, heritage sites, and tourist attractions. From the 
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findings of previous studies on corporate social responsibility and brand equity in fields close to the tourism field, there 

were studies of Martínez and Nishiyama (2019), He et al. (2022); ChunYang et al. (2020), Esmaeilpour and Barjoei 

(2016), Gutiérrez Rodríguez et al. (2017); and Phung and Huynh (2022). This finding is appropriate with the research 

results of the mentioned studies that destination social responsibility influenced destination brand equity. On the other 

hand, the research results also showed the impact of destination social responsibility on revisit intention. This result is 

similar to findings from the previous studies of Hassan and Soliman (2021); and Su and Huang (2018).  

However, almost all these studies examined destination social responsibility through three dimensions such as 

economic responsibility, ethical and legal responsibility, and discretionary (Gutiérrez Rodríguez et al., 2017); 

economics responsibility, ethical responsibility, and social responsibility (Phung and Huynh, 2022); and economics 

responsibility, ethical responsibility, and legal responsibility (Esmaeilpour and Barjoei, 2016), which studies were 

examined destination social responsibility and destination brand equity. Moreover, with the impact of destination social 

responsibility and revisit intention, the authors measured destination social responsibility through 5 items  (Su and 

Huang, 2018) and six items (Hassan and Soliman, 2021). However, this study’s findings showed a new contribution 

that destination social responsibility was measured through 4 dimensions, including economic responsibility, 

environmental responsibility, ethical responsibility, and legal responsibility, based on the literature review.  

In addition, this study also pointed out the impact of destination brand equity on revisit intention. This finding is 

appropriate with the previous studies of Salehzadeh et al. (2016); Chi et al. (2020); Kurniawan (2020); Rahman et al. 

(2022) and Shi et al. (2022). However, to measure the impact of destination brand equity on revisit intention, this study 

measured four dimensions of destination brand equity, including brand awareness, brand image, brand loyalty, and 

perceived quality based on the literature review while (Shi et al., 2022) measured destination brand equity through 

destination brand knowledge, destination perceived value and quality. Moreover, some previous study only examined the 

impact of destination social responsibility on destination brand equity, destination social responsibility on revisit intention, 

or destination brand equity on revisit intention, but no study has examined the destination social responsibility affecting 

both destination brand equity and revisit intention. Therefore, this study results also have shown the new contribution that 

destination brand equity and revisit intention were affected by destination social responsibility.  

 

Managerial implications  

First, destination social responsibility affects both destination brand equity and the revisit intention of tourist. 

Hence, destination managers in the Southeast region need to generate more activities relating to social responsibilities 

connecting with economy, ethics, legal, and environment, which would build up well destination brand equity and 

improve their revisit intention. The destinations should improve and update the service or product quality, which they 

are to make tourists remember places and recommend to others. In addition, the destinations should realize campaigns 

that encourage tourists and residents to consume or use unique or local products to improve the local economy. Then, 

the destinations should replace, use, and offer environmentally friendly products or tours, and organize the protect 

environment programs in local communities to spread the environmental attitude such as “No Waste Day” or “Earth 

Hour Day.” Next, the destination in the Southeast region, Vietnam, should also carry out legal responsibilities with the 

government such as tax or policies; protect tourists; and improve customer services to resolve service problems 

promptly. Finally, the destinations should be interested in advertising without exaggerated and false advertisements by 

providing information on full and accurate products or services and ensuring a healthy and safe environment.  

Second, destination brand equity has a positive influence on revisit intention. Therefore, destination managers in the 

Southeast region should focus on planning strategies to improve the destination brand equity in tourists’ minds via four 

aspects, including brand awareness, brand image, perceived quality, and brand loyalty. The managers should have 

strategies to rebuild or build up the destination brand equity through long-term investments. The destinations should 

frequently organize special traditional activities, advertise local services or products, and be interested in digital 

marketing via social media platforms to approach and increase brand awareness in tourists’ minds. Boo et al. (2009) 

stated that brand image has been an important aspect in destination brand equity.  

Hence, the managers should “spread” the unique image, cuisines, and activities at the destinations through 

advertisements to differentiate with other competitors or destinations and to attract tourists. In addition, the destinations  

should attach much importance to the perceived quality by training employees and staffs carefully to understand how 

important services are, evaluating the service or product quality frequently, innovating and investing more in facilities 

to maintain good quality. Finally, the managers should focus on tourist loyalty by launching promotions and discount 

policies for tourists who have visited the destination to increase revisit intention capacities. It also brings good 

experiences for tourists when they visit the destinations now and in the future.  
 

CONCLUSION 

This research aims to examine the impact of destination social responsibility on destination brand equity and revisit 

intention of tourists at the destination in the Southeast region, Vietnam. The findings of this study are (1) destination social 

responsibility affecting destination brand equity, (2) destination social responsibility affecting revisit intention, and (3) 

destination brand equity affecting revisit intention. In addition, this study also emphasized the tourism advantages of the 

Southeast region, Vietnam appropriating to develop diverse tourism categories such as forest and eco-tourism, sea-island 

tourism, community tourism, cultural tourism, or cuisine with a 350-km coastline and mountain landscape. Therefore, 

tourism managers should focus there and plan sustainable development strategies to enhance all the region's advantages. 
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Finally, this study has proposed some managerial implications for the destinations that should implement strategies 

relating to destination social responsibility and brand equity to enhance tourists’ revisit intention. 

 

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

Although this study had findings and contributions, it has several limitations as follows. First, this study did not 

explore the influence of each dimension of destination social responsibility on destination brand equity and revisit 

intention, which examined the impact of destination social responsibility and destination brand equity as a whole. Second, 

this study was conducted only from the destination perspective of the tourism industry, so it should be explored in more 

perspective. Third, the authors only researched the destinations in the Southeast region, Vietnam. Therefore, future 

research should contribute more for the sustainable tourism development as Vietnam’s tourism development strategy in 

2020, vision 2023. It will examine the impact of each dimension of destination social responsibility on destination brand 

equity and revisit intention to illustrate which dimension of each concept needs destination focus on. In addition, the research 

context will be extended to other perspectives of tourism, such as hotels, or restaurants, and other regions in Vietnam.  
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Abstract: The study analysed the impact of tourism, trade, consumption expenditure, electricity usage, and population on carbon 

dioxide emissions (CO2) in leading tourist destinations. The study uses a panel dataset of 32 countries from different continents 

between 2001 and 2020 and applies the generalized method of moments (GMM) and Quantile Regression approaches. The 

results suggest that tourism (arrivals and revenues) can reduce environmental degradation, and that CO2 emissions increase due 

to factors such as GDP per capita, electricity consumption, and population growth. Trade openness can reduce CO2 emissions, 

and controlling for final consumption also indicates a decrease in CO2 emissions. The study suggests that sustainable tourism 

practices, responsible consumption, and larger international integration may play a role in mitigating CO2 emissions. Leading 

tourist destinations should develop sustainable urban areas to accommodate population growth, and embrace eco-friendly 

technologies, infrastructure, and consumption patterns to promote sustainable economic growth while reducing CO2 emissions. 
 

Key words: CO2 Emissions, Tourist Destinations, Quantile Regression, Tourism, Sustainable Development 

 
*  *  *  *  *  *  

 

INTRODUCTION          

Tourism, which encompasses activities such as travel, leisure, relaxation, and exploration over a short period, plays a 

substantial role in global Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (Rahman et al., 2023). It brings a multitude of benefits to host 

nations, spanning social, economic, cultural, and environmental aspects, which is widely recognized by scholars (Uzuner et 

al., 2020). Tourism creates jobs, attracts foreign direct investment (FDI), enhances infrastructure development, and 

elevates service sector standards (Zuo and Huang, 2018). According to the World Tourism Organization (WTO), 

tourism contributes to 10% of global GDP and 7% of global trade, and supports one in ten jobs, with the potential to 

align with 17 Sustainable Development Goals (UNWTO, 2018; Shi et al., 2019). Given its profound influence on 

economic growth, numerous countries have shifted their focus toward the tourism sector, seeking to harness new avenues 

of economic expansion, foreign exchange income, job generation, and enhanced living standards. The global reach of the 

tourism industry is extensive, bolstering tax revenues, income streams, and employment prospects (Shi et al., 2019). However, 

the surge in tourist numbers in recent decades has raised concerns regarding environmental degradation (Adedoyin et al., 

2021), which occurs in tandem with the industry's economic benefits. Tourism is recognized as a significant factor that can 

influence both the environmental and economic conditions of an economy (Ozturk et al., 2023). 

The global temperature is rising, which is a cause for concern and is influenced by various factors, such as greenhouse gases, 

unplanned infrastructure, climate change, trade, and overpopulation (Alola et al., 2019). These factors are interconnected and 
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contribute to carbon emissions, which can be exacerbated by tourism. Some studies suggest that tourism promotes trade and 

increases human mobility, leading to increased consumption and GDP growth, which, in turn, raises CO2 emissions (Akadiri et 

al., 2020; Pata et al., 2023). This indicates that tourism operations consume substantial energy, drive economic growth, and 

result in higher CO2 emissions, posing challenges to achieving sustainable development goals. Nosheen et al., (2021) stated that 

CO2 has a detrimental effect on sustainable economic growth and harms human health and the environment. Tourism has 

emerged as a sector with potential to contribute to GDP growth in both developed and developing countries (Ozturk et al., 

2023; Durani et al., 2023). However, this potential varies, with some cases yielding both economic and environmental 

benefits (Sun et al., 2023), whereas in other instances, economic gains may come at the expense of significant environmental 

costs (Irfan et al., 2023). This highlights the importance of identifying sustainable strategies that support the expansion of 

global tourism and transportation (Onifade and Haouas, 2023; Zaman et al., 2017) while preserving the environment. 

The study examined the linkages between tourism, trade, population growth, consumption, and CO2 emissions in the top 

32 tourist arrival countries from six world regions. In 2019, tourism accounted for nearly 9.1% of the GDP in Europe, 8.8% in 

North America, 8.1% in Latin America, 8.4% in Asia, 7.5% in Africa, and 11.7% in Oceania. France, with over 90 million 

visitors in 2019, was the most popular travel destination, followed by Spain, the US, China, Italy, Turkey, Mexico, Thailand, 

Germany, and the UK (CEPAL, 2022). In the past, Europe and the US dominated global carbon emissions, but in the second 

half of the 20th century, Asia became the leading emitter. In 2019, Europe emitted 2.52 billion tons of CO2, North America 

excluding the US emitted 1.24 billion tons, Latin America emitted 1.07 billion tons, Asia excluding India and China emitted 

7.53 billion tons, Africa emitted 1.47 billion tons, and Oceania emitted 470.36 million tons (Dohlman et al., 2022). Notably, 

several of the top 32 tourist destinations are among the leading CO2-emitting nations, indicating the need to assess the impact 

of tourism on the environmental quality of these countries, whether positive or negative. China is the largest source of CO2 

emissions, contributing 10.74 billion tons, followed by the US with 5.26 billion tons, and India with 2.63 billion.  

The annual trends of the various study variables are displayed in panels (a) – (d) in Figure 1 below. The graph illustrates 

the significant increase in GDP per capita and CO2 emissions. Conversely, there are fluctuations observed in tourist 

arrivals, tourist receipts, and trade openness. During the period in question, CO2 emissions increased by nearly 60%, with 

Asia experiencing the most significant expansion. Both Europe and Asia saw substantial growth in tourism arrivals. 

Between 2000 and 2020, GDP per capita nearly doubled, with Asian countries recording the most significant gains.  
 

   

 

Figure 1. Annual trends of the study variables  (a) CO2 emission (CO2 emissions, kt) and Tourism Arrivals  

(number of Arrivals Millions) (b) GDP per capita (current US$) and Total Population (Million) (c) Tourist Arrivals  

(Millions) and Tourists receipts (US Billion, Current) (d) Trade openness and Tourism Receipts 
 

In terms of tourism receipts, Asian, European, and North American countries experienced the largest growth. 

Interestingly, Europe and North America have relatively lower levels of trade openness compared to other regions, despite 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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experiencing the highest growth in receipts. In contrast, Asian countries are highly open to trade and have rapidly expanded 

their tourism receipts, suggesting a different approach to tourism growth compared to Western countries. 

The objective of this research is to examine the impact of various factors, including tourism, trade, consumption 

expenditure, electricity consumption, income, and population, on CO2 emissions in top tourist nations. By analyzing 

these interrelationships, the study aims to provide insights into the sustainable environment of the tourism industry and 

the factors that contribute to environmental degradation. The research utilizes a panel dataset containing 32 countries 

from various continents spanning from 2001 to 2020. The measurement of tourism is based on both the number of 

tourist arrivals and corresponding revenue generated. The analysis employs the Generalized Methods of Moments 

(GMM) and Quantile Regression methodologies. To avoid potential biases, a two-step System GMM approach with 

differencing variables is implemented. Additionally, the study excludes five countries with the highest and lowest tourist 

arrivals to assess whether the primary findings are affected by the extreme observations in the sample.  

This study makes a valuable contribution to the literature on CO2 emissions in several ways. Firstly, it enhances our 

understanding of the factors that influence CO2 emissions, particularly in the context of tourism-related activities such as trade, 

population, final consumption, electricity consumption, and GDP. Additionally, the research included two variables related to 

tourism activities: tourism revenue and foreign tourists’ arrivals. This is important, as the literature has shown inconclusive 

results when either revenue or arrival is used as a proxy for tourism (Farooq et al., 2023; Ansari and Villanthenkodath, 2022). 

Secondly, our analysis broadens the scope of the study by incorporating data from 32 leading tourist countries across six 

distinct continents. This addresses a notable gap in the literature, as many studies tend to focus solely on individual top tourist 

destinations or specific regions, often overlooking multi-regional considerations. Thirdly, the paper employed advanced 

analytical techniques, including Quantile Regression and GMM, which enhance the robustness of the findings. The use of 

differencing variables and the two-step System GMM approach further minimized potential biases. Additionally, the paper 

used Quantile Regression, which can handle extreme values that are often encountered in diverse country samples and have 

the potential to exert a disproportionate influence on the results. Fourthly, there were two kinds of robustness tests used in this 

work. Quantile regression was used in the study to estimate robustness. However, in order to assess the research's robustness, 

the top five and bottom five tourist countries were excluded from the list of 32 tourist destinations. The structure of this paper 

is as follows. In Section 2, the paper will present a comprehensive literature review. In Section 3, the paper will provide an 

overview of the data and methodology used in this study. The results and findings will be described and discussed in 

Section 4. In Section 5, the paper will have a discussion on the study's findings. Finally, the conclusions and policy 

implications will be explained in Section 6. In Section 7, the paper will discuss the limitations and scope of this study. This 

paper has two appendices. The list of nations is in Table 9, while the list of abbreviations is in and Table 10.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Over the past two decades, the impact of travel and tourism on the economy has received significant attention, leading 

to a surge in theoretical and empirical research. This body of work has comprehensively examined the complex correlation 

between CO2 emissions, economic growth, and energy consumption on a global scale. The relationship between tourism 

and CO2 emissions has been thoroughly analyzed from various perspectives. International travel is one of the most energy-

intensive aspects of tourism, with energy consumed across tourism destinations for activities such as transportation, 

shipping, waste management, and the importation of goods, making it an energy-demanding endeavour (Ali, 2023; Zaman 

et al., 2017). Additionally, amusement parks, ski resorts, entertainment, and shopping centers, which are largely automated, 

exhibit substantial energy consumption patterns (Zhao et al., 2023; Dwyer et al., 2010). It is worth noting that in regions 

with milder climates, CO2 emissions can have disproportionate effects on tourism, as demonstrated by the adverse 

consequences observed in Buttke et al. (2023), Gössling et al. (2015), and Hamilton et al. (2005). 

Prior research suggests that tourism can serve as an agent of environmental conservation when managed effectively by 

promoting the adoption of eco-friendly technologies and transportation methods (Ahmad et al., 2023c; Koçak et al., 2020; Leal 

Filho et al., 2023). This shift towards sustainability can involve measures such as reducing gasoline consumption, enhancing 

road infrastructure, expanding safer highways, and bolstering rail transportation, which can contribute to the reduction of CO2 

emissions (Ghosh et al., 2023; Polcyn et al., 2023; Umurvzako et al., 2023). Constructing eco-friendly infrastructure to 

support the tourism sector, including airports, railways, roads, and telecommunications, can mitigate the environmental 

impact of tourism and simultaneously stimulate economic growth (Jahanger et al., 2023; Khan et al., 2022a; 2022b). 

Several countries, including Indonesia, Malaysia, China, India, Colombia, and Brazil, have observed a positive 

correlation between an increase in GDP per capita and a rise in the number of foreign visitors (Esquivias et al., 2022; Hor 

and Thaiprasert, 2015; Silva et al., 2023). Danish and Wang (2018) examined the complex relationship between the tourism 

industry and economic growth in BRICS nations from 1995 to 2014, noting that tourism has contributed significantly to 

economic expansion while also leading to adverse environmental consequences. In particular, they identified an 

Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) within BRICS economies, which suggests a curvilinear relationship between income 

levels and CO2 emissions. Furthermore, Porto et al. (2023) confirmed the presence of an extended EKC hypothesis for 

tourist destinations in the Americas and Asia-Oceania, underscoring the urgent need for environmental policies to ensure 

the sustainability of tourism in highly polluted and rapidly expanding destinations. Sghaier et al. (2019) examined the 

environmental consequences of tourism and discovered contrasting outcomes in Egypt and Tunisia. Although Egypt 

experienced adverse environmental effects, Tunisia showed improvements in its environmental quality. Porto et al. (2023) 

found that while the Americas and Asian destinations suffered negative environmental impacts from tourism activities, 

European destinations experienced enhancements in their environmental quality. These discrepancies across nations 
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suggest varying relationships between CO2 emissions and income levels, with some displaying an inverted U-shaped 

correlation and others demonstrating a U-shaped pattern. Shaheen et al. (2019) confirmed the existence of the EKC 

hypothesis (inverted U-shaped curve) based on data spanning 1995 to 2016, encompassing the top ten tourist-receiving 

countries. Similarly, Wang (2014) arrived at a similar conclusion using panel data from 2001 to 2010 for the top 20 tourist 

destinations. Variations in the environmental impact of tourism often depend on multiple factors, such as the adoption of 

sustainable tourism development practices (Nematpour et al., 2022), the effectiveness of environmental regulations and 

policies (Hovelsrud et al., 2023), the sophistication of tourism infrastructure and technology (Balsalobre-Lorente et al., 

2023), commitment to environmental conservation (Durani et al., 2023), energy sources (Zheng et al., 2023), the energy 

efficiency of tourism facilities (Rahman et al., 2022), and numerous other considerations (Wei and Lihua, 2023). 

Research has uncovered a critical aspect of the complex interaction between economic activity, emissions, and the 

tourism sector in specific country groupings (Gössling et al., 2015). Tourism has the capacity to stimulate energy demand, 

leading to environmental consequences. Brahmasrene and Lee (2017) examined the long-term implications of CO2 

emissions, tourism, industrial development, urbanization, globalization, and economic growth in Southeast Asian countries.  

They found that in the top ten most-visited nations, real GDP and tourism tend to increase emissions, but the use of 

renewable energy sources can decrease pollution levels. Similarly, Razzaq et al. (2023) conducted a study on the top 10 

rich countries and revealed the dual impact of global tourism, fostering economic expansion while concurrently leading to 

amplified CO2 emissions. Geo et al. (2021) reported similar results in their study on Mediterranean countries, confirming 

the connection between tourism activity and CO2 emissions. Additionally, Qureshi et al. (2017) found that domestic 

tourism tends to curb greenhouse gas emissions, whereas international travel has a positive influence on energy demand, 

GDP, trade, and CO2 emissions. This complex web of relationships is further intensified by the crucial roles of trade 

openness and economic growth, which contribute to an increase in inbound tourism (Deb, 2021).  

The relationship between a country's tourism activities and their environmental impact has led to energy consumption 

being identified as a critical factor. Theoretical and empirical studies have established a clear connection between the 

increasing scope of tourism-related activities, such as travel, dining, and lodging, and rising energy demand, primarily driven 

by fossil fuels (Katircioglu, 2014). Several geographic contexts have been explored, including the European Union (EU) by 

Xia et al. (2022), Turkey by Katircioglu (2014), China by Irfan et al. (2023), and OECD countries by Banga et al. (2022). 

These studies arrive at a common conclusion that energy utilization plays a crucial role in driving tourism expansion. 

Building on this perspective, Doan et al. (2017) confirm that real GDP and tourism exert upward pressure on emissions in 

the top ten tourist-receiving countries, while the integration of renewable energy sources serves to mitigate pollution. 

Additionally, Zaman et al. (2017) found an association between per capita income growth and increased CO2 emissions, 

which further aggravates environmental challenges in the top 10 tourist destination nations. In the pursuit of environmental 

sustainability, it is crucial for popular tourist destinations to carefully evaluate the impact of various socioeconomic and 

technological factors. Among these factors, population density, population growth, and urbanization have been identified as 

primary determinants of CO2 emissions (Fethi and Senyucel, 2021; Begum et al., 2015; Umurvzako et al., 2023). While an 

increase in population density leads to higher overall CO2 emissions, it also results in lower per-capita emissions.  

However, previous research has produced conflicting results regarding population growth's impact on CO2 emissions 

(Gao et al., 2021; Begum et al., 2015). Conversely, Owusu (2018) argues that population growth is positively correlated 

with CO2 emissions, which is supported by the findings of Sun et al. (2023) for 30 countries, Nathaniel et al. (2023) for 

emerging markets, and Farooq et al. (2023) for Gulf countries. This complexity underscores the need for comprehensive 

and region-specific assessments to address environmental sustainability in the context of tourism. After reviewing prior 

research, it is evident that the environmental impacts of tourism have been examined through a variety of methodologies, 

including direct surveys using questionnaires (Tovar and Lockwood, 2008), input-output analysis (Jones, 2023; Hartono et 

al., 2023), computed general equilibrium (CGE) assessments (Dwyer et al., 2010), and econometric-based investigations.  

The majority of econometric studies have shown that tourism tends to increase CO2 emissions. For example, Solarin 

(2013) found this pattern in Malaysia, while Katircioglu et al. (2014) documented similar results in the European context, 

supporting a common theme in the literature. Notably, Paramati et al. (2017) proposed that implementing sustainable 

tourism policies could raise awareness of environmental conservation and strengthen efforts to combat ecological 

degradation. Given these theoretical foundations, it is plausible to argue that tourism's influence on CO2 emissions may 

either mitigate or exacerbate the situation in top tourist destinations. Still, in a study using an input-output methodology and 

focusing on Wales in the UK, Jones (2023) highlighted the slow pace of decarbonization efforts, indicating that the tourism 

sector has not yet made a substantial transition toward climate responsibility. Corroborating these results, Hartono et al. 

(2023) pointed out that activities associated with tourism, such as transportation, have experienced substantial growth in 

recent years. This trend suggests that the increase in tourist arrivals is contributing to the significant rise in CO2 emissions. 
 

METHODOLOGY 

In the following Figure 2, all of the methodological steps are explained. The research methodology adopted a multi-step 

approach to thoroughly examine the impact of variable selection, data selection, and econometric model choice on the 

outcomes of econometric analysis. Initially, a stringent variable selection process was implemented to recognize the most 

relevant and statistically significant variables for the analysis. Moreover, three unit root tests, namely Harris-Tzavalis, Im-

Pesaran-Shin (IPS), and Levin, Lin, and Chu (LLC), were employed to assess the stationarity of the time series data. Next, 

an suitable econometric model, the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM), was carefully chosen to analyze the dynamic 

relationships between the variables of interest. Finally, quantile regression was utilized as a robustness check to validate the 

findings of the baseline GMM model. 
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1. Data and Variable Selection 

Environmental degradation is influenced by tourism, 

trade, GDP per capita, per capita electricity consumption, 

population, and consumption expenditure. This study 

offers empirical evidence of the variables influencing CO2 

emissions in the top 32 tourist countries. These countries 

were selected as top tourist-receiving countries from six 

different continents. Data were collected from 32 

countries: Austria, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, 

Switzerland, Spain, Turkey, the UK, Canada, Mexico, the 

USA, Brazil, Argentina, Chile, China, Hong Kong, India, 

Indonesia, Japan, Singapore, South Korea, Saudi Arabia, 

the UAE, Thailand, Vietnam, Egypt, Morocco, South 

Africa, Tunisia, Australia, and New Zealand.  

Table 1 outlines the variables utilized in this research. 

All variables are expressed in logarithmic format (ln), 

which can help in mitigating skewness and normalizing 

 
 

Figure 2. Flowchart of methodology 
 

the distribution of the data. These variables will be investigated for their associations with carbon emissions in the selected 

tourist countries using econometric techniques, such as GMM and quantile regression. Table 2 provides the descriptive 

statistics for the required variables used in the study. These statistics offer insights into the mean, standard deviation, and 

range of each variable. For instance, the mean total CO2 emissions (lnCO2) is 12.52 with a standard deviation of 1.089, 

indicating a moderate level of variability around the mean value. Similarly, other variables such as international tourism 

arrivals (lnTA) and international tourism receipts (lnTR) exhibit distinct ranges and variability, providing a foundation for 

further analysis of their environmental implications in leading 32 global tourist destinations. 
 

Table 1. Variables List 
 

Variables name Log format Indicator Name 

CO2 lnCO2 Total CO2 emissions 

TA lnTA International tourism, number of arrivals 

TR lnTR International tourism, receipts (current US$) 

GDP lnGDP GDP per capita (current US$) 

TO lnTO Trade (% of GDP) 

POP lnPOP Population, total 

FC lnFC Final consumption expenditure (% of GDP) 

EC lnEC Electric power consumption (kWh per capita) 
 

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics 
 

Variable Name Mean SD Min Max 

lnCO2 12.52 1.089 10.32 15.57 

lnTA 16.75 1.221 14.46 19.17 

lnTR 23.45 1.064 20.91 26.19 

lnTO 4.252 0.697 3.084 6.093 

lnGDP 9.611 1.222 6.003 11.13 

lnPOP 17.63 1.162 15.01 19.61 

lnEC 8.280 1.001 5.789 9.756 

lnFC 4.301 0.138 3.735 4.587 
 

 

2. Econometrics equations 

This study selects two tourism-related variables to obtain a robust picture of our research. The two tourism-related 

variables are the number of international tourist arrivals and international tourism receipts (current US $). The research 

incorporates the relevant explanatory variables and CO2 emissions into the following Equation (1).  

Equation (1) represents the conceptual framework of the study, highlighting the relationship between environmental 

degradation and related factors, including tourism, socioeconomic aspects, technological advancements, population, and 

potentially other influencing elements. The equation suggests that environmental degradation is not solely determined by 

tourism but is rather a complex phenomenon influenced by a mixture of various factors.  

Environmental Degradation = f (Tourism, Population, Socio-economic, Technological, and other factors)   (1) 

The research employed the STIRPAT model, which is ideally suited for this study as it can empirically examine the 

complex relationship between tourism and carbon emissions. By accounting for population, consumption expenditure, 

and technological factors, the STIRPAT model provides a comprehensive framework for quantitatively assessing the 

impact of tourism on environmental sustainability. Its logarithmic transformations allow for nonlinear relationships and 

robust regression analysis, enabling us to isolate the specific impacts of tourism-related variables on carbon emissions.  

Equations (2)–(4) show the details of the model. The following Equation (2) and (3) represents the core concept of 

the STIRPAT model, capturing the notion that environmental impact (Impact) is a function of Population (P), Affluence 

or Asset (A), and Technological improvements (T). This simple yet powerful framework underscores the 

interconnectedness of these factors in shaping environmental outcomes. Equation (4) explicitly defines the dependent 

variable, CO2 emissions, as a function of tourism, population, GDP, trade openness, final financial consumption, and 

electricity consumption. This comprehensive equation encompasses the key factors influencing CO 2 emissions, allowing 

for a nuanced understanding of the environmental implications of tourism and other contributing factors.  
 

Impact = PAT    (2) 
  

Impact on Environment =Population* Affluence* Technologies (3) 
  

CO2 = f (Tourism, Population, GDP, Trade, Financial Consumption, Electricity Consumption) (4) 
  

Equation (5) shows the baseline equation for CO2, tourist arrivals, and the interconnectedness of other attributes.  
 

CO2i,t=  + TAi,t+ Xi,t+i+t+i,t    (5) 
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CO2it= β0+ β1TAit + β2TOit+ β3GDPit + β4POPit + β5FCit + β6ECit + Ɛit (6) 
 

Equation (6) is the STIRPAT format and is the detailed form of Equation (5). In Equation (6), CO2it represents the 

carbon dioxide emissions for the country "i" at a time "t." β0 is the intercept term, representing the baseline level of CO 2 

emissions when all the independent variables are zero. β1, β2, β3, β4, β5, and β6 are coefficients associated with the 

independent variables in Equation (6).Equation (7) is the baseline equation for international tourist receipts (current 

US$). Equation (8) is the detailed form of the STIRPAT format and equation mentioned above.  

Equation (9) is the log form of Equation (6). Equation (10) is the log form of Equation (8).  
 

CO2i,t=  + TRi,t+ Xi,t+i+t+i,t    (7) 
  

CO2it= β0+ β1TRit + β2TOit+ β3GDPit + β4POPit + β5FCit + β6ECit + Ɛit (8) 
  

lnCO2it= β0+ β1InTAit + β2lnTOit+ β3lnGDPit + β4lnPOPit + β5lnFCit + β6lnECit + Ɛit (9) 
  

InCO2it= β0+ β1lnTRit + β2lnTOit+ β3lnGDPit + β4lnPOPit + β5lnFCit + β6lnECit + Ɛit (10) 
 

In these above Equations, TR represents international tourism receipts as a percentage of GDP for a country "i" at a 

time "t." Coefficient β1 captures the relationship between tourism receipts and lnCO2 emissions, indicating how changes 

in tourism receipts affect lnCO2 emissions. TA indicates tourism arrivals. TOit represents trade as a percentage of GDP 

for the country "i" at a time "t." In similar way, GDPit refers to ln GDP per capita, POPit represents the total population, 

FCit represents final consumption expenditure as a percentage of GDP, and ECit refers to e lectric power consumption 

per capita. Ɛit represents the error term or residual, capturing the unexplained variation in CO2 emissions that the 

independent variables in the model do not account for. The coefficients (β1 to β6) provide insights into the magnitude 

and direction of these relationships (between TR, TA, TO, GDP, POP, FC, and EC towards CO 2), whereas the error term 

(Ɛit) captures any unexplained variability in CO2 emissions. 
 

3. Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) 

Several econometric techniques, including the system GMM econometric approach, were used to attain our research 
objective. The total period is T = 21 years, from 2000 to 2020, smaller than the number of cross-sectional (N = 32 

countries) cross-sections. According to Baltagi (2008), the dynamic nature of data is useful. Compared to other GMM 
econometric methodologies, the system GMM method yields more accurate and reliable estimations. Furthermore, our 
strategy addresses the expected link between the error term and country-fixed effects. The problem is more pronounced 
in dynamic punitive data because there is less time and more cross-sections (Nickell, 1981).  

A system GMM methodology can be used to avoid endogeneity and heterogeneity issues. Our analysis may have a 
problem of reverse causality with carbon dioxide emissions because the independent variables are institutional and 

macroeconomic variables. Abdouli and Hammami (2017) also addressed the omitted variable bias using a GMM system 
and produced an estimate of its dependability. Arellano and Bover (1995) offered a specific solution, which Blundell 
and Bond (1998) expanded. The two-step GMM approach generates more accurate estimators than the one-step system. 
The Hansen test (Hansen, 1982) or the Sargan test should be used to determine the instrument's validity (Sargan, 1958) 
and be more suitable (Iqbal and Daly, 2014). The decision to use two-step GMM is for the following reasons: (1) the 
number of countries in our sample (N) is greater than the number of years (t); (2) the correlation be tween dependent 

variables and their lag is greater than 0.8; (3) the simultaneity and omitted variable bias problems in the estimates from 
the mean regression estimator; and (4) the two-step system GMM corrects biases that emerge while differentiating 
variables. The research estimates the following requirements at level and the first differences, as follows: Equations (11) 
and (12) are the two-step System GMM for total international tourist arrivals: 

    

lnCO2i,t = α0 + α1lnCO2i,t-t + α2lnTAi,t + ∑4
k=1Φ3lnXk,i,t-t + εi,t (11) 

  

lnCO2i,t - lnCO2i,t-t = α1 lnCO2i,t-t - lnCO2i,t-2t + α2 lnTAi,t - lnTAi,t-t + ∑k=1
4 Φ3 lnXk,i,t-t - lnXk,i,t-2t + εi,t - εi,t-t (12) 

  

Equations (13) and (14) are the two-step System GMM for International tourism receipts (current US $): 
 

lnCO2i,t = α0 + α1 lnCO2i,t-t + α2 lnTRi,t + ∑4
k=1 Φ3 lnXx,i,t-t  + εi,t (13) 

  

lnCO2i,t -lnCO2i,t-t = α1 lnCO2i,t-t - lnCO2i,t-2t + α2 lnTR i,t – lnTRi,t-t +∑4
k=1 Φ3 lnXk,i,t-2t + εi,t - εi,t-t (14) 

 

Where CO2 it is the total carbon emissions in the ith country in year t, TA signifies foreign tourist arrivals in selected 

countries, TR signifies the amount received from tourists, X signifies the vector of control variables, τ signifies the auto-

regression parameter, and ε signifies a disturbance term. Asongu and Odhiambo (2018) state that the GMM estimator has 

been used in several types of research to investigate how tourism, wealth, and information and communications technology 

(ICT) affect financial development, economic growth, and sustainability (Umurzakov et al., 2022). 
 

4. Quantile Regression (QR) 

The paper also applies the QR method to examine the relationship between CO2 emissions and the other independent 

variables at 25%, 50%, and 75%. These quantiles provide a good estimate of CO2 emissions. 

Equation (15) is the quantile model for international tourist arrival. 
 

QRi,t =  αi
q + βi

q
,lnTAit QRlnTAit + βq

i,lnTOit QRlnTOit + βq
i,lnGDPit QRlnGDPit + βq

i,lnPOPit QRlnPOPit + βq
i,lnFCit QRlnFCit + βq

i,lnEC 

QRlnEC,it  …   ….    ….   …                               
(15) 

Equation (16) is the quantile model for international tourism receipts (current US$): 
 

QRi,t = αi
q + βq

i,lnTRit QRlnTRit + βi
q
,lnTOit  QRlnTOit + βi

q
,lnGDPit QRlnGDPit + βi

q
,lnPOPit QRlnPOPit + βi

q
,lnFCit  QRlnFCit + 

βi
q
,lnECit  QRlnECit  …   ….    ….   …. 

(16) 
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RESULTS 

Table 3 displays the pairwise correlations between the dataset variables, all in a logarithmic form. The correlations 

range from -1 to 1 and provide insights into the strength and direction of the relationships between the variables. These 

correlations provide initial perceptions of the relationships between variables, such as lnCO2 and lnTA, lnTR, lnGDP, 

lnPOP, lnFC and lnEC, suggesting that these variables may be positively associated with CO2 emissions. In contrast, the 

negative correlation between lnCO2 and lnTO indicates a potentially negative relationship between trade and CO2 

emissions. However, further analysis and modelling are necessary to determine the strength and significance of these 

relationships and account for other potential factors influencing CO2 emissions. Panel data analysis uses the panel unit root 

test to determine whether the dependent and independent variables are stationary or non-stationary. Various panel unit root 

tests are available in the literature. Table 4 provides the data as the level or first difference for the unit root test of the 

dependent and independent variables. There is a unit root in H0, but none in H1, which is a nonstationary process. The 

table shows that all variables are stationary at I (1). Therefore, this study applies GMM and QR models. 
 

Table 3. Correlation (Source: authors calculation) *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 

Variables InCO2 InTA InTR InTO InGDP InPOP InFC InEC 

InCO2 1.000        

InTA 0.585*** 1.000       

InTR 0.666*** 0.800*** 1.000      

InTO -0.501*** -0.016 -0.058 1.000     

InGDP 0.301*** 0.450*** 0.570*** 0.066 1.000    

InPOP 0.718*** 0.291*** 0.264*** -0.604*** -0.382*** 1.000   

InFC 0.349*** 0.169*** 0.066 -0.667*** -0.167*** 0.493*** 1.000  

InEC 0.290*** 0.342*** 0.451*** 0.079 0.931*** -0.440*** -0.145** 1.000 

 

Table 4. Unit Root Test Result (Source: Author’s Calculation)  

Note: ***, **, and *denote significance at the 1 %, 5 %, and 10% levels. Presume as trend and intercept 

 

Variables 

At Level At 1st Difference 

Harris-Tzavalis Im-Pesaran-Shin Levin, Lin and Chu Harris-Tzavalis Im-Pesaran-Shin Levin, Lin and Chu 

InCO2 0.258 0.826 -0.471 -30.35*** -8.765*** -5.613*** 

InTA 1.52 2.194 4.70 -32.44*** -9.13*** -7.29*** 

InTR -1.18 -0.636 -0.559 -31.93*** -9.177*** -7.82*** 

InTO -0.236 -0.663 -0.373 -30.19*** -11.33*** -15.88*** 

InGDPpc 0.911 1.045 .362 -32.10*** -8.956*** -5.15*** 

InPOP -0.536 -0.763 -0.073 -38.19*** -9.33*** -7.88*** 

InFC -1.18 -0.636 -0.559 -31.93*** -9.177*** -7.82*** 

InEC -1.11 0.517 0.545 -37.52*** -9.769*** -7.72*** 
 

Table 5 presents the log-log model with the dynamic panel data estimate. Columns 1, 2, and 3 indicate the various two-

step System-GMM models. As a precaution, this study excluded the top five tourist-receiving countries with the highest 

and lowest adjusted tourist arrivals (Columns 2 and 3, respectively). As a result, five of the most visited countries dropped 

from Model 2, whereas the bottom five countries dropped from Model 3. Table 5 provides information on the effects of 

various independent variables on lnCO2 in each model. InCO2 (logarithm of CO2 emissions) was the dependent variable in 

all models. The independent variables in the various models were compared as follows: This variable represents the lagged 

value of lnCO2 that accounts for the impact of previous CO2 emissions on current levels. In all three models, the L.lnCO2 

coefficient is uniformly significant and positive. This implies that past CO2 emissions had a positive effect on CO2 

emissions. LnTA represents the logarithm of international visitor arrivals. The coefficient for lnTA is consistently negative 

and statistically significant in all three models. This finding suggests a relationship between higher foreign visitor arrivals 

and reduced CO2 emissions. The logarithm of the trade-to-GDP ratio is lnTO, and in none of the models is the coefficient 

of lnTO statistically significant, indicating that trade does not have a significant effect on lnCO2. This suggests that in the 

context of overall tourist arrivals, CO2 emissions are not significantly influenced by trade levels. GDP per capita is 

represented by lnGDP, and the coefficient of lnGDP is positive and statistically significant in all the three models.  

This suggests that higher GDP per capita is associated with higher CO2 emissions. The logarithm of the total 

population is lnPOP, and the coefficient of lnPOP is consistently positive and statistically significant in all three models.  

The final consumption expenditure logarithm, expressed as a proportion of GDP, is lnFC, and the coefficient of lnFC is 

consistently negative and statistically significant in all three models. This suggests that reducing final consumption 

spending as a percentage of GDP leads to lower CO2 emissions. The logarithm of the electric power consumption per 

person is lnEC. In Models 1 and 3, but not in Model 2, the coefficient of lnEC is positive and statistically significant.  

Although the relevance varies across models, increasing electric power usage per capita may be positively correlated 

with CO2 emissions. None of the models' constant terms (intercepts) is statistically significant, implying that the 

independent variables have a more substantial influence on lnCO2 than the constant term itself. A comparison of the 

three models demonstrates that the effects of foreign tourist arrivals (lnTA), GDP per capita (lnGDP), population size 

(lnPOP), and final consumption expenditure (lnFC) on CO2 emissions (lnCO2) are consistent with each other. Elevated 

CO2 emissions result from tourism and increased economic activities. Nonetheless, emissions can be lowered by 

adopting sustainable consumption habits, underscoring the need for further research and robustness tests.  
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Table 6. Two-step System GMM model for international tourism receipts (current US$)  

(Source: Calculation by the author) Robust standard errors in parentheses- *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

L.lnCO2 0.847***(0.0484) 0.897***(0.0484) 0.869***(0.0484) 

lnTR 
- 

0.0435***(0.0141) 

- 

0.0416***(0.0141) 

- 

0.0445***(0.0141) 

lnTO -0.0117(0.0290) -0.0156(0.0290) -0.0126(0.0290) 

lnGDP 0.0341(0.0179) 0.0441(0.0169) 0.0352(0.0169) 

lnPOP 0.146***(0.0492) 0.146***(0.0492) 0.146***(0.0492) 

lnFC -0.0190(0.0689) -0.0190(0.0689) -0.0190(0.0689) 

lnEC 0.0962**(0.0463) 0.0962**(0.0463) 0.0962**(0.0463) 

Constant -1.456*(0.835) -1.456*(0.835) -1.456*(0.835) 

Excluded None Top-5 Bottom-5 

AR(1) 0.00 0.00 0.00 

AR(2) 0.08 0.12 0.18 

Hansen Test 0.34 0.35 0.29 

Number of ids 32 27 27 
 

Table 5. Two-step System GMM model for total tourist arrivals (dependent variable is LCO2)  

(Source: Calculation by the author) Robust standard errors in parentheses- *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

L.lnCO2 0.848***(0.0602) 0.848***(0.0602) 0.848***(0.0602) 

lnTA -0.0265***(0.0109) -0.0255***(0.0109) -0.0281***(0.0109) 

lnTO -0.0298(0.0255) -0.0298(0.0255) -0.0298(0.0255) 

lnGDP 0.0359*(0.0188) 0.0348*(0.0168) 0.0357*(0.0177) 

lnPOP 0.140**(0.0617) 0.142**(0.0617) 0.138**(0.0617) 

lnFC -0.141**(0.0633) -0.143**(0.0633) -0.152**(0.0633) 

lnEC 0.113*(0.0537) 0.104*(0.0537) 0.1054*(0.0537) 

Constant -0.543(0.840) -0.543(0.840) -0.543(0.785) 

Excluded None Top-5 Bottom-5 

AR(1) 0.00 0.00 0.00 

AR(2) 0.08 0.12 0.18 

Hansen Test 0.34 0.35 0.29 

Number of ids 32 27 27 
 

As presented in Table 6, feature CO2 emissions (lnCO2) as the dependent variable. This table examines the effects of 

several independent variables on lnCO2 (the logarithm of CO2 emissions) and compares three distinct models (Model 1, 

Model 2, and Model 3). The following is a comparison of the models and an explanation of the effects of each independent 

variable: All three models incorporate the lagged value of lnCO2 (past CO2 emissions), which has a statistically significant 

and favorable effect on lnCO2 (present CO2 emissions). This suggests that historical CO2 emissions consistently influence 

current emissions across all models. The independent variable in this model is lnTR (international tourism receipts), 

whereas earlier models employed lnTA (international tourist arrivals). The coefficient for lnTR is consistently negative and 

statistically significant in all three models. This indicates that lower CO2 emissions are associated with increased international 

tourism receipts. Tourism-related activities with higher revenue streams may have lasting environmental impacts.  

In none of the models, lnTO, which represents trade as a percentage of GDP, has a statistically significant effect on lnCO2. 

The coefficient for lnGDP, which represents GDP per person, is not statistically significant in any of the models. This suggests 

that GDP per capita does not have a significant impact on CO2 emissions in the context of international tourism receipts. In all 

three models, the logarithm of the total population (lnPOP) consistently has a positive and statistically significant effect on 

lnCO2. This shows that a larger population size is linked to increased CO2 emissions, regardless of the revenue generated by 

international tourism. None of the models lnFC, which represents final consumption spending as a percentage of GDP, has a 

statistically significant effect on lnCO2. This implies that when taking foreign tourism receipts into account, the ratio of final 

consumption spending to GDP does not significantly affect CO2 emissions. The coefficient for lnEC, which represents electric 

power consumption per person, is consistently positive and statistically significant in all three cases. This suggests that 

energy consumption patterns should be considered when analyzing the correlation between revenue from international 

tourists and CO2 emissions as it has detrimental effects for environmental quality. The results of the comparison of the 

three models indicate that the effects of electric power consumption per capita, total population, and international tourist 

receipts on CO2 emissions are consistent. The significance of factors such as GDP per capita and final consumption 

spending varies among the models, underscoring the necessity of considering multiple variables and conducting further 

research to fully understand the complex relationship between international tourism receipts and CO2 emissions.  

Table 7 displays the results of the quantile regression analysis for international tourist arrivals, considering different 

quantiles: Q25 (25th percentile), Q50 (50th percentile), and Q75 (75th percentile). The table shows the coefficients and 

their corresponding standard errors for each independent variable at each quantile. Here is an explanation of the findings: 

The coefficient for lnTA (international tourist arrivals) is negative and statistically significant at the 25th and 50th 

percentiles. This suggests that higher international tourist arrivals are associated with lower CO2 emissions for countries at 
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these quantiles. However, at the 75th percentile, the coefficient is negative and statistically significant at a higher level, 

indicating an even stronger negative relationship between tourist arrivals and CO2 emissions.  

The coefficient for trade as a percentage of GDP (lnTO) is negative and statistically significant at all levels, indicating 

that a higher proportion of trade relative to GDP is associated with lower CO2 emissions across all levels. The negative 

coefficient becomes more pronounced at higher levels, suggesting a stronger negative relationship between trade and CO2 

emissions for countries with higher levels of tourist arrivals. The coefficient for GDP per capita (lnGDP) is not statistically 

significant, indicating that GDP per capita does not significantly impact CO2 emissions for international tourist arrivals at 

all levels. The coefficient for total population (lnPOP) is positive and statistically significant at all levels, implying that a 

larger population size is associated with higher CO2 emissions for countries at all levels of international tourist arrivals. The 

coefficient for final consumption expenditure as a percentage of GDP (lnFC) is negative and statistically significant at the 

50th and 75th percentiles, indicating that a higher proportion of final consumption expenditure relative to GDP is 

associated with lower CO2 emissions for countries at these quantiles. However, the negative coefficient is not statistically 

significant at the 25th percentile. The coefficient for electric power consumption per capita (lnEC) is positive and 

statistically significant at all levels, suggesting that higher electric power consumption per capita is associated with higher 

CO2 emissions across all levels of international tourist arrivals. The quantile regression results indicate that the association 

between independent variables and CO2 emissions varies with the level of international tourist arrivals. Some variables, 

such as lnTA, lnTO, lnPOP, and lnEC, consistently display significant effects, but the impact of lnGDP and lnFC fluctuates 

based on the quantile. These findings underscore the significance of accounting for the varying effects of independent 

variables at different levels of tourist arrivals when examining the determinants of CO2 emissions.  
 

Table 7. Quantile Regression for international tourist  

arrivals Models (Source: Calculation by the author) Standard errors in parentheses- *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 

Variables Q25 Q50 Q75 

lnTA -0.0597**(0.0227) -0.0577***(0.0133) -0.0817**(0.0358) 

lnTO -0.0590***(0.0109) - 0.104***(0.0339) -0.246***(0.0656) 

lnGDP 0.0459(0.0816) 0.0348(0.0255) 0.0676(0.0493) 

lnPOP 1.093***(0.0510) 1.093***(0.0159) 1.014***(0.0308) 

lnFC -0.513(0.471) -0.630***(0.147) -0.983***(0.285) 

lnEC 0.860***(0.0910) 0.751***(0.0284) 0.715***(0.0550) 

Constant -11.49***(2.663) -10.54***(0.832) -6.471***(1.610) 

Observations 462 462 462 
 

Table 8. Quantile Regression for International tourism  

receipts (current US$) (Source: Calculation by the author) Standard errors in parentheses- *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 

Variables Q25 Q50 Q75 

InTR -0.057**(0.02760) -0.0629**(0.0273) -0.0391***(0.0147) 

InTO - 0.143***(0.034) -0.153***(0.0480) - 0.245***(0.0835) 

InGDP 0.191(0.121) 0.0154(0.0433) 0.0666(0.0753) 

InPOP 1.030***(0.0696) 1.007***(0.0250) 0.994***(0.0434) 

InFC -0.926(0.563) -0.889***(0.202) -0.958***(0.351) 

InEC 0.950***(0.120) 0.733***(0.0432) 0.762***(0.0750) 

Constant -9.867***(3.051) -8.512***(1.096) -5.792***(1.905) 

Observations 478 478 478 
 

Table 8 presents the findings of a quantile regression analysis for international tourism receipts. Instead of utilizing 

lnTA as an independent variable, the analysis employs lnTR (international tourist receipts). At the 25th and 50th 

percentiles, the coefficient for lnTR is negative and statistically significant, indicating that lower CO2 emissions are 

associated with higher international tourism receipts for countries in these quantiles. The coefficient is negative and 

statistically significant at a lower level at the 75th percentile, but the correlation between tourism receipts and CO2 

emissions is weaker. The results of the quantile regression analysis demonstrate the impact of multiple variables on CO2 

emissions for international tourism revenues at different quantiles. While lnGDP and lnFC do not consistently show 

significant effects across all quantiles, the variables lnTR, lnTO, lnPOP, and lnEC do.  

 

DISCUSSION  

The study's findings suggest that tourists’ arrivals and revenues have a negative correlation with CO2 emissions. There 

are various reasons that contribute to reduced CO2 emissions in the tourism sector. Technological advancements in 

transportation and accommodation, such as fuel-efficient aircraft, hybrid and electric vehicles, and energy-saving practices 

in hotels and resorts, have led to a reduction in carbon intensity. The transportation sector is the primary source of CO2 

emissions, accounting for almost 70% of total emissions. The tourism industry has also placed a greater emphasis on 

sustainable practices and policies in recent years. Many destinations, tourism organizations, and businesses have 

implemented sustainability initiatives to minimize their ecological footprint and conserve natural resources. These 

programs cover trash reduction and recycling campaigns, energy and water conservation, community involvement, and the 

promotion of regional and organic goods. Overall, the tourism industry's efforts towards sustainability have contributed to a 

reduction in CO2 emissions. Our findings are consistent with previous research, which has demonstrated that tourism 
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activity can lead to reduced environmental degradation in destinations such as the Middle East (Voumik et al., 2023a), G7 

Countries (Ahmad et al., 2022), top visited destinations (Ansari and Villanthenkodath, 2022), selected top tourist 

destinations (Fethi and Senyucel, 2021), and countries participating in the Belt and Road initiative (Umurzakov et al., 

2023). However, our results contradict those of Gao et al. (2021) for Mediterranean countries, Balsalobre-Lorente et al. 

(2023) for OECD countries, Farooq et al. (2023) in Gulf countries, Irfan et al. (2023) in China, Onifade et al. (2023) in the 

Middle East, Rahman et al. (2022) in Malaysia, and Nathaniel et al. (2023) in emerging markets. 

In line with Ozturk et al. (2023), Jahanger et al. (2023), and Banga et al. (2023), variations in the relationship between CO2 

emissions and tourism can be attributed to differences in policies, energy sources, tourist attractions, transportation, 

technology, and other environmental regulations. This underscores the significance of actively promoting environmentally 

responsible practices. Plausible explanations include the inclusion of countries in the top 32 list that have increased the use of 

renewable energy, such as Austria, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, Switzerland, Spain, the UK, Canada, and New Zealand. 

These countries have made significant investments in renewable energy and have a substantial share of renewables in their 

energy mix. Additionally, emerging destinations have shifted their economic activities from sectors with higher energy 

intensity to services and tourism, which typically have lower energy intensity. Furthermore, improvements in energy 

efficiency, implementation of new energy policies, and growing demand for sustainable destinations are likely to contribute to 

tourism's positive impact on environmental quality. The study suggests that rising CO2 emissions are associated with 

population growth. As the population increases, CO2 emissions have risen due to two primary factors: the need for energy to 

power homes, transportation networks, businesses, and other sectors has climbed alongside the population. When fossil 

fuels, such as coal, oil, and natural gas, are burned to provide energy, they release CO2 into the atmosphere. Furthermore, 

population expansion is often accompanied by changes in consumer habits and lifestyles, leading to an increase in 

transportation-related emissions. For example, a growing population may result in more transportation-related emissions 

(Hartono et al., 2023). The findings in Sun et al. (2023) for 30 tourist destinations, Nathaniel et al. (2023) for emerging 

markets, and Farooq et al. (2023) for Gulf countries support the positive correlation between population and CO2 emissions.  

The study suggests that trade can lead to a reduction in CO2 emissions, primarily due to the development and innovation 

that it spurs, resulting in cleaner and more energy-efficient production methods. This may lead to a shift towards greener 

energy sources, increased manufacturing energy efficiency, and the adoption of environmentally friendly business 

practices. Technological improvements can help decrease the carbon intensity of trade-related activities, which would 

reduce CO2 emissions. Trade agreements and environmental legislation can also help promote sustainable trading practices 

and reduce CO2 emissions. The study also indicates that rising CO2 emissions are linked to power generation, with the high 

reliance on fossil fuels such as coal, oil, and natural gas being a significant contributor to the increase in emissions from 

power production. Thermal power stations primarily use these fossil fuels to generate electricity, which is becoming 

increasingly necessary, particularly in rapidly developing countries where the use of fossil fuels in energy production is on 

the rise. This reliance on fossil fuels leads to increased CO2 emissions, exacerbating the issue of climate change. According 

to Durani et al. (2023), when environmental regulations become less strict, the number of tourists visiting a country 

decrease. Therefore, countries should take unique steps to encourage tourism while enforcing strict environmental rules. 

Additionally, tourists should be offered incentives to counterbalance the negative effects of these regulations. To ensure 

sustainable tourism destinations thrive, it is crucial to complement them with sustainable urban areas, transportation 

systems, and infrastructure that collectively reduce the overall environmental footprint of tourism.  

Overall, the findings of our study shed light on the intricate relationship between various socio -economic factors and 

their influence on CO2 emissions in leading global tourist destinations. Notably, tourist arrivals, tourism receipts, and 

trade openness exhibit negative coefficients, indicating that an increase in these variables is associated with a decrease 

in CO2 emissions. This suggests that a thriving tourism sector, coupled with an open economy, may contribute to 

environmental sustainability by reducing CO2 emissions. Conversely, our analysis reveals that variables such as 

population and electricity consumption have positive and significant impacts on CO 2 emissions, signifying that higher 

population density and increased energy consumption tend to elevate environmental footprints. Interestingly, while GDP 

exhibits a positive coefficient on CO2 emissions, it is not statistically significant, implying that economic prosperity 

alone may not be a dominant driver of environmental impact in these destinations. Additionally, final consumption 

expenditure emerges as a noteworthy factor, displaying a negative and significant impact on environment. This 

underscores the potential of mindful consumption patterns in mitigating environmental harm, highlighting a promising 

avenue for sustainable tourism practices. These findings contribute to a nuanced understanding of the multi-faceted 

dynamics between tourism, economic variables, energy, and environmental outcomes, offering valuable insights for 

policymakers and stakeholders seeking to foster environmentally responsible tourism development.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The current study investigates the connection between tourism and carbon emissions, as it has a significant impact on 

top tourist destinations. Furthermore, the study examines the relationship between trade, consumption, GDP, and 

population variables. The findings suggest that tourism can both positively and negatively impact the environment, with 

CO2 emissions increasing due to factors such as GDP growth, per capita electricity consumption, and population growth. 

Additionally, trade openness and final consumption can also reduce CO2 emissions. The study also discovered that the 

effects of the two models are the same, but the coefficients of the two models are different. Previous research by Udemba et 

al. (2020) found a positive correlation between CO2 emissions and factors such as energy consumption, FDI, and 

population, which negatively impacts GDP. The study has shown that high levels of energy consumption, GDP growth, and 
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population growth lead to increased CO2 emissions. Furthermore, these factors are interrelated, with population growth driving 

the need for urbanization and increased energy use, which in turn leads to higher CO2 emissions. However, GDP growth is 

supported by industrialization and the extreme use of power and energy, which also contributes to increased CO2 emissions. 

The findings suggest that trade liberalization has a significant impact on CO2 emissions, and the importance of trade openness 

varies depending on the level of CO2 emissions. This is supported by a previous study conducted by Chen et al. (2021).  
The study revealed a negative correlation between tourism-related CO2 emissions, with the top 32 tourism destinations 

from six world regions. These nations have well-developed tourism industries, which may use contemporary equipment 
and engage in sustainable tourism. Tourism businesses prioritize technology innovation in their daily operations, 

contributing to the reduction of CO2 emissions. These findings suggest the need for legislative interventions and sustainable 
practices in the travel and tourism sector to minimize the negative environmental effects of tourist-related activities. 
Promoting eco-friendly products, sustainable consumption habits, and carbon-offset programs could be efficient ways to 
reduce CO2 emissions while fostering the growth of the tourism industry. Overall, this research contributes to the larger 
discussion on sustainable tourism development and environmental management by providing valuable information about 
the complex relationship between international tourism, CO2 emissions, and various factors.  

 

Policy Implications  

The environmental threat posed by CO2 emissions is a 

significant concern for countries (Voumik et al., 2023b), and 

it is crucial for studied countries to take it seriously. This 

study offers theoretical implications for future research and 

practical policies for sustainable tourism and economic 

growth. The novelty of this study provides a comprehensive 

understanding of the relationship between tourism, economic 

growth, and environmental degradation, which will aid in 

generating further research. The study found that in top tourist 

destinations, CO2 emissions increased due to population 

growth in a destination, but technological advancements and a 

shift to renewable energies may have led to increased energy 

efficiency and reduced carbon intensity. Additionally, the 

transportation sector is the primary source of CO2 emissions.  

Furthermore, Koçak et al. (2020) suggest that the economies 

of the region should rely more on renewable energy sources to 

offset CO2 emissions resulting from population growth and 

GDP expansion and to support the sustainable growth of the 

tourism industry (Shaheen et al., 2019). Policymakers can 

promote economic growth and tourism while reducing 

environmental degradation by decreasing the use of coal-based 

energy sources and increase the use of environmentally friendly 

sources like wind and solar power (in line with Fethi and 

Senyucel, 2021). The study suggests that the government should 

embrace climate-friendly technology to reduce CO2 emissions, 

enhance sustainable tourism, promote sustainable population 

growth, and responsible consumption. Additionally, to reduce 

environmental destruction in the tourism sector, it is 

important to raise awareness among tourists and local 

communities about sustainable tourism practices (Halim et 

al., 2022). Furthermore, policymakers can gain sustainable 

technological knowledge from developed countries and use it 

to  support  sustainable  tourism  development  in  developing 

Table   9. Countries List 
 

Continents Countries 

Europe 
Austria, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, 

Switzerland, Spain, Turkey, The UK 

North America Canada, Mexico, The USA 

South America Brazil, Argentina, Chile 

Asia 
China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, 
Singapore, South Korea, Saudi Arabia, The 

UAE, Thailand, Vietnam, 

Africa Egypt, Morocco, South Africa, Tunisia 

Oceania Australia, New Zealand 

  

Table   10. Abbreviations 

Abbreviation Details 

ARDL Autoregressive Distributed Lag 

CO2 Carbon-dioxide 

CSD Cross-sectional dependence 

CIPS Cross-section Im-Pesaran-Shin 

DOLS Dynamic Ordinary Least Square 

EFP Ecological Footprint 

EKC Environmental Kuznets Curve  

FOS Fossil fuel 

FMOLS Fully Modified Ordinary Least Square 

GDP Gross Domestic Product 

G20 Group of 20 

GMM Generalized Method of Moments 

HO Health outcome 

IMF International Monetary Fund 

PMG-ARDL Panel Mean Group Autoregressive Distributed Lag 

QR Quantile Regression 

REC Renewable Energy Consumption 

R&D Research & Development 

TA Tourists’ Arrival 

TO Trade openness 

TR Tourism Receipts 

WB World Bank 
 

countries through Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) (Deb, 2021; Koçak and Şarkgüneşi, 2018). This will provide 

policymakers and future researchers with a clear understanding of the relationship between tourism and CO2 emissions. 
 

Limitations and Future Scope of Study 

The limitations of the study are related to the availability and quality of data. The study relies on the provided data, 

and there may be constraints regarding data coverage, accuracy, and consistency among nations. To enhance the validity 
of the findings, future studies can benefit from access to larger and more reliable datasets. Although econometric 
methods are used to examine the relationships between variables, it is important to remember that the analysis is 
correlational and does not establish causality. Moreover, unreported factors may influence international tourism and CO2 
emissions, potentially causing endogeneity issues. Future studies can address these issues by using alternative methods 
or experimental layouts, and by carefully choosing variables and model specifications. Future research has several 

avenues for exploration, such as alternative model specifications, incorporating other influential variables like 
environmental policies, infrastructure development, and cultural factors, and conducting comparative analyses acro ss 
different countries or regions to better understand the relationship between tourism and CO 2 emissions. Additionally, 
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sector-specific evaluations of tourism sub-sectors, such as accommodation, transport, and attractions, could provide 
insight into the contributions of each sub-sector to CO2 emissions, allowing decision-makers and stakeholders to focus 
environmental interventions and sustainability initiatives on specific geographic areas. It is important to note that the 
research findings cannot be generalized to other situations due to the specific group of nations and period studied. 
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Abstract: Globally, cultural heritage tourism (CHT) is an effective way to achieve economic benefits by preserving and sharing a 

city's heritage and culture with visitors. Therefore, it is very important to study the impact of historical and cultural heritage sites on 

the sustainable development of local tourism. The aim of this study was to investigate the impact of the Khoja Ahmed Yasawi 

Mausoleum, a UNESCO heritage site in Kazakhstan, on sustainable tourism development in Turkestan. The study was based on a 

survey aimed at identifying the goals of tourists (respondents) visiting Turkestan city, the main objects they would like to see as a 

tourist destination, and their opportunities for sustainable development of urban tourism. The questionnaire responses were analysed 

based on the coding of respondents (R1-R328) who were randomly selected. As a result, 40.8% of respondents from near and far 

abroad (47) and Kazakhstan (281) found that the purpose of the visit was historical and cultural tourism. 78.7% of respondents 

assessed the tourism potential of the Mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi as high in terms of sustainable tourism development in 

Turkestan. Thus, being one of the most famous architectural monuments of Central Asia and an example of modern Kazakh 
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architecture, the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi is a cultural and historical object that affects the sustainable development 

of tourism in Turkestan. This study will help to solve the problems of sustainable tourism development in Turkestan. 
  

Key words: Cultural heritage tourism, UNESCO, sustainable tourism development, Khoja Ahmed Yasawi Mausoleum, 

Turkestan. 

 

*  *  *  *  *  *  
 

INTRODUCTION              

Nowadays, CHT has become an important part of the tourism industry as one of the fastest growing types of attraction 

tourism in the world (Maaiah and Wouhoush, 2020). Therefore, it is necessary to assess the sustainability of CHT types for 

tourism development (Weng et al., 2019). In particular, it is necessary to consider the multi-stakeholder relationship 

between resource management, tourist, local community, enterprise as the main value for CHT destinations (Laitamaki et 

al., 2016; Ismail et al., 2014; Setiawan et al., 2021). CHT fulfils the most important functions of integrating cultural 

communications into the world space, ensuring cultural and human security (Adhika and Putra, 2020). It also forms a 

unique cultural landscape of the territory based on culture and natural environment. In this context, the restoration and 

conservation of architectural monuments inscribed on the World Heritage List is becoming increasingly important and one 

of the main directions in the preservation of cultural heritage (Fadli and AlSaeed, 2019). However, the length of time it 

takes to identify the causes of destruction of cultural monuments related to the preservation of architectural monuments and 

the need to allocate additional resources were identified as the main challenges faced (Taher Tolou Del et al., 2020).  

In this regard, the involvement of cultural heritage sites in tourism planning will lead to the achievement of 

sustainability and growth of the local economy (Akbar et al., 2020). That is, local participation in World Heritage site 

conservation and tourism planning helps to improve the quality of life of local people and make the conservation plan 

sustainable (Friedman et al., 2009). In general, sustainable development is a multidimensional concept related to the 

environment and resources, as well as industry and agricultural production (Cornel and Mirela, 2008).  

This is because sustainable development is defined as an overarching concept that predicts all aspects of human 

endeavour and to which all peoples of the world should be engaged (Zaharia et al., 2010; Ogutu et al., 2023). Tourism 

sustainability is a complex concept as it is latent, relative and multidimensional in nature (Fernández and Rivero, 2009). 

The multidimensional nature of tourism sustainability is based on three different dimensions of sustainability: 

environmental, social and economic sustainability (Mikulić and Kožić, 2011; El Archi et al., 2023a). Nowadays, defining 

the sustainability of CHT has become an important topic in the field of tourism management. After all, one of the main 

challenges of achieving sustainable tourism is to fill the gap between the planning and implementation phases. 

It is therefore very important to study the impact of World Cultural Heritage sites on international and domestic tourist 

flows, the impact on sustainable development, as well as opportunities for cultural tourism development. In this context, Du 

Cros (2001) argues that there is a natural link between tourism and cultural heritage management, although there is little 

debate between them on the sustainability of heritage tourism. Thus, Lee et al. (2008) recognise that there is a clear conflict 

between heritage protection and tourism development in developing countries, while McKercher et al. (2005) identified 

seven possible scenarios for the relationship between tourism and CHT, as well as a number of mitigating factors.  

Also among the world studies that aim to identify the factors that constitute the social value of heritage in relation to 

sustainable tourism, the works of Dans and González (2019); Wondirad et al. (2008); Kim et al. (2019); Eslami et al. 

(2019); El Archi et al. (2023b); Lai et al., 2022; Canale et al. (2019) and Megeirhi et al. (2019) are valuable. Among 

Kazakhstani scholars, Mamirkulova et al. (2020) believes that the new opportunities of the Silk Road infrastructure will 

improve the quality of life of the population of Kazakhstan, and Mamutova (2020) identifies the relevance of implementing 

a management model of destination management organisation for sustainable tourism development in Kazakhstan. Also 

Akbar et al. (2019) on the example of Aksu-Zhabagly natural heritage site in Kazakhstan found that the negative political 

environment of the tourist route has a negative economic impact on the realisation of sustainable tourism development in 

Kazakhstan. In her study, Chang (2019) examines the complexity of cultural and historical heritage conservation, economic 

development, tourism and global transnational heritage within the framework of sustainability. Thus, the impact of the sites 

included in the list of UNESCO cultural heritage sites in Kazakhstan on the sustainable development of tourism is not yet 

fully explored. Thus, the impact of UNESCO heritage sites on sustainable tourism development in Kazakhstan, although 

mentioned in the study, remains understudied. Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the impact of Khoja 

Ahmed Yasawi Mausoleum, a UNESCO heritage site in Kazakhstan, on sustainable tourism development in Turkestan. 

This is because the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi is an example of authentic regional architecture, which is the main 

symbol of local cultural and construction traditions as the spatial environment of Turkestan (Figure 1). 

The concept of cultural policy of the Republic of Kazakhstan for 2023-2027 states that the national cultural brand of the 

country will be formed by outstanding objects of historical and cultural heritage of Kazakhstan - Altyn Adam, mausoleum 

of Khoja Ahmed Yasavi, Otrar complex, petroglyphs Tamgaly, Bozok, Botay, Turkestan (Concept of cultural policy of the 

Republic of Kazakhstan for 2023-2027). After all, the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi is one of the most famous 

architectural monuments of Central Asia and is a cultural and historical object that influences the formation of unique 

features of modern Kazakh architecture (Abdrassilova et al., 2021). In addition, the amazing architectural masterpiece, built 

in the XIV century by order of Emir Timur, is considered a sacred place for Muslims. Famous Kazakh khans Esim (1628), 

Zhangir (1652), Tauke (1715), Bulat (1723), Sameke (1738), Zholbarys (1740), Abilmambet (1771), Abylai (1781) and 

https://m2.mtmt.hu/gui2/?type=authors&mode=browse&sel=10076170
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Bokey (1819) are buried here (Bartold, 1914). The first President of the Republic of Kazakhstan Nazarbayev (2015) says 

about it as follows: "every time I come to the sacred Turkestan land, I feel a special admiration. Khans, bi, batyrs, 

baglans who lived thinking about the country of Kazakhstan and tomorrow will always be remembered here". In 2022, 

the current President Tokayev K. K. specially visited the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi, where he familiarised 

himself with the condition of the mausoleum and instructed to strictly control the preservation of the monument. He also 

noted the importance of developing the city of Turkestan as a centre of cultural tourism (Official website of the 

president of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 2022). The city of Turkestan is one of the oldest cities in Kazakhstan with a 

centuries-old history. Its favourable geographical position on the ancient caravan route along the Great Silk Road, as 

well as the visit of religious people to the mausoleum of the great Sufi poet and preacher Khoja Ahmed Yassaui 

contributed to its development and lively trade. The city of Turkestan plays an important role in the historical, cultural, 

spiritual and tourist life not only of Kazakhstan but also of the whole Central Asian region (Baipakov, 2007).  
 

a)  b) 
 

Figure 1. Mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi, Turkestan (1385-1405) 

а) drawing of the mausoleum; b) a view from the south (Source: Wikipedia, 2023) 
 

Thus, based on the fact that the city of Turkestan is the most valuable historical and cultural monument of 

architecture and the eternal home of Kazakh good and kind people, the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi was chosen 

as the object of the study. The study was based on a questionnaire survey aimed at determining the main purpose of 

tourists (respondents) visiting Turkestan city, the main places they would like to see as a tourist destination, and the 

impact of UNESCO heritage sites (the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi) on sustainable tourism developmentThis is 

because the primary purpose of each tourist arrival specifically affects the sustainable development of local tourism. The 

survey was also aimed at identifying the impact of cultural tourism in Turkestan and the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed 

Yasawi on the sustainable development of urban tourism. This study is a supportive tool to help identify the impact of 

UNESCO heritage sites on sustainable tourism development and to address the challenges of local cultural tourism 

development. This is due to the fact that there are few studies on the impact of the Mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi, 

a UNESCO heritage site, on sustainable tourism development in the city of Turkestan. Even the existing studies do not 

consider the possibilities of sustainable development of the specific city of Turkestan. For example, Assan (2013) 

focused on the opportunities for tourism development in the city of Turkestan and analysed the volume of work and 

services performed by tourism firms in the regions of Kazakhstan. Meanwhile, Çalişkan and Özer (2021) investigated 

the intuition of Turkestan residents about the economic, socio-cultural and environmental impacts of tourism and their 

supportive views on tourism development. However, Akbar and Yang (2022), studying the distribution of tourism income 

and the impact of constraints on sustainable tourism development in the Aksu-Zhabagly Nature Reserve, a UNESCO 

heritage site, found that most residents were not satisfied with tourism development and their participation in tourism was 

relatively low. It also found that tourism and related income sharing with local communities has become a common 

strategy for realising sustainability at the global level in reserves or protected areas. Therefore, for the development of 

tourism in Turkestan city, which has socio-economic importance, it is important to conduct applied research works 

(Nurmukhamedova and Myrzakhan, 2023). Especially, the digital transformation is changing tourism education, so the 3D 

tour of the state historical and cultural museum-reserve of Azret Sultan in Turkestan is very beneficial in future research 

(Issakov et al., 2023a; Marcel et al., 2023). This paper aims to study the impact of the Mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed 

Yasawi, a UNESCO heritage site in Kazakhstan, on sustainable tourism development in the city of Turkestan. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Inscribed on the UNESCO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity with a view to 

safeguarding and promoting elements of the intangible cultural heritage that constitute the heritage of world civilisation 

(UNESCO, 2021; Debarbieux et al., 2023). The UNESCO World Heritage List includes 10 monuments of history and 

culture of Kazakhstan, presented in three nominations: architectural masterpieces - "Mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi", 
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"Tamgaly" - petroglyphs of archaeological landscape and "The Great Silk Road: Chang'an-Tian Shan Corridor Line". The 

main factor in the preservation of historical and cultural heritage is research and scientific restoration work (Aldybayev et 

al., 2021). Therefore, the outstanding historical and cultural heritage of Kazakhstan - the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed 

Yasawi, the Otrar, Tamgali, Bozok, Botai, Turkestan and Altyn-Adam petroglyphic complexes are considered to be the 

unique heritage forming the national cultural brand of the country (Akbar et al., 2021).  

Mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi is an architectural structure erected at the end of XIV century, located in Turkestan, 

one of the oldest cities of the Republic of Kazakhstan (Figure 2). Currently, the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi is one of 

the most important landmarks of CHT in Kazakhstan. The mausoleum is a domed structure with a large portal that is 46.5 

metres wide and 65 metres long (Kemelbekova et al., 2022). This structure, symmetrically compact in appearance, houses 35 

large and small halls and rooms, all connected to each other by 8 two-storey corridors and various staircases of transition 

(Baiteinova, 2012). The mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi, located in the southern part of the country, is the spiritual centre 

of the Turkic world (Kudaibergenov et al., 2019). Turkestan was the capital of the Kazakh Khanate in the XVI-XVIII 

centuries. Since the second half of the twentieth century it has been one of the industrial, agricultural, educational, cultural 

and tourist centres of Kazakhstan (Abzhalov and Kozha, 2022; Issakov et al., 2022). In Turkestan, along with the 

mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi, there are the best monuments of archeology, history, architecture and fine arts, such 

as the Great Kiluet (underground mosque, XII century), octagonal mausoleum (XIV-XVI), mausoleum of Ulugbek's 

daughter, wife of Abulkhair Khan Rabigi Begim (XV), eastern bath (XVI-XVII), mausoleum of Esimkhan, Zhuma 

Mosque. The total area of the territory occupied by the reserve-museum is 90 hectares (Baltabayeva et al., 2019). 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Location of the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi (Source: compiled by the authors) 
 

The architecture of the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yassawi is a unique structure with a clear and coherent plan, 

including various rooms: a central hall (boiler room), a viewing platform, a mosque, a library, a meeting hall (large and 

small Aksaray), a dining room, and living quarters for pilgrims. Besides cultural-historical and spiritual significance, the 

monuments of architecture also have real economic importance (Nakhipbekova et al., 2023). The revival of the Great Silk 

Road tourist route in Central Asia serves as an impetus for economic development. The tourist route starts in the Republic 

of Uzbekistan from the pearl of Khorezm Zhazira - the city of Khiva. The tourist route then passes through Bukhara, Navoi, 

Samarkand, Zhizak, Tashkent, one of the oldest cities in Central Asia and continues to Turkestan in the Republic of 

Kazakhstan (Sevim, 2016; Garda, 2022). Highly revered by the peoples of Central Asia, the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed 

Yasawi has been included in the UNESCO World Heritage List as a monument of architecture of the 14th century since 

2003 (Kuralbayev et al., 2017). Also in 2017, the international organisation of Turkic culture (TURKSOY) recognised the 

city of Turkestan as a cultural and spiritual centre of the Turkic world and became a venue for international events 

(Tuyakbayev et al., 2021). Over the past twenty years, the city of Turkestan has witnessed rapid development of tourism. In 

this regard, in accordance with the purpose of the study, we received a questionnaire aimed at identifying the impact of 

Khoja Ahmed Yasawi Mausoleum on the sustainable development of tourism in Turkestan city.  

The content of the questionnaire focused on the main purpose of tourists visiting Turkestan city, the main places they 

would like to see as a tourist attraction, and the opportunities for sustainable tourism development in Turkestan city. We 

believe that the main purpose and desire of tourists to come to Turkestan affect the sustainable development of city tourism. 

Proceeding from the fact that every tourist when choosing a destination thinks about the satisfaction of his/her needs, we 

have prepared a questionnaire specifically for tourists in 3 languages (Kazakh, Russian, English).  

The survey was conducted from 5 to 12 March 2023 and a total of 342 questionnaires were distributed. However, due to 

the fact that 14 answer sheets did not meet the qualitative requirements, the answers of 328 respondents (tourists) were 

accepted. Respondents from 12 countries represented 7% of the total number of tourists, 93% were Kazakhstani respondents. 

The survey was conducted by the faculty of Al-Farabi Kazakh National University in a paper survey in front of the mausoleum 

of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi. The analysis was based on the coding of respondents (R1-R328). The sampling method was random 

and respondents over 16 years old participated in the study. The full Flowchart of the study is shown below (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Research Flowchart (Source: compiled by the authors) 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As a result of the study, referring to tourists who 

came to see the main tourist attractions of Turkestan 

(Figure 4), it was found that out of 328 respondents, 

47 were from far and near abroad, and the remaining 

281 respondents were local tourists. From the results 

of the survey, we can highlight some points worth 

noting. For example, the largest share of foreign 

respondents came from border countries: 24% - 

China, 13% - Uzbekistan, 11% - Kyrgyzstan. Among 

Kazakhstani respondents: 31% (87) -Turkestan, 

13.9% (39) - Kyzylorda, 11.7% (33) - Zhambyl, 

9.3% (26) - Almaty, 4.6% (13) - Aktobe, 3.6% (10) - 

Karaganda, 2.1% (6) - Mangistau, 2.5% (7) - Atyrau, 

1, 8% (5) - West Kazakhstan, 1.4% (4) - Pavlodar, 

0.7% (2)  -  Kostanai, 1% (3)  -  Abay, 1.4%  (4) -  

 
 

Figure 4. Respondents from foreign countries, number and percentage, % 

 

from Akmola region, 7.8% (22) – Shymkent, 4.3% (12) - Almaty and 2.9% (8) – from Astana city.Majority of the 

respondents in the study were aged 36-45 years (112; 34.1%), followed by respondents aged 16-25 years (85; 25.9%), 26-

35 years (72; 22%), 46-55 years (41; 12.5%) and respondents above 56 years (18, 5.5%). In terms of gender, 53% of 

respondents were female and 47% were male. In response to the main questions of the questionnaire: "what is your purpose 

of coming to Turkestan? "40.8% of respondents stated that they came for cultural and cognitive purposes. It was found that 

18% of respondents came for children's tourism, 11% for business purposes (congress, fair), 3% for entertainment, 4.9% 

for sports, 6.8% for ethnic and 15.5% for religious purposes. In addition, "which object in the State Historical and Cultural 

Museum-Reserve of Azret Sultan has a high tourist potential?". 78.7% of respondents named the mausoleum of Khoja 

Ahmed Yasawi, which is included in the list of UNESCO heritage sites (Figure 5 and 6). 
 

  
 

Figure 5. Objects of the state historical and cultural museum-reserve of Azret Sultan (Source: compiled by the authors)  
 

The respondents were asked: "What is the impact of the Mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi on the development of 

cultural tourism in Turkestan city?". The answers to the question were as follows: R1: Turkestan is the spiritual capital of 

the Turkic world. Every guest or tourist who has visited Turkestan will not return without seeing the mausoleum of Khoja 

Ahmed Yassawi, R4: Due to the fact that it is included in the list of UNESCO heritage sites, there are a large number of 

tourists who come to see it, so perhaps the social situation will be affected, R11: I think that a tourist coming to Turkestan 

will definitely come to see the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi. 
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Therefore, I believe that the main tourist 

object of the city of Turkestan is, R29: This 

has a positive impact on the socio-economic 

situation of the population of Turkestan, R51: 

Several Kazakh khans are buried in the 

mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi, so 

Kazakhs are always coming here to see it, 

R118: Tourists come from Europe to see 

taikazan, R131: I believe that Kazakhstan is a 

major tourist destination, where a large 

number of foreign tourists come. Of course, 

this will lead to economic development, 

stability, Р157: A historic site known as a 

sacred place, R172: We have to make sure that 

the environmental issue does not arise because 

of the large number of tourists!, R196: One of 

the main directions of activity in the field of 

protection and study of historical and cultural 

heritage is integration of unique historical and  

 
Figure 6. The main object with high tourist potential, the  

attitude of respondents, % (Source: compiled by the authors) 
 

cultural monuments of Turkestan city into the world space, R204: As one of the most famous architectural monuments of 

Central Asia, I think it will contribute to the development of tourism as an interesting place for tourists, R235: Cultural 

heritage sites influence international and domestic tourist flows, R247: For sustainable development of cultural tourism in 

Turkestan it is necessary to limit the deterioration of the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi. For this purpose it is 

necessary to take measures in advance, R251: Located along the Great Silk Road, it is one of the priority areas for the 

development of cultural and cognitive tourism in the country and is a major tourist destination, R263: As a place of special 

cultural and historical significance for the Turkic world, I think that thanks to the incoming tourists, the quality of life of 

the locals will increase, R315: As the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi is an architectural structure built at the end of 

the 14th century, it is important to preserve this architectural monument in its original form. As a historically and culturally 

significant tourist site, it should be handed down from generation to generation. Besides, what cultural places in Turkestan 

city did you visit? analysing the answers to the questions 98.8% of respondents reported that they visited the complex 

"Caravan-sarai" (Table 1). This complex is one of the main centres attracting tourists to the region after the mausoleum of 

Khoja Ahmed Yasawi, which has no analogues in Central Asia. Due to the fact that all the objects of the caravanserai are 

connected through the water channel, the locals have given this place the name "Venice of Kazakhstan". 
 

Table 1. Cultural sites of Turkestan city 
 

№ Cultural sites Percentage % 
Respondents 

number 

1 Vizit Center 84.1 276 

2 Center "Uly Dala" 64.9 213 

3 Yasawi Museum 75.3 247 

4 
Turkestan Musical Drama 
Theatre 

66.5 218 

5 
International University of 

Tourism and Hospitality 
36.9 121 

6 
Multidisciplinary complex 
"Congress Hall" 

53.4 175 

7 Yassawi Museum 67.9 223 

8 Schoolchildren's Palace 23.8 78 

9 Alatau Media Center 18.9 62 

10 Caravan-sarai complex 98.8 324 

11 Farab library 73.5 241 

12 Botanical Garden 58.8 193 
 

Table 2. Hotel where respondents were accommodated, N = 328 
 

№ Hotel name % 
Number of 

respondents 

Minimum 

price, euro 

Hotel 

category 

1 Karavansaray Khaganate Hotel 9.5 31 74 5* 

2 Royal Grand Hotel Turkestan 5.8 19 30 4* 

3 Boutique Hotel Silk Way 6.7 22 60 - 

4 Hampton by Hilton Turkistan 8.2 27 68 3* 

5 EDEM Hotel 6.1 20 36 3* 

6 Hotel Khanaka 4.6 15 48 4* 

7 Almaty City 7 23 34 3* 

8 Rixos Turkistan 5.5 18 134 5* 

9 Emir Plaza Hotel & Restaurant 6.7 22 48 3* 

10 Grand Villa 6.4 21 26 - 

11 Olympic Hotel 4.9 16 56 4* 

12 Khan Palace 3.7 12 34 4* 

13 Ramada by Wyndham Turkistan 7.3 24 80 4* 

14 Hostels 11.8 39 16 - 

15 Relatives' home 5.8 19 - - 
 

 

To determine the share and social aspects of accommodation facilities that contribute to the sustainable development of 

tourism in Turkestan, to the question "In which hotel did you stay"? 9.5% of respondents answered "in the hotel of the 

Karavansaray Khaganate Hotel. The share of those who stayed in the most expensive hotel "Rixos Turkistan" was 5.5%. In 

general, the specifics of respondents' location turned out to be the same as below (Table 2). 

In the course of the study for the integrated and effective development of the activities of the mausoleum of Khoja 

Ahmed Yasawi, the possibility of improving the integration processes taking place in the State Historical and Cultural 

Museum-Reserve of Azret Sultan, as well as ensuring the stability of cultural services and quality education for tourists 

through the use of innovative, information, communication technologies was assessed. To assess the historical and cultural 

heritage of the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi and access to museum expositions in virtual format "have you seen the 

State Historical and Cultural Museum-Reserve of Azret Sultan (including the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi) in 3D 

tour? What is the quality of the 3D tour?". In response to this question, 78% of respondents said they had not seen a 3D 
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tour, while 22% of respondents said they had seen a 3D tour and that it was very useful in recognising objects and museum 

displays. The responses of respondents who viewed the 3D tour were as follows: R38: The Mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed 

Yasawi was interesting to me, as it was my first time in Kazakhstan. So last night I viewed the 3D tour on the official 

website, I liked it (Figure 7), R54: After learning from the hotel maid that there is a virtual tour, I checked out the tourist 

sites in the city. I would say that the 3D tour was useful to me. I give it a good rating, R146: I saw the 3D tour on the 

official website, but unfortunately it was hard to understand due to the lack of information in English, R267: I previewed 

the museum's exhibits with a 3D tour, R272: This allowed you to see the museum's exhibits up close, R84: Watched the full 

3D tour of the Azret Sultan Museum-Reserve, not bad overall, and R306: The quality is excellent. 
 

 
 

Figure 7. 3D tour of the state historical and cultural museum-reserve of Azret Sultan 

(Source: Official website of the State Historical and Cultural Museum-Reserve of Azret Sultan, 2023) 
 

To date, the State Historical and Cultural Museum-Reserve of Azret Sultan envisages the creation of a virtual tour, 

the transfer of museum funds into electronic format and the implementation of the main activities of the museum at the 

expense of the state as part of the phased implementation of a set of measures for the transition to advanced digital 

technologies. Such work is being actively carried out by republican museums, and it is also expected that these 

processes will be revitalised among regional museums (Sakhiyeva, 2021; Herman et al., 2023). Today, 3D world tours 

provide public access to cultural treasures (Beták et al., 2023; Herman et al., 2020). Constant replenishment of the 

museum's funds is carried out through the acquisition of valuable museum exhibits, collection during scientific 

archeological and ethnographic expeditions, and donations to the museum. 

CHT fulfils the most important functions of ensuring cultural and human security in the conditions of the country's 

integration into the world space of cultural communications, fierce competition of cultural and historical ties (Doskhozhina 

and Yessekeyeva, 2019). Their huge national economic potential as tourism objects is also evident, thanks to which it is 

possible to increase the recognition of the country abroad and increase the flow of tourists (Issakov et al., 2023b; Koshim et 

al., 2023). Scientific research, modernisation, reconstruction and preservation of historical and cultural heritage sites play 

an important role in improving the mechanisms of interaction between state and civil institutions (Ilieș et al., 2023).  

In this regard, we received the following answers from the respondents to the question "What is the state of 

conservation and environmental condition of the Khoja Ahmed Yasawi Mausoleum?": R6: I liked the mausoleum. I didn't 

see an environmental problem, R23: The surface of some of the building materials of the mausoleum was covered with salt 

deposits. As far as I know, this is very dangerous, R31: If we talk about the general condition of the mausoleum, we must 

admit that it has begun to wear out, R65: The condition of the Khoja Ahmed Yasawi Mausoleum is alarming and 

restoration work is not going well, R82: I have seen places in the rooms of the mausoleum that are damaged or defaced, 

R127: The inside of the mausoleum dome shows traces of water dripping from the ceiling with large yellowish spots, R154: 

Salt has formed on the surface of the stones at the base of the boiler and walls and is destroying them, R194: This site is 

protected by the state and UNESCO, so I think it should be monitored, R207: As a domestic tourist, I visit the mausoleum of 

Khoja Ahmed Yasawi a lot. For the last 2-3 years, I have noticed that due to excessive humidity inside the building, dark spots 

have appeared on the surface of the dome, R285: Salt began to appear on some parts of the Mausoleum. We received answers 

that the reason for this, in my opinion, is landscaping and artificial landscaping of the area in front of the Mausoleum. 

The answers to the questionnaires showed that in recent years, the change of historical districts of Turkestan city in 

accordance with the requirements of time, types and speed of processes related to this have a negative impact on the 

historical and cultural heritage. Natural impacts and anthropogenic factors can lead to the destruction or complete 

destruction of the monument. Colossal damage to the mausoleum is caused by the phenomena of natural disasters that have 

occurred over the centuries, and technogenic changes in the environment in recent times, the impact of various industrial 

processes. It should be noted that the studied mausoleum cannot withstand external exogenous impacts, especially 

atmospheric precipitation saturated with pollutants of various nature, harsh waters with high salt content and other factors 

(Sainova et al., 2023; Dávid, 2009). From year to year, with the development of industry, the number of anthropogenic 

factors worsening the state of the environment increases, which not only leaves no attention to the monuments of 

architecture, but also leads to their destruction (Makish et al., 2021; Nasib et al., 2023). Therefore, it is necessary to pay 

timely attention to this problem, carry out the necessary scientific research and take concrete measures. 
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Thus, as a result of the study it was found that UNESCO promotes the popularisation of elements of intangible cultural 

heritage of Kazakhstan and their access to the level of the world spiritual heritage of humanity, preservation of national 

mentality and identity. Taking into account global trends, it is promising to develop tourism by creating tourism products, 

infrastructure and brands on the basis of objects of historical and cultural heritage. The first steps in this direction are the 

"Gaukhar-Ana", "Sauran", "Saraishyk", "Issyk" and "Ordabasy" visit centres created on the territory of the republican 

museum-reserves. The positive development of Kazakhstan's cultural brand will be promoted by holding events aimed at 

the development of cultural tourism to the holy places of Kazakhstan, the sale of products in tourist places, and the sale of 

national brand products in tourist places. For this purpose, the popularisation of the historical and cultural heritage of the 

country should be promoted by large-scale information and propaganda activities in the media and on Internet sites 

(Tiberghien, 2019). Ultimately, CHT relies on culture, natural environment, tries to use its own mechanisms of traditional 

forms, forming a unique cultural landscape of the territory (Richards, 2018; Hall et al., 2016). The heart of CHT - cultural 

heritage itself - is a spiritual, cultural, economic and social capital with irreplaceable value (Santa and Tiatco, 2019). 
Heritage fuels modern science, education and culture. Therefore, cultural tourism - of course - builds on the diversity of a 

country's heritage and pays special attention to the world's natural and cultural heritage as the highest level of recognition 

of the significance of sites of unique, outstanding value, not limited to the boundaries of a single state (Mousazadeh et al., 

2023). Special attention to sites is now required to protect heritage globally and nationally or to use it for local history 

purposes (Issakov et al., 2023c). International conventions, recommendations, resolutions and other heritage documents 

that existed at the time when the concept of the world natural and cultural heritage was formed, presuppose the preservation 

of unique sites in the eyes of the peoples of the world, regardless of their nationality (de Oliveira et al., 2022).  

Thus, CHT has become the main income sector of many countries, the stability of which determines the issue of heritage 

protection (Ballantyne et al., 2014; Arumugam et al., 2023). Sustainability assessment studies tend to examine resource 

management, community, tourist relations, while the role of the tourism enterprise is consistently overlooked (Ng et al., 2017). 

Therefore, assessing the sustainability of CHT becomes an important topic in the field of tourism management. Most of the 

research is oriented towards assessing the sustainability of CHT destinations, for which a series of evaluation indicator systems 

have also been developed (Poria et al., 2003; Bhowmik, 2021). It was shown that current research has been conducted mainly 

in the context of ecotourism development, which does not necessarily report on assessing the sustainability of CHT 

destinations when distinguishing between ecotourism and CHT (Jitpakdee and Thapa, 2012; Leka et al., 2023). 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Thus, this study aims to identify the impact of the Khoja Ahmed Yasawi Mausoleum, a UNESCO heritage site in 

Kazakhstan, on the sustainable development of tourism in the city of Turkestan. The main purposes of tourists' visit to 

Turkestan city, the main objects they want to see as tourist attractions and the opportunities for sustainable development 

of urban tourism were identified. "The purpose of visiting the city of Turkestan" was cultural and cognitive tourism for 

40.8% of respondents. In addition, 78.7% of respondents believe that the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi has a 

high tourism potential. Thus, having studied the impact of the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yassawi on the development 

of cultural tourism in Turkestan city, the priority areas for sustainable development of CHT, capable of meeting the 

needs of the domestic and foreign market, were identified: 

- creation of recreational and tourist infrastructure, providing for improved tourist services;  

- establishment of risk zones for the management of the tourism cluster and related cultural heritage sites and the 

development of basic norms to minimise their impact; 

- successful formation of sustainable development of the city's economy through the formation of small and medium -

sized tourism business; 

- construction of hotels, tourist complexes, accommodation of restaurants, facilities providing entertainment, 

recreation and visitor services as part of them; 

- creation of a trade and logistics centre of the New Silk Road, a major transport hub;  

- organising the improvement of the education system for the training of qualified personnel, service staff, marketing 

specialists for the organisation, management and operation of tourist establishments;  

- study of all tourist resources of Turkestan city and its surroundings (historical, cultural and spiritual riches - 

objects) at a high level; 

- participation in important tourism exhibitions, promotion of the Turkestan region;  

- improving the quality of tourism and hotel services in accordance with the established requirements of the technical 

regulation system. Reduction of hotel prices. 

These priority areas necessitate the preparation of economic mechanisms that enhance service competition of the 

tourism industry. It allows to solve many issues so that mechanisms can fully meet the requirements of tourist customers 

despite price changes. 

Therefore, the mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi, one of the most famous architectural monuments of Central 

Asia, is a cultural and historical object that affects the sustainable development of tourism in Turkestan. This study is an 

auxiliary tool in solving the problems of sustainable tourism development in Turkestan. 
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Abstract: The development of tourist areas occurs under changing conditions; design solutions can quickly become outdated. 

The purpose of the study is to develop a method of adaptive scenario planning applicable for the design of tourist areas. The 

theoretical foundation of the study is a systematic and integrated approaches to the study of tourist areas, and the concepts of the 

recreation and tourism opportunity spectrum. The research materials include scientific works, cartographic data on sample areas, 

and the results of a stakeholder survey. We used observation, survey, and cartographic methods. The scenario development 

process includes 6 stages. The result is the creation of 3 types of interrelated scenarios: 1) spatial scenarios at the level of tourist 

opportunity zones, 2) spatial scenarios at the level of functional zones, 3) program scenarios. We studied examples of 4 types of 

tourist areas in the foothill and low-mountain regions of Altai; identified a range of basic tourist opportunities, including 11 types 

of spatial zones, as well as the features of a set of tourist opportunities for each sample territory. The proposed method for 

developing scenarios makes it possible to ensure the competitiveness for tourist areas in the future. This is due to having the 

widest possible provision of opportunities on the territory for different categories of visitors, as well as through monitoring and 

making changes to program and spatial scenarios at the level of functional zones. 
 

Key words: scenario planning, tourism design, destination, site, recreation opportunity spectrum, tourism opportunity spectrum, 

adaptive management 

 
*  *  *  *  *  *  

 

INTRODUCTION  

For design tourism areas at the destinations and sites level, it is important to develop a coherent development concept 

that takes into account the interests of different stakeholders (Pomeroy and Douvere, 2008; Clark et al. , 2016). At the 

same time, the area development occurs in constantly changing conditions (the level of demand, the preferences of 

visitors, etc. change). In order to maintain the competitiveness of tourist areas it is necessary to adapt to these changes. 

One of these ways to adapt to changing conditions is to design scenarios for the tourist areas development. Scenario 

planning in economics and politics has received active development since the middle of the last century.  

Sondeijker (2009) describes three phases in the development of futures study and scenario planning, each leading to 

a specific type of scenarios. The first generation of scenarios, developed since the mid-40s. last century, were based on a 

statistical approach and used quantitative methods such as trend analysis, trend extrapolation, cross -impact analysis to 

construct them. Initially these scenarios have been applied at the public policy level. During the second phase which 

began in the 1970s scenario planning entered the world of business and corporate strategic planning.  

Forecasting has been replaced by foresighting, a more exploratory and prospective approach. Key uncertainties of the 

business environment that drive the future of the business are used as a framework to delimit multiple alternative 

futures, each illustrating a direction to which the business could evolve. The third generation of scenarios is related to 

sustainable development. Such scenarios must simultaneously solve environmental, social and economic problems and 

this requires using a holistic, systemic, integrative, participatory, reflexive, comprehensive and anticipative as well as 

adaptive approaches when developing them (Postma, 2002; Postma et al., 2013; Sondeijker, 2009).  

In tourism futures studies and scenario planning are still in its infancy. The second generation of scenarios for tourism 

began to develop only in the early 2000s (Postma, 2015). The European Tourism Futures Institute makes a significant 

contribution to the development of tourism scenario planning. Institute staff are developing an approach to creating 

scenarios based on identifying driving forces and uncertainties (Postma, 2015). Scenario development is viewed as a 
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cyclical process that includes research and monitoring drivers, scenario development / compilation, policy and innovations 

(based on scenarios), impact analysis and evaluations. In this process neither trends nor extrapolations of trends are taken as 

a starting point, but uncertainties instead. The experience of developing scenarios for the tourism industry on a national 

scale is described (Enger et al., 2015). Wyatt et al. (2021) presented the experience of developing sustainable scenarios 

for the development of territories based on participatory mapping. The authors proposed activity-specific scenarios that 

include the following types: "Business as Usual", "Conservation", "Sustainable Prosperity", "Intensive Development". 

Seyitoğlu F. and Costa C. completed the systematic review of scenario planning studies in tourism and hospitality 

research (Seyitoğlu and Costa, 2022). It showed that there is still a need for scenario planning studies in tourism and 

hospitality. There are still a number of unresolved methodological issues when creating scenarios in tourism, such as 

methods of applying adaptive planning for the area development, procedures for assessing the social, economic and 

environmental consequences of scenarios at different levels (organizations, destinations). In addition, the issues of 

translating scenarios into specific actions and decisions that underlie the design of tourist areas are of particular 

importance. In this research, we set a goal to develop a methodology for creating scenarios for tourist areas. It would be 

applicable when designing such areas at the levels of destination and sites and would be consistent with adaptive planning. 

We chose foothill and low-mountain territories of Altai as sample territories for the study. These areas have а good 

transport accessibility and tourism has been developing intensively here in recent years. In particular, new territories are 

beginning to be developed here as tourist areas. It requires their coordinated development. The plans and main indicators of 

territorial development are reflected, as a rule, in strategic planning documents at the regional and municipal levels.  

Investment projects for the tourist areas development include schemes for the placement of infrastructure and tourism 

facilities, functional zones and quantitative indicators of development. There are scientific publications devoted to the 

analysis of approved territorial planning projects of the Altai Mountains. These articles aim to determine the priority 

placement of tourism facilities and solve the problem of balanced urban development taking into account environmental 

and economic goals (Skryabin, 2019; Otto and Kulikova, 2021). Among the studies devoted to the design of tourist areas in 

the Altai, the following can be noted, which are useful in developing scenarios. There is a study on the analysis of tourist 

resources, level of facilities development, population demand for recreation and the volume of investment in the tourism 

sector in the Altai (Minaev, 2021). An assessment of the tourist and recreational potential of the Altai territory was carried 

out for the purposes of architectural design (Pomorov and Pomorov, 2021). A number of works are devoted to the study of 

the architectural and planning organization of existing tourist complexes. In particular, the types of tourist complexes have 

been identified depending on the planning organization in the Altai Republic (Ganzha and Tenova, 2019).  

We chose zoning as the main tool for developing scenarios, since this is the tool that is best suited for creating place-

based development planning scenarios. Zoning is widely used in tourism (Fertas et al., 2022; Mukayev et al., 2022; 

Pathmanandakumar et al., 2023; Waiyasusri and Tananonchai, 2022). However, the criteria underlying the allocation of 

zones may vary. There is experience in functional zoning of the transitional area from the plains to the mountains in the 

Altai taking into account recreational capacity (Prudnikova and Baryshnikova, 2009). In our work, when developing 

scenarios, we used zoning based on the tourism and recreational opportunity spectrum. Similar work has not been carried 

out for Altai, with the exception of our work on the classification of the tourist areas in Bolshaya Belokurikha (Tabakaeva 

et al., 2023). The present research is to contribute to the literature on the application of a recreation and tourism opportunity 

spectrum concept for creating tourist areas development scenarios. The way we propose to create scenarios is different in 

that the development of scenarios takes into account not only the spatial component as zones with different opportunities, 

but also the functional component within each opportunity, as well as the behavioral component.  
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The theoretical and methodological basis of the research was a systematic and integrated approaches to the study of 

tourist areas, as well as the theoretical foundations of recreational geography, including the structure of recreational 

activities, the principles of creating recreation programs (Preobrazhensky, 1975; Zorin and Kvartalnov, 2000), the concept 

of fixed images “place-function” (Nikolaenko, 2001), sense of place concept (Datel and Dingemans, 1984; Hang et al., 

2023). Works on the structure and evolution of tourist and recreational space had great importance when carrying out the 

research (Preobrazhensky, 1975; Butler, 2006; Lunkar, 2014; Aleksandrova, 2020, etc.). 

The methodological basis for creating scenarios of area development is the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (Clark 

and Stankey, 1979) and the Tourism Opportunity Spectrum concepts (Boyd and Butler, 1996; Butler and Waldbrook, 2003; 

Carroll and Hession, 2015). Recreational opportunity is understood as a combination of physical, biological, social, and 

managerial conditions that give value to a place for visitors, and kinds of activities and the experiences they desire. 

Tourism opportunity is based tangentially off of the recreation opportunity, but differ in a specific set of opportunity 

factors. In this paper, we use the term “tourism opportunity” that includes not only recreational opportunities.  

The features that need to be taken into account when developing scenarios for the tourist areas are primarily the spatial 

heterogeneity of the distribution of tourist resources and attractions, as well as the diversity of recreational and tourist 

opportunities expected by visitors. Therefore, we chose zoning as the main method for scenario development process. We 

carried out zoning at two levels: 1) at the level of the opportunity spectrum with the development of a series of spatial 

scenarios (zones with a certain opportunity), 2) at the level of functional zones located within a zone of the opportunity 

spectrum. Such functional zones include the zone of hospitality enterprises, trade, transport, business activity, natural, cultural, 

entertainment, sports, and medical zones (Morozova, 2012; Zhukova, 2013). In addition, there are zones for the protection of 

natural and cultural-historical sites, where there are restrictions on visiting. Thus, the spatial scenario for the area development 
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is aimed at creating the necessary conditions on the territory to meet the needs of a certain category of tourists. It includes 

requirements for the created tourist facilities, the level of improvement and transport accessibility of the territory, as well as for 

management actions to maintain the necessary conditions. A set of spatial scenarios forms the tourism opportunity spectrum of 

a destination. In addition to spatial scenarios, based on field observation data, we identified scenarios for visitor behavior in 

sample areas. We propose to call them program scenarios. Program scenarios are sets of interrelated and significant for tourists 

elementary recreational activities. They can be implemented both within one and in several zones of tourist opportunities. 
We chose to study sample areas in the foothill and low-mountain regions of Altai, which belong to the following types: 

1) long-term development areas with a predominance of short-term tourism - in the vicinity of Lake Aya, 2) long-term 
resort development areas - the federal resort city of Belokurikha and adjacent territories, 3) new development areas based 
on development tools - a special economic zone of the tourist and recreational type "Biryuzovaya Katun", 4) pioneer 

development areas - the natural and archaeological complex "Denisova Cave". The research materials included sets of 
cartographic data for the sample areas, websites of tourism projects, and the results of surveys of stakeholders. In addition, 
data on the spatial behavior of tourists obtained using UAVs and video recordings, published previously, were used 
(Dunets et al., 2023). We studied current tourism use in selected sample areas, including forms of recreational settlement, 
features of tourism facilities, ongoing tourism projects, and spatial behavior of tourists. Data collection was carried out 
using observational methods, stakeholder interviews, and analysis of available published text and map data. The 

stakeholder survey included questions regarding the experience of visiting the functional zones, missing elements of 
tourism infrastructure in each functional zone, the preferred set of opportunities in the destination, as well as descriptions of 
visitor behavior scenarios. The questionnaires were posted on the website https://geo.asu.ru/structure/economgeo/ 
projects/altai_tourism/. In addition, a typological analysis of tourist facilities was used both on the ground and on the basis 
of cartographic materials. The collected data allowed for participatory mapping among stakeholders and the uploading of 
aggregated results into Web-GIS, as well as the development of a set of spatial scenarios for each sample area (Figure 1). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
An analysis of the tourism projects development in 

selected sample areas in the foothill and low-mountain 

regions of Altai showed that there are a number of 
problems in their implementation. Among them is the 
lack of coordinated actions among stakeholders in the 
areas development, which leads to chaotic development 
and the emergence of various conflicts in the land use. 
In some cases, there is a violation of the stages of 

project implementation due to mistakes in the design. 
For example, large tourist complexes are being created 
that do not meet the current volume and needs of the 
market. This leads to problems with attracting investors. 
As a result, imbalances arise in the development of 
supporting and tourism infrastructure, which 

ultimately leads to the impossibility of effective 
implementation of projects. All this confirms the 
importance of taking into account changing conditions 
when planning the development of tourist areas. In 
addition, this necessitates the need to present the 
process of creating scenarios for the tourist area 

development in the form of successive stages (Figure 2). 
 

 

Figure 1. Research flow chart (developed by authors) 
 

 
 

Figure 2. The process of creating scenarios for the development of a tourist area (developed by the authors) 
 

At the first stage of the scenario development process, it is necessary to collect data on the current tourist use of the 

destination and the set of attractions at the place level. The outcome of this stage is a geoinformation model of the 

designed area, which includes a variety of date in the form of Web-GIS layers: tourist and supporting infrastructure, 

attractions, development restrictions, sensitivity of landscapes to recreational loads, tourist flows, types of tourist 

activities, etc. The task of the first stage is to identify which spatial and program scenarios are currently being 

implemented on the area, or what prerequisites and where exist if the area has not yet been developed. As an example, 

https://geo.asu.ru/structure/economgeo/
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we created a Web-GIS for the pioneer development area - the natural-archaeological complex “Denisova Cave” 

(http://geomixer.asu.ru/api/index.html?10F1770A61CB4D4F95E4BA1016DD3446). 

The tasks of the second stage are to identify possible combinations of attractions for each tourist opportunity, assess the 

suitability of areas for different types of tourist activities. Another important task is participatory mapping to collect 

stakeholders' opinions on the necessary infrastructure in each functional area, as well as the expected set of tourism 

opportunities in the destination. Based on these data, conclusions can be drawn about what tourism opportunities are still 

missing or underdeveloped. The outcome of this stage is the development of a complete set of spatial scenarios - the 

tourism opportunity spectrum of the destination, as well as program scenarios, reflecting them in Web-GIS. 

At the third stage, it is necessary to identify and assess the risks for each option for placing spatial scenarios, as well as 

program scenarios. Risks in the implementation of any scenario on the area are considered in the environmental, economic 

and social spheres. To assess them, the criteria of the probability of causing damage and the level of damage are used. The 

probability of causing damage is assessed on a scale: very likely, likely, possible, unlikely, extremely unlikely, the level of 

damage is assessed as catastrophic, significant, medium, low, insignificant. The outcome of this stage is the selection of 

location options for spatial scenarios with the lowest risks. At the fourth and fifth stages, a final discussion of the proposed 

spatial and program scenarios and options for their placement is organized with stakeholders. If necessary, they are 

adjusted. The outcome of the stage is the approval of the area zoning and the creation of scenario maps of tourist activities. 

The final stage of the scenario development process for tourist area is associated with monitoring the implementation of 

scenarios and making changes to program scenarios or spatial scenarios at the level of functional zones within any tourist 

opportunity. The main task of monitoring is to track the demand by visitors for tourist facilities and program scenarios 

within the tourism opportunities, as well as to analyze the factors influencing this demand. The basis for the development 

of monitoring indicators can be a number of indicators proposed in 2023 for the tourism industry data model by the Federal 

State Statistics Service of the Russian Federation: coefficient of use of available places in collective accommodation 

facilities (%); number of persons staying in individual accommodation facilities; number of natural and cultural-historical 

attractions, routes (by type) within tourist opportunity; number of tourist facilities by type within tourist opportunity; 

number of visitors of tourist facilities/tourist attractions by type (average, peak)(people); load of tourism facilities by 

type/object (average, peak)(%); consumer satisfaction with tourist services (by type, object, season). 

For each indicator, standards are established in the form of minimum acceptable values for these indicators, taking into 

account economic, environmental and social consequences. Monitoring can be carried out both in terms of program scenarios 

and spatial scenarios at the level of tourist opportunities (zones). To identify spatial scenarios, we conducted field research, 

surveys of visitors and tourism industry experts, and the study of cartographic materials. The criteria for identifying spatial 

scenarios at the level of tourist opportunities were the type of access to the area, the type and number of accommodation 

facilities, the level of contacts with other visitors, and types of tourist activities. We have identified the following types of 

tourism opportunities for the foothill and low-mountain areas of Altai, which represent basic spatial scenarios: 
I. The urban area is characterized by the highest level of contacts between visitors and the availability of comfortable 

accommodation facilities, which are represented by stationary hotel-type accommodation facilities. 

II. Tourist complexes - a comfortable stay in hotels with a high level of landscaping and amenities, the level of 

meetings with other visitors is from high to average. Hotels can be located in intersettlement or natural areas in relative 

proximity to urban areas. 

III. Sanatorium zone - the use of the sanatorium territory for treatment and recreation, a high level of meetings with 

other visitors. 

IV. Holidays in rural areas are distinguished by an average level of amenities, accommodation in guest houses or 

cottages. Characterized by a high level of contact with other visitors. 

V. Public recreational areas for short-term recreation with a high level of contact with other visitors. A variety of 

service facilities, without accommodation facilities. 

VI. Natural areas with roads provide quick and short-term access to nature in comfortable conditions. Accommodation 

in campgrounds with cabins in areas adjacent to locality. The zone is characterized by an average level of amenities and a 

high level of contact with other visitors. There are opportunities for car, motorcycle, and bicycle trips on paved roads, as 

well as short walks at stopping places. 

VII. Pedestrian zones are areas with specially equipped walking recreational routes (hiking trails, running paths, fitness 

areas), located near highly developed areas with a high level of contact with other visitors. 

VIII. Areas of public recreation located near water bodies. Here you can relax on the beach, as well as water activities. 

IX. An area for remote, comfortable recreation in nature with the possibility of using means of transport. 

Accommodation is organized in glamping camps or at remote campgrounds with cabins. 

X. Hiking zone - these are remote areas of hiking routes for walking without overnight stays. 

XI. Trekking zones are remote natural areas for long hiking trips with a backpack and overnight stays in a primitive 

campsites using a tent. 

In addition, features of spatial and program scenarios were identified for selected typical destinations in the foothill and 

low-mountain regions of Altai. The tourist destination “Aya” belongs to the type of long-term development areas. It has 

been a popular destination for children and families since the 1950s. The most active development of tourist facilities has 

occurred in the last 25 years. Here is one of the warm lakes of Altai with water temperatures in July from +24 to +26°C. A 

large complex of swimming pools “Altai Riviera” was built next to the lake. The level of accommodation facilities in the 

destination varies significantly from comfortable hotels and small inns to campgrounds with cabins and summer guest houses. 
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Spatial scenarios for this destination are shown in Table 1. The survey revealed different points of view of stakeholders on 

the use of the southern and southwestern shores of Lake Aya. Some people prefer a pedestrian area with health routes, others 

would like to get around by bicycle. This territory belongs to the special protection zone of the Aya natural park. Therefore, 

taking into account environmental restrictions, priority is given to the use of the territory within the pedestrian zone. 
 

Table 1. Spatial scenarios for long-term development areas with a predominance of short-term tourism. Sample area: Lake Aya  

area, neighboring villages Katun, Aya and the adjacent part of the Aya natural park (* - numbering is explained in the text above) 
 

Spatial sce-
nario type* 

Functional zones within the tourist 
opportunity 

Results of the inventory of tourism opportunities / Recommendations for the 
development of spatial scenarios based on a survey of stakeholders 

II. 

Zone of hospitality and accommodation 
facilities, shopping zone, business activity 
zone, entertainment zone, transport 
infrastructure zone, cultural zone 

Recreational opportunity is fully developed. The chaotic allocation and the high 
concentration of accommodation facilities are perceived negatively by visitors. / 
Recommendations: It is necessary to develop the entertainment facilities and 
cultural zone. 

IV. 
Zone of hospitality and accommodation 
facilities, shopping zone, transport 
infrastructure zone, cultural zone 

Recreational opportunity is developed. There are many rural guest houses. / 
Recommendations: It is necessary to improve the amenity of guest houses and 
expand the types of rural entertainment. 

VI. 

Transport infrastructure zone, 
shopping zone, zone of hospitality  
and accommodation facilities, natural 
attraction zone 

Recreational opportunity is overdeveloped. It is characterized by a large 
concentration of summer campgrounds with cabins in areas adjacent to locality. / 
Recommendations: In some places, it is necessary to develop a road network for 
motorized travel, and design separate lanes on the road for cyclists. There are 
 a few year-round accommodation facilities. 

VII. 
Natural attraction zone, 
 shopping zone 

Recreational opportunity are present, but underdeveloped. / Recommendations: 
It is required to develop a walking trail along the shore of Lake Aya, install 
navigation signs and interpretive stands, create thematic photo zones. 

VIII. 

Zone of hospitality and 
accommodation facilities, shopping 
zone, entertainment zone, cultural 
zone 

Recreational opportunity are fully developed. 
The chaotic allocation and the high concentration of accommodation facilities are 
perceived negatively by visitors. / Recommendations: It is necessary to increase 
the number of navigation signs and consider measures to regulate tourist flows. 

IX. 
Zone of hospitality and accommodation 
facilities, transport infrastructure zone, 
natural attraction zone 

Recreational opportunities are present, but underdeveloped. / Recommendations: 

A road network for motorized travel is required. There are a few navigation signs. 

X. Natural attraction zone 
Recreational opportunity is poorly developed (other uses of the area limit its use). 
 / Recommendations: The recreational opportunity is in demand by local 
residents. There are a few navigation signs. Trails are required. 

XI. Natural attraction zone Recreational opportunity is poorly developed (other uses of the area limit its use). 
/ Recommendations: It is necessary to create a network of trails with the campsites. 

 

Several program scenarios have been identified in the destination. The target scenario may include visiting accessible 

natural sites: the banks of the Katun River, Lake Aya, viewing platform near the Devil's Finger rock, relaxing at 

campgrounds with cabins (using bath complexes and barbecue areas). In summer, swimming and water activities on Lake 

Aya, in the pools on the campgrounds area, are of particular interest.  Important tourist facilities that require improvement 

are the creation of public places for short-term recreation (gazebos, restrooms). There is a need to create a visitor center for 

the Aya Natural Park. It can be located near the bridge over the Katun, where the main flow of vehicles passes. Almost all 

program scenarios in the destination include visits to various small retail outlets and souvenir booth. Another attracting 

factor is small cafes that attract visitors with music in the evening. 

In addition to walking, the target scenario includes close routes by car, ATV or horseback. Rafting is the most popular 

offer for guests of campgrounds with cabins in the summer. Traditional are 1.5 - 2 hour routes along the Katun in the form 

of an excursion. Сampgrounds with cabins often offer services: velvet antler and herbal baths, saunas, massages, herbal 

teas. However, at present there is a request for the creation of viewing platforms and photo zones in places of walking to the 

Devil’s Finger rock and to the top of the town of Negodyayka, etc.  The destination needs to create parking areas. A 

successful example is the parking lot near the swimming pool complex near Lake Aya. In addition, it is recommended to 

create information stands showing options for movement around the destination and popular attractions.  

In the Altai region, the Belokurikha resort town belongs to the long-term resort development areas. The resort area of 

Belokurikha is a separate part of the Belokurikha city, which stretches along the valley of the river of the same name. 

Currently, there are 16 sanatoriums and 25 hotels in Belokurikha. Additional hospitality facilities includes restaurants and 

cafes. Spatial scenarios for this destination are presented in Table. 2. 

Among the program scenarios, the target scenario is stay in a sanatorium and treatment in accordance with an individual 

recommendations. Additional program scenarios may include walking around the sanatoriums area, visiting attractions in 

the resort area and historical places, relaxing in a park area near the Belokurikha River. Most tourists visit health paths and 

climb the cable car to Mount Tserkovka, buy souvenirs in local market and try dishes in cafes and restaurants. We 

conducted a survey of 200 respondents about the possibilities of developing health tourism as the main activity in the 

Belokurikha resort (link to the questionnaire http://docs.google.com/forms/d/1y1NGf-XKd1aWedaa1P2 DzrkOVOarW-

T5wKV249YiaWw/edit). It was revealed that among related types of tourist activities in health tourism, priorities are 

associated with massage, visiting saunas (bath complexes), swimming pools or open reservoirs in the summer, as well as 

health paths and excursions. Activities are arranged in order of importance for visitors: massage, sauna, walking, swimming 

pool, historical and botanical excursions, special meals, outdoor recreation, creative activities, etc. The use of water 

http://docs.google.com/forms/d/1y1NGf-XKd1aWedaa1P2
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procedures is one of the most attractive recreational activities for tourists. In addition, about 80% of respondents are ready 

to participate in health routes. Such routes will be determined taking into account acceptable physical activity (in 

accordance with the level of health). Tourists will be able to visit natural and historical attractions.  
 

Table 2. Spatial scenarios for long-term resort development areas. Sample area: Belokurikha resort town, 

Belokurikha 2 Gornaya and nearby attractions to tourists (* - numbering is explained in the text above) 
 

Spatial sce-

nario type* 
Functional zones within 

the tourist opportunity 

Results of the inventory of tourism opportunities / Recommendations for 
 the development of spatial scenarios based on a survey of stakeholders 

I. 

Zone of hospitality and 
accommodation facilities, shopping 
zone, sports zone, transport 
infrastructure zone, cultural zone 

The opportunity is developed quite fully. The hotels have a small area and are 
combined with shops, they are located close to the shopping area. / 
Recommendations: It is necessary to connect hotels informationally and 
logistically with cafes and restaurants. 

III. 

Zone of hospitality and 
accommodation facilities, medical 
zone, sports zone, entertainment 
zone, cultural zone 

Recreational opportunity is fully developed. 16 sanatoriums with their own 
territory. The largest of them have a large treatment area and park space with 
opportunities for recreation and entertainment. / Recommendations: The 
growing share of short-stay tourists requires more SPA treatments and 
entertainment for family tourists. 

IV. 
Zone of hospitality and accommodation 

facilities, shopping zone, transport 
infrastructure zone, cultural zone 

Recreational opportunity is fully developed. / Recommendations: The cultural 

zone is poorly developed, there is practically no sports zone, there are 
recommendations for the development of an entertainment zone. 

VI. 

Transport infrastructure zone, 
shopping zone, zone of hospitality 
and accommodation facilities, 
natural attraction zone 

Recreational opportunity is present, but underdeveloped. / Reco-mmendations: 

In some places, it is necessary to develop a road network for motorized travel 
and design separate lanes on the road for cyclists. 

VII. Natural attraction zone, shopping 
zone 

Recreational opportunity is present. There are a large number of visitors. / 
Recommendations: It is necessary to develop an interpretive signs for attractions 
along the routes. Pedestrian trails are required. 

IX. 
Zone of hospitality and accommodation 
facilities, transport infrastructure zone, 
natural attraction zone 

Recreational opportunity is present, but underdeveloped. / Recommendations: A 
road network for motorized trip is required. 

X. Natural attraction zone Recreational opportunity is developed. / Recommendations: Few navigation and 
interpretive signs. Trail development is required. 

XI. Natural attraction zone 
Recreational opportunity is present, but underdeveloped. There are a few 
equipped trails. / Recommendations: It is possible to create trails to Mount 
Sinyukha and in the valley of the Peschanaya River. 

 

Table 3. Spatial scenarios for new development areas based on development tools. Sample area: Special  

economic zone of tourist and recreational type "Biryuzovaya Katun" (* - numbering is explained in the text above) 
 

Spatial sce -

nario type* 
Functional zones within the tourist 

opportunity 
Results of the inventory of tourism opportunities / Recommendations for the 

development of spatial scenarios based on a survey of stakeholders 

II. 
Zone of hospitality and 
accommodation facilities, shopping 
zone, transport infrastructure zone 

The engineering infrastructure has been created, and the tourism facilities is at 
the stage of extensive development. / Recommendations: It is necessary to 
develop catering companies. 

V. 
Business activity zone, entertainment 
zone, sports zone, transport 
infrastructure zone 

A public area has been developed in the central part of Biryuzovaya Katun. / 

Recommendations: There are a few places of social activity in other parts of the 
destination. 

VI. 

Zone of hospitality and 
accommodation facilities, transport 
infrastructure zone, natural attraction 
zone, cultural zone, entertainment 
zone, sports zone 

The opportunity is quite well developed. There are a sufficient number of modern hotels 
and campgrounds with cabins in the river valley Katun at a short distance from the 
public center of Biryuzovaya Katun. / Recommendations: There are not enough 
landscaping elements at stopping places; interpretive signs are needed. 

VII. Natural attraction zone, cultural zone, 
sports zone 

There are walking and running trails. / Recommendations: It is necessary to 
develop fitness zones, circular trails on mountain slopes, and add amenity 
elements (benches, gazebos, etc.). 

VIII. Shopping zone, natural attraction zone, 
entertainment zone, sports zone 

Well-developed entertainment area near the beach of the artificial lake. / 
Recommendations: It is necessary to organize other types of entertainment 
during periods without swimming. 

IX. 
Zone of hospitality and accommodation 
facilities, transport infrastructure zone, 
natural attraction zone, entertainment zone 

There is initial development of the opportunity. / Recommendations: It is 
necessary to develop a road and path network in nature specially equipped for 
movement by vehicles, to create interpretive signs and photo zones. 

X. Natural attraction zone, cultural zone 
There are excursions along the mountain slopes and caves, trails along the banks 
of the Katun, and river rafting. / Recommendations: It is necessary to improve 
the trail network in nature and create interpretive signs. 

 

The results of the survey showed the need to include in the target scenario a visit to the new tourist complex 

Belokurikha 2 Gornaya. It is located 5 km from the Belokurikha resort. A scenic switchback road with viewing platforms 

for photography leads to Belokurikha 2 Gornaya. In Belukurikha 2 Gornaya, tourists visit the landscape rocks «Buddha of 

Medicine» and «Ambarchiki», the museum of the old village «Andreevskaya Sloboda», as well as areas of mountain taiga 
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forest, etc. There are prospects for the construction of small hotels and glamping sites in the mountainous part with the 

opportunity to visit the natural environment. For example, the campground with wooden cabins «Lesnaya skazka» belongs 

to a sanatorium located at the resort. In addition, in the foothill zone, 15 km from the resort town, there is a campground in 

the form of a traditional village «Belokurikha Village» (renamed the rural yard «Kalina Krasnaya»), nearby is the 

agricultural enterprise «Altai Meadows» with a farm produce store. The program scenario for the resort visitors also 

includes the visitation of the surrounding rural areas: the villages of Novotyryshkino, Danilovka, Solonovka, etc. There are 

places for entertainment, tourists are introduced to the features of the villages and are offered traditional products. 

Near the Belokurikha resort there is the Altai Foothills natural park. There are both opportunities for walking routes 

near the resort area, and for routes with a backpack to the highest part of the park (Mount Sinyukha) and to the Peschanaya 

River gorge. The tourist destination “Biryuzovaya Katun” belongs to the new development areas based on development 

tools. In 2007, a special economic zone of a tourist and recreational type was created here. Infrastructure construction has 

begun. Spatial scenarios for this destination are shown in Table 3. 

The target spatial scenario for the development of Biryuzovaya Katun is the eco-oriented development of the territory 

with fragments of intensive and extensive use, as well as functional zones with a preserve regime. The Katun River is, on 

the one hand, an ecological corridor, and on the other, the attraction for tourists. Therefore, destination program scenarios 

include a linear-radial type of short eco-friendly routes. It is possible to organize radial exits from the road route along the 

river. Linear routes along the spurs of the Seminsky ridge above the Katun River valley will also be interesting. The karst 

complex “Taldinsky Caves”, which has the status of a natural monument, is an attraction for eco-friendly routes, including 

underground ones. We have identified 4 target groups of tourists, for which program scenarios may vary: 

1.“Family with children”: it is important to add an ecological trail to a mountain pass above the lake, a visit to the 

petting zoo, a family quest, relaxation in the family area near the water slides in warm weather. 

2. “Youth”: in addition to stay in campgrounds and recreation at the sites, it is possible to include the following 

activities: rafting and a visit to the near-water Ichthyander cave, cycling along the Katun, volunteer activities for the 

development of an eco-trail, horseback riding, extreme via ferrata route, tourist trail “speleo-emotions", mass events in the 

public central area. 

3. “Children’s educational tourism”: quest on a map with tasks (team photo, geoquest); eco-educational trail with 

children's attractions; excursion to the apiary, educational caving route. 

4. “45+”: a visit to the main natural sites (Katun River, Tavdinsky Caves); culinary master classes in a restaurant, 

drawing courses or photography courses in the Prostor art gallery, acquaintance with medicinal plants and an apiary, 

relaxation and fishing by the lake, a yoga festival. 

Among the pioneer development areas, the natural and archaeological complex “Denisova Cave” was studied. It is 

the oldest cave in Siberia where evidence of ancient human habitation was found. All archaeological eras are represented in 

Denisova Cave: Neolithic, Paleolithic, Bronze and Iron Ages, Scythian era and Turkic period. The cave gained special, 

including world fame, after it was discovered by scientists from the Institute of Archeology and Ethnography of the 

Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences under the leadership of Academician A.P. Derevyanko bone remains 

of a previously unknown species of human fossil that lived there 30–50 thousand years ago (Krause et al., 2010). This 

ancient human species is distinct from Neanderthals and Homo sapiens and is named after its location as "Denisovan man," 

or Homo altaiensis. This cave in 2022 added to the Tentative List for nomination to the UNESCO World Heritage List.  

For many decades, the cave has been an tourist attraction. Currently, the concept of the natural and archaeological 

tourist complex “Denisova Cave” is being formed. This work is carried out by the Denisova Cave public foundation, 

created in 2021. The main task of the Foundation is related to maintaining a balance of interests of archaeologists, 

government agencies for the protection of cultural monuments and tourists, the number of which has begun to increase in 

recent years. To discuss scenarios for the development of this area with stakeholders, a Web GIS was created 

(http://geomixer.asu. ru/api/index.html?10F1770A61CB4D4F95E4BA1016DD3446). The results of the discussion showed 

that currently the cave without additional attractions is of interest only for a short excursion. Recommendations were made 

that trails and infrastructure should be developed in the surrounding areas to limit the flow of tourists into the cave. It has 

been revealed that currently the target type of tourists is the image of “Indiana Jones”. 

We have developed a concept for the development of the tourist destination Denisova Cave as a place for recreation and 

life for all times. There are a protected natural area with great biodiversity near the cave, that make it possible to create here 

opportunities for an eco-resort and comfortable recreation in the natural environment (recreation - healing - ecology - 

knowledge). The new concept will change the target tourists and create new scenarios for staying in the area. A significant 

number of tourists in Altai are characterized as visitors who are tired of the bustle of the city. They want to restore health in 

the natural environment and learn the history of human development. In addition to this, there are two more types of 

tourists. The first includes scientific tourists who go to the International Scientific Tourist Complex at Denisova Cave. The 

second type is represented by active tourists, who are predominantly transit tourists. They are not interested in the cave 

itself, but they will follow the trail above the cave or to the Shinok waterfalls. To implement the new spatial scenarios, the 

following functional zones have been proposed: visitor center, administrative and scientific, transport and logistics, guest 

accommodation, active recreation, natural landscape attractions, protection of natural resources, protection of cultural 

resources, agricultural activities. The list of spatial scenarios at the level of tourism opportunities is shown in Table. 4 

Tourists visiting the Denisova Cave destination are primarily attracted by the natural component; excursions to the cave 

are of considerable interest. In 2023, with participation A.N. Dunets, a project for a new staircase to the cave was 

implemented. This contributed to improving the amenity of the area. In addition, program scenarios for the destination may 

http://geomixer.asu/
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include the visitation the protected natural area “Cascade of Waterfalls on the Shinok River”, where the largest waterfall in 

the Altai Territory with a height of 72 m is located. Conducted field research and observations of tourist behavior made it 

possible to identify several new tourist routes, which also included in our Web-GIS project. 
 

Table 4. Spatial scenarios for pioneer development areas. Sample area:  

natural and archaeological complex “Denisova Cave” (* - numbering is explained in the text above) 
 

Spatial sce- 
nario type* 

Functional zones within 
the tourist opportunity 

Results of the inventory of tourism opportunities / Recommendations for the 
development of spatial scenarios based on a survey of stakeholders 

IV. 
Zone of hospitality and 
accommodation facilities, shopping 
zone, transport infrastructure zone 

Currently there is a small village of Tog-Altai with an apiary and several houses  
of villagers for tourists. / Recommendations: It is necessary to improve the 
village, create guest houses, sell local products and form a local souvenir market. 

V. 
Shopping zone, transport 
infrastructure zone, entertainment 
zone, sports zone 

Currently there is no facilities. / Recommendations: It is necessary to create a  
public recreational area in a wide part of the Anui River valley, 3 km from Denisova 
Cave (the place is called the “Field of Miracles”), and to create a paleopark. 

VI. 

Zone of hospitality and accommodation 
facilities, shopping zone, entertainment 
zone, medical zone, transport 
infrastructure zone. 

Campgrounds with cabins have a low camping capacity and operate only in the 
summer season. / Recommendations: It is necessary to create investment projects 
for accomodation facilities on reserved lands. 

VII. Natural attraction zone, cultural zone 
There is one trail to the Maham cave grotto. / Recommendations: It is necessary 
to create walking trails near the Denisova Cave and along the valley of the Anuy 
River to the village of Tog-Altai. 

IX. 
Zone of hospitality and 
accommodation facilities, natural 
attraction zone 

Comfortable outdoor recreation created for scientists, near to the scientific  
station of the Institute of Archeology and Ethnography SB RAS. / 
Recommendations: It is necessary to create glamping sites or remote campsites 
on the right side of the Anui River valley. 

X. Natural attraction zone 

There are hiking trails to waterfalls in the canyon of the Shinok River. / 
Recommendations: It is necessary to improve existing trails in the Cascade of  
Waterfalls on the Shinok River reserve, and to create trails on Sosnovaya Mountain, at  
the foot of which is the entrance to Denisova Cave. Placement of interpretation stands. 

XI. Natural attraction zone 
Currently there are only a few routes. / Recommendations: It is necessary to 
create and improve a network of trails to the Bashelaksky reserve, around 
Sosnovaya Mountain, and to place interpretive signs. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Comparison of the proposed approach to creating tourist area development scenarios with existing experience (Daconto 

and Sherpa, 2010; Page et al., 2010; Mai and Smith, 2018; Wyatt et al., 2021) allows us to draw a number of conclusions. 

Firstly, current scenario development cases are often based on the resource capabilities of the areas (Mai and Smith, 2018; 

Wyatt et al., 2021). This is definitely necessary. But it is also important to rely on the needs and expectations of different 

categories of visitors. Secondly, when developing scenarios, the destination is considered as a system, incl. dynamic socio-

economic system. Thirdly, a prerequisite for developing scenarios is to involve and take into account the views of 

stakeholders. Fourthly, in most cases, when developing scenarios, one of the main tasks is to identify uncertainties and 

development drivers. Our approach focuses on maintaining the destination's competitiveness into the future by providing 

the widest possible on-site opportunities for different types of visitors. In the future, they are adapted to the changing needs 

of visitors based on monitoring data. The limitation of the use of the scenario approach to the area design ( is the rapid 

obsolescence of condition prototypes (Krasheninnikov, 2017). This, in our opinion, can be avoided by monitoring and 

timely changes in program or partially spatial scenarios at the level of functional zones. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Our proposed approach to creating tourist area development scenarios includes 3 types of interrelated and 

complementary scenarios: spatial scenarios at the level of tourist opportunities, spatial scenarios at the level of functional 

zones within tourist opportunities and program scenarios. The scenarios at the level of tourist opportunities are based on 

different levels of area development, including the kind of access to the area, the type and number of accommodation 

facilities, and the level of contacts with other visitors. 

The concept of the tourism opportunity spectrum, on which the creation of spatial scenarios is based, as well as the 

collected data on the current use of tourist areas, made it possible to identify 11 types of tourism opportunities for the 

foothill and low-mountain areas of Altai. Using the tourism opportunity spectrum also allows us to identify which 

opportunities are underdeveloped in a particular destinations, as well as define which opportunities are most important for 

the types of tourist areas, taking into account their specialization.  In this work, we studied 4 types of tourist territories, 

identified the features of their tourist spectrum and formulated recommendations for their future development.  

Lake Aya, which belongs to the long-term development areas with a predominance of short-term tourism, is characterized 

by overdevelopment of opportunities II, V, VI and a lack of the extreme least urbanized opportunities of the spectrum. It is 

necessary to develop a motorized zone. For long-term resort development areas, using the example of the Belokurikha resort, a 

pedestrian zone with health routes is very important, which is quite developed here. Distinctive tourist opportunities of this 

type of areas are the urban area and the sanatorium zone. At the same time, there is a shortage of natural areas with 

opportunities for motorized movement. The special economic zone of the tourist and recreational type “Biryuzovaya Katun”, 
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which belongs to the new development areas based on development tools is distinguished by a fairly balanced set of tourist 

opportunities. A special feature of Biryuzovaya Katun is the development of a public recreation area near water bodies. On the 

territory of the Denisova Cave natural-archaeological complex, which belongs to the pioneer development areas, tourist 

opportunities with a high level of amenity are currently underdeveloped. It is necessary to reserve territories for the 

coordinated development of various tourism opportunities in the future. Thus, the proposed method of scenario planning is 

a tool for strategic planning of the tourist areas development. It makes it possible to ensure the relevance of destinations in 

the future through the widest possible provision of opportunities on the area for different categories of visitors. 
 

Limitations and Further Studies  

A limitation of the study is the non-probability type of sample. In addition, there are still a number of issues that require 

further research. Among them are the automation of data updating processes in Web-GIS and the automation of some 

stages of the scenario development process. For this purpose, the results published in (Chow et al., 2023; Yoon and Choi, 

2023) may be useful. 
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Abstract: To investigate customer technostress antecedents and consequences of the restaurants’ food-ordering apps and suggest 

a coping strategy (i.e., customer orientation). This qualitative study relied on twenty-three semi-structured interviews with 

Egyptian restaurant customers and managers to understand the customer technostress caused when using food-ordering apps. 

The study found that restaurant customers experience technostress due to app complexity, security and privacy concerns, 

frequent app changes, feelings of diminished control, and time constraints. These app-related techno stressors cause customer 

dissatisfaction and purchasing reluctance. The study also found that not all restaurants adopt a responsive and proactive 

customer orientation to reduce food-ordering app technostress. However, customers were satisfied with proactive restaurants 

revealing technostress from food-ordering apps. This study is the first research in the hospitality industry to use Transactional 

Stress Theory (TST) to investigate the antecedents and consequences and suggest a customer orientation as a coping strategy 

of customer technostress from food-ordering apps from the perspectives of customers and restaurant managers. As a result, 

restaurants can be proactive and responsively customer-oriented to overcome customer technostress from food-ordering apps 

by considering the customers' concerns to satisfy and retain customers and attract new ones. 

 

Key words: sustainability, customer technostress, food-ordering apps, transactional stress theory, customer dissatisfaction 

customer purchase reluctance, customer orientation 

 
*  *  *  *  *  *  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Food-ordering apps are digital platforms that allow customers to use their mobile devices to browse menus, place 

orders, and pay for meals from restaurants (Timur et al., 2023). Restaurants use food-ordering apps because they allow 

customers to order food from any location, saving them time, effort, and money (Sharma et al., 2021). Food-ordering apps 

reduce paper use by replacing menus, brochures, and receipts with digital platforms, improving sustainability (Sharma et 

al., 2021). This change saves resources and makes dining greener, benefiting customers and the environment. Previous 

studies suggested that implementing a food-ordering app can significantly impact restaurants. Specifically, the studies 

found that restaurants that implemented mobile ordering systems saw an increase in customer e-satisfaction, loyalty, order 

accuracy, efficiency, convenience, accessibility, customization, customer spending and sales, order frequency, customer 

engagement, repeat business, customer feedback, trust, and brand loyalty (Alalwan, 2020; Alshreef et al., 2023; Batouei et 

al., 2023; Brewer and Sebby, 2021; Timur et al., 2023). However, customers may encounter technical issues such as app 

crashes or slow loading times, difficulty navigating the app's interface, and privacy and security concerns when using food-
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ordering apps (Showkat and Choudhury, 2019; Wu et al., 2022). Thus, customers may experience technostress or 

compulsive use of mobile apps, resulting in adverse outcomes. Limited studies have explained the antecedents and 

consequences of customers' technostress from restaurant food-ordering apps and optimal coping strategies. Therefore, to 

bridge this gap, the study asks three research questions: What are the antecedents of customers' technostress from 

restaurants' food-ordering apps? What are the consequences of customers' technostress from restaurants' food-ordering 

apps? What is the optimal coping strategy for customers' technostress from restaurants' food-ordering apps? 

Customer technostress is customers' adverse psychological and emotional reactions when using technology-based 

products or services (Lee et al., 2023). Customer technostress is a type of stress caused by technology, such as 

frustration, anxiety, confusion, and feeling overwhelmed (Kumar et al., 2022). In the context of restaurant food-ordering 

apps, there are several potential antecedents of technostress. These include complex interfaces, technical glitches, poor 

user experience design, and a lack of support (Kang and Namkung, 2019; Sharma et al., 2021). Customer technostress 

consequences include decreased satisfaction and loyalty, increased negative word-of-mouth, and revenue loss for the 

restaurant (Christ-Brendemühl and Schaarschmidt, 2020). Additionally, customers who are technologically stressed may 

switch to a competitor's restaurant or cancel their orders, negatively impacting the restaurant's reputation and revenue 

(Blut and Wang, 2019). The study uses TST, a stress theory created by Richard Lazarus (1990), to comprehend the 

antecedents and consequences of customer technostress. The theory states that stress is not caused by a single event but 

rather by the interaction between an individual and their object (Daniel, 2019).  

In this vein, this study recommends a customer orientation as a method to deal with the causes of customer technostress 

proactively and responsively. Customer orientation is a business strategy prioritizing customer requirements, values, and 

challenges (Helal, 2022). A customer-oriented restaurant focuses on developing long-term customer relationships by 

providing great experiences and exceeding their expectations (Daradkeh et al., 2023). The theoretical contribution of this 

study lies in utilizing the TST to examine the antecedents, consequences, and coping strategies of customer technostress in 

the context of restaurant food-ordering apps. First, the study uses TST to identify the specific techno stressors customers 

experience when using food-ordering apps. Second, the study explains how these techno stressors can lead to negative 

customer consequences. Third, the study suggested a customer orientation strategy that restaurants can use to reduce 

customer technostress and improve the overall customer experience. In terms of practical implications, this study offers 

valuable insights for restaurants to improve their food-ordering apps and reduce customer technostress. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

1. Theoretical background 

Customer technostress is a cognitive concept derived from customers' negative interactions with new-age technologies 

while interacting with service or product providers (Hassanin et al., 2023; Kumar et al., 2022). Customers may experience 

challenges when interacting with restaurants' food-ordering apps, such as complexity, technical, and security issues, which 

cause technostress (Christ-Brendemühl and Schaarschmidt, 2020; Furunes and Mkono, 2019). Hence, customers' 

technostress can cause them to abandon food-ordering apps without making a purchase. To enhance the customer 

experience and keep and attract more customers, restaurants need to understand when the perception of technostress arises 

(Christ-Brendemühl and Schaarschmidt, 2020). Accordingly, this study uses the TST framework to explain customers' 

technostress antecedents, consequences, and coping strategies of restaurants' food-ordering apps.  

The TST defines stress as the result of a three-stage transaction between a customer and a business (i.e., primary 

appraisal, secondary appraisal, and reappraisal) (Lazarus, 1990). During the preliminary evaluation phase, the customer 

decides whether or not a situation is stressful (Cohen et al., 2013). This evaluation is founded on the customer's perception 

and capacity to address the issue. Customers proceed to the subsequent stage if they perceive the situation as distressing. 

During the second assessment phase, customers evaluate their coping resources and strategies. They evaluate whether they 

have the resources and strategies to cope with the stressful situation. If they believe they have sufficient resources and 

coping strategies, they move on to reevaluation (Kupiek, 2021; Lazarus, 1990). Customers assess whether or not their 

coping strategies allow them to manage the stressor effectively. If their coping strategies had been effective, their stress 

levels may have decreased. However, if their coping strategies fail, they may experience more stress (Lazarus, 1990).  

 

2. Conceptual development 

2.1. Antecedents of customer technostress 

The current study employs the TST to identify the technostress antecedents that customers face when utilizing 

restaurants' food-ordering apps. The antecedents of customer technostress are all the factors that can put a customer in a 

stressful situation when dealing with technology (Kumar et al., 2022). Customers may experience technostress due to 

several factors, including perceived complexity, perceived insecurity, perceived novelty, perceived lack of control, and 

perceived time pressure (Kumar et al., 2022; Peters et al., 2022). First, perceived complexity refers to the degree to which 

customers perceive technology to be difficult and complex (Kumar et al., 2022). Customers may feel overwhelmed and 

experience technostress if a transaction takes more than one step or has complicated steps, like verifying a name or 

processing a payment (Peters et al., 2022). Customers who think technology is challenging to use may experience 

technostress, leading to adverse outcomes like frustration, worry, and less willingness to purchase (Christ-Brendemühl and 

Schaarschmidt, 2020). Second, perceived insecurity is the degree to which customers perceive the restaurant food-ordering 

app to be insecure, resulting in privacy and security concerns (Chopdar and Paul, 2023). Several factors can contribute to 

insecurity, including the design of security features, the level of encryption used for sensitive information, and the 
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restaurant's reputation for safeguarding customer data (Ali et al., 2021). Third, perceived novelty refers to customers 

encountering unfamiliar new technologies, resulting in uncertainty and anxiety (Kumar et al., 2022). Various factors can 

contribute to the perception of novelty, such as introducing new features or technologies in food ordering applications or 

modifying the user interface design (Maier et al., 2017). For instance, if a restaurant adds a new payment method or 

changes the layout of its food ordering app, customers may find it unfamiliar and challenging to use. 

Fourth, perceived lack of control refers to how customers perceive an absence of control over the technology used in 

online food ordering, resulting in helplessness and frustration (Ali et al., 2021). For instance, customers may feel helpless 

and frustrated if an app for ordering food from a restaurant does not allow them to customize their preferences or provide 

specific information about their transactions' status (Griesbach et al., 2019). Finally, perceived time pressure refers to how 

customers perceive a sense of urgency or time constraint when using a food ordering app, resulting in anxiety and stress 

(Kumar et al., 2022). Transaction processes that require customers to complete tasks rapidly or within a specified 

timeframe can generate the perception of time pressure (Islam et al., 2021). For instance, if a food ordering app has a 

limited-time offer or requires customers to complete a transaction quickly, they may feel rushed and anxious. 

 

2.2. Consequences of customer technostress 

Customers begin to experience the precursors of technostress as symptoms and then employ their strategies for 

coping (Christ-Brendemühl and Schaarschmidt, 2020). If these strategies are effective, customers can avoid 

technostress; however, if they are ineffective, customers will experience technostress, which will have a negative impact 

on customer experiences and restaurant revenue (Kupiek, 2021; Lazarus, 1990). Therefore, this study focuses on two 

main consequences of customer technostress in restaurants: customer dissatisfaction and purchase reluctance.  

Customer dissatisfaction refers to the negative feelings or emotions customers experience when a product, service, or 

experience does not meet their expectations (Fan et al., 2019). Inadequate customer service, complexity, and unmet 

requirements or app insecurity that negatively impact the customer's experience can lead to customer dissatisfaction 

(Furunes and Mkono, 2019). Moreover, customers may not know the app's novel capabilities and fear making mistakes 

when placing orders (Peters et al., 2022). In addition, customers' lack of control may be caused by app crashes or the 

incapacity to modify an order. Customers who believe they lack control over their experience will likely be dissatisfied 

(Ali et al., 2021). Also, perceived time constraints can lead customers to make mistakes when using an app to order 

meals (Showkat and Choudhury, 2019). Dissatisfied customers can result in negative reviews, negative WOM, 

decreased customer loyalty, and revenue loss for the restaurant (Ji et al., 2023). The second consequence of customer 

technostress is a customer's reluctance, which refers to a customer's hesitation or refusal to make a purchase (Petcharat 

et al., 2023). The tendency of customers to purchase from a restaurant can drop if they have a negative experience with 

the restaurant's food-ordering app (Doeim et al., 2022). Customers may become frustrated with food ordering 

applications that lack a user-friendly interface or are challenging to navigate (Helal, 2023). Similarly, perceived 

insecurity can lead to discontent and purchase reluctance. Customers concerned about the confidentiality of their 

personal information may be unwilling to use a food-ordering app, opting instead for alternative ordering methods (Ali 

et al., 2021). As a result, restaurants can lose sales and revenue due to purchase reluctance. Therefore, restaurants must 

address customer concerns to overcome customer dissatisfaction and purchase reluctance and increase revenue.  

 

2.3. Customer orientation as a coping strategy for customer technostress 

Coping strategies are a variety of methods that restaurants use to deal with difficult situations (Batouei et al., 2023). 

Coping strategies can be proactive or reactive, involving a range of behaviors, thoughts, and emotions (Helal, 2022). 

Therefore, the current study suggested that restaurants can use customer orientation to provide a coping strategy for customer 

technostress. Customer orientation is a strategy that emphasizes understanding and serving customers' wants and preferences 

(Daradkeh et al., 2023). Customer orientation entails putting customers first by providing high-quality products, services, and 

experiences that exceed their expectations. Gathering feedback from customers, evaluating customer data, and leveraging 

insights to customize products and services to match customer demands are all part of customer orientation. Customer 

orientation is to build long-term customer loyalty and satisfaction by continually providing value to customers (Helal, 2022). 

Customer orientation has two dimensions: proactive and responsive (Schulze et al., 2022). Proactive customer 

orientation is an approach to business that goes beyond meeting customer needs and actively seeks to anticipate and exceed 

them (Blocker et al., 2010). Proactive customer orientation involves proactively understanding customers' needs, 

preferences, and behaviors and using this information to create innovative products, services, and experiences anticipating 

future customer needs (Helal, 2022). Thus, proactive customer orientation will help restaurants collect customer feedback 

through various channels such as surveys, listening to social media, and customer service interactions about the challenges 

of food ordering applications and solving these challenges before they cause technostress (Daradkeh et al., 2023). 

Responsive customer orientation focuses on quickly and effectively responding to customer needs and challenges, 

including identifying potential sources of customer technostress and taking swift action to alleviate them (Schweitzer et al., 

2016). Responsive customer orientation necessitates the establishment of effective communication channels, allowing 

customers to report issues with food-ordering apps quickly (Shah et al., 2021). Additionally, responsive customer 

orientation involves a well-trained customer service team capable of handling inquiries and complaints professionally and 

efficiently (Daradkeh et al., 2023). Restaurants prioritizing responsive customer orientation are dedicated to speedy issue 

resolution and delivering satisfactory customer solutions. The ultimate objective of responsive customer orientation is to 

establish trust with customers by exhibiting the firm's dedication to receiving feedback and providing exceptional service 
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(Blocker et al., 2010). Hence, by combining proactive and responsive customer orientation, restaurants can better understand 

their customer's needs and address them in advance or promptly, preventing or eliminating potential sources of customer 

technostress (Helal, 2022). Therefore, we propose the conceptual model (Figure 1) based on previous literature and discussion. 
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Figure 1. The conceptual framework 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

We chose a qualitative approach (i.e., semi-structured interviews) since it allowed us to comprehend the significance of 

restaurant customers' technostress experiences with food-ordering apps. The semi-structured interviews we adopted blend the 

benefits of open and directed questions. This approach allowed the participants to convey their thoughts and feelings while 

ensuring we acquired the necessary information (Adams, 2015). To carry out our research in an organized manner, we 

followed the stages suggested by previous studies. Firstly, we carefully selected the participants to ensure they represented the 

study population (Daradkeh et al., 2023; Husband, 2020). Secondly, we developed a set of interview questions and procedures 

to conduct the interviews. Finally, we analyzed the results of the interviews to identify recurring themes and patterns. 
 

1. Selection interviews 

This research seeks to identify the root antecedents and consequences of customer technostress resulting from food-

ordering apps and to propose customer orientation as an adaptive strategy to combat customer technostress. The research 

team determined that the customers to be interviewed must have been exposed to technostress and be users of restaurant 

food-ordering apps. Therefore, the research team searched for customer evaluations on various Egyptian restaurant food-

ordering apps. A team then contacted these customers and inquired whether they would participate in the interview. 

Twenty-nine customers were contacted, and sixteen responded to the interview request. The researchers then contacted the 

managers of the same restaurants to conduct interviews with them; 7 of the managers agreed to participate. 
 

2. Interview techniques 

Table 1 contains information about the participants' profile data. There were more women than men, and most 

participants also had bachelor's degrees (15), secondary school diplomas (6), and graduate degrees (2). The data reveals that 

the participants met with two categories of restaurants: multinational and national, with most interviews taking place with 

multinational restaurants. Chicken is the most popular type of food among respondents, followed by burgers and pizza. The 

duration of an interview ranges from 50 to 70 minutes, with an average of 60 minutes. According to the data, restaurant 

managers who participated in the interview process are increasingly likely to work for multinational restaurants.  
 

3. Interview questions 

The research team divided the interview form into two sections to collect data from respondents. The first section 

includes general information for customers and restaurant management, such as gender, level of education, and restaurant 

type. The second section of the interview form contains questions based on the study's conceptual model as follows:  

Questions to customers: Antecedents: 

• What was your experience with a food ordering app being too complex to use? 
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• Did you feel secure and private while ordering meals from a restaurant using the app? 

• How did you react to new features or modifications in food-ordering apps? 

• Did you lose control when using a food ordering app due to the many options or features? 

• Have you experienced time stress or anxiety while using a food ordering app? 

Consequences:  

• Have you ever been dissatisfied with a restaurant food-ordering app? Why?  

• Have you ever avoided a purchase from a restaurant due to an unacceptable food-ordering app? 

Coping: 

• Have you reported any difficulties or complaints concerning food-ordering apps to restaurants? How did they 

respond? Did they solve your issue well?  

• Was the restaurant proactively seeking to anticipate your technostress concerning food-ordering apps? 

Questions to restaurant managers: Antecedents: 

• Did you receive customer feedback or concerns about the complexity of your restaurant's food-ordering app?  

• How did you safeguard customer information in your food-ordering app?  

• Did your app undergo significant modifications that may have caused customers to endure technostress?  

• Did customers feel powerless when using your restaurant's food-ordering app?  

• Did customers experience time stress when using your restaurant food-ordering app? 

Consequences:  

• Have you noticed any differences in customers' satisfaction levels from using the restaurant food-ordering app? 

• Have you noticed differences in purchase reluctance or unwillingness to use the restaurant food-ordering app? 

Coping: 

• Can you describe how your restaurant actively gathers customer feedback regarding their experiences with the food-

ordering app?  

• Do you prioritize specific channels, such as surveys, social media, or customer service interactions, for this purpose? 

• How does your restaurant approach proactively address potential technostress sources for customers using the app? 

• Are there instances where you've implemented changes or features based on customer feedback to enhance the 

overall experience? 

• Could you provide insights into your restaurant's responsiveness to customer needs and challenges related to the app? 
 

Table 1. Participants profile 
 

Code Position Gender Education Restaurant type of food Type of the business Interview length 

1.  Customer Male University degree Pizza National 55 minutes 

2.  Customer Male High school degree Chicken Multinational 60 minutes 

3.  Restaurant manager Female University degree Pizza National 65 minutes 

4.  Customer Male University degree Burger National 60 minutes 

5.  Customer Male High school degree Chicken Multinational 65 minutes 

6.  Customer Female University degree Burger Multinational 65 minutes 

7.  Restaurant manager Male University degree Chicken Multinational 55 minutes 

8.  Customer Female University degree Pizza Multinational 60 minutes 

9.  Customer Male Post-graduate degree Chicken Multinational 65 minutes 

10.  Restaurant manager Male University degree Chicken Multinational 60 minutes 

11.  Customer Female High school degree Pizza National 65 minutes 

12.  Restaurant manager Male University degree Burger Multinational 55 minutes 

13.  Customer Female Post-graduate degree Burger Multinational 60 minutes 

14.  Restaurant manager Female University degree Chicken National 70 minutes 

15.  Customer Female High school degree Burger Multinational 55 minutes 

16.  Customer Male University degree Burger Multinational 65 minutes 

17.  Customer Male Post-graduate degree Pizza Multinational 50 minutes 

18.  Customer Female University degree Burger Multinational 65 minutes 

19.  Restaurant manager Male Post-graduate degree Chicken National 55 minutes 

20.  Customer Female Post-graduate degree Burger Multinational 60 minutes 

21.  Customer Female High school degree Chicken Multinational 65 minutes 

22.  Restaurant manager Male Post-graduate degree Pizza National 65 minutes 

23.  Customer Female University degree Chicken Multinational 60 minutes 

 

4. Interview analysis 

The present study adopts a thematic analysis approach, a qualitative research method designed to uncover and 

comprehend patterns or themes within a dataset (Joffe, 2011). This methodological choice is well-suited for the study's 

aim. The thematic analysis process is a multi-stage endeavor encompassing data familiarization, initial code generation, 

theme identification, theme review, definition and naming of themes, and the ultimate reporting of results. In 

conjunction with the chosen methodology, the study framework is utilized as a guiding tool to identify and interpret 

trends inherent in the dataset. Tables are employed at each stage of the thematic analysis process. These tables aid 

researchers in structuring and visualizing the evolving codes and themes, enhancing the analysis's clarity and coherence. 
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The tabular representation facilitates the evaluation of codes and themes, enabling researchers to navigate between 

different components and grasp the fundamental aspects of each code and theme and their interconnectedness. The 

outcomes of this meticulous analysis validate the proposed model, which advocates for implementing customer 

orientation as a coping strategy to address customer technostress in the context of food-ordering apps. The study sheds 

light on the antecedents and consequences of technostress, drawing attention to the intricate dynamics between 

customers and technology. The identified themes and patterns underscore the significance of adopting a customer-

centric approach to mitigate technostress and enhance the overall customer experience in food-ordering apps. 

 

RESULTS 

1. Antecedents of customer technostress from both customers' and restaurant managers’ perspectives 

This study examined antecedents of customer technostress by analyzing restaurant customers' and managers' food-

ordering app perspectives. The study participants' feedback highlighted various dimensions of complexity in restaurant  

food-ordering apps, which is the first antecedent of customer technostress. Customers reported encountering challenges 

such as a cluttered user interface with numerous buttons, tabs, and options, leading to overwhelming navigation and 

frustration (Respondents No. 2, 20). Additionally, the customization process was noted to be intricate, demanding 

multiple non-intuitive steps, resulting in time-consuming (Respondent No. 8). Technical issues, including slow loading 

times and freezes, added complexity by prolonging basic tasks (Respondent No. 4). Moreover, the absence of efficient 

search functionality made locating specific dishes from an extensive menu laborious and irritating  (Respondent No. 18). 

Lastly, using complex jargon and unfamiliar terminology assumed user familiarity with industry -specific terms, 

compounding the difficulty in comprehending options and navigating the app (Respondent No. 23). 

Second, the study results indicated that the restaurants' food-ordering apps have mixed customer reviews regarding 

security and privacy measures. Some customers express confidence in the app's robust security measures, including 

encryption of payment information and personal details (Respondents No. 1, 5, 21). However, others have reservations due 

to occasional glitches or delays in updating personal information, which raise minor security concerns (Respondents No. 6, 

8). Some customers also question the app's security due to unrelated permissions requested and lack of clear information 

about data usage and sharing, making them uneasy (Respondents No. 11, 16). Hence, despite the app's security claims, 

customers take extra precautions by using separate payment methods to minimize potential risks (Respondents No. 13, 20). 

Third, the study findings revealed diverse customer responses to changes in the features of the food-ordering app 

these restaurants offer. On one side, numerous customer exhibit enthusiasm and inquisitiveness, relishing the 

opportunity to experiment with novel functionalities and eagerly anticipating how these additions will elevate their 

ordering encounters (Respondents No. 6, 15, 17, 18). They display a penchant for delving deeper into these fresh 

attributes by acquainting themselves with their functionalities and operations before making a usage decision. 

Consequently, customers promptly embrace new attractive features, showcasing an affinity for technological progress 

and seamless integration into their daily routines. Conversely, there exists a cohort of customers who approach new 

features with wariness and prudence, harboring concerns that such additions could complicate the app's usability or 

introduce confusion in the ordering process (Respondents No. 2, 21, 23). Two of these customers mentioned that when 

encountering a new feature that appears bewildering or superfluous, they take the initiative to offer feedback to the app's 

support team or draft a review to articulate their perspectives (Respondents No. 2, 21).  

Fourth, this study unveiled that many customers experienced diminished control from an overabundance of choices 

and functionalities within the restaurant's food-ordering app (Respondents No. 1, 2, 11, 21, 23). The extensive array of 

categories and options within the menu contributed to decision-making challenges, resulting in protracted scrolling and 

prolonged deliberation. Additionally, features like order tracking, customization, reviews, and an extensive selection of 

available eateries and dishes compounded the sensation of being inundated. While the customization feature p roved 

advantageous to specific customers, it became a source of stress for those who found its extent overwhelming. The 

application's interface, brimming with an excess of options and functionalities, transformed placing an order into a 

labyrinthine journey, needlessly burdening customers with stress. 

The ultimate antecedent contributing to customer technostress, as articulated by customers, lies in the sensation of 

being overwhelmed or technostress due to perceived time constraints. For example, the app freezing when placing time-

sensitive orders evoked panic and apprehension concerning punctual order fulfil lment (Respondents No. 2, 16). 

Instances of application crashes coinciding with peak utilization hours exacerbated concerns regarding potential order 

delivery delays (Respondents No. 20, 23). Complications related to payment, including errors and the necessity for 

repetitive card input, elicited frustration and apprehension over potential erroneous charges (Respondents No. 13, 15). The 

ineffectiveness of the app's tracking feature in providing real-time updates left customers in a state of unease regarding the 

progression of their orders (Respondents No. 18, 20). The coexistence of numerous promotional offerings and uncertainty 

regarding their applicability to specific orders engendered supplementary anxiousness (Respondents No. 9, 15).  

Lastly, instances of timeout occurrences, notably during periods of discount availability, induced anxiety 

surrounding potential discount forfeiture or payment processing failures (Respondents No. 6, 15). This study also 

investigated the restaurant managers' perspectives regarding customer technostress from their food-ordering apps. 

Firstly, several customers provided feedback or complaints about the complexity of the food-ordering app for the 

restaurant. As restaurant managers said, they were actively addressing the issue by collaborating with app developers to 

streamline the interface and make it more user-friendly (Respondents No. 14, 19). Some managers mentioned that while 

app complexity was not widespread, they took customer feedback seriously and explored ways to simplify the app, 
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including creating user guides or tutorials (Respondents No. 12, 22). They also acknowledged that a minority of 

customers, particularly older or less tech-savvy, found the app overwhelming and considered making it more intuitive.  

Secondly, restaurant managers said that restaurants take several measures to ensure the security of customer data when 

using the food-ordering app. These measures include implementing robust data encryption protocols to protect sensitive 

information, conducting regular security audits and engaging third-party cybersecurity experts for assessments, enforcing 

strict access controls and data minimization practices, and regularly updating the app with security patches. They prioritize 

user authentication, provide employee training on data security, and integrate with secure payment gateways (Respondents 

No. 3, 10, 12). Thirdly, while changes in the restaurants' food-ordering apps aimed to enhance the app's functionality and user 

experience, less tech-savvy customers experienced technostress through facing challenges in adapting to the new layout, 

understanding loyalty program complexities, navigating through a broader range of menu options, trusting new payment 

methods, managing constant order tracking notifications, and sharing orders on social media (Respondents No. 7, 10, 14, 19). 

Thus, restaurant managers understand the importance of implementing and supporting updates during transition periods. 

Fourthly, restaurant managers have noticed specific patterns and trends in how customers interact with the food 

ordering app, which may contribute to technostress. These include customers feeling a lack of control over the abundance 

of customization options and facing challenges in finding necessary information (Respondents No. 3, 10). Finally, 

restaurant managers have noticed that customers often feel rushed or anxious when using the food ordering app during peak 

hours, when they make quick selections without exploring all options when they have time-sensitive orders and want to 

complete the process swiftly when encountering technical issues like slow loading times or errors, and during limited-time 

promotions to place orders before they expire (Respondents No. 7, 12, 14). 

 

2. Consequences of customer technostress from both customers' and restaurant managers' perspectives 

The previous antecedents of customer technostress led to customer dissatisfaction consequence, as customers 

highlighted. Customers encountering challenges such as cluttered user interfaces, intricate customization processes, and 

technical issues will likely experience frustration and overwhelm, ultimately resulting in dissatisfaction with the app's 

complexity (e.g., respondents No. 1, 4). Additionally, the absence of efficient search functionality and complex jargon can lead 

to difficulty finding items and confusion, further contributing to customer dissatisfaction (e.g., respondents No. 5, 6, 11). 

Moreover, customers who have reservations about the app's security due to glitches, unclear data usage policies, or unrelated 

permissions may feel uneasy, ultimately impacting their overall experience and satisfaction (e.g., respondents No. 5, 8, 16). 

The consequences of customer technostress also extend to purchase reluctance behavior. Customers who question the 

app's security may use alternative payment methods to minimize potential risks, which could lead to a reluctance to 

purchase from the restaurant food-ordering app (e.g., respondents No. 9, 13, 15). Furthermore, customers who approach 

new features cautiously, fearing that they might complicate the app's usability, may be reluctant to adopt these features, 

potentially affecting their willingness to use the app for ordering (e.g., respondents No. 2, 11, 17). The sensation of 

being overwhelmed by an abundance of choices and functionalities within the app can lead to a reluctance to place 

orders, as the complexity of the menu and decision-making process may deter customers (e.g., respondents No. 15, 18, 

21). Operational disruptions, crashes, payment errors, and ineffective tracking features can create a stressful ordering 

experience, causing customers to hesitate before making future orders (e.g., respondents No. 13, 20, 21). Lastly, 

uncertainty about discounts and challenges adapting to app updates may further contribute to purchase reluctance, as 

customers may fear missing out on promotions or navigating the app's changes. These consequences impact the 

customer's overall experience and willingness to engage with the restaurant's food-ordering app. 

The observed consequences of antecedents related to customer technostress, as reported by restaurant managers, 

encompass both dissatisfaction and reluctance behaviors. Customers may express dissatisfaction when faced with 

complexities in the food-ordering app's interface and customization processes, app functionality changes, understanding 

loyalty programs, navigating extensive menus, and feeling overwhelmed by numerous delivery options and constant order 

tracking notifications (Respondents No. 12, 14, 22). Additionally, purchase reluctance behavior may arise, particularly 

among older or less tech-savvy customers, who may hesitate to trust new payment methods or make quick selections during 

peak hours (Respondents No. 19, 23). Restaurant food-ordering app technical issues, such as slow loading times or errors, 

can also contribute to purchase reluctance, especially during time-sensitive promotions (Respondents No. 10, 12).  

 

3. Perceptions of restaurant customer orientation in mitigating technostress from food-ordering apps 

Customers' perceptions of restaurants' proactive and responsive customer orientation techniques to lessen the 

technological stress caused by food-ordering apps were divided. Several customers have reported that the restaurants 

they interacted with tended to only address their concerns and issues regarding technostress from food-ordering apps 

once a complaint had been made (e.g., respondents No. 2, 11, 17). However, some participants provided insights into the 

proactive methods employed by restaurants to collect feedback and improve user experiences on their mobile 

applications. For instance, participants numbered 4, 8, and 9 said that restaurants employ a variety of methods, including 

surveys, social media platforms, and direct customer care interactions, in order to comprehend the difficulties 

encountered by customers and actively solicit their feedback to enhance the operation and usability of the application.  

The study revealed restaurant managers' responsive and proactive customer orientation techniques to reduce food-

ordering app-related technostress. The restaurant managers said feedback collection is vital to these initiatives  (e.g., 

respondents No. 10, 19, 22). Many different channels are used in order to seek customer input actively. Some examples 

of these channels include in-app surveys that accompany orders, involvement with customers on social media platforms, 
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and the construction of dedicated feedback sections on the website. This comprehensive feedback collection reflects the 

essence of responsive customer orientation, as restaurants prioritize open channels for customers to express their 

experiences and challenges, nurturing a customer-centric culture. Furthermore, the management of restaurants delineated 

proactive strategies for the prevention of technostress. The monitoring of app analytics is conducted with meticulous 

attention to identify patterns that may potentially induce stress (Respondents No. 3, 10, 12). Additionally, it has been 

stated that customer feedback frequently catalyzes tangible enhancements, such as optimizing payment processes in 

response to identifying customer issues (Respondents No. 14, 22). 

 

DISCUSSIONS 

This study presents a thorough assessment of the customer technostress in the context of restaurant food-ordering apps, 

yielding several noteworthy findings. The research identifies the inherent complexity of these applications as the primary 

driver of customer technostress, leading to navigation and usability challenges (Kumar et al., 2022). Notably, the study 

uncovers a divergence in customer perceptions regarding app security and privacy protections (Ali et al., 2021), with some 

expressing confidence and others voicing concerns about technical issues and data policies (Helal, 2023). Additionally, the 

study highlights the diversity of customer reactions to app feature changes and underscores the impact of information 

overload on user control and decision-making (Ali et al., 2021). Furthermore, the perceived time constraints emerge as a 

crucial factor in customer technostress, as various app-related issues evoke panic, frustration, and apprehension among 

customers (Islam et al., 2021; Kumar et al., 2022). Moreover, including restaurant managers' perspectives adds depth to the 

understanding of technostress, emphasizing the importance of collaboration, data security, user support, responsive design, 

and customer engagement strategies in optimizing the food-ordering app experience. Therefore, these findings contribute to 

a holistic approach to addressing technostress in restaurant apps, benefiting customers and the industry. 

The antecedents of technostress give rise to inadequate coping mechanisms, which can harm customer experiences and 

restaurants' financial performance. The presence of inadequate coping mechanisms might result in the emergence of 

technostress symptoms, which in turn directly influence customer satisfaction levels and their tendency to engage in 

purchasing behaviors. Factors contributing to dissatisfaction include complexity, security concerns, and unmet app 

requirements (Fan et al., 2019; Furunes and Mkono, 2019). Purchase reluctance is driven by, for example, technical issues, 

customer control, security issues, and perceived time pressure, deterring customers from using the app and affecting 

restaurant sales (Timur et al., 2023). Hence, restaurants must enhance app usability, ensure data security, and provide a 

seamless experience, ultimately mitigating technostress-related dissatisfaction and reluctance. 

The study reveals a divergence in customer perceptions regarding restaurants' customer orientation techniques aimed at 

mitigating technostress related to food-ordering apps. While some customers reported that restaurants primarily addressed 

technostress issues after receiving complaints, others provided insights into proactive methods employed by certain 

restaurants to gather feedback and enhance user experiences. As highlighted by respondents, these proactive approaches 

involve diverse feedback collection methods such as surveys, social media engagement, and direct customer care 

interactions, indicating a commitment to comprehending customer challenges and actively soliciting input for app 

improvement (Daradkeh et al., 2023). Similarly, restaurant managers underscored the significance of feedback collection, 

utilizing various channels to foster a customer-centric culture indicative of responsive customer orientation. Furthermore, 

proactive strategies were noted, with app analytics monitoring to identify stress-inducing patterns and tangible enhancements 

driven by customer feedback (Helal, 2022). However, fewer restaurants use proactive customer orientation to identify 

antecedents of customer orientation; instead, the restaurants wait until the customer makes the complaint. Hence, restaurant 

managers need to use both dimensions of customer orientation to reduce customer technostress from food-ordering apps.  

 

1. Theoretical implications 

The theoretical implications of the study elucidate the antecedents, consequences, and coping strategies associated 

with customer technostress in restaurant food-ordering apps. First, the study extends the TST by identifying specific 

techno stressors customers encounter when using food-ordering apps. Examining these technostress antecedents, namely 

perceived complexity, insecurity, novelty, lack of control, and time pressure, enhances the theoretical comprehension of 

the effects of technology-related stressors on customer experiences (Christ-Brendemühl and Schaarschmidt, 2020; 

Kumar et al., 2022; Peters et al., 2022). Hence, the study provides detail to the TST framework by examining how 

various stressors combine in restaurant food-ordering apps to cause negative results.  

This theoretical contribution facilitates the comprehension of customer technostress for researchers and practitioners, 

enabling them to devise customized solutions to alleviate stress and enhance customer satisfaction.  Second, the study 

explicates how these identified techno stressors can negatively affect customers. The study expands the TST framework 

to shed light on the knock-on consequences of technostress by investigating the connection between technostress and its 

outcomes, like customer dissatisfaction and purchase reluctance. Therefore, the study shows how technostress re duces 

customer satisfaction through frustrating digital interactions and makes online purchases hesitant, emphasizing the 

importance of managing technostress for individual well-being, positive customer experiences, and business success 

(Helal, 2023; Showkat and Choudhury, 2019). This theoretical insight adds to the knowledge of technostress's cascade 

consequences in food-ordering apps, reinforcing the need for confrontation strategies. 

Finally, the study proposed a customer orientation strategy that restaurants can adopt to alleviate customer technostress 

and enhance the overall customer experience. Integrating responsive and proactive customer orientation strategies offers a 

novel approach to addressing techno stressors and their consequences. The study underscores the importance of responsive 
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customer orientation by highlighting the establishment of dedicated customer service teams and efficient communication 

channels. This contribution aligns with the existing literature on the significance of responsive strategies in resolving 

customers' concerns and enhancing their experience (Helal, 2022; Schweitzer et al., 2016). Additionally, the study 

introduces the concept of proactive customer orientation to anticipate and address techno stressors, thus offering insights 

into how restaurants can actively enhance their app features and functionalities to mitigate stressors pre-emptively. 

 

2. Managerial implications 

The study provides valuable insights for restaurant managers regarding customer technostress in food-ordering apps. 

The findings highlighted various antecedents contributing to customer technostress, such as complexity, security and 

privacy concerns, frequent app changes, diminished control, and time constraints. To address these issues, restaurant 

managers should improve their apps' user-friendly design and navigation (Helal, 2023). These improvements can be 

achieved through conducting usability tests and responsively and proactively gathering customer feedback to identify 

improvement areas. Addressing technical glitches and enhancing search functionalities are crucial to mitigating perceived 

complexity (Showkat and Choudhury, 2019; Wu et al., 2022). Second, restaurant managers must prioritize data security by 

implementing robust encryption, conducting regular security audits, and transparently communicating data policies and 

protections to address customer perceptions regarding app security and privacy (Ali et al., 2021; Furunes and Mkono, 2019). 

Third, restaurant managers should proactively educate customers about new features and functionalities introduced 

in the food-ordering app. This practice can be done through clear communication channels, tutorials, and guides 

explaining these additions' benefits and usage (Shah et al., 2021). By providing customers with comprehensive 

information, managers can encourage them to explore and utilize new features effectively (Griesbach et al., 2019). 

Fourth, managers should carefully curate the menu options to avoid information overload for customers by categorizing 

items, providing clear descriptions, and highlighting popular or recommended choices (Yoon and Yu, 2022). By 

presenting a manageable selection, customers can make decisions more efficiently, reducing stress and frustration. 

Finally, restaurant managers should prioritize enhancing the app's performance and stability, particularly during peak 

utilization hours, by investing in robust servers and conducting regular maintenance and updates to prevent crashes and 

freezing (Wahyudin et al., 2023). By ensuring a smooth and reliable app experience, managers can alleviate customer 

panic and apprehension related to time-sensitive orders. Hence, implementing these practices can increase customer 

satisfaction and repurchase by addressing factors contributing to technostress in food-ordering apps. Further, the study 

highlighted the significance of proactive and responsive customer orientation strategies.  

The practices of improving user-friendly design and navigation, addressing technical glitches, enhancing search 

functionalities, and focusing on data security are examples of responsive customer orientation. In addition, restaurants 

should establish dedicated customer service teams accessible through various channels (Daradkeh et al., 2023). Swift 

response times and innovative features such as in-app chat functionality demonstrate a commitment to addressing 

customer concerns and minimizing technostress (Yoon and Yu, 2022). These practices are reactive and aim to address 

the issues and concerns that customers are already experiencing. 

On the other hand, proactive customer orientation practices include proactively educating customers about new features 

and functionalities, carefully curating the menu options, and enhancing app performance and stability. Also, restaurants can 

proactively anticipate and prevent potential sources of technostress. These practices anticipate customer needs and 

preferences and aim to provide an enhanced experience before customers realize or express their specific requirements 

(Blocker et al., 2010; Helal, 2022). This dual approach fosters an environment of trust, satisfaction, and customer well-

being, ultimately enhancing their overall app experiences and creating the purchase. 

 

CONCLUSION, LIMITATION AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

In conclusion, this study employed TST to evaluate customer technostress in restaurant food-ordering apps, including 

antecedents, consequences, and coping strategies. In semi-structured interviews with Egyptian restaurant customers and 

managers, the study identified techno stressors, including app complexity, security worries, frequent changes, limited 

control, and time restrictions. These techno stressors would increase customer dissatisfaction and purchase hesitancy, 

highlighting the need for appropriate coping mechanisms. Therefore, the study suggests restaurants use a customer 

orientation strategy to reduce customer technostress. However, not all restaurants use this strategy, indicating an industry 

gap. Hence, the study recommends improving app usability, data security, and proactive customer orientation to reduce 

customer technostress in restaurant apps. 

Moreover, there are several limitations to consider. First, the study was conducted within the context of Egyptian 

restaurants, so the results may not apply to other cultural contexts. Future research could examine customer technostress 

in diverse cultural contexts to avoid this limitation. Second, the investigation depended on self -reported data, which may 

have been influenced by social desirability bias. Future research could use alternative data collection methods to 

mitigate this bias, such as mixed methods, which will also help to gain a comprehensive understanding of a research 

topic (Taherdoost, 2022). Third, the study did not investigate the influence of customer technostress on other critical 

outcomes such as customer loyalty, repeat purchase intentions, and word-of-mouth recommendations.  

Future research could investigate the impact of customer technostress on these outcomes to address this limitation. 

Fourth, because the study used a qualitative method, the results may not be generalizable to a larger group.  

Consequently, future research should employ a quantitative method to acquire information from a larger sample size 

(Paoletti et al., 2021). Finally, the study only looked at customer technostress from restaurant food-ordering apps, so the 
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findings may not apply to other types of technology. Consequently, future research should investigate the efficacy of the 

proposed model with various restaurant customer-based technologies, such as self-service kiosks. 
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Abstract: Domestic tourism emerged as a recovery strategy post-COVID-19. This study sought to identify domestic tourism 

research agendas in Africa post-COVID-19.  Following a document review methodology, data was collected via an electronic 

search of journal articles on the Web of Science and SCOPUS. A total of 42 articles were reviewed and analysed using 

thematic analysis. It was established that product development, marketing, resilience, sustainability and measurement of 

domestic tourism were the main research agendas. Domestic tourism emerged as a complement rather than a substitute for 

international tourism. The study sets the agenda for African domestic tourism resilience and sustainability research.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Tourism plays a significant role in the economies of many African countries (Bama and Nyikana, 2021). The COVID-

19 pandemic significantly impacted the tourism industry on a global scale (Gössling et al., 2021; Tung, 2021). In Africa, 

the pandemic propelled domestic tourism to the limelight as many destinations adopted it as a recovery strategy (Giddy and 

Rogerson, 2021; Mensah and Boakye, 2023; Soliku et al., 2021). Before the pandemic, most African countries relied on 

international tourism, which was viewed as more lucrative than its domestic counterpart (Emmy et al., 2023; Stone and 

Nyaupane, 2020). Among its many advantages, domestic tourism presents a more stable demand that is resilient to 

external threats (Setiawati, 2023; Xi and Xang, 2023). It is also known to aid in the geographical spread of tourism 

flows and economic benefits as domestic tourists explore remote and unknown areas in their country (World Travel 

Tourism Council, 2019). However, despite apparent benefits, domestic tourism in Africa is not research -driven and is 

often relegated to second place after international tourism (Kihima, 2015). It is often considered when international 

tourism faces a crisis rather than a significant segment (Matiza et al., 2022; Manono and Rotich, 2013).    

In support of this opinion, Aburumman et al. (2023) argued that African destinations mostly use domestic tourism to 

recover from declining international flows. As tourism destinations move beyond recovery from COVID-19, issues of 

resilience and sustainable growth emerge. While recovery is short-term and mainly focuses on regaining the market 

share, resilience is long-term (Hynes et al., 2022). It refers to the ability to withstand change or crisis by adapting or 

maintaining a position (Folke et al., 2010). Hall et al. (2017) proposed that tourism resilience can be viewed from an 

individual, organisational, or destination level. Prayag (2020) expanded this to describe the levels of tourism resilience 

as macro level (tourism system), meso level (tourism supply chain), and micro level (tourists, individual businesses and 

host communities). Some authors consider resilience an alternative development model to sustainability (Lew et al., 

2016), while others consider it a complementary concept (Espiner et al., 2017). Sustainability in the context of tourism is 

the ability to balance social, economic and environmental concerns of tourism.  

It is important to note that COVID-19 is not the only crisis in tourism. In the past, the industry has faced other 

infectious disease outbreaks such as MERS, Ebola (Zhaowen et al., 2023), terror attacks (Novelli et al., 2018), climate 

change (Dube et al., 2023; Scott et al., 2019), cyclones (Nhamo and Dube, 2021), economic crisis (Bhakat et al., 2023), and 

war such as the Russia-Ukraine crisis (Kupika and Dube, 2023; OECD, 2022). These crises affect domestic tourism too, 

hence the significance of developing resilient and sustainable destinations informed by research. This study is a review 

paper that aims to pinpoint current research trends and identify potential research agendas for domestic tourism post covid.  

It also points out practical implications for the industry that can inform resilience-building and sustainability initiatives. 

The study is novel since previous reviews on African domestic tourism were conducted before 2020, leaving out the post-

COVID-19 period. Past reviews were also country-specific country, hence missing out on a regional perspective. This research 

article is structured as follows: The first section is the introduction, followed by the research methodology. The next part 

describes the findings, followed by the section on discussion of the findings, while the last part provides a conclusion.   
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The research adopted a qualitative document review methodology, as proposed by Bowen (2009). The process 

involved finding, selecting, appraising and synthesising relevant data (Bowen, 2009). This method has been used to 

conduct reviews in the past by tourism scholars such as Hambira et al., 2022; Stone et al., 2021. 

 An online search was conducted on Scopus and Web of Science (WOS) databases, as they are international 

databases containing a wide range of high-quality publications in tourism. The search, guided by the keyword “domestic 

touris*”, covered the period between April 2020 to August 2023. The initial search generated 553 documents from 

Scopus and 393 from Web of Science. The search was further refined using inclusion criteria that limited the selection to 

journal articles published in English focusing on Africa. After applying the criteria, the Scopus database yielded 24 

articles, while WOS yielded 29. The two lists were then merged and checked for duplicates and relevance.  

After removing 11 duplicates and 7 articles that were not relevant, a final combined list of 33 articles was realised. A 

further 9 articles were purposively selected from references of the combined list and added to result in a final sample of 

42 articles. These 42 articles were then subjected to thematic analysis.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

It was evident that various methodologies have been employed in domestic tourism post-COVID-19. Most studies were 

empirical (81%), while 19% were conceptual, indicating an emerging trend of conceptual studies in tourism scholarship. 

Out of the empirical studies, 50% were quantitative, 26% were qualitative, and 24% were mixed-method studies. Table 1 

shows the complete list of these studies and their respective methodologies. 
 

Table 1. Number and methodology of journal articles analysed 
 

 

Themes observed in the studies reviewed 

The study sought to identify a research agenda for domestic tourism that would propel the segment towards 

resilience and sustainability in Africa post-COVID-19. The findings revealed the following themes: COVID-19 and 

domestic tourism, predicting domestic tourism behaviour, marketing of domestic tourism, economic, environmental and 

social impacts of domestic tourism, and conceptualising domestic tourism. These are illustrated in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Summary of emerging codes and themes 
 

Code Emerging sub-theme Final Research Themes 

Impacts of COVID-19 and domestic tourism 
Covid and domestic tourism Resilience 

Responses, adaptations and recovery strategies from COVID-19 

Demographic characteristics 

Predicting domestic tourism behaviour 

and demand 

 

 

Segmentation, targeting and marketing 

Marketing domestic tourism 

 

Product development 

Psychographic characteristics 

Motivation for domestic tourism 

Preferences for domestic tourism 

Constraints for domestic tourism 

Informal domestic business travellers 

Visiting Friends and Relatives 

Domestic Non-tourists 

Technology/ digital marketing 

Domestic tourism and host communities- Social issues Balancing the economic benefits of 

increasing domestic tourism numbers versus 

environmental and social concerns 

Sustainability 
Conservation/environmental issues of domestic tourism 

Definition and measurement of domestic tourism demand data Conceptualisation of domestic tourism 
Monitoring and evaluation of 

domestic tourism 

 

QUANTITATIVE QUALITATIVE MIXED METHOD CONCEPTUAL 

Aburumman et al., 2023 Chakrabarti and Ekblom, 2023 Chamboko-Mpotaringa and Tichaawa, 2023 Bama et al., 2022 

Aina and Ezeuduji, 2021 Melubo, 2020 Chetty and Ndlovu, 2022 Hambira et al., 2022 

Bayih and Singh, 2020 Mensah and Boakye, 2023 Chebli et al., 2021 Matiza, 2020 

Dlomo and Ezeuduji, 2020 Nyikana and Bama, 2022 Emmy et al., 2023 Mensah and Boakye, 2023 

Matiza et al., 2022 Rogerson et al., 2021 Mwawaza et al., 2022 Rogerson and Baum, 2020 

Matiza and Kruger, 2022 Saleem et al., 2022 Kifworo et al., 2020a Shereni et al., 2023 

Matiza and Slabbert, 2022 Soliku et al., 2021 Kifworo et al., 2020b Stone et al., 2021 

Nunkoo et al., 2022 Stone and Nyaupane, 2020 Kifworo et al., 2020c Timothy, 2020 

Odunga et al., 2020 Tichaawa, 2021   

Osiako et al., 2022    

Raafat et al., 2023    

Ragab et al., 2020    

Rodgerson and Rodgerson, 2023    

Seyfi et al., 2022    

Vermeulen-Miltz et al., 2022    

Wilkinson et al., 2021    

Wireko -Gyebi,2022    
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COVID-19 and domestic tourism 

Most of the reviewed studies on domestic tourism post-COVID-19 were focused on the pandemic and its implications 

on domestic tourism (Aburumman et al., 2023; Hambira et al., 2022; Nunkoo et al., 2022; Nyikana and Bama, 2022; Salem 

et al., 2022; Soliku et al., 2021; Vermeulen-Miltz et al., 2022). Some of the studies, however, were not exclusively on 

domestic tourism but mentioned domestic tourism as a recovery strategy from COVID-19 (Chakrabarti and Ekblom, 2023; 

Giddy and Rogerson, 2021; Mensah and Boakye, 2023; Rogerson and Baum, 2020; Rogerson et al., 2021; Soliku et al., 

2021). Some focused on other aspects of domestic tourism that were not directly related to COVID-19 (Kifworo et al., 

2020a; Kifworo et al., 2020b; Kifworo et al., 2020c; Odunga et al., 2020; Timothy, 2020).   

The COVID-19 pandemic caused significant disruptions to domestic tourism due to the implementation of total or 

partial lockdown measures (Soliku et al., 2021; Vermeulen-Miltz et al., 2022). Even when the lockdown was lifted, the 

perceived risk arising from the pandemic negatively affected the travel intention of domestic tourists (Aburumman et al., 

2023). Domestic tourism also emerged as a catalyst in spreading COVID-19 morbidity and mortality, justifying some 

destinations' containment measures in the pandemic's initial stages (Nunkoo et al., 2021). Despite the disruptions, domestic 

tourism was the first to recover, as most destinations lifted restrictions locally before allowing international travel (Bama 

and Nyikana, 2021). Even when the restrictions on international travel were eventually lifted, the stringent travel conditions 

imposed served as a deterrent to international travel (Rodgerson and Rodgerson, 2021). The preference for domestic 

tourism was also perpetuated by the perception that “home was safer than abroad” (Wolff et al., 2019, p.6). While this is a 

positive trend, debates abound on whether domestic tourism is a substitute for international tourism or is a short-term 

reaction to the COVID-19 pandemic (Seyfi et al., 2022). Indeed, studies such as Matiza and Slabbert (2022) and Matiza et 

al. (2022) argue that the shift to domestic tourism in many destinations is crisis-induced. This brings to question the ability 

of African destinations to maintain the momentum towards domestic tourism, hence the concern about resilience.  

 

Responses and recovery strategies 

The review revealed immediate responses to the COVID-19 pandemic and long-term recovery strategies by various 

stakeholders. The initial responses were short-term measures meant to help tourism survive the crisis. They included 

government responses such as policy and marketing interventions (Mensah and Boakye, 2023). They also included 

responses by individual tourism businesses such as laying off staff, marketing through social media, price reductions, 

downsizing and product diversification (Rogerson et al., 2021). There was also stakeholder support for Small and Medium 

Enterprises (SMEs) in finances and skills development (Soliku et al., 2021). Hence, there was a collaboration between the 

governmental and private sectors in instituting these response operations (Nyikana and Bama, 2022).  

Recovery strategies for the entire tourism industry and those specific to domestic tourism were also featured widely. 

Domestic tourism served as a recovery strategy for many destinations (Chakrabarti and Ekblom, 2023; Hambira et al., 

2022; Mensah and Boakye, 2023; Nyikana and Bama, 2022; Rodgerson and Baum, 2020; Shereni et al., 2023; Soliku et al., 

2021). Some scholars argue that domestic tourism is only a springboard to recovery that has short-lived gains (Nyikana and 

Bama, 2022). Before the pandemic, some African destinations did not focus on domestic tourism but relied heavily on 

international tourism (Emmy et al., 2023). This raises concerns about whether destinations will maintain attention to domestic 

tourism or revert their focus to the seemingly more lucrative international tourism and neglect the domestic market. 

In addition to its role in revitalising the tourism sector, domestic tourism also experienced a significant decline during 

the pandemic that warranted attention. Therefore, strategies focused on domestic tourism recovery and long-term growth 

emerged from the review. One emerging strategy was product diversification beyond the current product offering (Stone et 

al., 2021). Kifworo et al. (2020c) observed that product variety was ranked higher than disposable income in determining 

participation in domestic tourism. Empirical evidence indicates that preferences in international markets differ from those 

in domestic markets; hence necessitating product customisation to cater to the domestic tourism market (Adinolfi et al., 

2021; Melubo, 2020; Stone et al., 2021). Beyond availing the right product offering, it is also essential to adopt marketing 

strategies that appeal to the domestic market (Chamboko-Mpotaringa and Tichaawa., 2023). As stated earlier, the domestic 

market exhibits heterogeneity, rendering a generic marketing approach impractical (Matiza et al., 2022).  

Technology use in marketing also took centre stage, with social media being instrumental in domestic tourism post-

pandemic marketing (Aina and Ezeuduji, 2021). Adopting digital marketing by domestic tourists necessitates a 

comprehensive understanding of their favoured platforms (Chamboko-Mpotaringa and Tichaawa, 2023). For instance, social 

media influencers greatly influenced the Millennials and Generation Z market (Aina and Ezeuduji, 2021; Raafat et al., 2023). 

In addition to advertising, public education and awareness creation are essential in stimulating a travel culture among the 

local communities (Soliku et al., 2021). Marketers must also know and understand how to effectively package their 

marketing messaging for the domestic market. Where possible, the destination image should be co-created with the locals 

to avoid the stereotypical Western image that targets international tourists (Melubo, 2020; Stone and Nyaupane, 2020). 

In addition to developing a suitable product and effectively promoting it to the intended target market, it is crucial to 

ascertain that it is affordable. One of the significant constraints to domestic tourism in Africa has been the lack of disposable 

income (Adinolfi et al., 2021; Aina and Ezeuduji, 2021; Kifworo et al., 2020c). Various initiatives were put forward post-

COVID-19 to mitigate this constraint. Melubo (2020) suggested supporting economic opportunities for locals to create 

disposable income. (Giddy and Rogerson., 2021) suggested affordable or dual pricing for domestic tourists. Other initiatives 

encouraged a culture of saving for holidays. Adinolfi et al. (2021) proposed savings for tourism through stokvels and lay-

by-lay arrangements that enable tourists to pay for their holidays at their own pace as they meet other obligations.  
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Domestic tourism behaviour and demand 

With domestic tourism being viewed as a significant recovery strategy by most tourism destinations (Mensah and 

Boakye, 2023), there has been a need to grow domestic tourism to the pre-pandemic level and beyond. Previously, it has 

been erroneously assumed that the international tourism product equally appeals to domestic tourists (Kifworo et al., 

2020b). Thus, studies focused on predicting domestic tourism behaviour and demand are critical. Many factors, including 

demographic characteristics, psychographic characteristics, preferences, constraints and motivation, determine tourist 

demand. These factors are used to profile and segment the market, as demonstrated by Matiza and Kruger (2022), who 

profiled domestic tourists based on socio-demographics, push factors, constraints and willingness to pay. 

Age, education, marital status, occupation, and gender are significant demographic determinants of domestic tourism 

demand (Kifworo et al., 2020b; Dlomo and Ezeuduji, 2020; Matiza and Kruger, 2022). For instance, females with tertiary 

education are more likely to travel than their male counterparts (Aina and Ezeuduji, 2021). In addition to demographic 

factors, psychographic characteristics have also been used in domestic market segmentation. Matiza et al. (2022) identified 

four psychographic segments that could be targeted for domestic tourism: Psychocentric, Traditional idealist, Apprehensive 

and Despondent domestic tourists.  Preferences inform tourism product development and shape marketing messages 

(Kifworo et al., 2020a). Mwawaza et al. (2022) noted domestic tourists’ preference for diverse and affordable tourism 

products. Domestic tourists also prefer technology-based marketing, mainly social media (Aina and Ezeuduji, 2021; 

Dlomo and Ezeuduji, 2020). Additionally, domestic tourists prefer destinations with enhanced security (Dlomo and 

Ezeuduji, 2020), and with niche tourism products (Chebli et al., 2021; Kifworo et al., 2020a). Motivation and constraints 

are other significant drivers of tourism demand. Among the constraints revealed by the study were a lack  of disposable 

income, lack of product variety, lack of travel culture, and high cost of tourism products (Aina and Ezeuduji, 2021; 

Adinolfi et al., 2021; Kifworo et al., 2020c; Melubo, 2020; Mensah and Boakye, 2023; Shereni et al., 2023). Other 

constraints are a lack of local interpretation services (Melubo, 2020) and health risks (Aburumman et al., 2023).   

As for motivation, both pull and push factors significantly affected domestic tourist satisfaction and intention to visit 

and revisit (Bayih and Singh, 2020; Osiako et al., 2022). The push factors represent the reason for wanting to participate in 

tourism, while the pull factors are destination attributes that respond to the need. Wireko-Gyebi (2022) noted that students 

in tertiary institutions were motivated by escapist and social motives. The domestic market exhibits pull and push factors 

heterogeneity (Matiza and Slabbert, 2022; Matiza et al., 2022). This calls for a differentiated approach, as not all domestic 

tourists are alike. Though not fully exploited, Indigenous knowledge systems are pull factors for domestic tourism and 

could be used to develop niche tourism products (Shereni et al., 2023). Chebli et al. (2021) supported the sentiment and 

observed that domestic tourists seek niche authentic, and immersive cultural experiences instead of mass tourism.  

Regarding identifying market segments for domestic tourism, Kifworo et al. (2020b) identified viable demographic 

segments of non-tourists with the highest potential for conversion into domestic tourists. These include the youth, 

retirees/empty nesters and high-income earners who favour outbound tourism. Studying non-tourist perspectives yields 

information on why people are not participating in tourism, informing marketing and product strategies required to 

harness new markets (Kifworo et al., 2020b; Matiza and Kruger, 2022). Tichaawa (2021) identified five segments of 

informal domestic business travellers that could be harnessed for domestic tourism.  

These are informal salespeople, shop owners, herdsmen, local farmers and wholesalers. Visiting Friends and 

Relatives (VFR) is another significant segment that drives domestic tourism in Africa and has excellent potential for 

expansion (Rodgerson and Baum, 2020; Tichaawa, 2021). However, there are concerns about whether VFR will move 

beyond numbers and sustain domestic tourism in the long run (Rogerson and Rogerson, 2023).  

 

Resilience and Sustainability Concerns for Domestic Tourism 

Growing domestic tourism in Africa has socioeconomic and environmental implications that destinations must 

navigate as they strive towards resilience (Chetty and Ndlovu, 2022; Rodgerson and Baum, 2020). Economically, there 

have been concerns about whether destinations can bear the economic implications of expanding domestic tourism in 

Africa, as citizens may not have the spending capacity of international visitors who bring in foreign currency (Bama et 

al., 2022). These concerns underscore the issues pertaining to domestic tourism expenditure. Tourism businesses are 

concerned about reduced income from implementing dual pricing to attract cash-strapped domestic tourists who cannot 

afford tourism priced for the international market (Rodgerson and Baum, 2020).  

The COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated the need to reposition through price cuts, marketing and product innovation 

to attract domestic tourists to nature-based destinations, which were previously highly dependent on international 

tourism (Chakrabarti and Ekblom, 2023; Giddy and Rogerson, 2021). While others view this shift as critical in 

sustaining income in the short run, some argue that price reduction will taint the destination's image, reduce profitability 

(Rodgerson and Baum, 2020) and result in mass tourism with adverse environmental effects (Stone et al., 2021). 

Consequently, there is a need to move beyond increasing domestic tourism numbers to environmental protection (Chetty 

and Ndlovu, 2022) and provide satisfying experiences for customer loyalty and long-term resilience (Chebli et al., 2021). 

On the social front, it is suggested that making domestic tourism more accessible to host communities around protected 

areas helps to mitigate human-wildlife conflicts as communities appreciate and support conservation (Wilkinson et al., 

2021). Increasing access goes beyond reducing the cost of tourism. It involves including host communities as tourism 

partners rather than just hosts. Inclusion can be achieved by involving them in marketing, creating products that appeal to 

locals and favourable pricing (Stone and Nyaupane, 2020). Promoting community-based tourism can also achieve social 

justice within tourism destinations. Environmental concerns about domestic tourism were also emergent. Promoting 
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domestic tourism may negatively affect the protected areas in nature-based destinations with high visitations (Stone et al., 

2021). Environmental concerns also extend to domestic beach tourists. The beach is a popular destination with domestic 

tourists (Kifworo et al., 2020a). According to Chetty and Ndlovu (2022), beachgoers are known to be careless with waste 

disposal/and exhibit poor waste management. They further advocated for the inclusion of tourists in stakeholder 

collaboration for sustainable tourism in areas such as environmental education, code of conduct, enforcement and policing. 

The other environmental concern is the contribution of domestic tourism to carbon emissions. Though domestic travel in 

Africa is mainly short-haul, domestic tourism may still localise emissions unless low-carbon transport is used (Seyfi et al., 

2022). Thus, domestic tourism providers and consumers need to adopt low-carbon initiatives. 

 

Definition and measurement of domestic tourism demand data 

The definition and measurement of domestic tourism have consistently been debated among tourism researchers. This 

discourse has been challenging due to the need for precise data collection indicators, sources and methods and ambiguity in 

definitions of domestic tourism (Ragab et al., 2022). Traditionally, domestic tourism has been defined as the activities of 

persons travelling to and staying outside their usual environment but within their country of residence for less than one year 

for leisure, business and other personal purposes unrelated to work or employment (UNWTO, 2010). These traditional 

definitions have been challenged, including travel within one's country of residence, same-day excursions, one's usual 

environment, and travel to contested territories within one's country (Timothy, 2020).  

Additionally, certain activities, such as those associated with visiting friends and relatives (VFR) or engaging in 

business-related travel, resemble leisure activities or align with work-related travel. Consequently, the definition of 

domestic tourism becomes ambiguous (Rodgerson and Baum, 2020). Thus, there is a need to re-conceptualise the 

parameters of domestic tourism. It is commendable that tourism satellite accounts have been used to measure the economic 

contribution of domestic tourism (Odunga et al., 2020). However, other aspects, such as accounting for all the domestic 

tourist flows, still need to be improved. Quantifying domestic tourism contributes to the discourse on whether domestic 

tourism is merely a recovery strategy or a resilient and sustainable segment. 

 

DISCUSSION 

For most African destinations, COVID-19 propelled and gave prominence to domestic tourism. While domestic tourism 

kept many destinations afloat during the pandemic and has been instrumental in recovery, stakeholders are concerned about 

its ability to thrive beyond the crisis in Africa. It is, therefore, vital to interrogate domestic tourism as Africa transitions 

from being a host destination reliant on external tourism source markets to its own source market. Two prominent angles arise, 

one being how to grow the segment and the second one being ensuring resilience and sustainability. The review findings focus 

on increasing access and returns concerning growing domestic tourism. Domestic tourist expenditure is seen as less than 

international tourism, which translates to less income. As Rodgerson and Baum (2020) stated, domestic tourists are majorly 

cash-constrained nationals and, hence, have a reduced ability to pay more for tourism. This constraint leads to price reductions, 

hence, reduced business income. This limitation is also observed by the OECD (2022), which posits that domestic tourism 

cannot compensate for the loss of international tourism, which comes with the further advantage of strong foreign currencies.  

The cost of tourism is a concern in most African tourism destinations (Mwawaza et al., 2022; Woyo, 2021). Beyond 

availing the right products to the right target audience, it is crucial to ensure they are affordable. The industry has been 

mitigating affordability by using a dual pricing model with lower rates to lure the domestic market. However, this can also 

be challenging as tourism establishments strive to ensure that the domestic market yields comparable income to the 

international market. At this point, it would be prudent to segment the domestic market into high-end and budget markets.   

The high-end domestic market seeks premium and unique products. Evidence shows that some domestic tourists do not 

rank income or cost of products as a constraint but rather find the lack of product variety to be most challenging (Kifworo 

et al., 2020c). This segment is okay with paying a premium for unique and memorable experiences and would benefit from 

niche products. Thus, this is an opportunity to create high-end tourism products that attract premium domestic tourists who 

would otherwise opt for outbound tourism. This market share is, however, small. 

The budget domestic tourists who form the majority are price sensitive and would benefit from the dual pricing. Other 

behavioural strategies, such as encouraging a culture of saving for holidays, are also helpful. Tour operators in some parts 

of Africa have tapped into groups that save together, such as Stokvels in South Africa (Adinolfi et al., 2021) and Chamas in 

Kenya (Mathuva, 2022). Other initiatives involve flexible pre-payment modes that allow payment by instalment. 

Regarding marketing, it is necessary to contextualise domestic tourism within the African region by utilising preference 

research to customise products and marketing messages (Kifworo et al., 2020b; Matiza and Kruger, 2022). Since the 

domestic market is not homogenous, a heterogenous approach based on identified market segments should be adopted 

(Matiza et al., 2022). Research should also move beyond focusing only on current tourists to include examination of non-

tourists. People not currently participating in tourism (non-tourists) present potential new market segments that can increase 

participation in destinations with low domestic tourism (Li et al., 2016). It is also evident that technology, especially social 

media influencers, is very influential in creating awareness of remote destinations and instilling a travel culture amongst 

peers. Growing domestic tourism may also include the inclusion of locals in tourism marketing, management and supply 

chains. Arrangements to allow locals to have controlled access to cultural and natural resources that were historically at 

their disposal can contribute to a change in perspective towards tourism. Additionally, as destinations grow domestic 

tourism, measures should be taken to ensure that destination carrying capacity is not exceeded. Over tourism in the form of 

congestion, competition for amenities, transportation, accommodation, and challenges in waste management in the 
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destination may occur. More studies are required to ascertain whether domestic tourism results in less carbon footprint 

given that it is often short-haul. Green tourism should be incorporated into awareness messages for domestic tourism, such 

as carbon literacy. The awareness will empower domestic tourists to make sustainable travel choices. 

Destinations must move domestic tourism beyond recovery to build resilience towards future crises and sustainability. 

In order to achieve this, there is a need for a mechanism that can monitor progress and identify potential adverse effects 

requiring mitigation. Developing a monitoring and evaluation framework for domestic tourism is crucial in clarifying 

definitions, data sources, indicators to be measured, and methods to be used. The framework will facilitate continuous 

monitoring and periodic assessment of resilience and sustainability. 

 

CONCLUSION  

Several practical implications and research gaps have emerged from this review that require further attention as part of the 

domestic tourism research agenda. Firstly, the industry and other stakeholders should treat domestic tourism as a complement 

to international tourism rather than a substitute, competitor, or fallback option whenever there is a crisis. Whereas international 

tourism compensates in terms of relatively higher returns, domestic tourism compensates in stability and ironing out 

seasonality. The two segments should be marketed and developed simultaneously as informed by customised research. 

Secondly, there is also a need to empower SMEs in African domestic tourism destinations regarding capacity building, 

access to finance, carbon literacy and digital technology, as they serve a large proportion of the budget domestic tourism 

segment. Thirdly, in terms of research gaps, there is a need for research on domestic tourism product preferences and 

marketing strategies targeting new segments such as the VFR, informal business travellers and niche or special interest 

tourism. Fourthly, research on domestic tourism's economic, social and environmental impacts should be conducted. This 

will be instrumental in informing domestic tourism's resilience and sustainability measures. Lastly, studies on redefinitions 

and measurement of domestic tourism are needed. These will help to develop a robust monitoring and evaluation strategy 

to measure and monitor resilience and sustainability. They will also contribute to theory development for domestic tourism.  
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Abstract: The tourism industry is a dynamic sector for the economies of Mediterranean countries. The aim of this study is to 

investigate the relationships between tourism revenues, employment rates and economic growth of two selected 

Mediterranean countries in the 1997-2020 period. In this study, panel data analysis method was used. In the analysis of panel 

data regression models, it was seen that the random effects model was appropriate. The model was estimated with 

Driscoll/Kraay resistant standard estimators developed against deviations from the assumptions. The results show that there i s 

a positive relationship between tourism revenues, employment rates and economic growth in the two Mediterranean countries. 

Accordingly, an 1% increase in tourism revenues increases economic growth by 0.54%, while a 1% increase in employment 

rates increases economic growth approximately 1.5 times. 
 

Key words: tourism sector, employment, tourism receipts, panel analysis, Mediterranean Countries 
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INTRODUCTION              

Tourism is one of the leading sectors of the world economy. Tourism plays a vital role in countries' economic growth 

(Abouseada et al., 2023; Horváth et al., 2023). The efficacy of increasing tourism in promoting economic growth is not yet 

established. Using the cointegration and Granger causality tests, researchers Balaguer and Cantavella-Jordá (2002) for Spain, 

Gunduz and Hatemi-J (2005) for Turkey, Belloumi (2010) for Tunisia, and Tang and Abosedra (2014) for Lebanon discovered 

that tourism and economic growth are likely to be cointegrated and that tourism Granger-causes economic growth. 

The tourism sector has a considerable impact on the social and economic development of nations. From an economic 

standpoint, the tourism sector unites and attracts a large number of producers and consumers while also facilitating the 

knowledge and interaction of nations and people in terms of natural, social, and cultural factors. Consumption of 

commodities and services created to satisfy people's needs necessitated their replacement to satisfy new demands, which 

in this case resulted in higher revenues (Dilber, 2007). A large employer and labor-intensive industry, tourism. It is one 

of the top employers worldwide for a variety of skilled jobs, allowing young people, women, and migrant workers to 

enter the workforce quickly (ILO, 2014). The tourist and lodging industries provide millions of people with multiple 

employment opportunities in a range of businesses, including accommodation, food and beverage (restaurants, dining 

halls, cafés, fast food outlets, bars, nightclubs, hostels, etc.), and tourism (Aynalem et al., 2016). Employment 

opportunities are generated in all three of these ways thanks to tourism (Vanhove, 1981; Mathieson and Wall, 1982).  

According to the findings of various research, the tourist industry in developing nations is viewed as a low-wage sector 

(Gartner and Cukier, 2011; Thomas, 2014). The tourist and hospitality industries are often recognized for their low hourly 

salary rates, lengthy working hours of 50 hours per week, no breaks during peak season, and overtime without additional 

pay (Aynalem et al., 2016). A bigger part of the income in a labor-intensive sector like tourism and hospitality is likely to 

come from wages and salaries paid to employees in occupations that either directly meet the demands of visitors or 

indirectly profit from their spending. It is unknown if employment in the tourist industry increased as a result of job losses 

in the forestry sector. Yet, there may also be connections between employment in the forest industry and employment in 

tourism. For instance, if tourism trends well in a region, this might perhaps support the development of hotels and cottages 

(Lundmark et al., 2010). The majority of the study that has been done on the topic of quality of life and tourism has focused 

on the unidirectional link between the two, arguing that tourism numbers of visitors and earnings have a substantial impact 

on quality of life (Sarpong et al., 2020). Many people believe that tourism should be treated as a regional development firm 

because of its capacity to drive economic growth both locally and distantly (Hall and Page, 2006; Yang, 2012). 

Using panel data estimate, Gökoval and Bahar (2006) looked at how much tourism contributes to economic growth in 

Mediterranean nations. In a research published by Hilmi et al. (2015) examined the various effects of ecotourism on 

employment and income in Mediterranean nations. The Mediterranean coastline is the world's top travel destination due to its 

abundance of natural resources, including stunning beauty, a welcoming environment for tourists, major wildlife, etc. 
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Particularly for the economies on the northern side of the Mediterranean, the rise of the tourist sector has brought about 

economic improvements (Hilmi et al., 2015). The tourist-favored places in Mediterranean nations are safe, just as in other 

nations. The growth of tourism is particularly inhibited in nations where there is terrorism and political unrest. The regional 

impacts of terrorism on tourism in Mediterranean nations were examined by Drakos and Kutan (2003). They revealed that 

terrorist attacks that had place in Turkey, Greece, and Israel between 1991 and 2000 could have been instantly replaced by 

neighbors. Enders and Sandler (1991) discovered that terrorist attacks had a detrimental impact on the number of tourists visiting 

Spain. They suggested that a country's engagement in security and stability concerns had a detrimental impact on tourism. 

Both the growth of tourism and the development of regions are inherently more complicated than they appear to be in 

statistical models. This indicates that some significant concerns are being overlooked in this discussion. Statistical models 

explain far more than any variance in employment change, which raises problems for the direction of future study 

(Lundmark et al., 2010). Yet, Mediterranean economies require a tourism development plan that integrates economic 

growth and environmental conservation (Hilmi et al., 2015). Since the tourism potential of Mediterranean countries is very 

high, there are many studies in this field (Dimitrić et al., 2019; Ren et al., 2019; Pérez-Rodríguez et al., 2020; Yıldırım et 

al., 2021; Bayar et al., 2023). In their study, Dimitrić et al. (2019) investigated the factors that influence the profitability of 

hotel enterprises across a range of Mediterranean nations. The examination of panel data models fitted with an extensive 

dataset spanning from 2007 to 2015 revealed that cash flow oriented toward operating income positively and statistically 

significantly impacted profitability. In an empirical study conducted by Ren et al. (2019), the researchers assessed the 

influence of tourism income on economic development and environmental degradation in a sample of eight Mediterranean 

countries. An examination of yearly data spanning from 1995 to 2014 has unveiled that the socioeconomic status of visitors 

to a nation significantly influences the progress of its economy across all sectors. 

Pérez-Rodríguez et al. (2020) utilized a dynamic panel data model to investigate the extent to which tourism 

contributes to economic development. The analysis, which utilised quarterly GDP and tourist arrival series data from 

1995 to 2019, for fourteen European countries concluded that the positive long-term correlation between tourism and 

economic growth is relatively tenuous. The study by Yıldırım et al (2021) tested the effects of the number of tourists and 

tourism revenues on carbon emissions for Mediterranean countries. Albania, Algeria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, 

Cyprus, Egypt, France, Greece, and Israel were among the 15 Mediterranean nations from which annual data were 

obtained between 2001 and 2017. Spain, Tunisia, and Turkey were also included in the collection. Carbon emissions are 

reduced by visitor arrivals and tourism revenues, according to the findings of the study.  In their study, Bayar et al. 

(2023) examined the impact of terrorism, corruption, and rule of law on the tourism industry in fourteen Mediterranean -

bordering nations. The findings of the causality analysis indicate that the mitigation of corruption has a transient yet 

noteworthy effect on the tourism industry. Cointegration analysis revealed that tourism in Albania, Algeria, Egypt, and 

Tunisia was adversely affected by terrorism, while tourism in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Greece, and Italy was positively 

impacted by reductions in corruption. Based on all this, the aim of the study is to investigate the relationships between 

tourism revenues, employment rates and economic growth of two selected Mediterranean countries in the period 1997-

2020. In this example, analyzes were conducted using information from two Mediterranean countries.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

1. Tourism growth 

Using data from the 1960s to 2000s, Dritsakis and Athanasiadis (2000) conducted causality tests for Greece using the 

VAR model. Both the growth of tourism and the development of regions are inherently more complicated than they appear 

to be in statistical models. This indicates that some significant concerns are being overlooked in this discussion. Statistical 

models explain far more than any variance in employment change, which raises problems for the direction of future study 

(Lundmark et al., 2010). Özdemir and Öksüzler (2006) used the Johansen approach and VECM in Turkey's 1963–2003 

sampling period to examine the causal link between tourism profits and economic development. Using the Toda-Yamamoto 

causality technique, Kızılgöl and Erbaykal (2008) investigated the link between tourist receipts and economic development 

for Turkey between 1992 and 2006. Aslan (2008) conducted in-depth research on Turkey using Johansen cointegration and 

Granger causality tests with error correction to analyze the causation link between tourism and economic development 

during the period of 1992 to 2007. Moreover, Kaplan and Çelik (2008) discovered that in the case of Turkey, an increase of 

one percent in tourism results in an increase in economic growth that is only three-tenths of one percent in the long term. 

The findings of the study by Öztürk and Acaravci (2009) demonstrate that real GDP and foreign tourism do not have a 

particular long-term or equilibrium connection. Ztürk and Acaravci (2009) looked studied the long-term correlation 

between Turkey's real GDP and foreign travel from 1987 to 2007. The literature has also explored the relationship between 

rising relative pricing, economic growth, and tourism growth (Risso et al., 2010). In a research by Katircioglu (2010), 

yearly data from 1960 to 2007 were used to assess tourism-induced growth in Singapore. The literature has also explored 

the relationship between rising relative pricing, economic growth, and tourism growth (Risso et al., 2010). 

Arslanturk et al. (2011) studied the causal association between tourist revenues and GDP in Turkey utilizing yearly 

data for the period 1963-2010 and employing Granger-based vector ECM. Their research focused on the relationship 

between tourism revenues and GDP in Turkey (VECM). A study conducted by Gautam looked at the relationship 

between tourism and economic development in Nepal, and the findings were interesting (2011). The authors Suresh  et 

al. (2011) conducted research on the topic and studied the connection that exists between India's rising standard of living 

and its participation in global commerce. Samimi et al. (2011) used the P-VAR method to study the causality between 

economic growth and the development of tourism in developing nations over the time period of 1995-2009. They 
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focused on the period between 1995 and 2009. Using yearly time series data from Kenya, Kibara et al. (2012) 

investigated the dynamic link between the expansion of the tourist sector and economic growth. For Germany, Italy, 

Spain, Greece, Austria, England, Cyprus, the Netherlands, Portugal, and Sweden, Antonakakis et al. (2013) used a 

vector autoregressive model (VAR) to analyze the link between tourism and economic growth. Aslan (2014) used the 

panel Granger causality tests, which were recently created for the 1995–2010 period in Mediterranean nations, to 

examine the causative link between tourist development and economic growth. The long-term and short-term link 

between tourism and economic development in Sri Lanka was evaluated by Mustafa and Santhirasegaram (2014) in a 

research that used yearly data spanning the period of 1978-2011. The study focused on the island nation. 

 

2. International tourism receipts 

One of the most lucrative service sectors in the world, international tourism is also one of the most rapidly expanding 

(Suresh and Senthilnathan, 2014). The sales, earnings, and tax revenues that are brought in by tourists contribute to the 

general rise of income in the nations that host tourists (Fawaz and Rahnama, 2014). Part of this cash goes toward the 

repayment of inputs of production by local firms including salaries, rent, and interest payments, while some of it goes 

toward the distribution of dividends (Brida et al., 2016). In addition to its direct influence on income, the government's 

increased investment in tourism results in the creation of income multipliers (Suresh and Senthilnathan, 2014).  

When there is adequate economic growth and a higher level of total income, economic inequality will diminish, and 

income distribution will become more balanced. Because of this, the revenue that is generated by tourism is very crucial for 

all nations, but particularly for those that rely heavily on the industry. According to the findings of a study conducted by 

Lorah and Southwick (2003), the preservation of the natural environment is linked to higher levels of income and 

employment in the western region of the United States, which has a beneficial effect on both domestic migration and 

international tourism. Using panel data from 42 African nations, a research by Fayissa et al. (2008) found that the profits 

from the tourist sector considerably contributed to the economic growth of African countries. A higher-than-average 

percentage of the population is employed in the tourist business in regions near to national parks (i.e. within 15 km), 

according to preliminary surveys conducted in Swedish mountain municipalities (Lundmark, 2009).  Granger and Hsiao 

causality tests were used in an investigation of the causation association between revenue from tourism and GDP in Iran 

over the period of 1968-2007 that was carried out as part of a research that was carried out by Assadzadeh and Nasab 

(2012). According to the findings of a research conducted by Kreishan (2011) in Jordan between the years 1970 and 2009, 

there is a long-term positive and unidirectional relationship between tourism revenues and economic development. A 

research that was conducted by Aleemi (2015) examined the influence that tourist earnings had on the overall rate of 

economic development in Pakistan between the years 1981 and 2013. The links between tourism competitiveness, tourist 

arrivals, and tourism revenues to population diversity were looked at in a study undertaken by Bacsi (2017).  

In a research published by Hesami et al., (2020) the effect of oil prices on tourist income in nations that significantly 

depended on crude oil exports from 2000 to 2017 was investigated. According to McAleer et al. (2005) and Pérez-

Rodriguez and Santana-Gallego (2000), international tourist profits are acknowledged as a substantial source of income for 

both smaller island economies and bigger economies that are heavily dependent on tourism. 

 

3. Employment in tourism 

The capacity of a country to reduce the development gap it has with other nations and to find solutions to economic 

difficulties such as unemployment, balance of payments deficits, and financial and monetary macroeconomic instability is 

essential to the nation's development and economic progress. In this regard, the tourist industry is seen as an important 

contributor (Hakan et al., 2015). According to Burkart and Medlik (1981), it is challenging to properly predict how tourism 

would affect employment. Furthermore, according to Bahar and Kozak (2008), the high employment rate in the tourist 

industry is characterized by the prevalence of low-paying, transitory, part-time work, and seasonal intensity.  

The significance of the tourist sector in generating female employment was examined in research by Obadic and Maric 

(2009). The tourist industry typically only offers temporary, low-paying jobs. Yet it should also be obvious that many 

people in the sector, particularly women, would be unemployed without tourism. Women can enter and leave the tourist 

business very readily since many occupations simply demand basic, highly transferrable skills (Obadi and Mari, 2009). In 

research done by Akkemik (2012), two social accounting matrices (SAM) modeling methodologies were used to analyze 

the impact of foreign travel on the Turkish economy. Snyman (2012) looked at how jobs in the tourist industry contribute to 

eradicating poverty in Namibia, Malawi, and Botswana. According to the findings of a research that was conducted by Adiyia 

et al. (2017), work in the tourist industry within the hotel sector generates a relatively low income when compared to other 

non-agricultural industries. The impact of specialization, urbanization, and diversification externalities on the growth rate of 

tourist employment in Brazilian towns between 2006 and 2015 was examined in research by Ribeiro et al. (2018). 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

1. Purpose and Data Set 

The urban geography of tourism destinations is always changing (Brito and Zarrilli, 2023). In this research, it was 

tried to determine the relationship between the economic growth in Italy and Greece, which are selected Mediterranean 

countries, and the tourism sector of this country. The aim of this study is to investigate the relationships between tourism 

revenues, employment rates and economic growth of two selected Mediterranean countries in the 1997-2020 period. In 

other words, it is examined whether there is an effect between the economic growth in the countries within the scope of 
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the research and the earnings that the tourism sector of this country brings to the country and the employment rates. In 

this direction, to use suitable variables and models, the literature has been examined and the variables and models used 

have been tried to be seen. The data set consists of annual data for the years 1997-2020. Logarithmic values of economic 

growth and tourism revenues used in the study are included in the analysis.  
 

2. Analysis Method 

The methodology of the study is shown in 

Figure 1. In studies conducted in the literature, 

panel data models are generally used in two 

dimensions, unit, and time. Since two-

dimensional panel data models with single unit 

or single time effects do not meet the analysis 

needs in some cases, models with more than two 

time and unit dimensions were used and these 

models were named “Multidimensional Panel 

Data Models”. Multidimensional panel data 

models provide economic results in different 

and broad perspectives by using a rich and high 

 
 

Figure 1. Research flow chart (Source: developed by authors) 
 

- quality data set. In multidimensional panel data models, as in this study, years are taken as time dimension, while 

countries are considered as unit dimensions. In the case of one time and two-unit dimensions, the three-dimensional panel 

data model can be represented as in Equation 1. Here, μ, γ denotes unit effects and λ stands for time effects, respectively. α 

is the constant term, X is the independent variables matrix, Y and u are the dependent variable and error term vectors, 

respectively. The two units under consideration are nested within each other (Yerdelen Tatoglu, 2016). 
 

Yijt=α +βXijt+μi+γi+
 λt

 +uijt (1) 
 

 

                                                                      (i =1...N, t=1...T, j=1...M) 

Multidimensional panel data models, like two-dimensional models, are studied under fixed and random effects. 

Multidimensional models, which are considered with the fixed effects assumption, can be used as shadow variable least 

squares estimator and in-group estimator, as in two-dimensional panel data models. In the multidimensional random effects 

model, generalized least squares and maximum likelihood methods are used. In panel data analysis, the relationship 

between the variables, the error terms in the regression equation and the assumptions about the properties of the constant 

terms; It can be tested using three models: random, fixed, and joint effects. In this study, the relationship between these 

variables, random and fixed effects were estimated using panel data techniques. The main hypothesis of the fixed effects 

model is that the differences between economic units can be captured by the differences in the fixed term and individual 

effects are related to the independent variables. From this point of view, it is accepted that each economic unit in the panel 

has a fixed term that does not change with time and shows the effects of the variables excluded from the model (Greene, 

2000; Stock and Watson, 2007). In the random effects model, which can also be called the error components model, the 

constant term is accepted as a random variable, unlike the fixed effects model. In other words, in this approach, it is 

accepted that individual differences between economic units occur randomly (Gujarati, 2003).  

After the fixed and random effects model analysis in panel data applications, the path followed in the application is to 

decide which of these two models will be more appropriate. Appropriate model selection can be made with the Breusch-

Pagan (1980), Hausman and Rhausman tests. In this study, which of the panel data approaches is appropriate was decided 

by the Hausman test? In the Hausman test, it is tested whether the error components are related to the independent variables 

in the model (Gujarati, 2003; Maddala, 2001). If the H0 hypothesis, which claims that there is no relationship between εi 

and the independent variables (Xi), is rejected, the fixed effects model is decided, and if not, the random effects model is 

the appropriate model. In the study, which analyzes the relationship between economic growth, tourism revenues and 

employment rates, annual data covering the period 1997-2020, from two selected Mediterranean countries, were used. 

 

ANALYSES AND RESULTS 

Before the analysis, the summary statistical table of the data set was analyzed. Logarithmic values of economic 

growth and tourism revenues are considered in the analysis. After there were no problems with the statistical table 

between the data set, the necessary model for analysis was established.  

As stated in Equation 1, LGDP is the dependent variable in the study and β0, β1Ltourismrevenu, β2employmentrate 

and μ are the independent variables. The model for the analysis is as described in Equation 2. 
 

LGDP=β0+β1Ltourismrevenue+β2employmentrate+μ (2) 
 

LGDP– logarithmic value of the standard measure of the value added created through the production of goods and 

services in a country during a certain period; β0 – is a constant term; β1Ltourismrevenue – refers to tourism revenues; 

β2employmentrate – shows unemployment rates; μ – represents the unit effects present in the model. 

After determining that there are unit and/or time effects as a result of the LR test, it is necessary to decide whether the 

current effect is constant or random (Table 1). One of the most important differences between fixed and random effects 

models is whether unit effects are correlated with independent variables. If there is no correlation between them, the random 

effects model is more effective and valid. In the Hausman test: “H0= There is no correlation between explanatory variables and 
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unit effect”. Therefore, since the random effects estimator is more efficient, its use will be appropriate: “H1=There is a 

correlation between the explanatory variables and the unit effect”. As a result of the Hausman and Rhausman tests, it should be 

preferred whether the fixed effects model or the random effects model is consistent (Table 2). In other words, Hausman and 

Rhausman tests show that the unit effect is constant. Therefore, the analysis is a model with a one-way effect. 
 

Table 1. Likelihood Ratio (LR) Test Results 
 

 LR Statistics Probability Value 

Unit and Time Impact 96.77 0.0000 

Unit Impact 73.18 0.0000 

Time Effect 2.78 0.0529 
 

Table 2. Hausman and  

Rhausman Test Results 
 

Test Name  Test Statistic Probability Value 

Hausman 37.70 0.0000 

Rhausman 1.92 0.4130 
 

 

The selection between fixed-effect and random-effect models was also made by Hausman and Rhausman test. 

According to the Hausman test statistic result, the assumptions of the random effect model are not met, and in this context, 

the analysis should be continued with the fixed effect model. The Rhausman test, on the other hand, is more reliable than 

the Hausman test and shows the final decision about which model should be selected. According to the Rhausman test 

results, the one-way random effects model is valid.For the autocorrelation assumption, Durbin Watson and Baltagi-Wu test 

of Bhargava et al. (1982) was applied. In the random effects analysis, since the units come from random attraction, it is not 

expected to find a correlation between units (Yerdelen Tatoglu, 2016). Table 3 shows the Durbin Watson and Baltagi-Wu 

test results of Bhargava et al. (1982). The fact that the values in the table are close to two means that the null hypothesis 

suggesting that there is no first-order autocorrelation cannot be rejected. However, since both test results are less than two, 

the H0 hypothesis is rejected. It is understood that there is a problem of varying variance in the model. 
 

Table 3. Durbin Watson  

and Baltagi-Wu's LBI Test Results 
 

Test Name Test Statistic 

Durbin Watson 0.65222378 

Baltagi-Wu`nun LBI 0.89392572 
 

Table 4. Test Results  

of Pesaran and Friedman 
 

Test Name  Test Statistic Probability Value 

Pesaran CD 3.677 0.0002 

Friedman 39.400 0.0000 
 

Table 5. VIF Criteria Results 
 

Variable VIF 1/VIF 

Linternational tourism receipts 1.02 0.980529 

Employment rate 1.02 0.980529 

Mean VIF   
 

 

In the study, cross-section dependence was tested with Pesaran CD and Friedman tests. Cross-section dependency: It 

was tested with Pesaran CD and Friedman tests, which can be applied to both fixed and random effect models. The H0 

hypothesis states that there is no cross-sectional dependence, and the H1 hypothesis states that there is a cross-sectional 

dependence. According to the results of the analysis, there is a cross-section dependency in the study. The test results 

regarding the cross-section dependency are presented below with the help of Table 4. According to the cross-section 

dependency test findings, H0 hypothesis is rejected in both Pesaran CD test and Friedman test results and there is cross-

section dependency. Another factor that prevents the results from being reliable in regression analysis is the high correlation of 

explanatory variables with each other. The existence of this situation, which is expressed as a multi-correlation problem, is 

investigated with the VIF multi-correlation test. In the test in Table 5, the VIF value is at the accepted level. 

Driscoll/Kraay results for panel causality test are presented with the help of Table 6. The test results show that the direction 

of causality is from tourism revenues and employment rates to economic growth. The test results show that the model is 

significant at the 95% level. In terms of Italy and Greece, the effect of both variables on economic growth is positive and 

significant. According to the results of the analysis, a 1% increase in tourism revenues will have a 54% effect on economic 

growth. Likewise, a 1% increase in employment rates will have a 1.5-fold effect on the economic growth of these countries. 
 

Table 6. Driscoll/Kraay Estimation Test Result 
 

R2 Number of Observations Prob 

0.5312 48 prob> 0.0055 

LGDP Coefficient Values Drisc/Kraay Resistive Standard Errors T statistics P>|t| 

Linternational tourism receipts .5445245 .1762758 3.09 0.005 

Employment rate 1.477739 .5919823 2.50 0.020 

Fixed Coefficient 3.724994 2.239045 1.66  

 

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The tourism industry is a dynamic sector that is responsible for bringing about changes in the economic structure, social 

structure, and cultural structure of countries. The money spent by visitors brings a return in the form of cash to the 

businesses and individuals who supply the goods and services that are consumed by tourists. This helps to expand job 

opportunities in areas that see a rise in tourism-related activity. Tourism is beneficial to society in terms of the development 

of social and cultural values since it affords individuals from a variety of nations and cultures the opportunity to interact 

with one another. The nations that have a coastline on the Mediterranean may attribute a significant amount of their recent 

economic growth to the contributions made by the tourism industry. The countries of the Mediterranean region stand before 

us as the nations that take home the lion's share of the economic benefits that come from tourism across the world.  

Determining the influence that tourism has on the rate of economic expansion in these nations might, in this context, be 

an indication of the political and social position that should be implemented. In the body of academic research, there are a 

great number of empirical studies that investigate the links between tourism and economic expansion. 
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According to the findings of the research that was carried out by Dritsakis and Athanasiadis (2000), tourism-oriented 

growth is encouraged, and there is a long-term cointegration relationship between tourism and economic growth. These 

findings were discovered as a result of the study that was carried out. It was discovered via the research conducted by 

Balaguer and Cantavella-Jorda (2002) that the earnings generated by foreign tourism have a beneficial impact on the 

expansion of the Spanish economy. As a consequence of the research that Gunduz and Hatemi (2005) carried out, they 

came to the conclusion that international tourism is a unidirectional causal factor in the progression of economic growth. 

Because of the findings of the research that Özdemir and Öksüzler (2006) carried out, it has been demonstrated that there is 

a short-term as well as a long-term unidirectional causation between tourism and GDP. According to the findings of the 

research that was conducted by Gokovali and Bahar (2006), the contribution of tourism to the expansion of the economies of 

Mediterranean nations is only approximately 0.1 percent for every 1 percent rise in the number of tourists. Because of the 

findings of the research that Kizilgol and Erbaykal (2008) carried out, it has been established that there is a unidirectional 

causation extending from economic growth to the income generated by tourism. As a consequence of the research that was 

carried out by Aslan (2008), it was determined that the TLG hypothesis may be applied to Turkey with success. According to 

the findings of the research that was carried out by Assadzadeh and Nasab (2012), there is a long-term positive association 

between these factors and revenue from tourism. This was discovered as a consequence of the study that they carried out. 

According to the findings of Arslanturk et al. (2011), the income generated by tourism had a beneficial impact on GDP 

in the early 1980s. The findings indicate that there is no Granger causality between the series of variables when they use 

VECM to analyze the data. As a result, it has been shown that the NC hypothesis may be applied to Turkey with success. 

As a result of the research that was carried out by Gautam (2011), it was found that the cointegration test for the 

determination of the long-run relationship and the error correction method for the short-run dynamics were both performed, 

and it was found that it was determined that tourism (represented by foreign exchange income) causes economic growth in 

both the short run and the long run. This was discovered as a result of the study that was carried out. According to the 

findings of the research that was carried out by Samimi et al. (2011), there is a positive long-term association, as well as a 

bidirectional causation, between economic growth and the development of tourism. This relationship is beneficial. 

According to the findings of a research conducted by Snyman (2012), work in tourism in rural areas serves to include 

inhabitants in the market economy, and the revenue that families receive from employment in tourism allows them to invest 

in assets, education, and investment. According to the findings of the research conducted by Akkemik (2012), the elasticity 

of international tourism's impact on GDP is relatively low, and the impacts of foreign tourist consumption on domestic 

production, value added, and employment are small. These findings were found to be the case. As a consequence of the 

findings of the research conducted by Aslan (2014), the EDTG hypothesis was validated with regard to the countries of 

Spain, Italy, Tunisia, Cyprus, Croatia, Bulgaria, and Greece. Yet, the TLG theory is supported by the data for Turkey and 

Israel, the BC hypothesis is accepted for Portugal, and the NC hypothesis is supported by Malta and Egypt. 

According to the findings of the research that was carried out by Aleemi (2015), the income generated by tourism does, 

in fact, contribute significantly and favorably to the expansion of the national economy. According to the findings of a 

study conducted by Adiya et al. (2017), non-management tourism fees in South Africa are sufficient to keep a family above 

the line of extreme poverty, but these fees are still considered to be low in comparison to the standards of tourism resource 

markets. According to the findings of the research that was carried out by Ribeiro et al. (2018), specialization, urbanization, 

and diversification externalities all have a favorable influence on the employment growth rate in the tourist industry. 

According to the findings of the research that was carried out by Hesami et al. (2020), oil prices and tourism revenues are 

cointegrated, there is a long-term equilibrium relationship between the two, and there is a unidirectional Granger causality 

from oil prices to tourism revenues. These findings were discovered as a result of the study that was carried out. 

According to the findings of this research, there is a correlation between tourism and economic expansion that is 

favorable. The approach of panel data analysis was utilized in this research project to explore the impact that tourism 

and employment rates had on economic growth in two Mediterranean nations over the period of 1997-2020.  

According to the findings of the research, a rise in tourism income and an increase in employment rates both have a 

significant and favorable impact on the expansion of the economy. The fact that it can demonstrate its economic value in 

a shorter amount of time when compared to other industries is the most significant quality that sets it apart from those 

industries. The beneficial impacts of an effective advertising and marketing campaign may be felt after only a short 

period of time has passed. Yet, this aspect of tourism may be related to the economy, politics, diplomacy, natural 

disasters, and other related topics. As a result of this, there is a school of thought that maintains that it would be 

unethical for a nation to devote all its economic resources to the tourist industry. Under the parameters of this 

discussion, it would be more beneficial for the tourist sector to continue its growth by taking on a supporting role for the 

industry and farm sectors. For the purpose of this research, data from nations located in the Mediterranean region, which 

is the most advanced geographical area in the world in terms of its tourist infrastructure, were utilized. As the scope of 

the study is broadened to include more nation groupings as well as data pertaining to tourism, it is anticipated that 

results that are more complete with regard to the economic benefits of tourism would be acquired.  
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Abstract: Bibliometric studies allow us to observe and interpret the behavior and progress of scientific production on a topic. 

Thus, present research performs a bibliometric analysis of the research developed on community tourism. For this purpose, 

articles published in journals indexed in Scopus in the period 1983 to 2022 are considered; the search is restricted to (TITLE 

("community tourism") OR TITLE ("turismo comunitario”)), which makes 124 items visible. The analysis is carried out using 

the Bibliometrix and VOSviewer software, which formally and thematically characterizes scientific production through 

bibliometrics. The indicators used are: annual scientific production and by country, productivity by type of institution, mos t 

cited articles, magazines with the most publications on community tourism, analysis of keywords and relationship with the 

topics, and finally, the main currents or trends of research. The results reflect that there is a trend in research in the field of 

community tourism: tourism sustainability, economic development, tourism linked to local development, indigenous 

communities, topics that will gain strength such as the use of platforms and social capital.  
 

Key words: community-based tourism, bibliometric, sustainability, participation, tourism development 

 
*  *  *  *  *  *  

 

INTRODUCTION           

In the rural context, tourism is seen as an effective activity in the fight against poverty (Pan et al., 2021; Wang, 2022), 

because it generates employment in conditions of labor market uncertainty (Nordbo, 2022), on the other hand, it creates 

opportunities to produce and market communities’ traditional products (Cheer et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020). Community-

based tourism has been extensively studied from both private and public perspectives. (Eslami et al., 2019), for its ability to 

improve local economies, and its practice has become widespread in all countries (Khalid et al., 2019). As a result, rural 

communities dedicated to agricultural production, artisan, livestock, mining and indigenous communities develop 

community tourism activities in an effort to improve the economic and social conditions of their territories (Lew, 2014; 

Lew and Wu, 2017; Filimonau and De Coteau, 2020; Yachin and Loannides, 2020).  

Rural community-based tourism activity development increases from the creation of value in local resources, from old 

facilities, parks, recreational attractions, traditions and cultures, which benefits the quality of life of the population 

(Lalangui et al., 2017). In rural communities, tourism offers opportunities for local development, taking advantage of 

endogenous knowledge potential of their practices, history, legends and organization, thus increasing the social and 

economic sustainability of the territories (Filimonau and De Coteau, 2020; Nuanmeesri, 2022). Also, in indigenous 

communities, populations have revived formation on traditions, religion and local culture that were exhibited to the tourists 

(Nicolaides, 2020; Lin et al., 2021; Moayerian et al., 2022); together with natural resources richness such as flora and 

fauna, environmental conservation, and regional customs, in an attempt to provide quality in tourism services management 

oriented to sustainable development (Apostolopoulos et al., 2020; Dolezal and Novelli, 2022). Therefore, community-based 

tourism plays an important role in fighting against poverty and community undevelopment. 

Several studies agree that rural tourism initiatives are an economic activity component, and the development of their 

communities could depend to a large extent on this activity, although with different development levels (Lai and Hitchcock, 

2017; Stone and Nyaupane, 2018; Yodkhayan and Muneenam, 2023), the communities have a clear orientation in the 

search for sustainable development and improvement of the population's quality of life (Ridho et al., 2021; Ramkissoon, 

2023). Thus, community-based tourism is emerging as an alternative to bridge the social and economic disparities suffered 

by rural communities (Lew, 2017; Sumarmi et al., 2023; Prasongthan and Silpsrikul, 2023; Makandwa et al., 2023), 

community-based tourism understood as those community practices related to tourism, community private initiatives whose 
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main offer are local tourism services (Stone and Nyaupane, 2018; Dolezal and Novelli, 2022; Prayitno et al., 2023); offer 

an alternative that they can use to generate other income within their daily economic activities, using cultural, natural and 

local resources (Pasanchay and Schott, 2021; Mathew, 2022). On the other hand, community-based tourism offers the 

population opportunity to exchange goods and services, generating an active tourist participation. (Teshome et al., 2021). 

Also, some rural communities identify opportunities within the tourism sphere for participation in the tourism industry, 

which contributes to and promotes communities’ transformation (Dolezal and Novelli, 2022; Chatkaewnapanon and Lee, 

2022); also, under the participatory approach, they create a link between community, public and private sectors in the 

search of scenarios for new practices and community tourism promotion (Lee, 2019; Martini, 2020).  

Studies on community tourism are undoubtedly diverse (Nuanmeesri, 2022; Dolezal and Novelli, 2022; Makandwa et al., 

2023; Van Tran et al., 2023; Lapuz, 2023), a method that allows reflecting the evolution of studies on one topic is the 

bibliometric method (Qiao et al., 2022), which relates theoretical aspects, current situation and trends on community tourism 

activity. In this regard, there are several studies on tourism bibliometric analysis (Comerio and Strozzi, 2019; Garrigos-Simon et 

al., 2019; Niñerola et al., 2019; Agapito, 2020; Naruetharadhol and Gebsombut, 2020; Yagmur et al., 2020 ; Sigala, 2021; Ridho 

et al., 2021; Qiao et al., 2022; Zeng et al., 2022; Iqbal et al., 2022; Shin et al., 2023; Yildirim et al., 2023) among others, that 

address the scientific production developed on the tourism sector and its relationships with the theory and the elements they 

relate; Likewise, other studies on the bibliometry of rural tourism are observed, they collect important aspects of the actions and 

their performance of the activity of rural tourism and the contribution they generate in the local economic structure from the 

community and literature perspective (Pérez-Ramírez and Flores-Montes, 2019; Randelli and Martellozzo, 2019; Ma et al., 

2020; Yachin and Loannides, 2020; Wijijayanti et al., 2020; Ma et al., 2021; Weyland et al., 2021; Ruiz-Real et al., 2022; Zeng 

et al., 2022; Utami et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023; Dossou et al., 2023). In relation to the studies on the bibliometric analysis of 

community tourism, these are limited and provide information related to the first studies on the scientific production of the 

construct and the variables linked to community tourism (Graciano and Holland, 2020; Iqbal et al., 2022; Nindito et al., 2022; 

Tham and Chin, 2023), and do not carry out an exhaustive analysis as this research intends to be. However, there are no 

bibliometric studies on rural community tourism. Therefore, the research carries out a bibliometric analysis of the research 

developed on community tourism, rigorously describing scientific production and advances in scientific production. 
 

METHODOLOGY  

The method used consists of a bibliometric analysis of scientific production on rural community tourism, based on a 

construct search equation in the Scopus database. The use of this type of analysis is motivated by the need to evaluate 

scientific production. Its use makes it possible to present the most relevant results of a set of documents in summary form 

(Martínez-López et al., 2018), to detect new research trends and increase cooperation possibilities among researchers 

(Rosas Jaco et al., 2021). The analysis is based on bibliometric indicators, which are statistical data derived from scientific 

publications in a specific field and which measure the role of publications in the dissemination of knowledge (Duque and 

Duque, 2022), the results are used to classify and analyze scientific publications in an action field and provide information 

that makes it possible to observe behavior results of the analyzed variables, considering parameters for evaluating scientific 

activity (Donthu et al., 2021; López-Rodríguez, 2022). The database used to extract the information was Scopus, which 

allows access to publications in all knowledge fields with a high quality index (Shah et al., 2019).  

The inclusion criteria focused search on articles published in English and Spanish within 1983 to 2022 period, 

considering the words "community tourism" or "turismo comunitario". For this purpose, Bibliometrix and VOSviewer 

software were used to perform the bibliometric analysis of the best positioned records. (López-Rodríguez et al., 2022), as 

shown in Table, it should be noted that indicators include those with the highest number of publications, citations and 

concurrence, because they are the most important in the bibliometric exercise (Comerio y Strozzi, 2019; Yagmur et al., 

2020; Naruetharadhol and Gebsombut, 2020; Mukherjee et al., 2022; Alsmadi et al., 2022; Minga López et al., 2022; 

Yildirim and Esen, 2023) and a ranking of the 20 best positioned elements is presented (Minga López et al., 2022). Table 1 

shows the search criteria and the analysis parameter, and the diagram that summarizes the steps developed is seen in Figure 1. 
 

Table 1. Search criteria and analysis parameter 
 

Search criteria 

Database Scopus 
Language English and Spanish 
Period of analysis 1983 -2022 
Date of consultation March 30, 2023 
Types of documents Scientific articles 
Type of journal All types 
Field and search terms TITLE ("community tourism") OR TITLE ("turismo comunitario") 
Resultado Total 124 

Analysis parameter 

Annual scientific production, scientific production by country, productivity by institution type, most cited articles, journals with the 
most publications on community tourism, key words and relationship with other topics, main research trends (thematic map). 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Flow Chart of Methodology Steps   
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RESULTS 

The results of the scientific production on community-based tourism are shown in Figure 2, which shows that the first 

articles published on the subject correspond to the authors Loukissas (1983) published by Journal of Travel Research 

whose article title is: Public participation in community tourism planning: a gaming simulation approach and D'Amore 

(1983), published by the Western Geographical Series, and his work Guidelines to planning in harmony with the host 

community (tourism). From 2004 the production increases slightly until 2011; it is from 2012 that begins an important 

growth reaching a number of 17 articles published in 2022, which means an 850% growth since its inception, so the 

construct of community tourism is increasingly researched (Teshome et al., 2021; Pasanchay and Schott, 2021; Li et al., 

2023; Zavaleta Chavez et al., 2023) and its contribution to society is reflected in an economic contribution, social and 

cultural spheres (Teshome et al., 2021; Ridho et al., 2021; Dolezal and Novelli, 2022; Sann et al., 2023).  

 

 
Figure 2. Annual scientific production (Source: Own elaboration based on Scopus data, 2023) 

 

In biblometric analysis, it is important to highlight the institutions that made most contributions and, consequently, the 

countries and journals that made most contributions as well (Yagmur et al., 2020; Mukherjee et al., 2022; Alsmadi et al., 

2022; Chen et al., 2022; Bahuguna et al., 2023). Thus, Figure 3 shows the 20 countries that have made the best 

performance and contributions to the community-based tourism (CBT) construct and collaborations with other researchers 

from other countries (CCM). At the ranking top, the United States leads with 16 publications, followed by Spain with 11 

publications, China with 6 publications, Canada and Hong Kong with 5 and 3 publications respectively. These positions 

could be attributed to the concentration of tourism activity and public policies aimed at promoting community-based 

tourism associated with economic, social and cultural aspects (Agyeman et al., 2022). 

 

 
Figure 3. Scientific production by country (Countries of the corresponding author) 

 

In relation to the contribution of universities in the scientific production on community-based tourism (Figure 4), 126 

institutions participated; the ones that stand out for their contribution are the University of the West Indies  (Jamaica) with 9 

articles, closely followed by the Arizona State University (USA) and the University of Guelph (Canadá) with 6 articles each, 

with 4 articles each respectively, and five universities and one institute with 4 articles each.: Central Connecticut State 
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University (USA), Universidad Autónoma de Guerrero (México), Universidad de Córdoba (España), University of Northern 

Iowa (USA), University of South Africa (South Africa), Instituto Politécnico de Tomar (Portugal), among the most important. 
 

 
Figure 4. Productivity by type of institution 

 

Table 2 shows the 20 most cited authors and articles in relation to the study variable. The most cited topics 

undoubtedly offer relevant themes on community tourism and its relationship with other variables that open up a range of 

possibilities for creating or expanding other lines of research. The most cited article corresponds to Andereck et al., (2005) 

which reaches 1012; those studying residents' perceptions of the impacts of community-based tourism, which undoubtedly 

contributed significantly to the construction and theoretical discussion of perceptions of community-based tourism. 

(Andereck et al., 2005), followed by Jamal and Getz (1995) with 1004 citations, studying on the theory of community 

tourism collaboration and planning, which fed into the study of community tourism planning processes (Bello, 2021). 

It is also important to mention the work of Choi and Sirakaya (2006) with 619 citations, whose theme is focused on the 

study and construction of sustainability indicators for community tourism management, which made it possible to 

strengthen and open opportunities to develop research on the complexity of indicators on sustainability and community 

tourism (Merkel and Kieffer, 2022); It is also useful to refer to the contributions and quotations of Choi and Murray (2010), 

whose article analyzes the attitudes of residents towards sustainable community tourism, which years later would lead to 

the development of research on the attitudes, perceptions and behaviors of the tourist receiving community (Lee and Jan, 

2019); as well as the article analyzing change and resilience in community tourism planning, which reaffirms the 

importance of community tourism planning (Bello, 2021; Dolezal and Novelli, 2022; Chatkaewnapanon and Lee, 2022).  
 

Table 2. Most cited articles (Source: Own elaboration based on Scopus data, 2023) 
 

Posi
-tion 

Authors Article title 
N° of appo-

intments 

1 Andereck et al., 2005) Residents' perceptions of community tourism impacts 1012 

2 Jamal and Getz (1995) Collaboration theory and community tourism planning 1004 

3 Choi and Sirakaya (2006) Sustainability indicators for managing community tourism 619 

4 Choi y Murray (2010) Resident attitudes toward sustainable community tourism 325 

5 Lew (2014) Scale, change and resilience in community tourism planning 218 

6 Keogh (1990) Public participation in community tourism planning 195 

7 Joppe (1996) Sustainable community tourism development revisited 175 

8 Reid et al., (2004) Community tourism planning: A self-assessment instrument 115 

9 Robinson and Jarvie (2008) Post-disaster community tourism recovery: The tsunami and Arugam Bay, Sri Lanka 69 

10 
Stone and Nyaupane (2018) 

Protected areas, wildlife-based community tourism and community livelihoods 
dynamics: spiraling up and down of community capitals 

64 

11 Harvey et al., (1995) Gender and community tourism dependence level 64 

12 Lai and Hitchcock (2017) Local reactions to mass tourism and community tourism development in Macau 61 

13 Li (2004) Exploring community tourism in China: The case of nanshan cultural tourism zone 60 

14 Ruiz-Ballesteros and 
Hernández-Ramírez (2010) 

Tourism that empowers?: Commodification and appropriation in Ecuador's  56 

15 Hamilton and Alexander (2013) Organic community tourism: A cocreated approach 47 

16 
Chen and Raab, (2012) 

Predicting Resident Intentions to Support Community Tourism: Toward an Integration of 
Two Theories 

39 

17 Loukissas (1983) Public participation in community tourism planning: a gaming simulation approach. 36 

18 Jordan et al., (2013) The interplay of governance, power and citizen participation in community tourism planning 31 

19 
Lenao and Saarinen (2015) 

Integrated rural tourism as a tool for community tourism development: Exploring culture and 
heritage projects in the North-East District of Botswana 

30 

20 D'Amore (1983) Guidelines to planning in harmony with the host community (tourism). 30 
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In the period under analysis, 76 journals published on community-based tourism, of which the top twenty are shown in 

the ranking, see Table 3. The United Kingdom leads with 9 journals with high impact factor Q1 and Q2; also, the United 

States registers 3 journals with varied quartiles, Spain and Venezuela register 2. Among the most important journals and 

topics published, the following journals are noted Annal of Tourism Research, Sustainability, Espacios, Gazeta de 

Antropología, Journal of Sustainable Tourism, Pasos Revista de Turismo y Patrimonio Cultural. 70% of journals described 

in the table publish topics related to community tourism linked to sustainability, management aspects and actions of rural 

tourism activity, which helps to understand that community tourism has a direct link and relationship with the development 

of communities, the search for better living conditions, and a perspective of sustainable development of peoples and 

territories based on the responsible use of natural resources (Iqbal et al., 2022; Nuanmeesri, 2022; López-Rodríguez et al., 

2022); 30% concentrate their publications in the field of perceptions, attitudes, management, and social science. 
 

Table 3. Journals with the most publications on community-based tourism 

(Source: Own elaboration based on Scopus information, 2023) 
 

Position Journals N° of articles Countries Quartile (2022) ISNN 

1 Annal of Tourism Research 8 United Kingdom Q1 01607383 

2 Sustainability 7 Switzerland Q1 20711050 

3 Espacios 5 Venezuela Q0 07981015 

4 Gazeta de antropología 4 España Q4 02147564 

5 Journal of Sustainable Tourism 4 United Kingdom Q1 09669582 

6 Pasos Revista de Turismo y Patrimonio Cultural 4 España Q2 16957121 

7 Revista de Ciencias Sociales 3 Venezuela Q2 13159518 

8 Tourism Management 3 United Kingdom Q1 02615177 

9 
Community Destination Management in Developing 
Economies 

2 United Kingdom  
ISBN 

9780789023872 

10 Community Development 2 United Kingdom Q2 15575330 

11 Cuadernos de Desarrollo Rural 2 Colombia Q4 01221450 

12 
Iberian Conference on Information Systems and 
Technologies, CISTI 

2 United States Q0 21660727 

13 International Journal of Civil Engineering and Technology 2 India Q4 09766308 

14 International Journal of Professional Business Review 2 Brasil Q4 25253654 

15 IOP Conference Serie: Earth and Environmental Science 2 United Kingdom Q4 17551315 

16 Journal of Travel Research 2 United Kingdom Q1 15526763 

17 The Local Turn in Tourism: Empowering Communities 2 United Kingdom  ISBN 1845418786 

18 Tourism Economics 2 United States Q1 20440375 

19 Tourism Geographies 2 United Kingdom Q1 14701340 

20 Tourism, Culture and Communication 2 United States Q1 1098304X 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Key words and relationship with themes (Source: Own elaboration based on VOSviewer) 
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The relationship of the keywords of research associated with other topics is an important element in the bibliometric 

analysis, since it allows to identify the areas of knowledge and topics related to the construct and its analysis 

(Naruetharadhol and Gebsombut, 2020; Sigala, 2021; Yildirim and Esen, 2023). Figure 5 shows that research on 

community tourism until 2014 was related to community participation, tourism planning, impact of tourism in the rural 

context, tourist destinations, rural tourist attractions, residents' perception of rural tourism activity, tourism development, 

among the most important. Between 2014 and 2018 were related to tourism management, community development, local 

development, social capital, cultural heritage. From 2019 onwards, research is closely related to biodiversity, social capital, 

economic development, tourism sustainability, pandemic in the context of Covid-19, ethical issues of community tourism 

and information systems linked to platforms or networks. This makes it possible to affirm that these variables configure the 

spectrum of lines of research generated by the phenomenon under study, within a changing scenario. These last variables 

incorporated in the studies reflect the orientation of the research towards current issues in changing scenarios in the social, 

economic and cultural spheres (Wijijayanti et al., 2020; Ruiz-Real et al., 2022; Moayerian et al., 2022; Ramkissoon, 2023). 

In order to visualize the trends in community tourism research, an analysis is made based on the themes developed. Figure 

5 shows the thematic map of the areas or themes related to the construct; its importance lies in the identification of the 

relationship and trends that exist between community tourism and other areas of knowledge (Ruiz-Ballesteros and Hernández-

Ramírez, 2010; Stone and Nyaupane, 2018; Agapito, 2020; Niñerola et al., 2019; Donthu et al., 2021; Qiao et al., 2022). 

Quadrant A shows research developed in the area of community projects, community tourism, social responsibility and other 

topics such as exploratory analysis, which are peripheral or isolated to the study phenomenon, are addressed separately; 

quadrant B shows the central themes or driving forces in their approach to community tourism, the most important of which 

are: social capital, tourism services, tourism planning, community development, sustainable development, community tourism, 

these themes have an important association with the research developed based on the study variable; On the other hand, in 

quadrant C, there are emerging or trending topics such as sustainable tourism, economic development, sustainable community, 

ethnic cultural, local tourism and indigenous community. Finally, quadrant D shows the basic themes that define the construct, 

as can be seen, they are linked to community empowerment, community participation, community development and mobile 

applications. In this order, Figure 6 shows the theoretical implications of community tourism linked to other areas of 

knowledge, the progress, and contributions of the subject of study. As shown in quadrant B, the central themes that stand 

out are social capital, as an element linked to community cooperation and associations of entrepreneurs or productive 

economic activities related to community tourism (Stone and Nyaupane, 2018; Ramkissoon, 2023), public-oriented tourism 

services as one of the strengths of the business units, the search for quality in services is one of the permanent and 

differentiated tasks and responsibilities in relation to traditional tourism (Lew and Wu, 2017; Wang et al., 2023). 
 

 
Figure 6. Main Research Streams (Source: Own elaboration based on Bibliometrix, 2023) 

 

The planning of community-based tourism is also highlighted (Comerio and Strozzi, 2019), as a determining aspect in 

the definition and prioritization of objectives for the growth and development of tourism activities at the community level 

(Bello, 2021), sustainable community development, which is approached from the perspective of the community, which 

considers natural resources as its development potential, studies agree that the greater the efforts in investments, financing 

and promotion of local tourism, the better the social and economic benefits and its development (Wijijayanti et al., 2020; 

Zeng et al., 2022; Ramkissoon, 2023), their organizations and the participation of local stakeholders and the population in 

planning processes, generating more sustainable community projects (Wijijayanti et al., 2020; Ridho et al., 2021; Ayaviri 

Nina et al., 2023), together with the culture of the population in the generation of tourism activities and their development 

(Ma et al., 2021) and good community practices (Teshome et al., 2021; Weyland et al., 2021). 

The economic need to explore new ways of generating income, together with the opportunity to generate new productive 

initiatives, allow us to assume an entrepreneurial philosophy with a high level of empowerment (Khalid et al., 2019; Dolezal 
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and Novelli, 2022; Quispe, 2023); on the other hand, community participation is highlighted as a space for the consolidation of 

interpersonal relationships and decision making for the fulfillment of community objectives (Martini, 2020; Bello, 2021; Iqbal 

et al., 2022); research on community development is also observed as the ultimate goal of the practice of community-based 

tourism, which creates employment opportunities and consolidates local development processes (Hitchcock, 2017; Lee and 

Jan, 2019; Pasanchay and Schott, 2021; Chatkaewnapanon and Lee, 2022; Ruiz-Real et al., 2022), to a large extent these 

activities are based on the use of natural resources considered as local or cultural heritage of the community linked to 

community development (Rasoolimanesh et al., 2017), and the transformation of the territories, the change of the economic 

structure and the progress of the communities (Lew, 2017; Wijijayanti et al., 2020; Agyeman et al., 2022). 

In this line, the role of communities in the sustainable management of their heritage and a responsible environmental 

perspective for their development is relevant (Lew and Wu, 2017; Pérez-Ramírez and Flores-Montes, 2019; Bahuguna et al., 

2023); studies on mobile applications in community tourism have also been carried out. Their importance lies in the geo-

referential incorporation of location, information on tourist services and better communication with tourists, which 

undoubtedly contribute positively to the improvement of tourist services (Oskam, 2022; Yildirim and Esen, 2023; Nuanmeesri, 

2022; Jordan et al., 2023; Shrestha et al., 2023), the adaptation to new technologies represents an effort for the rural population 

involved in these productive units, but the contribution is greater in terms of sustainability (Shin et al., 2023). 

In quadrant C, there are the emerging or trending topics, which will configure a new scenario for community tourism, 

including sustainable tourism, as an approach to strategic management of productive units, care and responsible 

administration of natural resources, linked to sustainable and environmental development (Randelli and Martellozzo, 2019; 

Merkel Arias and Kieffer, 2022; Maggi and Vroegop, 2023; Dossou et al., 2023); studies pay special attention to 

community tourism activity linked to economic development, beyond income generation and social aspects, the trends are 

oriented to endogenous aspects such as knowledge, innovation, technology, education and good governance, which provide 

an important scenario in the approach and contribution to the construct (Wijijayanti et al., 2020; Agyeman et al., 2022; 

Zeng et al., 2022; Moayerian et al., 2022; Zavaleta et al., 2023;) and that open up a range of possibilities for generating 

research on this front (Zeng et al., 2022). An issue that becomes relevant has to do with the ethno-cultural aspect, 

understood as the sharing and opening of their traditions, ancestral knowledge and customs, which have a social value that 

rural communities possess (Moayerian et al., 2022), for the establishment of local tourism based on the potentialities; in 

this line, another topic studied is sustainable communities, in the search to achieve tourism projects that remain in time 

(Rembulan and Kusumowidagdo, 2022; Li et al., 2023;). Finally, issues related to indigenous communities are observed, 

these populations have a special interest in visitors, and recent research reveals that these territories are joining the tourist 

activity as another alternative for survival and the search for new economic alternatives (Rembulan and Kusumowidagdo, 

2022; Shrestha et al., 2023), linked to the local development of their communities. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The bibliometric analysis on community tourism shows that during the study period, scientific production shows a 

sustained behavior; the exponential growth from 2012 to 2022 is relevant, which means that the field of study is important 

because it is an area with potential in the generation of future research and its relationship with other areas of knowledge. 

In the ranking of the first twenty countries, the United Kingdom and the United States stand out, followed by Spain and 

Venezuela as Ibero-American countries; in the same context, the scientific contribution according to institutions, the 

University of the West Indies (Jamaica), the Arizona State University (United States) and the University of Guelph 

(Canada) are among the most important. The most outstanding articles with the highest number of citations within the 

analysis group correspond to authors who publish topics related to planning, community development and sustainability. 

As of 2019, research on community-based tourism is related to topics such as biodiversity, social capital, sustainability 

of tourism as key elements of analysis, in addition to ethics in community-based tourism and information systems linked to 

platforms or networks. This allows us to affirm that these variables configure the spectrum of the lines of research that are 

generated from the phenomenon of study; with greater strength in the last two years, the theme linked to sustainable 

tourism, sustainable development, economic development is observed, a theme that becomes relevant has to do with the 

ethnic cultural aspect that rural communities have that contributes to local tourism; in this line, they also study sustainable 

communities. Finally, the topics related to indigenous communities are observed as a very strong trend in the analysis of 

the elements or aspects of the indigenous communities and population. Finally, the theoretical implications related to 

community tourism constitute a significant contribution to the construction of knowledge and the scientific structure around 

the analyzed variable and the elements related to it; consequently, the link between community tourism and other areas of 

knowledge is diverse and rests on the theoretical approach according to the context and focus assumed by the researchers. 

The new trends or emerging topics open a range of new lines and topics of research that will continue to contribute to the 

strengthening of research on the community tourism variable. 
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Abstract: This study focuses on factors influencing international students' selection of South Africa as a study-abroad 

destination. Using selected universities as a case study, a mixed methods approach was used for data collection by targeting 130 

study-abroad students at the selected universities and 5 representatives at the international offices at these universities. Key 

indications from the data noted (1) a European dominance in the demographic distribution of participants and (2) a steady interest 

in the study-abroad programme niche. Furthermore, (3) a combination of pull and push factors was considered essential to 

marketing efforts in attracting prospective students. The significance of the study lies in underscoring the importance of 

combining known motives and marketing efforts to attract prospective students. The nuanced absence of regional participation 

and the study’s enhancement of theory development in this context was noted, and pathways for future research were proposed. 
 

Key words: Edutourism, study abroad, student profile, motivations, South Africa 

 
*  *  *  *  *  *  

 

INTRODUCTION     

International higher education, as a distinct element of tourism attraction, can be a cornerstone of knowledge exchange, 

focusing on both the formal and informal sectors (Budayasa et al., 2018). The phenomenon of cross-border mobility in 

higher education, although relatively small, has attracted unprecedented growth in contemporary times and is progressively 

venturing into novel structures, including the mobility of students and faculty members, the movement of educational 

programmes and institutions as well as the introduction of online courses facilitated via advancements in technology 

(Bhandari et al., 2018). Studying abroad presents students with a unique opportunity as it represents more than travelling to 

another destination; it represents a pedagogical activity with several results and learning goals (Abrahams et al., 2023). 

The benefits of "education with travel" represent a key factor for expanding the edutourism sector (Eduan, 2019). 

Globally, there has been increased competitiveness for study abroad programmes, with many nations, including Canada, 

Germany, Australia, the United States, the United Kingdom, and South Africa revealing bold plans to attract and enrol 

students/faculty members (Abrahams et al., 2023; Cheung et al., 2019). However, the growth in study abroad enrolment 

numbers saw a 15% drop due to the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic (Valls-Figuera et al., 2023).  

Current data indicates that the number of students from abroad has returned to pre-pandemic levels (Open Doors, 

2023). The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) notes that the number of internationally 

mobile students is projected to reach eight million by 2025 (OECD, 2023). This statistic is a testament to the growing 

popularity of studying abroad, highlighting that more and more students are recognising the value of international 

education and taking advantage of its opportunities, a trend which is likely to continue in the coming years as more 

students seek to gain a global perspective and expand their horizons (Abrahams et al., 2023; Doerr, 2012). 

According to IEASA (2020:25), South Africa’s international incoming student profile is dominated by African 

students, a statistic which is in contrast with recent findings that most study abroad students are made up of students 

from countries from the Global North, specifically North America and Europe (Abrahams and Bama, 2023). Although 

students from over 170 countries were registered between 2015 and 2018, the OECD Education at a Glance (2021) 

report 2018 noted that South Africa only attracted 3.6% of the total market share of international study-abroad students 

and was the only African country featured in the report. Many factors influence international student mobility trends at 

the individual, institutional, national, and global levels. Personal ambitions and aspirations for improved job 

opportunities, a shortage of high-quality higher educational institutions at home, the ability of higher education 

institutions abroad to attract talent, and government programmes to encourage cross-border mobility for education are 

also some of the considered factors (Bhandari et al., 2020).  
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Table 1. Differences between the various study-abroad programmes 
Source: Adapted from Study Abroad and Beyond (2022:1); University of Minnesota (2022:1); GEO, (n.d.:1); NJIT (n.d) 

 

 
Study-abroad 
programme 

Exchange 
Programme 

Faculty-Led 
Programme 

Research 
Programme 

Language Lear-
ning Programme 

Independent Study 
Abroad/Freemovers 

Non-credit 
Programme 

Progra-
mme des-
cryption 

Organisations like 
CIEE, IES Global, 
SIT, Semester at Sea 
and DIS run these 
programmes, which 
contribute to the 
extensive range of 
programming options 
available to students. 
Many provider 
programmes come 
with pre-packaged 
accommodation 
options, on-site 
programme staff, 
optional weekend and 
day trips, an in-depth 
site orientation, 
specific group flight 
options, and more. 
Cultural exchanges, 
internships, volunteer 
opportunities, and 
other services are 
shared among 
programme providers. 

An exchange 
allows students to 
enrol directly at a 
foreign university 
for a semester or 
an entire academic 
year. Students 
receive access to 
nearly all the 
university's 
courses in a 
variety of 
academic subjects. 
Exchanges 
frequently have 
lower overall costs 
than similar-length 
programmes. This 
is because 
exchange students 
have fewer 
organised 
excursions, on-site 
services, and 
individualised 
support. 

Most 
faculty-led 
programmes 
are created 
to meet 
specific 
major and 
minor 
requirement
s in the 
faculty 
leader's 
department. 
These are 
usually 
short-term 
programmes 
with a pre-
planned 
itinerary and 
a group that 
travels 
together. 

In addition to 
classwork, 
some 
programmes 
have a research 
component. 
This applies to 
both field and 
laboratory 
research. If 
students want 
to create their 
research 
portfolio for 
future graduate 
school 
applications or 
a senior thesis, 
this could be a 
fantastic 
method to 
obtain hands-
on research 
experience. 

These 
programmes 
concentrate on 
language 
acquisition and 
are typically 
demanding and 
immersive! 
Students 
frequently 
participate in 
cultural 
activities and 
excursions in 
order to gain a 
deeper 
understanding 
of the target 
culture and 
language. 

This programme 
allows students to 
work directly with 
the preferred host 
university's 
international 
student office in 
order to enrol as a 
visiting student 
for a semester. 
The international 
student office will 
then provide 
information about 
housing, visas, 
classes, 
orientation, and 
other relevant 
requirements. 

Work, 
internship, 
volunteer, and 
teaching 
English 
programmes 
are examples 
of non-
academic 
programmes 
that are not 
eligible for 
financial aid. 

Duration 
Ranges from 3 
weeks - an 
academic year 

Ranges from a 
semester - to an 
academic year 

2-6 week or 
semester 
courses 

Ranges from a 
semester - to 
an academic 
year 

Ranges from a 
semester - to an 
academic year 

A semester 

Ranges from 
a semester - 
to an 
academic year 

Credits 

Credits are awarded 
for each course 
taken that can be 
applied towards a 
degree. 

Credits earned 
from overseas 
universities are 
transfer credits 

For most 
institutions, 
the progra-
mmes are 
short-term, 
led by a cu-
rrent faculty 
member that 
offers resi-
dent credits 
at home 
university 

Credits are 
awarded for 
each course 
taken that can 
be applied 
towards a 
degree 

Some 
programmes 
allow students 
to bring back a 
large number of 
language 
credits, even up 
to the 
equivalent of 
one year of 
language 
coursework 

A contract is 
drawn up between 
the student and 
the institution that 
specifies how 
many credits will 
be provided upon 
successful 
completion of the 
project and/or 
research. 

No academic 
credits 
granted 

Fees 

The student would 
pay the programme 
provider who would 
then be responsible 
for all payments 
towards fees 

Depending on the 
agreements 
between the two 
universities either 
the scholarship or 
host university 
would cover all 
tuition costs 

Depending 
on the 
programme, 
it is usually 
covered by a 
scholarship 
or an agree-
ment betw-
een the two 
universities 

Depending on 
the 
programme, 
the provider or 
student should 
cover all 
tuition and fees 

Depending on 
the programme, 
the provider or 
student should 
cover all tuition 
and fees 

The student is 
responsible for 
payments towards 
tuition and fees 

Most non-
credit progra-
mmes abroad 
are often 
unpaid and 
require stude-
nts to pay an 
administrative 
fee in order to 
participate. 

Travel 
arrange-
ments 

The programme 
provider would 
arrange and cover 
all travel costs 

Depending on the 
agreements 
between the two 
universities either 
the scholarship or 
host university 
would arrange and 
cover travelling 
costs 

Covered by 
scholarship 
if applicable 
or the host 
university 

Covered by 
scholarship if 
applicable or 
the host 
university or 
student would 
need to arrange 
and cover all 
travel costs 

Depending on 
the programme, 
the provider or 
student should 
make all travel 
arrangements 

The international 
office would 
advise on all 
travel 
arrangements 
which the student 
would have to 
cover 

Depending on 
the 
programme, 
the provider 
or student 
should make 
all travel 
arrangements 

Housing 
arrange- 
ments 

The programme 
provider would 
arrange and cover 
housing costs 

Depending on the 
agreements bet-
ween the two 
universities either 
the scholarship or 
host university 
would arrange and 
cover housing 
costs 

Covered by 
scholarship 
if applicable 
or the host 
university 

Covered by 
scholarship if 
applicable or 
the host 
university or 
student would 
need to arrange 
and cover 
housing costs 

Homestays are 
the most 
common form 
of housing, 
which is 
arranged by the 
international 
office or 
student 

The international 
office would 
advise on housing 
which the student 
would have to 
cover 

Depending on 
the 
programme, 
the provider 
or student 
should make 
housing 
arrangements 
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Concurrently, IEASA (2015:8) claims that “geographic region, the quality of home-based higher education, the 

ability to transfer credits between countries, historical connections between countries, language, the perceived quality of 

a country’s education and its accessibility, affordability, the ranking of universities and the ‘employability’ of 

qualifications obtained”, are factors that influence mobility trends and motivates students to travel abroad. 

There are several reasons why students study abroad, and many variables need to be considered, including which 

country and university are chosen (Eder et al., 2010). While there is a wealth of research on the motivations of 

international students to travel abroad (Casas Trujillo et al., 2020; Harazneh et al., 2018; Ozoglu et al., 2015; Anderson 

and Bhati, 2012; Ivy, 2010; Lu et al., 2009), there are comparatively few studies that examine the phenomenon in the 

Global South, particularly from a South African perspective. To attract prospective study-abroad students, it is essential 

to investigate the socio-demographic and motivational aspects that may impact their preferences for studying abroad 

(Åmo and Doornich, 2023; Nissen et al., 2022). Furthermore, as was evident during the COVID-19 pandemic, an over-

reliance on the Global North international student market is ill-advised, and marketing initiatives targeting prospective 

students from the Global South should be prioritised and developed.  

Consequently, the current study seeks to (a) understand the profiles and motives of study-abroad students in South 

Africa, (b) identify the promotional and marketing strategies for attracting students, and (c) provide insight into 

strategies which could be leveraged to promote study-abroad travel within the South African context. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Tomasi et al. (2020) contend that internationally mobile students cross international boundaries to participate in 

educational activities at receiving destinations. Although the basic idea behind study-abroad programmes is the same: 

studying in another country, there are distinct differences that vary by cost, location, length, and programme type  (Bama 

and Abrahams, 2023). Accordingly, seven study-abroad programmes were identified while delving through the extant 

literature—study-abroad programmes, exchange programmes, faculty-led programmes, research programmes, language 

learning programmes, independent study abroad programmes and non-credit programmes (Study Abroad and Beyond, 

2022; University of Minnesota, 2022; Global Education Oregon [GEO], n.d.; New Jersey Institute of Technology 

[NJIT], n.d.). Study abroad students are not homogenous and have distinct impetuses for pursuing international 

experiences, such as an international cultural experience, the prestige of attending a world-class university, or more 

unswervingly linked to employment opportunities (Kanwar and Carr, 2020). Tabulated in Table 1 are the differences 

sourced from various university databases highlighting several factors that benchmark each programme; an 

understanding of these factors allows for a better grasp of the characteristics of each of the seven programmes.  

Considering the nature of studies into the nature of edutourism in South Africa (Abrahams and Bama, 2022; 

Boekstein, 2017; Donaldson and Gatsinzi, 2005; Henama, 2013; McGladdery and Lubbe, 2017a; 2017b), most have 

focused mainly on defining edutourism from a South African perspective, as well as highlighting the benefits in terms of 

fostering global learning and addressing issues of poverty and inequality. For instance, Donaldson and Gatsinzi (2005) 

discussed foreign students as tourists and Boekstein (2017) analysed whether English language learners were students or 

tourists. Additionally, Henama (2013) explored the strategies of tourism, edutourism and global mobility in addressing 

issues of poverty and inequality, while McGladdery and Lubbe (2017b) proposed a new process model for educational 

tourism at the school level. More recently, Bama and Abrahams (2023) examined the effects of COVID-19 on 

edutourism, focusing on the study abroad segment and the prospects of the sector within the South African context.  

The paucity of broader studies in the South African context highlights the need for further empirical inquiries into 

edutourism in South Africa, in this case, focussing on understanding the profiles of study-abroad edutourism 

stakeholders. Although Africa possesses a diverse culture, abundant natural resources, and a substantially good 

educational system, many African youths who reside there often dream about participating in tertiary education abroad, 

whether for shorter periods [credit-mobile students] or for the entirety of a degree program [degree-mobile students] 

(David and Masaki, 2023). As noted, consequently, destinations in the Global North are frequently featured in decisions 

to participate in a study abroad programme (UNESCO Institute of Statistics, 2023). Thus, these student migration flows 

often advantage Western countries such as the United Kingdom, the United States, and Australia (Brooks and Waters, 

2011; David and Masaki, 2023). As such, this study aims to propose strategies which could be implemented to attract the 

regional (African) study-abroad population, which extant research suggests is prone to gravitating towards the Global North 

in most instances (Brooks and Waters, 2011; David and Masaki, 2023; UNESCO Institute of Statistics, 2023).  

Despite evidence that a growing share of international students emanate from and move towards the Global South, 

the international student migration literature has focused mainly on students in or from the Global North and their 

experiences in programmes such as Erasmus (Hallberg Adu, 2019).  

As highlighted in Figure 1, it is observed that while Asia is a significant source of international students (52%), 

Europe constitutes a primary source (16%) and a significant destination (39%). This suggests that more st udents from 

the Global North (Europe and North America) are studying abroad, and these regions are often selected as study-abroad 

destinations. In this regard, it is warranted to consider these power dynamics in relation to students from the Global 

North and within the Global South, particularly in Africa (South Africa). Nevertheless, regional (African) students, like 

students from other parts of the world, may choose to study in the Global North for a variety of reasons, such as quality of 

education, diversity of programs, research opportunities, employment opportunities, English as a medium of instruction, 

cultural exposure, internationalisation of education, political stability and safety, access to resources, visa and immigration 

opportunities, global networking, and perceived quality of life (Bhandari et al., 2018; David and Masaki, 2023).  
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However, international students' motivations and recruitment cannot be independent of the intersectional influences 

of historical, geographical, economic, political, and cultural contexts, as is highlighted in the global literature by the 

small number of international students who choose to study in developing or emerging nations (Gyamera and Asare, 

2023). The current enquiry, therefore, should shed light on the South African context.  
 

 
Figure 1. Destination and origin of international students across the continents (Source: Guillerme, 2022) 

 

Many institutions in emerging destinations such as South Africa have worked hard to reposition themselves to 

compete with other universities worldwide for the attention of international students, following global trends. These 

include creating mission statements, growing current programmes, working with "prestigious" institutions abroad, and 

using the counsel and direction of international experts (Gyamera, 2015). Despite certain improvements, these higher 

education institutions draw comparatively fewer students (Statista, 2023). Therefore, a concerted focus is needed for these 

institutions to reposition themselves as worthy competitors. This study aims to shed light on a better understanding of the 

decision-making process of study-abroad students in the South African context and the Global South more generally. 

 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Several theoretical frameworks seek to explain students’ profiles and motivations for studying abroad. A familiar 

theory for understanding travel motivation is the “push and pull” model, which has been used to describe international 

ecotourists decision-making processes while choosing edutourism destinations (Statista, 1977). The core concept of this 

model supposes that an individual’s choice of a travel destination is broken down into two factors.  

Push factors encourage the student to study abroad, whereas pull factors entice the student to a particular region, 

nation, or university (Åmo and Doornich, 2023). If the student chooses to study abroad, the model shows a sequence for 

choosing a destination and then a university (Mazzarol and Soutar, 2002). Additionally, social and psychological factors 

often trigger the desire to study abroad. Dann's theory of push and pull motivations (1981), when extrapolated by 

Crompton’s socio-psychological motivations (1979) and Pearce and Lee’s travel career patterns (TCP) (2005), illustrates 

how different theories are related in that students who study abroad develop a desire to advance, whether it be 

academically, mentally, or physically, (Abrahams et al., 2023). 

According to Eder et al. (2010:233), deciding to participate in a study-abroad programme includes a complex set of 

factors, including the decision to explore studying abroad, which country to choose, and which institution. Several 

researchers have attempted to identify international students’ motives; it is evident that various factors motivate the 

respondents to study abroad, such as cost, family, better job prospects, quality, environmental, regulatory, cultural, 

political, safety and social factors (Casas Trujillo et al., 2020; Harazneh et al., 2018; Ozoglu et al., 2015; Anderson and 

Bhati, 2012; Ivy, 2010; Lu et al., 2009). Intriguingly, Prazeres (2017) investigated students from the Global North and their 

motives for participating in short-term international exchanges in the Global South and discovered that students see these 

experiences as chances to "leave their comfort zone" and develop a stronger sense of self. From there, it explored the idea of a 

"comfort zone" and examined why young people study or intern in the Global South. This revealed that being removed from 

familiar and comfortable environments—physical, emotional, and cultural—is conducive to self-awareness and self-change.  

The characteristics of the study-abroad student profile are critical factors in understanding the nature of students who 

opt for study-abroad mobilities in South Africa. As noted by Steber (2017), profiling is the process of cultivating insight, 

facts, and knowledge about the target audience’s personalities. To identify the characteristics of tourists, socio-

demographic and travel motivational/intention variables are typically utilised in tourism research. Age, gender, income, 

marital status, occupation, education, and nationality are the main socio-demographic factors.  

According to Cordua and Netz (2022), students' socio-demographic characteristics significantly impact their decision to 

study abroad. As a result, the decision to pursue studies abroad is influenced by micro-level variables related to the 
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student's personal circumstances, traits, and goals, such as age, language proficiency, prior exposure to international 

environments, financial resources, socioeconomic background, social connections, familial obligations, and the expected 

impact on their academic achievements (Souto-Otero et al., 2013; Van Mol and Timmerman, 2014; Netz, 2015). The 

Integrated Student Choice model is predicated on the notion that students' intentions to study abroad are influenced by 

sociodemographic traits, financial situation, cultural and social capital, and habitus, which is shaped by social class, 

educational and home environments (Salisbury et al., 2009). The campus environment can expand a student's habitus, 

which offers possibilities to increase social, cultural, and human capital (Kim and Lawrence, 2021). Social capital describes 

how different social networks and organisations allow students to access materials, assistance, and knowledge. Cultural 

capital is the sum of a person's knowledge, values, and beliefs from their ancestors' social classes and formal education. 

Unlike financial capital, which primarily represents money resources obtained from social class membership, human capital 

comprises academic preparation and accomplishments (Salisbury et al., 2009; Kim and Lawrence, 2021).  

Kim and Lawrence (2019), Salisbury (2011), and Salisbury et al. (2010) assert that the Integrated Student Choice Model 

(ISCM) posits a three-stage decision-making process for studying abroad. Accordingly, prospective students first create an 

educational goal (in this regard, a propensity to study abroad), then recognise and weigh the benefits and drawbacks of 

chances (through discovering programmes and determining opportunity costs), and then pick which course of action to take 

(Kim and Lawrence, 2019). Students' habitus and capital frame the formulation of ambitions (intentions) and decisions to 

study abroad and entail balancing the costs and benefits of possibilities and selecting one that maximises benefits (rational 

choice). The model presupposes that the student habitus (campus) provides an important context that can broaden a 

student's habitus by offering opportunities to deepen their social, cultural, and human capital (Petzold and Peter, 2015).  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The research context 

The Western Cape Province of South Africa labelled the “Rainbow” nation due to the diversification of people and 

climate seasons, is one of nine provinces that draw the most tourists during peak seasons (SA-Venues, 2023). The 

province is known for its agriculture, wine and tourism industries (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2023). The area is also 

acknowledged for its higher educational institutes (IEASA, 2020). As illustrated by Figure 2, there are four universities 

in the Western Cape, namely the University of Cape Town (UCT), University of Western Cape (UWC), Cape Peninsula 

University of Technology (CPUT) and Stellenbosch University (SU). Three are listed among the top 2000 universities 

globally (South Africa - The Good News, 2021; Centre for World University Rankings, 2022). According to IEASA 

(2020), UCT and SU are amongst the oldest universities in South Africa. Moreover, CPUT, with campuses in Cape Town, 

Bellville, Mowbray and Wellington, is the only university of technology and the largest university in the province. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Universities in the Western Cape (Source: Author’s construct) 
 

Data collection and analysis 

For this study, both quantitative and qualitative methods were employed. The quantitative data were collected in two 

phases. Phase one between September 2020 and October 2021 and phase two between February – July 2023, via a 

questionnaire distributed among foreign students through the international offices of each of the universities. The data 

collection tool included questions about respondents’ socio-demographic characteristics, tourist activities during their 

study-abroad sojourn and reasons for choosing South Africa. With the average population of 726 foreign students at the 

universities between 2019–2021, an estimated sample size of 131 was decided upon.  

In total, 130 responses were received at the end of the data collection period, and analyses were conducted using the 

Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 28. For the qualitative study, semi-structured interviews were 

conducted between November 2020 and December 2021 using purposive sampling with 5 key informant personnel 

[KIP01 – KIP05] (3 at international offices of the targeted HEIs in the WC and 2 coordinators from German 
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universities). The inclusion of coordinators from two German universities was given the fact that the biggest group of 

foreign students at the four universities were from Germany. Transcripts were pulled from the recorded interviews, and a 

content analysis was conducted to highlight common themes associated with the study's aim.  

The findings, as collated, present (a) the demographic details of the sample, (b) factors influencing studen ts' choice 

of South Africa as a study-abroad destination in terms of descriptive presentations and thematic annotations; discussions 

will accompany these presentations and focus on the potential implications of the responses collated.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Demographic profiles of respondents 

Table 2 presents the demographic profiles of 

the respondents according to which a homogenous 

pattern in terms of age and gender is identified, 

which is consistent with extant literature (Anderson 

and Bhati, 2012; Lam et al., 2016; Harazneh et al., 

2018). 59.2% of the respondents were female, 40% 

were male, and 0.8% were gender variant/non-

conforming. The data collected further reflects that 

most participants (84.0%) were between the ages 

of eighteen (18) and twenty-four (24) years of age, 

while the remaining 16.0% were between the ages 

of twenty-five (25) and over thirty-four (34) years 

of age. In terms of the origin of the international 

students, the feedback highlights a European 

dominance of the respondents as reflected in Table 

2, with Austria (0.8%), Belgium (3.8%), Brazil 

(0.8%), Finland (1.5%), France (20%), Germany 

(35.4%), Hungary (0.8%), Italy (4.6%), Japan 

(0.8%), Netherlands (4.6%), Norway (2.3%), 

Slovakia (0.8%), Slovenia (0.8%), Sweden (1.5%), 

Switzerland (5.4%), Ukraine (0.8 %) and United 

Kingdom (0.8%). The remainder of the 

respondents (1.5%) were Multinational and from 

the United States of America (13.1%).  

Regarding their majors at the various 

universities, the majority (43.1%) were 

undertaking business studies, 23.8% enrolled in 

social sciences, 9.2% in natural sciences, 4.6% in 

humanities, 3.1% in education and engineering 

respectively, 2.3% in media studies and 

communication, and another 2.3% selected the 

‘other’ category (automotive, business/economics, 

foreign trade). The remaining students were spread 

over other disciplines, such as architecture, 

hospitality and tourism, health sciences, 

mathematics and art and design, with 0.8% each. In 

addition, computer sciences, social and community 

welfare and education all had 1.5% representation, 

respectively. Regarding their source of funding, 

most of the respondents (44.6%) noted that they 

were self-funded, 23.0% were partially self-funded 

and partially on a scholarship, 14.6% on a full 

scholarship, 6.2% were on a financial aid scheme 

from their country’s government, and 11.5% 

noted their parents funded them. Asked to 

indicate what category of international student 

they were, most (87.5%) noted that they were 

exchange students, 6% indicated they were 

freemovers, 5.5% were visiting graduate students, 

and 0.8% indicated they were research students. 

Table 2. Summary of sample profile of the respondents (n=130) 
 

Characteristics Category 
Total 

(in %) 

Nationality 

Austria 
Belgium 
Brazil 

Finland 
France 

Germany 
Hungary 

Italy 
Japan 

Multinational 
Netherlands 

Norway 
Slovakia 
Slovenia 
Sweden 

Switzerland 
Ukraine 

United Kingdom 
United States of America 

0.8 
3.8 
0.8 
1.5 
20.0 
35.4 
0.8 
4.6 
0.8 
1.5 
4.6 
2.3 
0.8 
0.8 
1.5 
5.4 
0.8 
0.8 
13.1 

Gender 
Male 

Female 
Non-conforming 

40.0 
59.2 
0.8 

Age (in years) 
18-24 
25-34 

83.8 
16.2 

Current  

place of 
residence 

(accommo-

dation) 

Homestay (living with a host family) 
Purchased condominium or house. 

Renting by myself 
Renting with family members 

Renting with strangers 
University residence 

1.5 
3.1 
22.3 
2.3 
31.5 
39.2 

Study  

type 

Freemover 
Exchange Student 

Visiting graduate Student 
Research Student 

6.3 
87.5 
5.5 
0.8 

Study  
major 

Agriculture 
Architecture 

Art and Design 
Business (Marketing, Commerce, Accounting) 
Computer Science & Information Technology 

Education 
Engineering 

Health Science 
Hospitality & Tourism 

Humanities 
Mathematics / Actuarial Science / Statistics 

Media Studies / Communication / Journalism 
Natural Sciences 

Other (Automotive Business/Economics, Foreign Trade) 
Social and Community Services / Law enforcement 

Social Sciences 

3.1 
0.8 
0.8 
43.1 
1.5 
1.5 
3.1 
0.8 
0.8 
4.6 
0.8 
2.3 
9.2 
2.3 
1.5 
23.8 

Main source  
of funding 

Parents 
Self-funding 
Scholarship 

Self-funding and partial scholarship 
Student loans 

11.5 
44.6 
14.6 
23.1 
6.2 

 

Finally, when the respondents were asked to indicate their current form of accommodation, 31.5% stated they were 

renting with strangers, and 39.2% were using the university’s residences. 22.3% of the respondents were renting by 

themselves, 2.3% were renting with family members, 3.1% in a condominium, and the remainder (1.5%) resided in a 
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homestay (that is, living with a host family). These results are important when considered in light of South Africa’s 

place within the context of Africa and the Global South more generally. With some universities, such as the University 

of Cape Town and Stellenbosch University, ranked among the best globally (Abrahams and Bama, 2022; Abrahams et 

al., 2023), the results point to an allure for students from the Global North.  

With extant research highlighting an increased involvement of students from the Global South and Africa, in 

particular, in the higher education academy, the results of this study present a somewhat surprising outlook with an 

absence of participants from countries in the region. Such a result may suggest these South African universities' lack of 

focused promotional strategies in targeting students from the continent. Current literature on international higher 

education notes that African students have been drawn towards the Global North by the allure of financial support 

through grants and scholarships (David and Masaki, 2023; Ke et al., 2022). This scenario may not be accessible in the 

South African context or perhaps is blurred by the absence of focused marketing initiatives. Financial constraints could 

also explain the absence of students from other parts of Africa, who may be studying in South African universities but 

not enrolled on the international student category due to other considerations and, therefore, not part of this enquiry.  
 

South African universities as study-abroad destinations  

Through the statistical analysis of factors influencing study-abroad students' selection of South African universities, 

the current study noted a cross-section of both push and pull factors accounting for this attraction. Statements about 

motivational elements were posed to respondents on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from not at all important, 

unimportant, neither important nor unimportant, important, and very important. In some analytical cases, replies were 

categorised as Important (important + extremely important) or Unimportant (not at all important + unimportant) for 

convenience of reporting. The attractiveness of a different cultural experience (97.3%), living in another country 

(97.3%), international experience (96.0%), and making new friends (81.4%) were cited as crucial considerations for 

enrolling in a study-abroad programme by the majority of respondents. Unimportant considerations, on the other hand, 

were being with my partner (89.3%), a lack of available programmes in my native country (82.7%), funding (78.7%), 

and where my friends are going (78.3%). Such feedback could be beneficial to study-abroad marketers. 

Furthermore, an Oblivion rotation with Kaiser normalisation was used to perform a factor analysis on a pattern matrix 

of the principal component, which identified five motivating factors that push students to participate in a study abroad 

experience, which were labelled based on similarities in characteristics, as shown in Table 3. The factors explained 64% of 

the total variance, with a high-reliability coefficient of 0.77 (the highest) to an acceptable coefficient of 0.55 (the lowest) 

(Taber, 2018:1278), suggesting that each component had internal consistency. Finally, all the factors loaded with a loading 

larger than 0.3 suggested a relatively high correlation between the factors and their component items. The factor scores 

were derived as an average for all relevant items to allow interpretation with respect to the original five-point Likert scale 

of measurement. Furthermore, the standard deviations ranged from 0.799 (the lowest) to 4.339 (the highest). The following 

push factors influenced students to enrol in study abroad courses, as shown in Table 3: quality and network aspects (Factor 

1), marketing and financial concerns (Factor 2), foreign exposure (Factor 3), socio-cultural (Factor 4) and regulatory 

(Factor 5). International exposure was the most important push element for students, with a mean score of 4.82, followed 

by quality and network aspects (3.34), socio-cultural (2.47), marketing and financial concerns (2.39), and regulatory (1.57). 
 

Table 3. Push factors for selecting South African universities (n=130, in %) KEY: FL= Factor loading;  

Mean= M; Reliability coefficient= RC; Average interitem correlation= AIC; Standard deviation= SD 
 

Motivational Factors and Items FL M RC AIC SD 

Factor 1: Quality and Network Aspects  3.34 0.73 .471 4.133 

Further career prospects 0.79     

International exposure in the field of study 0.69     

Quality education 0.69     

Parental encouragement 0.49     

To make new friends 0.47     

Factor 2: Marketing & Financial Considerations  2.39 0.77 .460 4.339 

Cost of study 0.79     

Sponsorships 0.70     

University marketing activities 0.66     

University counsellor influence 0.61     

To become independent 0.47     

Factor 3: International exposure  4.82 0.64 .472 0.799 

Living in another country 0.82     

International experience  0.70     

Factor 4: Socio-Cultural  2.47 0.56 .406 2.324 

Where my friends are going 0.76     

To be with my partner 0.54     

Factor 5: Regulatory  1.57 0.55 .383 1.768 

Expected as part of the university programme 0.84     

Lack of available programmes in the home country 0.53     

Total variance explained: 64% 
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Respondents’ motivations for selecting South African universities were considered. Natural and environmental factors 

(93.3%), favourable climate and weather conditions (86.6%), use of English as a teaching medium (82.6%), common 

language (65.3%), and lower cost of living in South Africa (56.0%) were cited as primary motivators for choosing South 

Africa as the destination by respondents. Moreover, the factor analysis yielded the following results as shown in Table 4; 

the factors accounted for 66% of the total variance, explained in terms of a high-reliability 0.88 (the highest) to an 

adequate coefficient of 0.65 (the lowest) (Taber, 2018:1278), indicating that each of the factors has internal consistency.  

The standard deviations ranged from 2.515 (the lowest) to 6.570 (the highest). The fol lowing pull factors for students to 

participate in study abroad programmes in South Africa were identified: quality (Factor 1), socio-political (Factor 2), 

marketing (Factor 3), environmental (Factor 4) and social (Factor 5). With a mean value of 4.13, environmental was the 

most important push factor for students, followed by social (3.58), quality (2.77), marketing (2.45) and socio -political 

(2.12). Table 4 highlights the feedback from the factor analysis (pull factors) from the respondents. 
 

Table 4. Pull factors for selecting South African universities (n=130, in %) KEY: FL= Factor loading; 

Mean= M; Reliability coefficient= RC Average interitem correlation= AIC; Standard deviation= SD 
 

Motivational Factors and Items FL M RC AIC SD 

Factor 1: Quality   2.77 0.88 .653 5.393 

Qualified and friendly academic staff 0.80     

Expertise and specialisation in area of study interest 0.75     

Availability of labs and research instruments 0.67     

Accreditation and reputation of the country and its institutions 0.62     

University services 0.62     

Factor 2: Socio-Political  2.12 0.86 .688 6.570 

Low rate of discrimination 0.84     

Safety and security 0.75     

Favourable government policies 0.67     

Familiarity with own culture 0.62     

Closeness to the home country (proximity) 0.49     

Political or historical ties with South Africa 0.48     

Easy to get visa/visa-free 0.46     

Factor 3: Marketing  2.45 0.83 .516 5.604 

Referrals from friends, family members and social media 0.76     

Domestic websites 0.69     

Media advertising 0.67     

Overseas websites 0.65     

Lower cost of living in South Africa 0.54     

Easy admission 0.51     

Factor 4: Environmental  4.13 0.74 .798 2.515 

Natural and environmental factors, e.g., landscape and beach 0.89     

Favourable climate and weather conditions 0.88     

Factor 5: Social  3.58 0.65 .449 2.946 

English as the teaching medium 0.84     

Common language and travel 0.69     

University ranking 0.50     

Total variance explained:  66%     

 

Mounting evidence, especially in the developing context, suggests that the edutourism sector represents an essential 

segment of the tourism industry that could be leveraged. For instance, with 2.2% of the worldwide share and 40,712 

foreign students, South Africa was the world's eighth most popular foreign student-receiving location in 2019. In this 

light, one of the participants, a coordinator of the international office of one of the universities , noted the following 

about the future of study-abroad programmes. South Africa, in general, is very popular with our students, they feel it is 

cheap, beautiful and everyone speaks good English, so it is very popular. However, not many students are going there 

because, as I said, a partner company employs them during their entire studies, so they alternate with three months of 

studies here at [home university]. Three months of practice, so if they want to study abroad, they have to check the 

semester dates of the partner university. So, the problem with Cape Town [South Africa] is that all un iversities have 

very long semester dates, which is a problem. They have to negotiate with their company that they will be set out for 

longer, which does not always work. Therefore, not many students end up going there, but if they did not have this 

length issue, I am sure there would be many more students because many would be interested in going there (KIP04). 

Supporting this nuanced optimism, a representative from another university stated: From what I have seen, many 

students want to come to the Western Cape, Cape Town [South Africa]. I have seen an increase in the number of 

students who want to travel here they want to come, and I think it is because of the destination…  

Also, students have seen the advertising and the university and what it has to offer. South Africa is a good 

destination; foreign students want to come here, and I hope they will keep wanting to come (KIP02). In line with the 

existing optimism, the participants were asked what could be done to make these programmes more attractive. 
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Suggestions were made to focus on marketing efforts, increasing internationalisation within the respective institutions, 

engaging in partnerships with more institutions with aligned programmes for exchange purposes, and  increasing co-

funding models. Furthermore, partnerships with government and other sector partners that could market the destinations 

were highlighted as a potential leverage. In this light, and related to marketing efforts, one of the key informants noted 

that with the current generation of study abroad students, social media platforms can effectively promote study abroad 

programs. It also gives students to stay a part of the community they joined when coming to a study program.  

This can be expanded through advertisements on sites like TikTok and YouTube (KIP03). Further emphasis on 

partnerships and funding arrangements saw one of the representatives indicate that most international offices in higher 

education universities have partnerships with other universities, and staff travel happens at that level.  

Nevertheless, this still needs to be developed more because it would be nice for staff, especially those doing this 

work, to see how it is done in other countries because study abroad is such a big field. There is study abroad at every 

university that is exchanging students. The only difference is that the European Union makes funding available for 

students to study abroad and staff exchanges such as ERUMAS+ funding for programmes (KIP01).  

The findings of this study highlight that South Africa is considered a popular study-abroad destination, with several 

push and pull factors accounting for the destination's allure. Cultural diversity, international exposure and experience, 

and the opportunity to visit friends and family are posited as some of the push factors. In addition, ease of 

communication, cost of living, and environmental factors were the key pull factors highlighted. Given the current levels 

of international student mobility in Sub-Saharan Africa (430 000), which should hit close to 900000 by 2050, South 

Africa’s position as a prime destination for study-abroad programmes on the continent looks promising (Kigotho, 2023; 

Oyeleye, 2023). Nevertheless, the glaring absence of students from other African countries as part of this study raises 

nuanced concerns about the quality and quantity of marketing efforts currently dedicated to the segment. Ke et al (2022) 

assert that marketing efforts are essential if a destination is to leverage to potential of their international student niche in 

developing both the educational and tourism potential it can engender. In addition, the interviewed key informant 

personnel from the international offices also lend their voices to this element by highlighting the various avenues 

through which marketing efforts can be dedicated. To maintain the current positive outlook, focused marketing 

campaigns with effective, efficient and transparent communications are suggested. The streamlining of visa regimes is 

contended to be a limiting element for the student within the content who may be interested in such programmes. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The current study presented an initiation point for analysing study-abroad participation initiatives within the South 

African and Global South context more generally. The study involved 130 students and 5 key informants. It concluded 

that combining pull and push factors were essential for successfully leveraging the study-abroad segment as a sub-niche 

within the edutourism sector. To ascertain and obtain further insights into the value and potent ial of the study-abroad 

programmes in promoting edutourism in South Africa and Africa more generally, longitudinal studies should be 

undertaken, given the limitations that were experienced during this study, prime among which was the limited sample 

due in part to the impacts of the COVID-19 regulations which restricted access to a broader sample.  

Furthermore, a key issue that was not considered as part of the scope of the research entailed examining the factors 

and reasons for the complete absence of students from countries in Africa from the study sample. Given the lessons 

learned from the COVID-19 pandemic, much evidence points to the need to leverage the African student market, most 

of whom paradoxically gravitate towards the Global North for study-abroad opportunities (UNESCO Institute of 

Statistics, 2023).  Evidently, in the context of probable future disasters, leveraging regional student m arkets provides a 

prudent approach to safeguarding the study-abroad segment in the face of stringent regulations. It is recommended that 

HEIs, in making suggestions, engage with the government authorities and consider the broader ramifications and 

realities that the investments into the study-abroad segment are bound to attract.  

Additionally, the study found a concerted paucity of consultation between key stakeholder groups. It is, therefore, 

imperative to set up a framework to guide how the communication between the different stakeholder groups involved in 

developing and marketing the study-abroad segment of the edutourism industry should be managed more broadly.  
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Abstract: This study aims to investigate the long-term relationship between Malaysian tourism, energy consumption, and 

their association with economic growth, and financial development, using the Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) 

method. Utilizing annual data spanning from 1990 to 2020, this research examines how increased international tourist 

arrivals, economic growth, and financial development contribute to energy consumption in Malaysia. The study's findings 

reveal that growing tourism escalates energy demands for transportation, accommodation, and leisure activities. Furthermore, 

economic expansion drives energy usage through business expansion and increased industrial activities. Financial progress 

facilitates capital accessibility, leading to investments in energy-intensive sectors. In conclusion, to ensure sustainable future 

energy demand, this study underscores the importance of eco-friendly tourism practices that stimulate economic growth while 

minimizing emissions. Sustainable economic and financial strategies are also essential. 
 

Key words: Energy use; Tourist arrivals; Economic growth; Financial development; Sustainable tourism; Climate change 

 
*  *  *  *  *  *  

 

INTRODUCTION              

Energy is the main wheel of the rising Malaysian economy, and it is essential to find out which factors are related to energy 

demand (Begum et al., 2023). In Malaysia, rising tourism sectors, increasing income, and spreading financial development 

might be correlated with energy demand (Raihan and Tuspekova, 2022a). The general thinking is that tourism is one of the most 

noticeable service industries, making it an extremely important international industry (Nocca et al., 2023). According to the 

World Travel and Tourism Council's latest findings, the tourism industry contributed 10.3% of the world's total gross domestic 

product (GDP) in 2019 and brought in 8.9 trillion dollars worldwide in income (WTTC, 2022). Even amid an economic 

downturn, tourism can help a nation's economy recover and thrive because it can help create jobs and generate money (such as 

earnings in a foreign currency), both of which are important contributors to economic growth (Jahanger et al., 2023). 

Nevertheless, tourism remains Malaysia's most important source of overseas revenue and a major factor in the country's 

overall development. In 2019, Malaysia welcomed 26 million international tourists (World Bank, 2022), nearly the country's 

total population. In the year 2020, the tourism industry in Malaysia contributed 14.1% to the country's GDP. In addition, 

Malaysia's growing tourism industry was responsible for providing 11.4% of all jobs in the country. This tourism business 
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employed around 1.5 million people directly or indirectly. Since 2012, China surpassed Thailand as Malaysia's third-largest 

tourist source, with over 2 million annual Chinese visitors by 2016, peaking at 2.94 million in 2018 (Tourism Malaysia, 2020). 

Tourism Malaysia, under the Ministry of Tourism, promotes the country internationally (Musa et al., 2023). COVID-19 

caused a drastic 83.4% drop in 2020's international tourist arrivals to 4.3 million (Tourism Malaysia, 2020). However, 

Malaysia reopened its borders in 2021, leading to a positive resurgence in the tourism industry's growth (Shaari et al., 2022b). 

Tourism's growth boosts income but escalates energy use (Kumail et al., 2023; Liu et al., 2023; Ventura et al., 2023), 

driven by increased hotel stays and transit use (Dogan and Aslan, 2017). Particularly, aviation exacerbates energy 

consumption and emissions. Malaysia's National Tourism Policy (2020-2030) emphasizes balancing income with sustainable 

transformation, competitiveness, and environmental protection. Stagnation in Malaysia's tourism industry stems from lacking 

innovation, government reliance, and unsustainable practices. To remain competitive and eco-friendly, the industry must pivot 

towards responsible consumption, supporting Net Zero Emission (NZE) goals and decarbonization. Energy consumption is 

vital for economic progress but must be balanced to mitigate negative impacts (Selvanathan et al., 2021). While driving 

technological advancement and growth, excessive energy use harms the environment, increasing carbon dioxide (CO2) 

concentrations and driving climate change (Nocca et al., 2023). This harms ecosystems and human well-being (Pan et al., 

2021). Tourism contributes almost 5% of global emissions, mainly from transport (75%) and lodgings (20%). Malaysia's 

energy sector faces emission challenges (Shaari et al., 2022a; Ridzuan et al., 2022), alongside natural disasters. Over three 

decades, Malaysia's tourism and energy consumption surged, necessitating sustainable practices for environmental resilience. 

The intricate interplay of energy, emissions, and tourism captivates scholars, as does the nexus of globalization, energy 

sources, economic growth, and usage (Işik et al., 2020a). Recent research highlights factors like technological evolution, 

economic status, urbanization, regional environmental policies, and industry composition influencing travel (Pan et al., 2021; 

Thang, 2022). Rural tourism success hinges on rural business engagement, while "entertainment tourism" success entails 

quality services, logistics, marketing, and safety (Luo et al., 2021). Evolving travel trends alter these dynamics. Countries 

promote agricultural, rural, and medical tourism interchangeably (Cham et al., 2021). Many nations explore tourism's CO2 

impact tied to energy (Shi et al., 2022). Tourism wields both positive and negative pollution effects, explored through 

empirical studies (Dogru et al., 2019a; Işik et al., 2020b). Scarce research examines this link in a single, expanding upper-

middle-income nation like Malaysia. Thus, this study delves into how Malaysia's tourism affects its energy consumption. 

This study explores how tourism affects energy use in Malaysia, revealing a lasting connection. By predicting energy 

changes tied to tourism, economic growth, and development, the study fills an important gap. Since tourism is crucial for 

Malaysia's economy (Solarin, 2014), it's vital to understand its energy impact for effective carbon emission rules. The 

research focuses on sustainability, looking at environmental, economic, and socio-cultural aspects. Recommendations aim at 

creating jobs, preserving local culture, and balancing socio-cultural, economic, and environmental aspects. This approach 

ensures Malaysia's tourism lasts long and follows global trends. For policymakers in Malaysia and similar developing nations 

relying on tourism, the study suggests considering energy efficiency and clean technologies. This aligns with Sustainable 

Development Goal 7. It also emphasizes reducing pollution, managing waste, and supporting cultural sites, contributing to 

Goals 8, 12, and 14 for sustainable growth and resource use. In the post-COVID-19 world, where tourism helps economic 

recovery, this study guides national policies in line with Malaysia's Paris Agreement goals. The article comprises five sections: 

an introduction, a literature review, a methodology, findings and discussion, and a conclusion with policy implications. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Rising energy demand is a concern and there is a link between growing economies, trade, FDI, industrialization, GDP 

growth, urbanization, and rising energy use. Tourism has a significant impact on the economy, but its effect on CO2 

emissions has been neglected. Some research has found a connection between tourism and energy consumption, but more 

investigation is needed to understand the impact of tourism on the environment. For example, tourism activity can lead to 

increased emissions in Mediterranean countries (Gao et al., 2021; Alola and Alola, 2018), high-income countries within the 

OECD (Balsalobre-Lorente et al., 2023), Golf member countries (Farooq et al., 2023), Middle Eastern nations (Onifade et 

al., 2023), emerging countries (Nathaniel et al., 2023). Katircioglu (2014) found that tourism is a major factor in the rise of 

energy consumption, similar to Zhang and Gao (2016) who found that tourism has a substantial impact on GDP growth and 

CO2 emissions in China. However, a few studies have suggested the opposite, such as certain Middle Eastern regions 

(Voumik et al., 2023a), G7 nations (Ahmad et al., 2022), top tourist destinations (Ansari and Villanthenkodath, 2022), and 

countries involved in the Belt and Road initiative (Umurzakov et al., 2023).  

Jebli and Hadhri (2018) used the feedback hypothesis to confirm short-run Granger causality between touristic zone 

development and energy consumption. They found only one path of long-term causation between energy use and 

international travel using a vector error correction model (VECM). Tang et al. (2016) investigated dynamic causal and 

inter-relationships between India's tourist sector, GDP growth, and energy use, finding only roughly 9 per cent of the GDP-

tourism gap could be attributed to energy use. The growth in tourism and the economy significantly impacted the total 

amount of energy consumed. Ali et al. (2018) found a strong correlation between renewable energy use and tourism in 

nations with higher GDP, suggesting a feedback loop between the two industries. 
Nepal et al. (2019) found a one-way causal relationship between energy use and the number of visitors, demonstrating 

how the consumption of firewood and reduced reliance on fossil fuels affected tourism in Nepal and other developing 

countries. Dogan and Aslan (2017) discovered no correlation between the quantity of tourists visiting European Union 

member states and candidate nations and overall energy consumption. Gamage et al. (2017) found that an increase in tourism 
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in Sri Lanka would not substantially influence the country's ecological system. Raihan (2023) used the DOLS approach to 

report that recent investigations found that tourism increases CO2 emissions in the Philippines, Thailand, and Chile. 

Recently, research has focused on the relationship between tourism and energy consumption. Gokmenoglu and Eren 

(2020) analyzed 55 years of data (1960-2015) to determine the impact of tourists from other countries on Turkey's energy 

use. They found a one-way causal relationship between the number of tourists and energy consumption, using the bootstrap 

method to adjust for multiple correlations. The study concluded that Turkey's high energy consumption is largely due to its 

large number of visitors from other countries. Amin et al. (2020) found a long-term, unidirectional causal link between the 

rise in the number of visitors and energy use. Selvanathan et al. (2021) evaluated the correlations between tourism, energy 

consumption, carbon emissions, and GDP for South Asian countries and found that tourism positively affects energy 

consumption in Bangladesh, India, Nepal, and Pakistan. However, the expansion of the tourist industry in South Asia poses 

a significant risk to the environment due to growing CO2 emissions, which could harm the quality of the environment. 

Tourism's impact on the natural world is a concern due to the increasing energy demand for activities like 

transportation, housing, and retail services (Ali et al., 2020). High-middle-income nations' primary energy consumption has 

a one-way causal relationship with visitors' expenditures and the net inflow of international tourists over the long run (Shi 

et al., 2020). The primary energy use of high-income nations is causally associated with the per-capita expenditure of 

foreign tourists in a short-run, one-way relationship. Tourism's impact on energy use varies based on the countries' GNP. 

The article examines the link between carbon emissions and tourism's impact on energy consumption. Raihan et al. (2022c) 

found that a 1% increase in tourism results in a 0.04% rise in CO2 emissions. A paired Granger causality test revealed that 

tourism is a primary sector responsible for CO2 emissions. 

Tourism expansion and economic growth are shown to go hand in hand in Germany by Isik et al. (2018), while in China 

and Turkey, it is the reverse. Dogru et al. (2019b), employing the ARDL method, reported that a depreciation of the local 

currency improves the balance of US tourism trade with Canada, Mexico, and the UK, but the results were inconclusive 

overall. Isik et al. (2020a) confirmed the validity of the tourism-driven EKC theory in the French context and confirm that 

countries like France, Italy, the UK, and the US can benefit from a decrease in their CO2 emissions if they increase their use 

of renewable energy sources. However, a rise in the country's foreign tourist arrivals has a net positive effect on Italy's 

carbon footprint. For the top 10 most visited countries, Isik et al. (2017a) found evidence of causality between tourist 

arrivals, tourism receipts, energy consumption, and economic growth. Isik et al. (2017b) demonstrated that rising GDP, 

improved financial markets, increased exports and imports, and higher tourism spending all contributed to rising CO2 

emissions in Greece. From 1996Q3 to 2015Q1, Ongan et al. (2017) looked into how changes in real exchange rates and 

revenue affected demand for international travel to the US from selected EU countries finding that visitors to the US are 

more responsive to shifts in the actual exchange rate than they are to shifts in GDP. More recent studies by Voumik et al. 

(2023b) explored the impact of tourism, GDP, renewable energy, and fossil fuel towards environmental degradation at top 

ten most attraction tourist destinations at Africa. The main outcome showed that higher renewable energy reduced the 

carbon emissions, while higher number tourist arrivals and fossil fuels lead towards higher releases of carbon emissions.  

Research conducted by Irfan et al. (2023) on China's tourism industry from 2001 to 2019 reveals that tourism related 

activities (i.e., food and beverage, shopping and entertainment) significantly contribute to greenhouse gas emissions. In the long 

run, the tourism-traveling sector is one of the primary contributor to CO2 emissions. Xiong et al. (2022) used the ARDL method 

to investigate the influence of tourism on environmental quality in the USA. Their findings highlight a significant connection 

between tourism and both greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution, indicating an adverse impact on people's lives. Yıldırım 

et al. (2023) found that by analyzing tourism revenues alongside variables such as trade openness, financial development, 

urbanization, and energy consumption in Mediterranean countries, it was observed that an increase in tourism revenue was 

correlated with a rise in CO2 emissions. Other studies in the Middle East have found similar findings (Al Fahmawee and 

Jawabreh, 2023). Recently, groundbreaking econometric techniques have been employed to investigate the GDP- CO2 nexus, 

yielding novel insights. The study conducted by Jiang and Yu (2023) investigated the relationship between greenhouse gas 

emissions and economic activity in China, revealing significant trade-offs between rapid economic growth and environmental 

quality. This research highlights the increasing difficulties that economies face in pursuing the SDGs through rapidly expanding 

sectors such as tourism.  In accordance with Ghosh et al. (2023), who utilize innovative quantile regression techniques, 

economic advancement is of paramount importance. This is evidenced by the strong positive relationship between GDP 

growth and carbon dioxide emissions, particularly in developing nations such as the BRICS group.  The findings of Usman et 

al. (2023) suggest that the use of ARDL bound testing reveals that economic growth, non-renewable energy utilization, and 

trade openness have a detrimental effect on environmental quality and an increase in carbon emissions in Pakistan. 

The adverse impacts of tourism on CO2 emissions have been thoroughly documented and widely recognized across the 

globe. Guo et al. (2023) find that initial growth in manufacturing and services increases fossil fuel consumption and CO2 

emissions, but long-term expansion in the tourism service sector in Asian developing countries is expected to mitigate 

environmental degradation. This supports the tourism growth hypothesis, predicting increased inbound arrivals in Asia. 

Raihan (2023) explores interdependent effects in the Philippines, indicating that a 1% increase in economic growth, 

urbanization, industrialization, and tourism corresponds to CO2 emission increases of 0.16%, 1.25%, 0.06%, and 0.02%, 

respectively. Farooq et al. (2023) reveal positive correlations between economic growth, foreign investment, tourism 

investment, electricity production, and population density with CO2 emissions in the Gulf region. Azam and Raza (2022) 

analyze global data (1990-2018), showing positive correlations between economic growth, foreign investment, tourism 

investment, electricity production, and population density with CO2 emissions. 
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Research on the ecological consequences of financial growth and trade openness, aimed at acquiring advanced 

technologies for reducing CO2 emissions, has been explored. Habiba et al. (2023) find that financial development 

contributes to increased CO2 emissions and environmental degradation, but when combined with renewable energy, the 

impact can be mitigated. Ren et al. (2023) show that the link between financial development and CO2 emissions is more 

pronounced in areas with lower poverty levels, with structural factors playing a role in mitigating this association. 

However, financial development has both positive and negative effects on CO2 emissions at the regional level, leading to 

spatial spillover effects. Foreign investment's environmental impact varies across countries with differing income levels. 

Huang and Guo (2023) discover that in the Europe & Central Asia region, financial development tends to separate 

carbon emissions from economic growth, while in the Eastern Partnership, Sub-Saharan Africa, and Middle East and 

North Africa regions, financial development correlates with increased carbon emissions.  

Several studies suggest that energy consumption affects economic growth and environmental quality (Amin et al., 

2020; Isik et al., 2021), but there is limited research on tourism's impact on energy use, particularly in Malaysia.  This 

study aimed to address this knowledge gap by investigating the relationship between tourism, energy consumption, GDP 

growth, and the financial sector using country-specific time series data. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

1. Data 

This study analyzed annual time-series data from 1990 to 2020, which included data from the Visit Malaysia 

campaign's launch in the 1990s. The study aimed to evaluate the campaign's impact on energy use since its inception. 

The Malaysia Tourism Promotion Board (MTPB) website provided tourism statistics, while the World Development 

Indicator (WDI) provided data on energy consumption, economic growth, and financial development. To reduce 

variance, logarithmic forms were used for the variable of interest. Definitions, units of measurement, and data sources 

for each variable are listed in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Description of the variables and data sources (Source: WDI and MTPB) 
 

Variables Description Logarithmic structures Measurement units Sources 

EU Energy use LEU Kg of oil equivalent per capita WDI 

TR International tourism LTR Number of tourist arrivals MTPB 

GDP Economic growth LGDP GDP per capita (constant Malaysian Ringgit) WDI 

FD Financial development LFD Domestic credit to the private sector (% of GDP) WDI 

 

2. Empirical framework 

  The Cobb-Douglas production function is a reasonable fit if we assume a market-clearing scenario in which energy 

demand is proportional to tourist arrivals, GDP, and financial growth. 
 

EUt = ƒ (TRt; GDPt; FDt)  (1) 
 

Where EUt represents energy use, TRt is employed as a proxy for tourism, GDPt is the proxy for income growth, and 

FDt represents financial development. The subscript t represents ‘time’ 

In this empirical analysis, the exogenous variables are TR, GDP, and FD; and the endogenous variable is EU. 

Theoretically, increasing tourist arrivals is anticipated to contribute to the surge in energy use. Therefore, TR is expected to 

increase EU. Prior studies established that economic growth enhances energy use. Therefore, GDP is expected to increase 

EU. As per previous studies, financial institutions offer funding for economic activities (low-cost loans to consumers and 

enterprises), which encourages energy demand. Therefore, FD is expected to contribute to boosting the EU.  

Although the number of tourist arrivals was the primary variable of interest for this study, the researchers also consider 

other important control variables, such as economic growth and financial development, which are known to influence the 

amount of energy consumed, according to the previous research (Begum et al., 2020; Akan, 2023). The number of visitors 

from other countries and Malaysia's overall demand for energy is formulated as:  
 

LEUt = τ0 + τ1LTRt + τ2LGDPt + τ3LFDt + εt    (2) 
 

where τ1, τ2, and τ3 are the coefficients of the regressors. Besides, εt represents an error term.  

The empirical model was subjected to several innovative econometric procedures. Firstly, the stationarity property of 

the data was analyzed using three-unit root tests, including the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF), Dickey-Fuller generalized 

least squares (DF-GLS), and Phillips-Perron (P-P) tests. The study verified the long-term relationship between the specified 

model and certainty once the integration order of the series was determined. Next, the ARDL bounds test, developed by 

Pesaran et al. (2001), was employed to test for the presence of cointegration between Malaysia's energy consumption and 

other variables used to explain it. Compared to alternative one-time integer procedures, the ARDL bounds test for 

cointegration valuation provides several advantages, such as providing higher reliability for even small sample sizes 

(Ridzuan et al., 2022). It can also be used to test for mixed order of integration, as long as all variables are included in the 

same order. The Akaike information criterion (AIC) was used to select the most effective model order. The following 

Equation represents the ARDL model for the estimation:  
 

LEUt = τ0 + τ1LEUt-1 + τ2LTRt-1 +  τ3LGDPt-1 + τ4LFDt-1 +  qi=11LEUt-1 +  qi=1 2LTRt-1+  qi=13LGDPt-1 +  
q

i=14LFDt-1 + εt  
  (3) 
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The study investigated the long-term and short-term associations between the variables using the ARDL bounds testing 

equation to obtain the F-statistic result. The ARDL model was used to determine the long-run relationship and short-run 

dynamics of a single model's variables in case cointegration was discovered. The ARDL method is suitable for studies 

where variables are kept the same, either at level, first differences, or a combination of the two (Ansari and 

Villanthenkodath, 2022). It is also straightforward to understand and requires only one equation to be set up. The long-term 

relationship between the series was determined, and the short-run coefficients were calculated. The error-correction model 

was evaluated, and the short-run coefficients were obtained as shown in Equation (4). 
 

LEUt = τ0 + τ1LEUt-1 + τ2LTRt-1 +  τ3LGDPt-1 + τ4LFDt-1 +  qi=11LEUt-1 +  qi=1 2LTRt-1+  qi=13LGDPt-1 +  
q

i=14LFDt-1 +ECTt-1 + εt  
  (4) 

 

In Equation (4), the dynamics of error correction and the long-term links between the series are displayed, where q 

represents the lag length of the series and Δ is the first difference operator. The ECT notation refers to the error correction 

term, and the coefficient of the ECT is denoted by θ. This analysis used FMOLS, DOLS, and CCR to examine how energy 

consumption was affected by various factors over time as part of a robustness evaluation. The cointegration requirement 

among  the  I (1)  parameters  must  be  satisfied  before  using  FMOLS,  DOLS,  or  CCR.  These  techniques  account  for 

endogeneity and serial correlation biases resulting from the 

cointegration connection, producing asymptotically efficient 

results. Figure 1 presents the analysis flowchart in its entirety. 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the evaluation of the unit root test provide 

crucial information on the integration characteristics of the 

parameters. This information is necessary to develop long-

term relationships. The ADF, DF-GLS, and PP tests were 

used to evaluate the series' integration features.  

Table 2 outlines the results of the stationarity test, 

revealing that LEU, LTR, and LGDP exhibited a unit root 

problem at the level before becoming stationary after taking 

the first difference. The DF-GLS test showed that LFD was 

not stationary at the level, but became stationary after taking 

the first difference. The ADF and P-P tests revealed that LFD 

was stationary at the level I(0), and became I(1) after taking 

the first difference. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Flow Chart of the Analysis 

 

Table 2. Unit Root test results; *** and ** indicate the significance level at 1% and 5%, respectively 
 

Variables 
ADF DF-GLS P-P 

levels first difference levels first difference levels first difference 

LEU -1.730 -5.502*** -0.174 -3.469** -1.289 -7.813*** 

LTR -1.246 -3.728*** -1.255 -3.507** -1.271 -3.753*** 

LGDP -1.990 -4.318*** 0.180 -4.341*** -1.990 -4.305*** 

LFD -3.228** -4.181*** -1.380 -4.130*** -3.141** -4.154*** 
 

In light of the unit root test findings, the ARDL bounds test was carried out to determine whether the variables 

connected over time. The results of the cointegration study are detailed in Table 3, which can be found here. According to 

the results, the F-statistic value (7.032) was much greater than the critical values at the top limits of 1%, 5%, and 10%. 

Therefore, it may be concluded that these factors have a long-term correlation. 
 

Table 3. ARDL bounds test results  

(Source: Authors estimations) 
 

F-bounds test  
Null hypothesis: No  

degrees of relationship 

Test statistic Estimate Significance I(0) I(1) 

F-statistic 7.032 At 10% 2.37 3.20 

K 3 At 5% 2.79 3.67 

  At 2.5% 3.15 4.08 

  At 1% 3.65 4.66 
 

Table 4. ARDL long and short-run results: dependent variable LEU. (Source: Authors 

estimations) *** and ** indicate the significance level at 1% and 5%, respectively 
 

Variables Long-run Short-run 

Coefficient t-Statistic p-value Coefficient t-Statistic p-value 
LTR 0.021*** 2.186 0.006 0.026** 1.954 0.013 
LGDP 0.948*** 13.747 0.000 0.638*** 4.589 0.000 
LFD 0.036*** 2.922 0.005 0.014** 1.936 0.013 
C 10.716 2.900 0.137 - - - 
ECT (-1) - - - -0.596*** -4.481 0.000 
R2 0.987      
Adjusted R2 0.974      

 

 

The research used the ARDL method to investigate the long-term and short-term interplay between the variables, 
following a long-term relationship established in the bound test. The results of the long-run and short-run estimations are 
presented in Table 4. The study revealed a positive and statistically significant coefficient for LTR, indicating that a 1% 

rise in tourist arrivals leads to a 0.021% increase in energy consumption in the long term and a 0.026% increase in the short 
term. This suggests that the rapid growth of the tourism industry in Malaysia has had a positive impact on energy 
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Year Year 

consumption both in the short and long term. Additionally, the ARDL results showed that GDP and financial development 
positively influence energy consumption, with a significance of 1%. A 1% rise in GDP is associated with a long-term 

increase in energy consumption of 0.95% and a short-term increase of 0.64%. The rapid economic expansion of Malaysia has 
favorable implications for energy usage both in the short and long term. Similarly, the coefficient of LFD shows that a 1% rise 
in financial development has a positive effect on energy consumption patterns in the long run (0.036%) and the short run 
(0.014%). This suggests that greater economic progress is associated with higher energy use, regardless of other variables. 

Other studies have found similar results in economies comparable to ours (Saud et al., 2019; Begum et al., 2020; 
Jahanger et al., 2023; Voumik et al., 2022a; Liu et al., 2023). The growth of GDP leads to increased energy consumption 

and environmental pollution (Majumder et al., 2023; Voumik et al., 2022b). Additionally, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) 
can both promote new sectors and product lines while also impacting emissions and pollution (Ridzuan et al., 2022). 

Our findings are consistent with previous research, which has demonstrated that tourism activity can lead to an increase 
in carbon dioxide emissions, as noted in the case for Mediterranean countries (Gao et al., 2021), high-income countries in 
OECD (Balsalobre-Lorente et al., 2023), golf member countries (Farooq et al., 2023), cases among middle East nations 
(Onifade et al., 2023), the case of emerging countries (Nathaniel et al., 2023), and a case in Malaysia reported by Rahman 

et al. (2022). Few studies have suggested that tourism can lead to a reduced level of CO2 emissions, with exceptions in the 
Middle East (Voumik et al., 2023a), countries members of the G7 group of nations (Ahmad et al., 2022), selected top 
tourist destinations (Ansari and Villanthenkodath, 2022), and selected countries participating in the Belt and Road initiative 
(Umurzakov et al., 2023). It is highly plausible that variations in the relationship between CO2 emissions and tourism 
activities can be attributed to differences in energy policies, tourist attractions, available infrastructure, technological stage 
of countries, environmental regulations, and infrastructure among others (Jahanger et al., 2023; Banga et al., 2023). 

The regression model fits the data well with R2 and adjusted R2 values of 0.987 and 0.974, respectively. This implies 
that changes in the independent variable can be explained nearly completely by the independent causes. Short-run results 
indicate that tourism, economic expansion, and financial development have positive impacts on energy consumption. If 
short-term deviations are balanced over the long run, as the ECT suggests, the error correction coefficient should be 
calculated. The ECT was negative and statistically significant at 1%, indicating that the shock from the previous year 
would be mitigated by 0.60 percentage points this year. The critical level was set at 1%. As time passes, the amplitude 

of the fluctuation decreases, making it possible for a return to equilibrium in the future.  
To validate the model's accuracy, several diagnostic tests were conducted. The log transformation of time-series data 

was evaluated. The results of these tests are presented in Table 5. The Lagrange Multiplier test showed no serial 
correlation, indicating that the data was unrelated. The series was found to have a normal distribution using the Jarque -
Bera normality test, and the Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey heteroscedasticity test demonstrated that the observation did not 
contain any errors in regression. The Ramsey RESET test confirmed that the regression was correctly specified. The log 

form of time-series data did not have any issues with heteroscedasticity or serial correlation, and the model passed the 
stability test since its residual was normally distributed. The p-value of the F-statistic was 0.0000, indicating that the linear 
relationship between the variables had statistical significance. The CUSUM and CUSUMSQ tests were used to determine if 
there was a stable link over a long period, and the plots of the model's coefficients were within the critical bounds and 
significance level (Figure 2). No lines passed the critical bound, indicating the stability of the model was confirmed. 

 

Table 5. The results of ARDL model diagnostic tests 
 

Diagnostic tests Coefficient p-value Decision 

Lagrange Multiplier test 1.831 0.173 No serial correlation exits 

Jarque-Bera test 1.491 0.474 Residuals are normally distributed 

Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey test 1.732 0.183 No heteroscedasticity exists 

Ramsey RESET test 2.426 0.102 The regression is properly specified 

F-statistic 220.491 0.000 The linear relationship of this model is significant 
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Figure 2. The results of CUSUM and CUSUMSQ tests 
 

Over the past three decades, Malaysia has seen a significant increase in the number of tourists visiting the country, as 

well as in income growth and energy use. In 2019, the number of tourists visiting the country was over five times higher 
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than in 1991, and GDP per capita increased by approximately three times during the same period (World Bank, 2022). 

Energy consumption by individuals also rose by 27%. This is because an increase in tourist arrivals leads to increased 

economic activity and production, requiring more energy for infrastructure, facilities, and services associated with tourism. 

Additionally, transportation associated with tourism is a significant contributor to total energy consumption. Therefore, an 

increase in the number of tourists results in a higher demand for energy. The study's findings suggest that a rise in energy 

consumption due to an increase in the number of international visitors to Malaysia could negatively impact the environment 

through increased emissions. Tourism also affects not only the biophysical environment but also the sociocultural 

components, such as contributing to air pollution and noise pollution. The introduction of trash can transform a beautiful 

location into a landfill, and deforestation is a significant negative impact of increasing tourist numbers on the ecosystem. To 

mitigate these negative effects, sustainable tourism must be developed to reduce its impact on biodiversity and the economy. 
 

CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

1. Conclusion 

This study analyzes tourism's impact on energy consumption, accounting for improved living standards and 

economic conditions. Time series data from 1990 to 2020 were examined using ADF, DF-GLS, and P-P unit root tests, 

confirming stationarity, while ARDL bounds tests indicated long-term cointegration. Results revealed significant 

positive influence of GDP, financial development, and tourism on Malaysia's energy consumption in both short and long 

terms. ARDL estimates indicated 1% increases in GDP, financial development, and tourist arrivals correspond to energy 

consumption growth by 0.02%, 0.95%, and 0.04% in the long run, and 0.03%, 0.64%, and 0.01% in the short run, 

respectively. Findings underscore the need for environmentally responsible tourism policies, aligning with Malaysia's 

2030 target for sustainable tourism fostering job creation, cultural preservation, and economic support.  
 

2. Policy implications 

To address the issues of energy consumption, climate change, and CO2 emissions, Malaysia should implement robust 

policies that encourage tourism stakeholders to adopt renewable energy, carbon-neutral transport, and emission-free 

technologies. Incentives can be provided to encourage the adoption of eco-friendly public transport, offer tax benefits, and 

incentivize energy-efficient tourism services. The government can also integrate energy-efficient features in popular tourist 

destinations, fostering reduced energy costs and emphasizing energy efficiency in hotels and eateries. Energy efficiency not 

only mitigates pollution and emissions but also saves money, creates long-term jobs, and aligns with sustainable practices. 

The Malaysian government plans to implement a system to hold tourists, residents, and visitors accountable for their 

impact on natural environments at popular tourist attractions. The tourism sector will be encouraged to adopt sustainability 

and environmental responsibility, providing a better experience for tourists while promoting environmental education. To 

support a campaign promoting energy conservation, the public will be informed through flyers, brochures, infographics, 

and updates on authorities' green initiatives. Encouraging eco-friendly infrastructure, alternative energy sources, and low-

carbon logistics for tourism businesses, coupled with eco-focused events, could curtail CO2 emissions and resource 

depletion. Measures like monitoring energy use, efficient lighting, eco-friendly air conditioning, reduced water 

consumption, and efficient heating could be adopted. Environmental levies could be implemented at popular tourist spots to 

ensure sustainable practices. Investing in energy efficiency, waste management, and modernizing public transportation can 

reduce tourism-induced CO2 emissions. Malaysia's enhanced energy and environmental regulations could serve as a model 

for other developing nations grappling with tourism-related environmental deterioration from fossil fuel-based energy.  

Collaborative efforts among Southeast Asian governments could yield effective strategies for regional sustainable 

tourism development. This research addresses tourism and energy consumption, a significant knowledge gap in the 

Malaysian context. Results carry the potential to inform policymaking by highlighting the impact of visitor numbers on 

energy use. Energy security is vital for both tourism and economic growth. Diversifying into sustainable energies is vital 

for long-term energy security and environmental preservation. Policymakers must align energy and tourism policies with 

Malaysia's National Tourism Policy (NTP) 2020-2030, which aligns with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 

The tourism sector should boost competitiveness through sustainable practices, revenue generation, and community 

engagement. Aligning with NTP's strategies and SDGs can create jobs, conserve biodiversity, and protect cultural 

heritage, fostering responsible consumption and green practices across the tourism sector. 
 

3. Limitations and future research directions 

The study's findings could have significant implications for sustainable tourism policies, but the research had 

limitations in using econometric approaches due to the absence of data beyond the study's time frame. Further studies 

could examine the effectiveness of regulations to convert Malaysia's tourism sector to renewable energy and the cost-

effectiveness of building green-energy tourism. Policymakers, government officials, and the tourism industry need to 

conduct further research to evaluate the impact of the tourism-energy connection in the context of the COVID-19 crisis, 

particularly in regards to air transport, travel, and tourism. This analysis could aid in coping with the economic 

disruption caused by COVID and could be broadened to aid in the economic recovery. 
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Abstract: In this research, we intend to study the profile of the consumer in the face of the reality we live in: the War in Ukraine. 

The goal is to understand how individuals, as individual tourists, in groups or with family, consider that tourism is or will 

undergo changes, in terms of conditions of choice, opinions, categorization, and societal involvement. The Investigation was 

quantitative and adopted the survey method. Data was collected at Continental Portugal and Islands, where 1200 responses 

were obtained for analysis. Key findings revealed that people like to travel the world. People travel more for holiday reasons 

than for work. It is also concluded that people travel at least once a year on vacation. Due to the last event and according to 

the sample answers the will to travel has changed. Through the study, we could easily see that the impact of recent events 

interfered with the lives of tourists significantly changing intentions and habits and countries near the war are not a choice. 
 

Key words: Consumer Profile, Tourist, Post-Pandemic, War, Ukraine 

 
*  *  *  *  *  *  

 

INTRODUCTION 

This research aims to understand the problem of the War in Ukraine, the changes in the profile of the tourists, and their 

behavior in current times of uncertainty. The problem of research has become central at the moment. Thus, it is worth 

mentioning that the general objective was to determine and analyze the profile of the consumer/ tourist in times of war. 

In the tourist landscape, many concepts must be taken into account, but the most important is undoubtedly the definition of 

tourist. In this sense, it can be said that a tourist is a person who moves to other regions or countries to spend moments of 

leisure, know other cultures, and visit specific places that are absent in the region of the usual residence. From this perspective, 

it is understood that the role of the tourist is the consumer of services related to transportation and staying in other regions 

(Mielniczuk, 2016; Cunha, 2019; Hasan et al., 2020, Dharen and Rahul, 2023. In the past, participation in tourism was 

restricted to the elite who had the time and money to travel. The tourist routes started through the Grand Tour, and a long trip 

could last 3 or 4 years. As time went by, lives transformed and the world transformed lives and began to travel globally.  

Currently, due to the events that have been lived, human beings are forced to respect social distancing, reanalyze their travels, 

and take new measures of coexistence. This new world order leads humans to rethink tourism to empower the economy. This 

is precisely why the motivations that lead human beings to travel are a critical point when deciding the type of tourism to be 

presented by destinations and enjoyed by tourists, almost always in a leisure format (Cunha, 2019; Phuthong et al., 2023). 

The truth is that it is unknown what the profile of tourists will be in the post-pandemic and during the war in Ukraine 

(Hudoshnyk and Krupskyi (2023). In this sense, the researchers decided to look for answers. The final aim is to understand 

what changes in tourist behavior caused by the last great moments lived globally. 

The general objective was to determine and analyze the profile of the consumer/ tourist in times of war. 

Investigation question nr. º 1 - What factors contributed to individuals' inclination and motivation to explore the world 

during the Ukrainian War? 

Investigation question nr. º 2 – Where do tourists like to travel and where during This War? 

Investigation question nr. º 3 – When and Where do the tourists wish to go? 

Investigation question nr. º 4 – Where do they get information about possible Destiny? 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Portugal as a tourist spot 

The Portuguese tourism industry has been a vital component of the country's economy. Portugal is known for its rich 

history, stunning landscapes, and vibrant culture, making it a popular destination for both leisure and business travelers 

(Cunha, 2019; Cunha et al., 2021). The tourism industry holds significant importance in both local economies and the 

global tourism sector (Watjatrakul, 2018). In Portugal, tourism is a key economic activity for the generation of wealth and 

employment, and the tourism data for 2022 are encouraging.  

In 2022, the tourism sector approached the record values of 2019 in the main indicators of overnight stays (-0.9%) and 

guests (-2.3%), having surpassed the values in tourism revenues (+15.4%) (Barry et al., 2022; Brito and Zarrilli, 2023). In 

Table 1 it is possible to see some key reasons why this industry is considered important. Overall, the Tourism industry 

plays a multifaceted role in supporting economic growth, fostering cultural exchange, and providing essential services for 

travelers. It has a significant impact on local economies, job creation, and the broader tourism sector, making it a vital 

component of many regions' development strategies (Watjatrakul, 2018; Barry et al., 2022; Brito and Zarrilli, 2023). 
 

Table 1. Why is tourism so important? (Source: Watjatrakul, 2018; Barry et al., 2022; Brito and Zarrilli, 2023) 
 

Economic Impact 
Job Creation: Tourism generates employment opportunities, both directly (in hotels, restaurants, transportation, etc.) and indirectly 
(in related industries such as agriculture and manufacturing). 
Revenue Generation: Tourism brings in foreign exchange through expenditures on accommodation, food, transportation, and other 
services, contributing to the economic growth of a region or country. 
Cultural Exchange 
Cultural Understanding: Tourism promotes cross-cultural understanding as visitors engage with local traditions, customs, and ways 
of life, fostering mutual respect and appreciation for diversity. 
Preservation of Culture: Tourism can contribute to the preservation of cultural heritage by creating economic incentives for 
communities to maintain and showcase their unique traditions. 
Infrastructure Development 
Investment: The need to accommodate tourists often leads to infrastructure development, including the construction of hotels, 
transportation facilities, and recreational areas, benefiting both residents and visitors. 
Environmental Conservation 
Conservation Funding: Revenue generated from tourism can be used for environmental conservation efforts, including the 
protection of natural habitats and wildlife. 
Awareness: Tourism can raise awareness about the importance of preserving natural resources, fostering a sense of responsibility 
among visitors and local communities. 
Global Peace and Understanding 
Diplomacy: Tourism can act as a form of soft diplomacy, promoting understanding and positive relations between different countries 
and cultures. 
People-to-People Connections: Interactions between tourists and locals can lead to the exchange of ideas and perspectives, 
contributing to global peace and harmony. 
Quality of Life Improvement 
Infrastructure and Services: Improved infrastructure and services designed to cater to tourists can also enhance the quality of life 
for local residents. 
Cultural and Recreational Opportunities: Residents may benefit from increased cultural and recreational opportunities that arise 
due to tourism development. 

Diversification of Economy 
Reducing Dependency: Tourism can help diversify the economy of a region or country, reducing dependence on a single industry 
and providing a buffer against economic downturns in other sectors. 
Education and Learning 
Educational Opportunities: Tourism can provide educational opportunities for both tourists and locals, fostering a greater 
understanding of history, geography, and cultural diversity. 

 

The tourist behavior  

Talking about tourism until a few years ago was talking about concepts such as over tourism, creative and sustainable 

tourism, with concerns for nature and the environment, in the face of climate change. Today, after the pandemic and the entry 

of Ukraine into War, destinations have become risky, traveling is a risk and the tourist has become even more aware of the 

surrounding reality (Hudoshnyk and Krupskyi, 2023). Several factors contribute to the understanding of consumer behavior, 

such as the sources of information used, the influences on the destination and travel decision, and currently, the consequences 

and implications that the Post Covid-19 Pandemic and War entail (Bama and Abrahams, 2020; Hashemi et. al., 2023). 

The choice of a destination to travel can be conditioned by several factors. There is talk, for example, of socio-

economic, political, legal, cultural, or even personal factors in the sense that a third-age consumer does not seek the same as 

a young consumer 30. Psychological factors are extremely important and embrace concepts such as motivation, perception, 

attitude, and experience (Govender et al., 2020; Purwoko et al., 2023). In the light of these ideas, it is possible to verify that 

marketing plays a key role here. After all, marketing often presents the ability to change and influence consumer choices. And 

consumer behavior becomes central to a good understanding of the market. Thus, with the correct application of traditional 

and digital marketing under platforms offering tourist activities, it is possible to reorganize the product and or services and 

better meet the expectations and requirements of the tourist/ consumer (Rahim et al., 2022; Brito and Zarrilli, 2023). 

The technological advances implemented and developed in recent times have, in a way, filled some tourist implications 

that the Pandemic and the War launched on Tourism, in the sense that they exert great influence on travel. There is talk not 
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only of common use but also of allowing tourist companies to develop new relationships with customers, to provide new 

experiences, and to organize products that offer otherwise and with added value. The availability of smart devices such as 

smartphones, their capabilities and functions, and the number of people they have access to grows rapidly worldwide 

(Lingadkar and Sankaranarayanan, 2020; Hossain et al., 2021). Digital has made the world more accessible by keeping 

information in the palm of the hands of ordinary mortals. The Pandemic has transformed digital platforms in general and 

the tourism market has not been left aside. Travel agencies began to be deprecated at the expense of the Internet and the 

consumer began to buy their trips (Barry et al., 2022; Hashemi et al., 2023). 

The still latent risk of the Pandemic, the many mutations of the virus, and the War have become extremely important 

themes. According to Cunha (2019) by car, motorcycle, motorhome, or other means, the propensity to start discovering a 

new country with maximum autonomy and flexibility will tend to increase in the post-pandemic period. The trend is to 

travel at local, inter-municipal, and regional levels since international travel and the feeling of potential insecurity 

associated with flights and airports continue to generate a redirection to domestic tourism. Nature Tourism gains 

competitiveness among others (Brusadin, 2015; Govender et al., 2020; Ferraro, 2022; Daren and Rahul, 2023). 

In recent news, there is also the implementation of Iberian partnerships and spiritual routes aimed at the recovery and 

restructuring of the territory, as an independent spatial factor and border areas, of greater value for the different tourist 

activities that may be experienced and enjoyed (Watjatrakul, 2018; Barry et al., 2022; Brito and Zarrilli, 2023). 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In this investigation, defining the research question and reviewing existing literature was considered a generic process 

that involves data analysis as it´s possible to see on the flowchart below Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. Investigation Process (Source: Own author) 

 

This investigation submits to the positivist paradigm since it intends to test several a priori hypotheses to determine 

relationships between the independent and dependent variables. The researchers selected a quantitative research 

approach since it increases accuracy through statistical analysis. The investigation was conducted in Portugal. 

Questionnaires were collected by email in all the countries and Islands. The researchers were able to collect 1431 

questionnaires but only 1200 were complete. The investigation took a quantitative research approach that made use of 

the survey method. The sampling technique used was the convenience sampling approach due to the lack of a sampling 

frame. The gathered data were recorded on a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet after screening returned questionnaires. The 

data were analyzed using descriptive statistics, Cronbach’s alpha values and correlations, and the Statistical Package for 

Social Sciences (SPSS version 27.0). The Analysis of Moment Structures (AMOS version 27.0) statistical software was 

utilized to test the psychometric properties of the measurement scales and hypotheses.   

This research investigation acted following the ethical standards of academic research, for instance, all participation 

was voluntary and it was conducted anonymously. No personally identifying data was not collected. Participants were 

briefed on the research and provided consent before completion of the questionnaire. No incentives were provided to 

participants and they we allowed to withdraw from the investigation at any point. This research aims to understand the 

problem of the War in Ukraine, the changes in the profile of the tourists, and their behavior in current times of 
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uncertainty. The problem of research has become central at the moment. Thus, it is worth mentioning that the general 

objective was to determine and analyze the profile of the consumer/ tourist in times of war. 

Investigation question nr. º 1 - What factors contributed to individuals' inclination and motivation to explore the world 

during the Ukrainian War? 

Investigation question nr. º 2 – Where do tourists like to travel and where during This War? 

Investigation question nr. º 3 – When and Where do the tourists wish to go? 

Investigation question nr. º 4 – Where do they get information about possible Destiny? 
 

Data analysis 

After examining the returned questionnaires, the collected data was recorded in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The data 

were analyzed using descriptive statistics, alpha values, and correlations of Cronbach and the Statistical Package for Social 

Sciences (SPSS version 27.0). To test the psychometric properties of measurement scales and hypotheses, the statistical 

software Analysis of Moment Structures (AMOS version 27.0) was used. 
 

Ethical contemplations 

This research study acted by the ethical standards of academic research, for example, all participation was voluntary and 

conducted anonymously. No personal identification data were collected. Participants were informed about the research and 

gave their consent before completing the questionnaire. No incentives were provided to participants and they were allowed 

to withdraw from the study at any time. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The Investigation was quantitative and adopted the survey method. Data was collected at Continental Portugal and 

Islands, where 1200 responses were obtained for analysis. The sample is Portugal representative. The demography of the 

sample has been analyzed concerning its different characteristics. Their findings showed that 56% (678) were male 

participants and 44% (522) were female participants as we can see in Figure 1. These results are in accordance with the 

INE (2023). As for age, the sample has 6 age groups: up to 19 years with 11% of the sample, from 20 to 29 years with 14%, 

from 30 to 39 years with 26% of the sample, from 40 to 49 years with 50 to 59 with 21%, from 60 years with 28% of the 

sample (Figure 2). According to Figure 3, the monthly income of participants, participants who receive between 500-1500 

euros are 34.0%, while 52.0% and 14.0% earn between 1501-4000 euros and 4001 euros and more, respectively. Figure 4, 

presents the distribution of workers, 53.50% are part-time workers and 47.0% are full-time employees. 
 

     
                              Figure 1. Gender (Source: Own author)                   Figure 2. Age Groups (Source: Own author) 

 

     
 

                                Figure 3. Monthly Income (Source: Own author)                   Figure 4. Part-Time vs full-time Time 
 

In the context of schooling, it is possible to notice that 77%, are graduates, masters or doctorates, with secondary 

education the sample has 22%, and high school or basic education only 1%.  

Regarding professional life, 81% of the sample is active, and only 19% is a student, unemployed, or retired. Regarding 

the region of residence, the North leads with 76%, followed by the Center with 11%, then the Metropolitan Area of Lisbon 

with 11%, the Autonomous Region of Madeira and Alentejo with 2%, and finally the Algarve with only one.  
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Trying to figure out if the sample likes to travel and where to 

According to the answers obtained, it can be concluded that 93% of the sample are individuals who like to travel the 

world. However, they do so more often for holiday reasons than for work. It is also concluded that 69% of respondents 

travel at least once a year on vacation 13% traveled between 3 to 5 times a year, also on vacation, and 18% say they still 

travel also for work. This situation is in line with studies carried out by Cunha (2019). It’s very important that the 

individual leaves the usual place to replenish their energy. It was also possible to conclude that around 6% of the sample 

admits to being afraid to travel outside Portugal since the Pandemic. And this is the turning point. It's important to mention 

that with the pandemic came a time of not traveling, travel with restrictions, and then the Ukraine War (Cunha, 2023). Due 

to the last event and according to the sample's answer the will to travel has changed.  

Also, according to the answers given by the sample in question, it is possible to verify that the impact of recent events 

interfered with the lives of tourists significantly changing intentions and habits (74%).  

As far as destination is concerned, 65% of respondents assumed that they would travel in the future. When detailing 

these trips 25% of individuals prefer the comfort of traveling within Portugal, and 30% mention that Europe would be a 

great option, but would avoid countries bordering Ukraine or Russia. Other travelers would opt for countries outside 

Europe. About specific destinations, most countries such as Spain, France, England, Dubai, or Morocco are mentioned. 

Maybe in time, things change again but we're really living in difficult times at the moment. 

Where do they get information about possible Destiny As for the use of information sources, 79% of respondents 

assume that Digital Platforms are the most important source, and 21% say that their trips are based on the Opinions of 

Family and Friends. Only The Newspapers/Magazines play an irrelevant role in the choice of 1200 respondents. Fact that is 

in line with the investigation conclusion of Magano and Cunha (2020). 
 

And how do they think to travel... 

Respondents mentioned that they intend to enjoy trips in the form of visits to family/friends (76%), cultural visits 24%, 

weekend getaways (54%), and natural tourism as a holiday option (25%). Rural and cultural tourism were not rejected, but 

were not the first option of respondents, as happened before the Pandemic. The same does not happen with nautical 

tourism, spiritual routes, and enogastronomy which are not part of the options of the respondents of this sample. 
 

When? 

It was also possible to verify the respondents continue to have a pre-pandemic view. Some respondents even reject the 

trend towards a new reality in terms of types of tourism. They consider that they still need some time to travel back to 

Europe or outside of it. To verify that 79% of individuals answered "I do not know if I will travel shortly". Those who 

show more willingness to travel are young adults between 20 and 29 years old, who choose the option between 6 to 12 

months or 12 months from now and mentioned "outside Europe" as a destination. This group assumes that it will travel in 

the medium-long future while 6% of respondents answered "Do not leave when I will travel".  

Therefore, one can present a conclusive analysis that meets the fear of traveling. The reality is that the "unknown" 

destabilizes the way people invest in travel. Which makes it possible to realize that fear or fear remains a constant. 
 

Scale reliability 

Considering the proposed questionnaire, we found that the reliability test (Cronbach’s test) showed excellent internal 

consistency, with α = 0.911. 
 

Analysis of differences in means 

When assessing the intentions and habits of the tourists under study, the researchers found statistically significant 

differences. In particular, it seems important to mention the groups with 19 and less years of age and those from 40 years to 

49 years, since Significance (Sig.) assumes the value 0.05 in the Bonferroni test after ANOVA. 

The Bonferroni test is a statistical test for testing the difference between two population means (only done after an 

ANOVA test shows not all means are equal). The formula for the Bonferroni (1936) test statistic is: 
 

t = ˉxi − ˉxj √(MSW(1 ni + 1 nj) 
 

Let's break down the components of the equation: 

t: This represents the test statistic, typically used in various statistical tests to assess the difference between groups or conditions. 

ˉxi and ˉxj: These are sample means from two different groups or conditions. ˉxi represents the mean of the first group, 

and ˉxj represents the mean of the second group. 

√(MSW): This part seems to involve the square root of a term denoted as MSW. MSW could stand for "mean square 

within," and it typically represents the mean of the squared differences within each group or condition in an analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) context. It's related to the variability within each group. 

(1/ni + 1/nj): This part of the equation involves the inverses of the sample sizes (ni and nj) for the two groups or 

conditions being compared. It's common to have different sample sizes when comparing groups in statistical tests.  

In summary, the equation calculates a test statistic t to assess the difference between two sample means, taking into account 

the within-group variability (MSW) and the sample sizes of the two groups (ni and nj). However, the specific test or analysis 

this equation is related to would require more context to interpret accurately. It might be part of an ANOVA or a t-test, but 

further information is needed to determine its exact purpose. Regarding gender and net monthly income, there is no difference 

of choice, given the impact of the act of traveling. To better understand this sample, it was also realized some other analyses. 
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Cross-tabulation analysis 

A cross-tabulation (or crosstab) report is used to analyze the relationship between two or more variables. The report has 

the x-axis as one variable (or question) and the y-axis as another variable. 

Regarding the relationship between the demographic profile and the essential criteria for travel, the age group from 19 

to 29 years has greater statistical relevance, followed by the group from 40 to 49 years who assume that Safety is a very 

important criterion. Other criteria also considered essential were Access to Health and Hygiene. 

Ease of payment or access to online or contactless payment are also considered very important criteria when choosing 

the destination. As for the sources of information sought before and after travel, the ones that stand out are digital 

platforms, followed by websites, blogs, and the opinions of family and friends.  

Regarding disease control, or increased care for when traveling, the sample was very careful. 90% admitted to seeking 

information about the place where they want to travel, but also about typical diseases. As for the type of experiences, to 

have, the age group of 30 to 39 years of age appears to be extremely relevant. For these elements of the sample, Rural 

Tourism and travel with family and friends within Europe are the most common. About 40% say they want to travel by 

motorcycle and/ or motorhome. The experiences that meet the trends of the moment, such as Dubai, are the ones that have 

less projection about this sample. Regarding the type of tourism that tourists see themselves practicing in the coming 

holidays, Natural Tourism presents a statistical representation of 48% of the respondents. About the Spiritual Routes, 

almost 63% of respondents assume that it will be little or nothing likely for enjoyment in the next vacation. As for the level 

of income, those who give the most opinions regarding the destination of the holidays, are the respondents without income, 

thus assuming that most students assume the destinations of the holidays, whether with family or with friends. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The problem of research has become central at the moment. Thus, it is worth reminding that the general objective was 

to determine and analyze the profile of the consumer/ tourist in times of war in Ukraine. 

Outlining a profile of the tourist/consumer in this new world order becomes a delicate and even complicated topic to 

discern. However, our research had as its object of study the analysis and understanding of how tourists, as consumers of 

leisure and business, see today the Tourism of today. Through relevant methods, such as access to recent secondary data, 

and conducting a questionnaire, it was possible to delineate a type profile, however, we gathered the feeling that the trends 

that are released by the media, the responses we obtained, little or nothing goes together. 

As for the conclusions, as mentioned above, it is delicate to develop a theme still under construction, with data as recent 

as those we have been working on, to understand how the war in Ukraine will change and condition travel, the act of 

traveling, and the arrival at destinations. However, it seems important to share some conclusions. 

According to the answers obtained, it can be in general people like to travel the world. People travel more for holiday 

reasons than for work. It is also concluded that people travel at least once a year on vacation. It was also possible to 

conclude that people have admitted to being afraid to travel outside Portugal since the Pandemic. And this is the turning 

point. It's important to mention that with the pandemic came a time of not traveling, travel with restrictions, and then the 

Ukraine War (Cunha, 2021). Due to the last event and according to the sample answers the will to travel has changed.  

Through the study, we could easily see that the impact of recent events interfered with the lives of tourists significantly 

changing intentions and habits. The truth is that they still have plans to travel but most of them prefer the comfort of 

traveling within Portugal, and some mention that Europe would be a great option, but would avoid countries bordering 

Ukraine or Russia. Other travelers would opt for countries outside Europe. About specific destinations, most countries such 

as Spain, France, England, Dubai, or Morocco are mentioned. When talking about getting information the most part still go 

to online platforms to read comments done by the last travelers of the Destiny they want. But most of them would prefer 

places where they have family or friends, cultural visits, and weekend getaways, mostly in nature. 

Rural and cultural tourism were not rejected but were not the first option. The same does not happen with nautical 

tourism, spiritual routes, and enogastronomy which are not part of the options of the respondents of this sample. 

Talking about “when” most of the sample answered within 6 to 12 months or 12 months from now. But we also could 

see a part of the sample saying they will not travel again showing that the reality is that the "unknown" destabilizes the way 

people invest in travel. Which makes it possible to realize that fear or fear remains a constant. 

When investigating war, there are several limitations that researchers may encounter. It's important to acknowledge 

these limitations to provide a clear understanding of the scope and applicability of the study. For example, human biases, 

cognitive limitations, and emotional responses can impact the objectivity of researchers when studying war. Maintaining 

impartiality and avoiding preconceived notions can be challenging. The ethical challenges of studying war involve issues 

such as the potential harm to participants, invasion of privacy, and the sensitive nature of the topic. Access to certain 

information or populations may be restricted due to ethical considerations. But also, War studies often involve subjective 

elements, including interpretations of events, motivations, and consequences. Different researchers may analyze the same 

set of data and reach different conclusions based on their perspectives. 
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Abstract: In this article, a study was conducted to analyze the factors leading to the occurrence of one of the natural disasters - 

fires on the territory of Eastern Kazakhstan. This work examined the consequences of forest fires that occurred before 2022 and 

analyzed changes in the state of forest cover in recent years using satellite images. The article also describes the methodology and 

application of geographic information technologies for assessing the potential damage caused by fires based on data from space. 

This technology provides a quick assessment of possible damage from forest and steppe fires, which can be supplemented with 

data from the area. Based on space monitoring data, areas affected by fires are identified, and a rapid assessment of such areas is 

carried out using information from the MODIS system, after which it is recommended to supplement it with more detailed 

medium-resolution data, such as Landsat images. In addition, the article determined the structure of forest cover, and also 

identified factors influencing the occurrence of fire conditions in the territory of Eastern Kazakhstan. As a result of the study, a 

set of proposals was developed to assess the level of damage caused by forest fires and measures to prevent such fires. 
 

Key words: fire, forest fires, natural disasters, imbalance of ecosystems, anthropogenic factors, remote sensing methods, space 

photography, space monitoring, GIS technologies 

 
*  *  *  *  *  *  

 

INTRODUCTION 

The East Kazakhstan region extends north from 48˚ to 51˚ north latitude and east from 77˚ to 87˚ east longitude, bounded 

on the west by 76˚ 50'' east longitude and on the east by 87˚ 20'' east longitude. This area is located southwest of the Altai 

Mountain range, known as the Kazakh Altai, and is bounded by the Kalba and Sauyr-Tarbagatai ranges, as well as the Zaysan 

basin (Figure 1). The total area of the region is 97.8 thousand square kilometers (Yegorina, 2000). The territory of Eastern 

Kazakhstan contains 40% of the total reserves of wood resources of the main tree species, which play an important role 

in the formation of forest cover in the country. Forest areas in the East Kazakhstan region, in particular in the eastern part of 

the region, include dark coniferous taiga forests and pine forests of the Kazakh Altai and Saur (Zhensikbayeva, 2018). 

Forest fires are accidental fires that occur within forest cover. They cause the destruction of trees and shrubs present in 

the forest and can lead to a decrease in the protective and other beneficial properties of the forest, destruction of wildlife, as 

well as infrastructure, and in some cases, populated areas. In addition, forest fires pose a serious threat to the lives of people 

and farm animals. Classification of fires. Classification of forest fires is based on various characteristics. Depending on the 

type of fire and the structure of the forest area, forest fires are divided into lower, upper and soil. According to the degree of 

burning intensity, forest fires are divided into weak, medium and strong. The intensity of combustion depends on the 

presence of combustible materials, the slope of the terrain, time of day and wind strength (Blinov, 2016). 
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Figure 1. Hypsometric map of East Kazakhstan Region (National Atlas of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 2010) 

 

Taking into account the speed of fire propagation, low and upper fires are divided into permanent and rapidly 

spreading. The speed of propagation of a weak lower fire does not exceed 1 meter per minute, and a strong one is more 

than 3 meters per minute. High fires have a spreading rate of up to 3 meters per minute at low intensity, up to 100 meters 

per minute at medium intensity and above 100 meters per minute at high intensity. The height of the fire also varies: a 

weak lower fire reaches a height of up to 0.5 meters, an average - 1.5 meters, a strong - more than 1.5 meters (Table 1). 

Soil (underground) fires are characterized by burning depth, which is no more than 25 cm for weak, 25-50 cm for 

medium and more than 50 cm for strong (Blinov, 2016). The main factors influencing the occurrence of forest fires. The 

main factors influencing the occurrence of forest fires include the frequency of rainfall, the amount of precipitation and 

wind patterns. Fire danger depends on the amount, nature and condition of combustible materials, forest cover and 

weather conditions such as precipitation and wind. Weather is the most variable factor, and fire danger increases as air 

temperatures rise and humidity decreases. Temperature and relative humidity vary both within a day and at different 

times of the year, depending on geographic location and altitude (Krepsha, 2014). 

 

MATERIALS AND RESEARCH METHOD 

Forest fires, as one of the natural disasters, often cause 

imbalance in ecosystems and damage local structures. Recent 

studies indicate an increase in the number of forest fires around 

the world due to climate change. At the present stage, the work 

on the early identification of fire conditions is very relevant. 

In this field, scientists using the latest technologies are trying 

to identify various natural disasters, natural conditions of the 

forest. An example of this is the presentation  in  the  works  of  

Table 1. Classification of forest fires  

according to combustion indicators (Vlasova, 2014) 
 

Indicator of forest burnability (ha) Fire hazard level 

less than 300 I – safety 

301 – 1000 II – lower degree of danger 

1001 – 4000 III – medium degree of danger 

4001 – 100000 IV – high danger 

more than 100000 V – very high danger 
 

E.V. Arkhipov, S.M. Zikriarova, I.A. Snytin, D.M. Syzdykov, P.K. Yants, S.J. Gadal, S.A. Ivanova of geoinformation 

systems and ways to effectively determine the state of the forest using remote sensing devices. Models for the prevention of 

emergencies using geoinformation systems have been created by E. Chuvieko and A. Jain. The need to create a geographic 

information system (GIS) for space-based fire monitoring of forests in the vast territories of our country and the constant 

lack of funds for the protection of sparsely populated remote forest areas is obvious. The use of space monitoring makes it 

possible to reduce the cost of detecting forest fires and automate the process of detecting forest fires. The data processing 

scheme consists of three main stages (Figure 2). At the first stage (input data), the polygon shape file is loaded into the GIS 

and added to the fire observation shape file. The forest fire observations shape contains all observations of forest fires since 
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the beginning of the current season and is the basis for constructing a database and analyzing the forest fire situation. The 

forest fire observation table stores the date and time of forest fire observation, satellite, area, administrative affiliation, the 

nearest populated area and its coordinates, the distance and azimuth of the direction to it from the geometric center of forest 

fire observation, the sign of belonging to a forest zone and the contour area (Pavlichenko et al., 2009). 

At the second stage, newly discovered fires are 

analyzed. The main purpose of the analysis is to find 

fires that have been ongoing since the last observation 

and index all fires found. Fire indexing consists of spatially 

combining all observations of one fire as a separate 

polygon. The spatial combination of all observations of one 

fire has the meaning of the burning left by the fire, and 

will be further referred to as the fire trail. 

The third stage consists of a number of auxiliary 

calculations (Pavlichenko et al., 2009): 

1. determination of the territorial affiliation of fire 

traces to regions, subjects, states; 

2. search for the nearest populated areas and 

calculate the distance and azimuth of the direction from 

the populated area to forest fires; 
3. calculation of areas of fire traces in projective units; 

4. setting a sign of a forest fire. This geographic 

information system for forest fire monitoring allows for 

rapid spatial analysis of forest fires. An increase in cases of 

forest fires was noticed in Kazakhstan in 2019-2020. This 

raises the question of how dangerous forest fires are and 

how they may be related to various climatic, abiotic and 

anthropogenic factors, as well as the possibility of 

predicting their occurrence in order to take preventive 

measures (Bogdanov et al., 2018). To date, as of January 1, 

2022, the total area of the state forest fund is 30,552.5 

thousand hectares and occupies 11.2% of the territory of 

the republic (Figure 3). Forests cover 13,635.3 thousand 

hectares, which is 44.6% of the total area of the forest fund. 

The area of the private forest fund is 1,017 hectares, and 

there is no forest cover on this territory. The level of forest 

cover in the republic is 5.0%. Most of the state forest fund, 

namely 74.9%, is managed by the government of the 

regions, and 24.4% is managed by the Committee 

(Vaganov, 2018). The total area of Republic Kazakhstan 

forest owners under the jurisdiction of the Committee is 

7450.9 thousand hectares, and of this area 7335.9 thousand 

hectares are specially protected natural areas that have the 

status of a legal entity (Figure 4). These include 10 state 

natural reserves, 14 state national natural parks and 7 state 

natural reserves (Svarichevskaya, 1965). The forest area of 

the East Kazakhstan region is 3,843 thousand hectares, of 

which more than 2 million hectares are covered with forest. 

 

 
Figure 2. Scheme for processing data on  

forest fires in the ArcGis (Pavlichenko et al., 2009) 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Forest Fund of the Republic of Kazakhstan in the period 2023 

(Information on the availability of land and its distribution by category, land 

owners, land users and lands in the East Kazakhstan region as of 2022, 2023) 
 

   
 

Figure 4. Forest Fund of the East Kazakhstan Region in the period 2023 

(Information on the availability of land and its distribution by category, land 

owners, land users and lands in the East Kazakhstan region as of 2022, 2023) 

Figure 5. Types of forest species  

in the East Kazakhstan region  

(Baimaganbetov et al., 2020) 
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It is remarkable that more than half of the forest resources of the entire country are concentrated in this region of Eastern 

Kazakhstan. The forest cover level of this area is 16.5%. The main tree species that predominate in this area are pine, spruce, 

fir, cedar and larch, as well as aspen, birch and poplar (Zhensikbayeva, 2018). Forest areas in Eastern Kazakhstan are located 

mainly on the ridges of the Altai Mountains. Mainly coniferous forests are common here. In the lower parts of the forest zone 

there are deciduous and mixed forests. In the north, the altitudinal forest belt extends from 800 to 1700 meters, and in the 

south it reaches 2300 meters. These forests include trees such as pine, birch, aspen, poplar, cedar, spruce, fir, larch, as well 

as various types of shrubs. The species composition of forests is presented in the Figure 5 (Baimaganbetov et al., 2020). 

The main timber reserves are concentrated in seven forestry enterprises, namely Altaisky, Riddersky, Verkhneubinsky, 

Malubinsky, Pikhtovsky, Cheremshansky and Ust-Kamenogorsky forestries, and amount to 96.6 million cubic meters, 

which is 84% of the total reserves (Shishikin et al., 2013). On the territory of the state forest fund, logging is carried out, 

beekeeping and deer breeding are being developed, areas are provided for health and recreational purposes, as well as 

haymaking and grazing, and medicinal raw materials are collected (Information on the availability of land and its 

distribution by category, land owners, land users and lands in the East Kazakhstan region as of 2022, 2023). 

In 2020, a comprehensive plan for forest reproduction and increasing the volume of afforestation in the East Kazakhstan 

region for the period from 2021 to 2025 was developed and approved by the mayor of the city as part of the implementation of the 

Address of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated September 1, 2020. The plan calls for 15,000 hectares of forest to 

be planted using individual seedlings over five years, for a total of 76 million seedlings (Information on the availability of land 

and its distribution by category, land owners, land users and lands in the East Kazakhstan region as of 2022, 2023). 

1) 2021 - 513 hectares (177.5 million tenge); 2) 2022 - 600 hectares (789.8 million tenge); 

3) 2023 - 1537 hectares (1133.6 million tenge); 4) 2024 - 5650 hectares (1032.9 million tenge); 

5) 2025 - 6700 hectares (583.2 million tenge). Total - 15 thousand hectares (3.7 billion tenge). 

The planned activities for 2021-2022 have been completed in full. In 2023, 7.8 million are planned to be planted on 

1,537 hectares with the planting of individual seedlings. The material and technical base of state forestry institutions has 

been significantly strengthened and positive results have been achieved in preserving forests from fires. 

 

RESEARCH RESULTS 

On the total area of the forest fund of Eastern Kazakhstan, there are 13 municipal state forestry institutions and 4 specially 

protected natural areas - “Markakol” and “Western Altai”, the State National Natural Park “Katon-Karagay” and “Alakol”. 
 

Table 2. Forest fires in the East Kazakhstan region for 2019-2023 (Information on the availability of land and its distribution by category, 

land owners, land users and lands in the East Kazakhstan region as of 2022, 2023) Note: On June 8, 2022, the East Kazakhstan region was 

divided into two - Abay with the regional center in Semey, and, in fact, East Kazakhstan region, where Oskemen remained the main city 
 

Region Year Number of fires Amount of damage (thousand tenge) Death of people Injured people 

East Kazakhstan region 
(including Abay region) 

2019 1755 165082 37 54 

2020 2037 2066421 46 46 

2021 1480 537069 47 51 

East Kazakhstan region 
2022 401 77965 18 13 

2023 339 60518 23 15 
 

Table 2 contains statistics on forest fires in the East Kazakhstan region for the period from 2019 to 2023. Let's analyze 

the main indicators: 1. Number of fires: - In 2019, 1,755 forest fires were registered; - In 2020, the number of fires 

increased to 2,037; - In 2021, the number of fires decreased to 1,480; - In 2022 there were only 401 fires; - In 2023, the 

number of fires also decreased to 339. 2. Amount of damage (thousand tenge): - In 2019, damage from forest fires 

amounted to 165,082 thousand tenge; - In 2020, the damage increased significantly and reached 2,066,421 thousand tenge. 

Forest fires can occur for various reasons, both natural and man-made. Natural factors include lightning, volcanic 

eruptions, sparks from falling rocks and spontaneous combustion. These phenomena are caused by high temperatures, low 

humidity and the presence of flammable materials. On the other hand, man-made causes include man-made ignition sources 

such as cigarettes, electrical sparks and any other sources that can start a fire due to human carelessness in coming into 

contact with flammable materials in the forest (Table 3). “In 2022, out of 801 cases of forest fires, 444 cases or 55% 

occurred from lightning strikes, 127 cases or 15% arose as a result of steppe fires moving onto state forest lands (due to the 

fault of the population 12, forest users - 1, other organizations and enterprises - 9), from unknown causes, 208 cases or 26% 

were recorded, and these figures are repeated annually with minor adjustments” (Velichko, 2023).   

1-Moss-lichen, grass-moss-lichen, 2- short-grass crooked forests and deciduous woodlands; 3- Kobresia smirnovii, 

K.myosuroides, medium grass meadows; 4 -pine and birch-pine forests, lichen, moss, grass cover; 5 -fir and small-leaved-

fir forests with large-grass moss cover; 6 -deciduous and small-leaved-larch forests, moss and birch-moss communities; 7-

small-leaved aspen and birch forests with large grass communities; 8 -Shrub thickets combined with meadow and richly 

mixed-grass steppes; 9 -Larch and herbaceous communities on the northern slopes combined with meadow steppes and 

shrubs on the southern slopes;  10-Wormwood-feathergrass in combination with brittlegrass;  11- Stipa sereptana, 

Artemisia gracilescens, Allium polyrhizum; 12-sand-feather grass and shrub communities; 13-Stipa capiilata, Artemisa 

frigid, Caragana pumila, Clestogenes squarrosa, Potentilla acaulis; 14- Festuca valesiaca, Stipa kirghisorum, Stipa 

lessingiana, Stipa capillata, Spiraea hypericifolia, Caragana frutex, Caragana pumila; 14b- shrub-wormwood-turfgrass; 15 - 

arable land on the site of dry fescue steppes; 16- Wormwood-fescue; 17- Shrub - forbs - red feather grass; 18- Shrub-forb-

red-feather, petrophytic-forb and shrub-fescue communities; 19 - Fescue-feather grass; 20 - Festuca valesiaca, Stipa 
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capillata, Stipa pennata, Artemisia marchalliana, Spirea hypericifolia, Lonicera microphylla; 21 -Artemisia sublessingiana, 

Stipa sereptana, Allium polyrzhum, Anabasis salsa; 22-Artemisa sublessingiana, Stipa sareptana, Nanophyton erinaceum, 

Parmelia vagans; 23-Artemisia xanthochroa, Artemisia santolina, Agropyron fragile, Calligonum rubicundum, Calligonum 

crispum; 24 - Shrublands, halophytic meadows and reed beds; 25-Calamagrostis epigeios, Xanthium strumarium, 

Trifolium, Plantago major, Potentilla anserina, Elaeagnus oxycarpa; 26 - aspen - birch - willow thickets, meadows and 

grass swamps; 27- кeed, halophyte meadows and communities. The occurrence and spread of fires in the East Kazakhstan 

region are highly dependent on the topography and altitudinal zone in which the vegetation cover is located.  
 

 
Figure 6. Vegetation map of the East Kazakhstan region (National Atlas of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 2010) 

 

Table 3. Number of fires 

in Kazakhstan for 2020-2023 

(Velichko, 2023) 
 

Forest fires Steppe fires 

2020 701 2020 130 

2021 749 2021 115 

2022 706 2022 74 
 

Table 4. Number of fires in  

Kazakhstan for 2020-2023 (during 

August) (Velichko, 2023) 
 

August 

Forest fires Steppe fires 

2020 125 2020 33 

2021 137 2021 39 

2022 122 2022 13 
 

Table 5. Number of fires in Kazakhstan for 2020-2023 

(during August) (Official statistical accounting of fires 

and their consequences in Kazakhstan, 2019-2023)  
 

September 

Forest fires Steppe fires 

2020 39 2020 16 

2021 87 2021 31 

2022 47 2022 23 
 

 

In mountain forests, natural fires begin after snow melts on the southern slopes, which occurs at different times: in the 

mountain ranges - in April, in the middle mountains - at the end of May, and in the upper zone - only in June and sometimes 

even in early July. Due to the climatic conditions of the region, fast-growing grass begins to limit the spread of fires (Figure 6). 

After the snow melts in late June and mid-July, the fire threat decreases significantly. According to Kazhydromet forecasts, in 

the upcoming fire danger period the average temperature will be +30ºC. Dryness and lack of precipitation are expected in the 

southern, eastern and western parts of the republic, while temperatures can reach +40ºC. All this will significantly increase the 

risk of forest fires. Due to the climatic conditions of the region, fast-growing grass begins to limit the spread of fires (Table 4). 

After the snow melts in late June and mid-July, the fire threat decreases significantly. (Shishikin et al., 2013). The growing 

season of the grass begins on the southern slopes and in light coniferous forests on the eastern and western exposures, and ends 

in dark coniferous forests on the northern slopes. In autumn, herbaceous plants gradually lose moisture and complete their life 

cycle, but by the end of autumn, when frost sets in, they dry out completely (Table 5). During periods of drought, fires can 

occur and spread throughout the entire mountain system, regardless of slopes and vegetation conditions (Arkhipov, 2017). In 

spring and autumn, when fires occur mainly in pine-birch and deciduous forests, and in summer during a period of prolonged 

drought - in all other types of forests. Under normal weather conditions, the fire spreads along bodies of water in the south and 

west. However, if the ridges and hills are higher than 500 meters, then the fire can engulf valleys, basins and lower slopes. 

During a period of prolonged drought in the spring, fires can spread to the eastern and some northern slopes (Arkhipov, 2017).  
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The intensity of lightning activity, that is, the duration of thunderstorms and the number of days with lightning, is 

closely related to the physical and geographical location of the region. In addition, the terrain greatly influences lightning 

activity. On mountain slopes, where humid winds act, the greatest number of lightning events is observed. This is because 

dynamic turbulence increases and updrafts create conditions for the formation of strong convective currents, which leads to 

the formation of clouds and, consequently, lightning. However, an increase in the number of thunderstorms in the 

mountains is observed only up to a certain altitude (800/1000 meters). Regarding the consequences of fires, persistent and 

intense lowland fires negatively affect the growth and health of pine forests. The impact depends on the age of the forest 

stand and the intensity of fires. A study conducted in the Katon-Karagai State National Natural Park showed that in all 

burnt areas the tree stand is generally preserved, but the condition of the wood can be assessed as unsatisfactory. 

The number of healthy trees leaves much to be desired, and most forest areas have been damaged and destroyed. 

Already in the first year after the fire, it became obvious that the fire had caused serious damage to the trees. In 2018, in the 

new burned area, the proportion of destroyed and drying trees exceeded 93% (Baimaganbetov et al., 2020). 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Fire stations on the territory of East Kazakhstan (National Atlas of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 2010) 
 

According to the indicators of fire incidents and depending on the flammability index, all forest management in the East 

Kazakhstan region were conditionally divided into three groups. The highest level of fire danger (group I) was recorded in 

"Asubulak forestry" with a combustion index of 229.6 units, which indicates a high fire danger (Figure 7). The region is 

primarily planted with pine trees and is prone to wildfires. Over the past 15 years, 6,781.2 hectares of fires have occurred 

on the territory of this forestry, of which 2,848.7 hectares are in forested areas. The causes of fires are mainly related to 

anthropogenic activities (46.5%) and lightning strikes (53.5%) (Loupian et al., 2017). Most of the fire situation was included 

in group II of communal government agency "Zaysan forestry" (93.17) and communal government agency "Narym forestry" 

(69.09). These regions are characterized by flatter terrain, but there are still cases when forest fires spread to the territory of the 

forest fund. Particular attention should be paid to preventing transboundary fires in the Zaisan forestry communal government 

agency and conducting educational activities, since the main causes of fires here are closely related to human activity.  

Group III includes communal government agency "Kurchum forestry" (25.68), communal government agency "Ridder 

forestry" (15.21), communal government agency "Samar forestry" (7.6) and communal government agency "Oskemen 

forestry" (2.08). Despite the low burning index values, fires occur in these areas, affecting large areas. For example, in 

2011, at the Ridder forestry communal government agency, an overhead fire destroyed about 300 hectares of valuable pine 

forest in two hours. The main cause of forest fires in these areas is human activity, which accounts for 99.16% of all cases. 

It should be noted that in communal government agency "Ridder forestry" with such a number of fires, forest protection 

acts very quickly, and the average area of one fire during the study period is 6.2 hectares (Chlachula, 2019). 

On the territory of the Samar forestry communal government agency, the main type of forest tree is pine, which 

contributes to the transformation of this zone into an area with a high risk of forest fires. This circumstance significantly 
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increases the risk of fires in this area. According to data for the last 15 years, the conditions conducive to the occurrence of 

fires in this territory are caused by 57.8% anthropogenic factors and 42.2% by natural causes (Meshkov et al., 2009). 

This year marks the highest number of forest fires registered in the East Kazakhstan region, reaching 314 cases. The 

second largest number of fires is Pavlodar region with 141 incidents. Zhambyl, West Kazakhstan and Turkestan regions 

found themselves faced with a significant increase in the number of forest fires, with only 2 cases in each of them. It should 

be noted that in 2022, the only region where no forest fires were registered was the Mangistau region (Table 6). 

As for steppe fires, this year the largest number of incidents was 

recorded in the Karaganda region - 34 cases. It is followed by the West 

Kazakhstan region with 23 cases and the Kostanay region with 19 cases. 

A smaller number of steppe fires were registered in the Zhambyl and 

Akmola regions, where two cases were recorded, as well as in the Atyrau 

region, where only one steppe fire was registered. It should be recalled 

that this year there was one of the major forest fires in the Kostanay 

region, which began on September 2 and required eight days to 

completely extinguish it. As a result of this fire, 43 thousand hectares of 

forest were destroyed and damaged, as well as more than 90 residential 

buildings in two settlements. A total of 12 people were injured, burned or 

poisoned in the fire, and another person was found dead in his home, buried 

under rubble. When analyzing the causes of forest fires in the Republic of 

Kazakhstan, it should be noted that the main factor causing fires is the 

careless handling of fire by local residents and vacationers when igniting 

forest fires. Throughout the Republic, 82% of all forest fires are caused by 

direct  or  indirect  human  impact,  while  natural  factors  (thunderstorms) 

 

Table 6. Number of forest and steppe fires in 

Kazakhstan for 2022 (Velichko, 2023) 

Regions Forest fires Steppe fires 

East Kazakhstan 314 8 

Pavlodar 141  

Akmola 55 2 

Karagandy 55 34 

Almaty 42  

Kostanay 36 19 

North Kazakhstan 30  

Kyzylorda 13  

Aktobe 10 8 

Atyrau 5 1 

Zhambyl 2 2 

West Kazakhstan 2 23 

Turkestan 1  
 

are responsible for only 18% of forest fires. Only in the ribbon forests of the Irtysh region the share of forest fires caused by 

thunderstorms is 50-65% (Arkhipov and Arkhipov, 2014). To locate forest fires for rapid response, data obtained from remote 

sensing satellites are used, which create images in the infrared spectrum with a spatial resolution of 250 to 1000 meters. These 

data make it possible to quickly determine the coordinates of fires (thermal anomalies) and predict the spread of forest fires, 

including the use of meteorological information. To perform tasks that require regular and operational space surveys, it is 

recommended to use aerial photography to create detailed large-scale maps in small areas in areas of intensive forest 

management. This has advantages, especially when monitoring forests located in remote and inaccessible areas, as well as 

when monitoring fire conditions, fire sites and illegal logging in protected areas. 
 

   
 

Figure 8. World View 2 image (fragment) with overlay of taxation map and burnt areas, obtained from Landsat and World  

View 2 data of the territory of the Semipalatinsk reserve for the period from 05.22.22 to 05.25.22 (https://forestopen.gharysh.kz/) 
 

The Figure 8 shows the initial sources of fire in the Semipalatinsk reserve. It is important to ensure that rescuers are 

promptly informed about the occurrence and spread of forest fires. To do this, in most cases, a web interface is used, 

containing a graphical representation of the locations of forest fires over the last 24 hours, as well as an indication of 

geographic coordinates, date and time of fire detection, probability of detection, fire classification and other related 

information. Thermal channels of satellite images are used to detect forest fires (Figure 9).  

There are two main types of fire detection algorithms: marginal and contextual. Marginal algorithms are based on 

identifying an abnormally high temperature above a certain point that exceeds the norm for the Earth's surface. In 

https://forestopen.gharysh.kz/
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contrast, contextual algorithms analyze the temperature of neighboring pixels, allowing temperature fluctuations to be 

detected in the context of surrounding pixels at lower temperatures (Arkhipkin et al., 2014). 
 

  
                                                a                                                                                         b 

  
                                                        c                                                                                           d 

Figure 9.  Photos from fire scenes in the East Kazakhstan region: a - Fire in the forests of the city of Ridder, https://www.nur.kz/, 
05.11.2021, Ridder, East Kazakhstan region; b - Fire in the Semey Ormany reserve, https://baigenews.kz/, 08.04.2023, Abay Region;  

c - Fire on the territory of the Kulunjunsky State Nature Reserve, https://orda.kz, 05.02.2022, East Kazakhstan region; 
 d - Fires in the East Kazakhstan region, inbusiness.kz, 05.16.2023, East Kazakhstan region 

 

High-resolution analysis of the following parameters is performed using remote sensing data: 

- Detailed study of fire spread; 

- Assessment of the total area covered by fire extinguishing in certain segments of the territory; 

- Assessment of economic losses; 

- Planning activities to prevent forest fires; 

- Identification of hotbeds of burning peat bogs and other objects. 

Satellite data is essential for assessing the spread and detection of wildfires, as well as for analyzing smoke clouds 

and fire risk. The ability to quickly detect fires in small areas, especially in conditions of increased fire danger, depends  

on the speed of detection. Therefore, the most suitable requirements for operational monitoring of forest and soil fires 

are those of satellites with high radiometric resolution and high image frequency, such as the NOAA and EOS series. 

Satellites with high spatial resolution must be used to monitor the consequences of fires.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Despite the low level of forest cover, forest fires cause serious damage to the forest fund of the Republic of 

Kazakhstan. In addition to natural factors, the level of fires in forests is influenced by the economic situation in the 

country and the effectiveness of measures to protect forests from fires. 

From 2000 to 2022, the year 2022 was characterized by a high degree of danger from fires. While the high number of 

fires and area burned in 2010 can be explained by drought, the excessively high level of fires in 2021 and 2022 may be 

due to insufficient government attention to protecting forests from fires. 

To minimize damage from forest fires, it is necessary to develop a comprehensive system for protecting forests from 

fires, taking into account the natural conditions and characteristics of the forest fund in each region of the republic. 

In order to reduce the risk of fires, the following measures are proposed: 

- Creation of a lightning rod service in the territories of communal government agency "Asubulak forestry" and 

communal government agency "Samar forestry", since cases of fires in pine forests due to lightning discharges are more 

common here; 

- Taking urgent measures to normalize the sanitary situation in the spruce plantations of the dark taiga, including 

sanitary pruning and debris removal; 
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- Application of satellite images and monitoring through special platforms for rapid detection and control of fires. 

To make a decision in the management of forest protection activities, a comprehensive assessment of the emergency 

situation is necessary, which is achieved by including all stages of the information and software complex to increase the 

percentage of reliability when checking it on the ground. Practice has shown that the most important block is considered 

to be the use of auxiliary information, including custom information, higher-resolution images (Landsat), taxational 

maps of vegetation and soils, conducting field research, climatic characteristics. 
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Abstract: Over the past decades, water erosion has increased significantly in the Shyngyrlau River basin. Recreational development, 

haphazard construction and operation of roads have led to increased water erosion and the formation of numerous linear erosion 

forms. Erosion reduces the natural resource status of the region. Water erosion develops in most cases along roads laid along the 

thalwegs of the ravine-hollow network. The light substrate along with sparse vegetation cover (the sparseness is aggravated by 

intensive grazing) predetermine its rapid development. Water erosion is an acute problem arising from the present climate change, 

agricultural intensification and diverse forms of anthropogenic land degradation. Assessment of present and potential soil erosion is 

useful for landscape preservation as well as development planning. Multi-analytical modeling can provide a quantitative and 

consistent estimation of soil erosion and sediment yield under locally specific environmental conditions. The soil loss model, 

Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE), integrated with GIS, has been used to estimate soil loss in the Shyngyrlau Basin (a 

left-bank tributary of the Ural River, NW Kazakhstan). The RUSLE model is based on remote sensing and field data; erosion 

probabilities were determined using GIS. The percentage ratio of the soil loss in the Shyngyrlau River basin shows erosion variation 

of 0.001–2.47 t/ha/yr. The degree of erosion increases with the length of the slope. A new factor Chip curvature (Cu factor), 

defining the accuracy of the soil loss results, was defined. According to this factor, soil erosion in the study area is 0.007–2.48 

t/ha/yr within the low erosion class. The lowest indicator of the K factor is 0.2 in sandy clay soils used as pasturelands. The 

highest K factor (0.3) relates to clayey arable soils. The research results add to implementation of new strategies in soil 

management and conservation practices reducing soil erosion in the Shyngyrlau Basin. Both climate and anthropogenic factors 

are seen behind the activated ground erosion. The development of forms of water erosion leads to a violation of the integrity of 

modern natural complexes of the West Kazakhstan region, which significantly reduces their stability and recreational potential.  
 

Key words: Shyngyrlau Basin; RUSLЕ; GIS; Soil; Erosion; Climate; Environment 
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INTRODUCTION              

Present soil erosion is a global phenomenon that degrades agricultural lands worldwide by removing the top, nutrient-

rich surface layer. This process generates an increasing surficial runoff ona more impermeable subsoil, and reduces the 

amount of water available to plants. The effectiveness of a soil conservation program depends on the calculation of soil loss 

and the identification of crucial areas for implementation of soil preservation management practices. The soil erosion 

results in a depletion of soil elements due to natural mechanical factors such as wind, water, and gravity, frequently with 

co-acting human factors (Gunawan et al., 2013).  

The biophysical environment, which includes soil, climate, terrain, bedrock, top ground cover, and interactions between 

these, affects the locally specific soil erosional processes. Erosion is a natural geological occurrence that occurs when soil 

particles are removed by water or wind and carried to new locations. Slope, length, local geology and geomorphology are 

the principal topographical features that affect the mechanism of soil erosion and the top surface runoff. The runoff 

intensity and reduction in water infiltration into ground increase with slope (Nearing et al., 2005) As the runoff's velocity 

rises, the runoff generated by the gravity slope processes will cause soil erosion. Some anthropogenic actions, such as 

agricultural practices and deforestrationpromoting expansion of farmland, would exacerbate erosion rates. Steep slopes, 

climate, torrential rains, improper land use, and vegetation patterns of the local land cover are some of the variables that 

contribute to erosion (Renschler et al., 1999). Additionally, some loose (sandy) soilsare more susceptible to erosion 

(Mekonnen et al., 2015). Insightful modeling may provide closed information regarding the current state of ground stability 

and erosion predispositions/tendencies, and mitigation of risks. The effects of soil erosion and deposition need to be taken 

into account in terms of present climate change (Lal, 2003; Liu et al., 2003; Berhe et al., 2007; Doetterl et al., 2012). Soil 

erosion and deposition are crucial for maintaining the equilibrium of the atmospheric carbon budget (Alexakis et al., 2013).  

Human alterations of the landscape, such as reduction of native vegetation for crop agriculture and grazing, 

channelization of streams, and tile and ditch drainage, among other activities, have led to deeply incised channels with 

accelerated stream bank erosion (Zaimes et al., 2006). In Western Kazakhstan, some former modeling the process of soil 

erosion in the basin of small rivers of Western Kazakhstan was performed resulting in locally specific erosion actions 

(Chashina et al., 2020). The problem of soil erosion is a key problem for agriculture in the country, and also has an impact 

on the recreational sector, since recreational land use is directly related to agriculture, and agriculture depends on soil 

fertility and the erosion component (Ramazanova et al., 2022). 

It is expensive and time-consuming to evaluate the soil erosion risks using the standard approaches (Bonilla et al., 

2010). Geographic information systems (GIS) are useful for integrating field data, data from remote sensing technologies, 

and data from currently used soil erosion models (Moore et al., 1991; Imamoglu and Dengiz, 2017; Fernandez et al., 2003; 

Gitas et al., 2003).The Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) and the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) are 

the most frequently used erosion assessment tools (Xu et al.,2009; Udayakumara et al., 2010; Das et al., 2018). 

RUSLE employs an empirical methodology based on how erosion processes work in combination with GIS landscape 

models (Prasannakumar et al., 2012; Ranzi et al., 2012; Renard et al., 1997; Sharma, 2010; Wijesundara et al., 2018; Ranzi 

et al., 2012; Wijesundara et al., 2018).The RUSLE model can predictan erosion potential on a cell-by-cell basis (Shinde et 

al., 2010) demarcating the spatial distribution of soil loss across a wide area. Various factors assessing the erosion potential 

value may be determined using the GIS tools and programs. This paper presents a multi-analytic approach using the 

empirical soil erosion RUSLE models integrated with GIS to estimate the soil erosion risks in the Shyngyrlau Basin, and 

discuss the impact of change in the land use-land cover with respect to the soil erosion ratio. The study combines the 

regional remote sensing data, GIS, and RUSLE data in order to detect the most accurate spatial distribution of soil erosion 

and analyze the effects of changes in land use and the land cover exposed to erosion. The regional soil erosion probability 

zones within the belt of the Central Asian parkland steppes are defined (Mhangara et al., 2012 ). 

 

STUDY AREA 

The study area is located in NW Kazakhstan within the Shyngyrlau River valley (Figure 1). The length of the river that is a 

left-bank tributary of the Ural River is 290 km2, with a hydrological catchment area of 6940 km². The sources of Shyngyrlau 

are located on the Poduralsky Plateau at an altitude of 250 m. A meandering river channel with ox-bow lakes characterizes the 

lower reaches. Since November until mid-April the river is frozen. The waters of the river are used for irrigation and rural 

water supply. On the right river bank there is the city of Aksai. The water temperature is 17–26.9°C, pH 7.74–7.83. 

The regional climate is continental, semi-humid, with moderately harsh winters with little snow. The average monthly 

temperature in January is –14.5°C, in July +22.6°C, the average annual temperature is +4.2°C. The mean annual 

precipitation is 268 mm, the highest average monthly precipitation is in June (39 mm) and October (32 mm), and lowest 

average annual precipitation is in January (8 mm). The main part of the region is occupied by steppe landscapes of elevated 

plains of the Poduralsky Plateau. Alluvial terraces are developed along the rivers. The area is drained towards north by the 

Ilek River which is a principal tributary of the Ural River) with small perennial tributary streams that dry up in summer, 

and the Shyngyrlau River flows in the central part of the region. Along the valley of the Utva River and the territory 

adjacent to the Ilek River in the north there are open grasslands of the Pre-Syrtovy Lowlands. 
The regional bedrock is built by sedimentary rocks—Cretaceous chalk and limestone (the Poduralsky Plateau), overlain 

by marine sediments/clays of the Oligocene Akchagyl Sea, loams and sands (the Pre-Syrtovy Highlands).Within the 

PoduralskyPlateau, the plain is intensively dissected by an ancient, presently inactive river network into syrts, ridges and 

cuesta ridges, on the slopes of which erosion forms gullies and ravines. In the leveled areas, a mosaic micro-relief is 
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developed. On the Pre-Syrtovy Lowlands there is the Ural River valley plain geologically structured by of alluvial deposits 

of the Ilek and Shyngyrlau Rivers. Between the Poduralsky Plateau and the Ilek River, small sand massifs and large wavy 

elevations—ashiks—are developed. The influence of halokinesis (movement of large masses of salts to the surface) is 

manifested over the landscape. In the south there are two gravity slope sand massifs with large differences in the aeolian 

deposit elevation over relatively short distances—Zhar-Shagal Ridge (with the adjacent forest dacha Kara-Agash at the 

bottom of the slope) and the Ak-Kumy Ridge (Petrenko et al., 1998). The Shyngyrlau-Ilek soil-geobotanical region enters 

the territory of the Shyngyrlau basin in the northeast. The previously widespread colorful feather grass steppes on dark 

chestnut soils were largely plowed. Only some pristine areas with feather grass steppes have been preserved. Fescue, 

Becker fescue and white wormwood grow in these places on sandy soils. The Dzhambeity - soil and plant cover region, 

covering the slopes of the Poduralsky Plateau, enters the southern part of the basin. The broken geomorphic relief is 

represented by river valleys, gullies, and outcrops. The modern pedological variety includes chernozems, chestnut soils and 

solonetz. Sagebrush and secondary steppes with feather grass (tyrsa) and fescue are widespread. 

Finally, in the extreme southeast, along the Pre-Syrtovy Ridge of the Poduralsky Plateau, flat-undulating spaces of 

Erkekov-feather grass steppes with sandy and sandy loam light chestnut soils dominate (Janaleyeva, 2010). 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Map of the Research Area (Source: compiled by Ramazanova and Turyspekova in the ArcGIS program) 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Methods 

The goal of the present study was to assess a spatial distribution of soil erosion in the study area using multi-

analytical approach combining remote sensing, GIS, and the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE). The 

research rational was to define the soil erosion probability and the effects of ongoing erosion in the Shyngyrlau Basin, 

and document the changes in land cover due to natural and anthropogenic factors. 

In order to quantify soil erosion risk at various levels, including single slope, river/wadi catchment, regional, as well as 

global scales, several precise soil erosion models have been created during the last decades (Prasannakumar et al., 2012). 

Among these, there is the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) (Wischmeier and Smith, 1965; Wischmeier and Smith, 1978 

), the European Soil Erosion Model (EUROSEM) (Morgan. et al., 1998), Soil Erosion Model for the Mediterranean Region 

(SEMMED) (De Jong et al., 1998), Water Erosion Prediction Model (WEPP) (Flanagan et al., 1998; Ascough et al.,1998,), the 

Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) (Arnold et al., 1998), and Chemicals, Runoff, and Erosion from Agricultural 

Management Systems (CREAMS) (Rudra et al., 1985). The USLE model has been widely usedworldwide to assess soil 

erosion risks. The less cost-demanding data-processing alternative is the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE). 

The revised model accommodates more accurate methods to estimate rainfall erosion (R), soil erodibility (K), slope length 

and steepness (LS), land cover management (C), and conservation practice (P) factors. Information on factors leading to soil 

erosion can be used as a guide for formulating appropriate soil conservation and land management plans. The RUSLE model 

is used to estimate the magnitude of soil erosion loss from watershed areas, the spatial distribution of soil erosion and its 

severity, delimiting sites vulnerable to soil erosion for both agricultural and partly forested sites. The model has several 

advantages: it is 1) easy to implement and understand from a functional perspective, 2) less demanding in terms of data 

requirements, 3) compatible with the Geographic Information System (GIS). Overall, USLE and RUSLE models are two of 

the most popular and widely used soil erosion models for agricultural areas throughout the world (Ramazanova et al., 2023).  
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The RUSLE model was estimated from remote sensing and field data, and erosion probabilities determined using GIS. 

Within the present study area, the RUSLE model demonstrates effectiveness compared to the USLE model (Wischmeier 

and Smith, 1978). In addition, RUSLE turns to be more flexible in modeling soil erosion in terms of its ability to change 

conditions and parameters, and is easy to integrate with a GIS for spatial analysis (Wischmeier and Smith, 1965). 

The RUSLE (Renard et al., 1997) model is expressed as Eq. (1):              A *R* K* LS* C* P   (1) 

Where:  A    Computed soil loss per unit area per year (t/ha per year)  

R    The rainfall erosivity factor (MJ mm ha-1 h-1 year -1)  

K    The soil erodibility factor (t ha MJ-1 mm-1)  

LS  The slope length and steepness factor (dimensionless)  

C    The cover and management factor (dimensionless)  

P    The support practice factor (dimensionless) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2. A diagram illustrating the application of the RUSLE model for estimating soil loss within the research area 
 

Calculation of the RUSLE Factors: 

Rainfall Erosion Factor (R) 

The initial data for the implementation of the precipitation map of the study region were the statistical series of 

precipitation for the warm and cold periods of 2010–2021 according to Kazhydromet (Official Internet resource - RSE 

“KAZHYDROMET” https://www.kazhydromet.kz , 11/01/2021). Precipitation indicators were taken for each observation 

period per month for each meteorological station in the study region, after which the data were averaged and processed in 

Microsoft Office Excel. The entire region is characterized by scarcity of precipitation and high dryness of air and soil. 

Precipitation is unevenly distributed over the territory of the West Kazakhstan region, the average annual precipitation 

varies from 300 mm in the north to 170 mm in the south of the region (Janaleyeva, 2010). 

For the precipitation mapping, various interpolation methods were used including the Spatial Analyst module of 

ArcGIS 10.1 software "Spline". This method calculates the point values based on a mathematical function that corrects the 

conditions of the given geographic area, resulting in a smooth surface that passes through all measurement points.  

The Geostatistical Analyst module was used to interpolate the values by studying the relationships between all control 

(control) points and building a continuous precipitation distribution surface. This module allowed to build an interpolation 

model and to evaluate statistically the quality of the final results.  

Factor-R, Factor erosion of sediments R connects the intensity of precipitation with the kinetic energy available for the 

erosion of soil particles (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978; Panagos et al., 2015). The erosion coefficient of precipitation is 

calculated based on the amount of atmospheric precipitation according to the following formula: 

R=0.548257*P – 59.9  (2) 

Where, P is the average annual amount of precipitation. 

Soil Erosion Factor (K) 

The K-factor is a coefficient of soil erosion that reflects both the soil's susceptibility to erosion and the rate of runoff, 

measured under the conditions of a standard single plot. Data for defining the mechanical composition of the soil were 
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taken from the website Open Land Map, presenting a raster mosaic of the surficial land mass structure. Each value of soil 

texture was given its erosion resistance coefficient at the average content of organic matter in the soil. During the fieldwork 

in the study areas along eight key study sections, the mechanical composition of the soil was determined in addition to the 

type of land use and crop arable land,. The analysis of the mechanical pedological qualities (2021) completed the 

cartographic data (Table 2). Soils with high clay contents have low K values, around 0.05 to 0.15, because they are resistant 

to separation. Roughly structured, loose soils, such as sandy soils in the study area, have low K values, around 0.05 to 0.2, 

due to low runoff, although these soils are easily separated. Medium grain size soils, such as silty loamy soils, have 

moderate K values, around 0.25 to 0.4 and produce moderate runoff. Soils with high silt content are the most susceptible to 

erosion of all soils. They separate easily, are prone to crusting, and give high flow rates. The K values for these soils are 

generally greater than 0.4. Organic matter reduces erosion because it reduces the soil's susceptibility to sloughing and 

increases infiltration, which reduces runoff and thus erosion. The addition or accumulation of increased organic matter due 

to management such as manure application is represented by the C factor and not by the K factor. Soil structure influences 

both susceptibility to detachment and infiltration. Soil profile permeability affects K because it affects runoff. 

Although the K factor was chosen to represent the soil in its natural state, past management or misuse of the soil as a 

result of intensive farming in the Shyngyrlau River basin can increase its erosive capacity. 

Slope Length and Steepness Factor (LS) 

The LS coefficient was derived from the Stone and Hilborn equation (Stone and Hilborn, 2000). The calculations and 

coefficients of the spatial distribution L, S is carried out in the GIS environment using the following equation: 

LS=power [(Flow Accumulation)*cell size/22.13]0,4*power[sin(slope*0,01745/0,0896]. 

The value of the terrain steepness is expressed in degrees. Most of the space images were obtained from the US 

Geological Survey mapping portal https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov.The value of the terrain steepness is obtained in degrees. 

Slope Curvature Factor (Cu) 

The idea of this article is that the improved universal soil loss equation (RUSLE) is used along with the GIS spatial 

analytic techniques and satellite data, giving an assessment of the current distribution of water erosion processes and 

development conditions in the Shyngyrlau River basin. For the first time, the coefficient Cu (the curvature of the soil loss 

slope) is used based on the improved universal soil loss equation. In the study, a new factor called curvature (Cu factor) 

was introduced to augment accuracy of the soil loss results. Application of the above coefficient in the Shyngyrlau River 

basin will allow for a more accurate assessment of soil erosion. 

Calculations and spatial distribution coefficients L, S, and Cu are applied in the GIS using the following equation: 

LSCu  

 

(3) 

where LSCu - Topographic factor; Qa - Flow Accumulation grid; Sg - Grid slope in percent; M - grid size (x × y), y or 

NN common value – dimensionless exponent, taking slope and curvature values between 0.2–0.5. The total curvature based 

on the Zevenbergen-Thorne algorithm can be calculated as (Zevenbergen and Thorne, 1987): 

                                                              Curvature = -2(D + E) * 100 (4) 

 

 

 

where z4 – height points in cells; l – distance between elements of the DEM (spatial resolution of the raster), units of 

measurement (meters). Curvature is measured in 1/m, after which it is multiplied by 100, i.e. the profile (vertical) curvature 

characterizes the change in the slope of the surface by 100 m along its main direction. The convex part is characterized by 

positive values, and the concave part is characterized by negative values, zero values are respectively characterized by a flat 

surface in the profile. 

 
 

Figure 3.The profile curvature is parallel to the direction of maximum slope,  

characterizes the curvature of the streamline in the vertical plane (Buckley, 2010) 

 

The range of possible values for all three curvatures ranges from –0.5 to +0.5 for areas with flat terrain and from –4 to 

+4 for mountainous areas [49]. Elevation of the study region ranges up to 277 m NN curvature is calculated + 0.5. 

In our calculations, we used the profile curvature, which affects the acceleration or deceleration of the flow, and, 

therefore, affects erosion and sediment deposition, which is calculated using the ArcGIS Spatial Analyst software module. 

Crop Management Factor (C) 

Factor-C takes into account the type of crop and the method of tillage. It is used to determine the relative 

effectiveness of soil and crop management systems in terms of preventing soil loss. Factor C is used to determine the 

relative effectiveness of soil and crop management systems in terms of preventing soil loss. In the study region in the 

https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/
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north during the period of vegetative activity (from May to August) with average cloudiness, the monthly amount of 

photosynthetic active radiation is 284–336 MJ/(m2 •month), in the south this figure increases to 293–348 MJ/(m2 •month 

). During the period of vegetative activity during the month, the average sun shines 9.5–10.5 hours a day. By natural 

conditions, the study area is favorable for growing long-day plants, solar radiation indicators are sufficient to provide 

optimal conditions for the growth of crops. For early spring crops, the duration of the growing season is 191–212 days; 

for late spring crops, this figure increases from north to south by 156–180 days. 

In the study area, during the growing season, at an air temperature >5°C, 3100–3800°C of heat accumulates; at an air 

temperature above 10°C, 2900–3600°C of heat accumulates During the warm period, on average, 112–228 mm of 

precipitation falls, of which 62–137 mm of precipitation falls during the period of active vegetation of crops. In the 

northern regions of the region for this period, about 72 mm of precipitation is provided by 90%, in the southern regions 

of the region; this amount drops to 44 mm, which is insufficient for the normal development of crops. On the territory of 

the region, the moisture coefficient is 0.33–0.74. In the northern part of the study region, the biochemical oxygen 

demand under natural moistening conditions exceeds 30-35 q/ha, in the central part the value of biochemical oxygen 

demand is from 20 to 30 q/ha, and in the southern part of the region is less than 20 q/ha.  

Conservation Practice Factor (P) 

One of the main land management measures aimed at the efficient use of land resources and preservation of soil fertility 

is anti-erosion measures. In this case, the main task is the implementation of anti-erosion measures. The development of 

design schemes for the use of erosion-hazardous lands determines economic technical measures for  the  implementation  of  

anti-erosion actions for a certain period of time, as well as long-

term goals for protecting land resources from erosion processes 

and ways to achieve them. In the region under study, the 

following types of anti-erosion measures are used (Darbayeva et 

al., 2020; Ramazanova et al., 2019): 

o anti-erosion crop rotations, 

o flat-cut processing methods, 

o plowing across the slope, 

o dumpless plowing, 

o  socketing 

 

Table 1. Values of anti-erosion measures according  

to the universal RUSLE formula (P factor data) [35] 
 

Support practice P factor 

Up and down slope 1.0 

Cross slope 0.75 

Contour farming 0.50 

Strip cropping, cross slope 0.37 

Strip cropping, contour 0.25 
 

Factor P expresses complex anti-erosion measures aimed at protecting the upper layer of the soil cover from erosion. 

This factor characterizes intentional initiative forms of soil cover cultivation by land users. 

The values of this factor vary from 0.01 to 1; an increase in the value characterizes the absence of coverage, a decrease 

in the set. For example, contour farming can reduce the value of this factor to 0.50. Since the territory of the Shyngyrlau 

River basin is represented predominantly by slightly undulating and slightly sloping plains, soil cultivation is mainly 

carried out by transverse plowing. Cross plowing technology is used on inclined surfaces up to 3°. Transverse plowing is 

characterized by a value of “0.75” (Table 1). The main objective of organizing anti-erosion measures is to counter erosion 

processes and restore the fertility of eroded soils, as well as to prevent the formation of erosion in areas with a potentially 

high risk of erosion processes, that is, the elimination of factors that can cause erosion processes. But planned activities can 

be implemented if these activities are cost-effective. In this regard, it is necessary to determine the economic feasibility of 

the planned anti-erosion measures. When assessing economic calculations for the implementation of anti-erosion measures, 

it is first of all necessary to take into account their environmental feasibility, which primarily takes into account the 

preservation of landscape diversity and the prevention of erosion processes. 

 

RESULTS 

The produced rainfall (R factor) maps Figure 4 (a) showed a temporally and spatially differential precipitation 

distribution. These variations follow the annual rainfall Figure 4 (a that has been recorded at the rain monitoring four 

stations in the Shyngyrlau Basin. As a rule, the data used in the calculation of the R factor, except precipitation, remain 

unchanged. This regularity is also characteristic of the spatial distribution of precipitation. The precipitation factor displays a 

value variation range from 75 to 112.6 with an increasing and decreasing trends in the north and the southwest, resp,. Figure 4 

a. In general, the northern part of the studied territory has the maximum predisposition for initiation of erosion processes 

because of the higher rainfall and  topographic gradient. The degree of erosion increases with the length of the slope.  

 
Table 2. Key study areas West Kazakhstan region 

 

 Key area  Coordinates  Soil structure 

1 Zelenovsky N 51°60’712“     E 052°10’570“ Clayey 

2 Shyngyrlausky N 51°41’880“    E 051°93’748“ Loam 

3 Syrymsky N 51°27’457“     E 051°92’629“ Loess 

4 Karatobynsky N 51°18’658“    E 051°10’022“ Loess 

5 Burlinsky 51°43’964“     050°85’882“ Loess 

6 Terektinsky 51°42’762“     050°78’121“ Diversesediments 

7 Akzhaiyksky N 51°33’221“     E 050°61’142“ Diversesediments 

8 Baitereksky N 51°35’331“     E 050°54’535“ Clayey 
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The soil erosion map Figure 4 b displays the areas where solid crystalline rocks forming the present surface are 

widespread with a coefficient of 0.2 which are less prone to erosion.  

According to the mechanical composition of the soils in the Shyngyrlau Basin of the West Kazakhstan region, they 

are mainly clayey, loamy, sandy, and loess-like soils with low K values. At places, where the level of silt is high in 

loams the soil cover is more susceptible to erosion, there the K factor reaches a level of up to 0.32.  

 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Figure 4. The RUSLE soil cover erosion parameters in the Shyngyrlau Basin: (a) Rainfall erodibility factor  

(R factor) for the year 2021; (b) erodibility factor (K factor); (c) slope length and steepness factor (LS factor);  

(d) agricultural land use; (e) cover management factor (C factor); (f) erosion control practice factor (P factor) 
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The steepness map was generated for the entire river basin Figure 4c. The slope rate was calculated in the GIS 

environment with a LS-factor of 0.0001. The value of the relief steepness of the Shyngyrlau River basin varies from 0 to 

1.513 degrees. The climatic conditions of the area allow the cultivation of corn and sorghum.  

The low yield of crops in the investigated river basin is due to traditional agricultural practices, and the low 

productivity of the irrigated lands. Other factors include frequent droughts, a low level of application of modern 

technologies, and an extremely low production efficiency of the irrigated land.  

 

DISCUSSION 

The conducted field investigations and analytical research provided a close assessment of the potential soil erosion 

dynamics in the Shyngyrlau Basin using the diagnostic multi-criteria of the RUSLE model processed by the ArcGIS 

software. The RUSLE approach for the regional risk erosional assessment on the territory of Western Kazakhstan was 

applied for the first time in spite of certain methodology limitations. The applied empirically based approach provides 

prediction of the long-term average annual rate of slope soil erosion using six specific factors. It estimates soil loss in 

similar landscape terrains and under analogous meteorological conditions. The integrated factors (R, LS, K, P, C, Cu) 

minimize the overall uncertainties. The newly introduced Cu-factor increased accuracy of the soil loss results. 

The MAP is the key factor, along with the slope structure, inclination and the land use, affecting soil erosion. In the 

northern part of the study area (Taskala, Aksai, Uralsk, Yanvartsevo), >300 mm of MAP is recorded contrasting to <200 

mm of precipitation in the south of the region (Taipak, Zhanakazan) (Figure 5). In general, during the warm season of the 

year, precipitation falls 2 times more frequently than during the cold season. In the course of a year, two precipitation 

maxima are observed; the first in July in the north gradually shifting southward, and the second in October. 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Average annual precipitation records of the West Kazakhstan region 

 

According to the precipitation variation records from the weather stations, the long-term precipitation data for the warm 

(April–October) and cold (December–March) seasons are uniform and amount 22–23% of MAP (Table 1). The results 

(Figure 4 (a)) show that the precipitation regime, both warm and cold, remains moderate from year to year, and is long-

term relatively stable. The frequency from 2011 to 2021 of a high rainy warm period is 21% with a probability of 2 times 

per decade. The repeatability of a low rainy warm period is 18% with a probability of 2 times per decade. 

The K-factor is a major variation to the USLE procedure. Its values for the study area (0–0.32) asses soil erodibility 

with zero values least susceptible to erosion. The analytical data show that K is not constant, but varies with the season, 

starting from the early spring and ending in mid-autumn during the first ground freeze. Practically at all key sites (Table 2), 

there was a high content of clay in soils. These are the places with the low erosive risks and more consolidated top grounds. 

The relief model (DEM) of the Shyngyrlau River basin shows a dominantly low topography gradually decreasing from the 

NE to the SW. The anti-erosion measures are aimed to counteract the activated erosion processes and restore the fertility of 

the eroded soils, as well as to prevent erosion in the areas with potentially high ground instability. It is necessary to 

determine the economic feasibility of the planned anti-erosion measures because of high costs. Also environmental feasibility 

must take into account the preservation of the pristine landscape diversity and the prevention of erosion processes.  
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The climatic, geomorphic and pedological conditions predetermine the agricultural yields. The cooler years do not offer 

optimal predispositions for growing winter barley opposite to winter rye and wheat. This is partly due to a small snow 

cover and the soils’ minor retention potential during early winter. The latter plants can be cultivated in the Zelenovsky, 

Taskalinsky, Uralsk, Terektinsky, Shyngyrlau and Borilinsky districts, as well as in the north of the Kaztalovsky, 

Zhanibeksky, Syrymsky, Akzhaiyksky and Karatobinsky districts. Nevertheless, during cold winters, winter wheat and 

rye are more likely to freeze. In the northern part of the study area, during the period of  vegetative activity (from May to 

August) with average cloudiness, the monthly amount of photosynthetic active solar radiation is 284–336 MJ / (m2 

•month), in the south this figure increases to 293–348 MJ / (m2 •month), with average sunshine 9.5–10.5 hours a day. 

The regional natural conditions provide optimal predispositions for vegetation growth and crop agriculture. 

In the areas of cultivation of crops in the study area, the minimum air t ranges from –37.6° C to –41.1 ° C. Under 

such temperature conditions, the optimal height of snow cover that protects winter crops should exceed 23 cm. The 

average snow cover height throughout the region is < 23 cm along with a strong drop in air temperature. The indicator of 

the severity of winter according to A.M. Shulgin from 1 to 2.9 (severe) for 4 weather station according to A.M. Shulgin 

(Baisholanov, 2017), >3 (very severe) for 9 weather station. Such indicators do not create optimal conditions for 

growing winter crops, where the main reason is the low snow depth. The results conclude that the annual average soil 

loss estimated using the RUSLE model is about 142,419 t/ha/yr in the Shyngyrlau Basin. It is also observed that the 

overall erosion varies with respect to the relief, vegetation cover and the character and intensity of land use. In the most 

threatened places, suitable soil conservation practices are to be implemented (Figure 6). 
 

 
Figure 6. Soil erodibility (the Shyngyrlau river basin) Figure 7. Soil loss map with slope curvature (the Shyngyrlau river basin) 

 

CONCLUSION 

Active recreational development, haphazard construction and operation of roads have led to a strong increase in 

water erosion and the formation of numerous linear erosion forms. Water erosion develops in most cases along roads 

laid along the thalwegs of the ancient ravine-hollow network. Light substrate and sparse vegetation cover predetermine 

its rapid development. The situation is aggravated by intensive grazing. Thus, in most cases, the expansion of the 

erosion network is caused by anthropogenic factors. The development of forms of water erosion leads to a violation of 

the integrity of modern natural complexes of Western Kazakhstan, which significantly reduces their stability.  

The multi-proxy, satellite and GIS-based RUSLE analysis detailed more accurately the spatial distribution of places in the 

Shyngyrlau Basin prone to erosion. The data layers (raster maps) extracted for the K, LS, Cu, R, C, and P factors of the 

RUSLE model were integrated within the Arc GIS spatial analyst to quantify, evaluate, and generate the maps of soil erosion 

risks and its severity within the study area of Western Kazakhstan.  The soil erosion risks show their increase in the agrarian 

areas due intensification of agricultural practices. The lowest Soil Erosion Factor (K) value (0.2) defines the sandy clayey 

soils, predominantly of a pastoral land use; the highest value (0.3) associated with clayey soils characterize the arable 

agriculture. According to the newly defined Cu Factor, the soil erosion in the investigated area is estimated 0.007–2.48 t/ha/yr. 

Empirical soil erosion models are easy to interpret, require minimal resources, and can be worked out with readily 

available inputs to the areas of high erosion risk. The results define the spatial places exposed to erosion and outlined 

control measures in the most severely affected places. The RULSE model helps in mapping vulnerable zones susceptible 

to soil erosion and sediment re-deposition. Application of the model has a major significance in determination and 

identification of most effective management strategies aimed at the surficial erosion control. A comparison of the 

potential and actual soil loss helps in assessing the erosion impact of various cropping systems as well as to the choice 

of the proper land conservation practices. The results in of the pilot research facilitate implementation of new 

approaches in conservation practices of the non-cultivated (pristine) and cultivated lands, reducing soil erosion in 

Western Kazakhstan. They also contribute to the regional development management and provide options to 

policymakers for control of the present/future soil erosion risks, mitigation of degraded lands, and soil loss.  
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